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ABSTRACT 

This dissenation examines the cultural politics of family-making in Italy, where 

women in the 1990s reached record-low fertility rates. Gender, kinship, ethnicity, race and 

nationulism have become foci of social and individual conflicts in the context of Italian 

reproductive patterns. This interdisciplinary project, based on 22 months of anthropological 

ficldwork, explores the effects of this demographic transition on the everyday lives, 

emotions, memories and family-making practices of women and men in one historic central 

Italian conuine (county) in the Province of Prato. Located in a rural-industrial region of 

Tuscany, individuals there recount the shift from a peasant agricultural economy ba.sed on 

sharccropping and straw weaving to an urban industrial economy based on rag regeneration 

and textile production, and link this to the ongoing "crisis" in the patriarchal family. It 

examines relations between productive and reproductive labor from the mid-nineteenth 

century to the present, and offers a historical corrective to scholarship on globalization. 

Integrating methods from sociocultural. linguistic and historical anthropology, this 

ethnography contributes to the understanding of fertility decline in a way that analyses of 

aggregate statistics alone cannot: namely, it reveals how ideologies about class and gender 

create social identities that lead couples to make small families. Influenced by feminist 

anthropology and political-economic approaches, the project places attention on power 

relations associated with old and new meanings of domicile labor, .social space, marriage, 

patriarchy as well as parenting; a persistently inten.se role of motherhood is connected to the 

"culture of responsibility." Di.scourse analysis is used to examine demography narratives, 

which depict the very low birthrate as "irrational" and as a "problem." In the context of 

immigration into Europe, .such .scientific authority enables elite racism and sneaky 

pronatalism. Hence, this research participates in the movement of scholars committed to 

critical population studies and, as such, adds much-needed depth to global debates about 

changing family dynamics, population politics and women's status. 
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PROLOGUE: THE WHEEL OF THE INNOCENTS 

Glazed terracotta babies gaze down from the Florentine Spedale degli Innocenti, their 

legs and torsos swaddled with the sculptor's strips of cloth. Each accents one of nine 

arches that form the foundling hospital's facade. The structure itself affects a sense of high 

Reanaissance harmony and reason, magnified because of the way it frames the sanctified 

square, Piazza Santissima Annunziata, a straight shot down Via dei Servi to the city's 

renowned Duomo, a cathedral whose gigantic dome was the largest since the Roman 

Pantheon. The "clear-cut rationalism" of Filippo Brunelleschi's hospital design, realized in 

the fifteenth century with support from the Florentine silk guild, contrasts with a tragedy 

that is all but forgotten, and not even mentioned in the most classic of art-historical texts on 

the Italian Renaissance': hundreds and thousands of abandoned infants crossed the 

foupdling home's threshold, among whom countless would not live to walk back across it. 

Desperate parents (typically said to be shamed mothers) left their babies outside on the 

wheel, pulled a bell string and ran away. An attendant on the other side rotated the wheel 

and allowed the little "innocents" passage to their destiny. 

Orphan mortality reached its heights in the late eighteenth century. Statistics from 1774 

indicate some 990 children being admitted annually to the hospital with a mortality rate of up to 

83 percent. In an essay about the hospital's art and history, Piccini (1992:12) identifies the 

most common cause of death as smallpox yet fails to discuss other health, nutritional and social 

conditions within the orphanage that likely contributed to mortality. When the hospital 

celebrated its 550th anniversary in 1995, a historic photo published in the Florentine daily. La 

^ Frederick Hartt, in his classic History of Italian Renaissance Art (1979), describes the importance 
of the Spedale degli Innocenti (pp. 149-151). The fifteenth-century foundling home is among the legendary 
designs of Rorentine Renaissance architect Filippo Brunelleschi, who had a humanistic knack for fusing 
faith and science through measured proportions, and as such for creating elegant simplicity from 
complexity. Hartt compliments Brunelleschi for his "clear-cut, rational buildings" (1979:151). 
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Nazione, showed two women tending to a roomful of infants (I counted 14 babies). An 

accompanying text commented on the thousands of abandoned children, among whom many 

were "destined to an almost certain death" (check translation). In 1861 alone, some 7,931 

newborns passed across the wheel. 

Any physical evidence of the wheel itself has been erased. I searched for some trace 

of it during various visits to the city center. Just before leaving my ethnographic fieldsite, 

in a textile and sweater production district of northwest Tuscany 22 kilometers from 

Florence, I made a last pilgrimage to the Piazza SS. Annunziata. My relationship with the 

piazza goes back fourteen years, and like any long-term relationship it has changed with 

time. In 1984,1 had studied the architectural features of the Spedale degli Innocenti as an 

undergraduate during a semester study abroad in Florence, and I had passed through this 

piazza many times to meet a friend who worked, and still works, in Via dei Servi and who 

negotiated my initial living arrangements in a sweater-making suburb. Only on this final 

visit to the piazza, when I was really looking, did I notice a barred window tucked away on 

a side wall at the left end of the loggia. I stood and stared. I read and re-read the inscription 

carved into a slab of stone, then felt an urgent need to write it down. I searched my bag for 

pen and paper, and found only a canceled train ticket, Signa-Firenze S.M.N. With a pen 

borrowed from a Japanese tourist sitting on the steps, I then scrawled down the words 

before me: 

Questa fu per quattro secoli This was for four centuries 
Finoall875 Until 1875 
La ruota degli Innocenti The wheel of the Innocents 
Segreto rifugio di miserie e di colpe Secret refuge from shame, misery and guilt 
Alle quali perpetua soccorre For those to whom charity 
Quella carita che non serra porte Never closed its door.^ 

~ Translation combines author's efforts and what appears in Piccini (1992:6). 
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So strong is the image of the large Italian Catholic family, so prevalent the notion of the 

coddled Italian child, that the historic occurrence of abandonment is almost unthinkable. Two 

types of abandonment should be distinguished: abandonment by single mothers and 

abandonment by married mothers. Their motivations were markedly different. Unwed mothers 

were forced by church and state officials, not to mention local pressures related to family 

honor, to deliver their babies to foundling homes. Abandonment by married mothers, on the 

other hand, suggests something altogether different. Although in most parts of Europe and 

Italy, abandoned infants were usually "illegitimate," i.e. not bom to a couple whose union was 

recognized by the state or church, in north-central Italy "legitimate" children were also 

abandoned at surprisingly high rates. According to historical anthropologist David Kertzer, in 

Florence in the 1830s, some 43 percent of all children baptized in the city were abandoned at 

foundling homes where they usually died within a year (Kertzer 1993:82). The timing for 

when married couples in this region began to abandon their infants "is intriguing," for in these 

regions "people began trying to control conception" just as foundling homes began to close to 

their unwanted legitimate children (Kertzer 1993:173; see also Barbagli and Kertzer 1990:376). 

The practice points to what was to become a fundamental shift in family-making: infant 

abandonment appears to reflect a desire or need to have smaller families. Kertzer has described 

the practice as a precursor to fertility decline. 

My story takes up where Kertzer leaves off, when the wheels close: the late 1870s, 

shortly after the Italian state was unified. It also builds upon, yet diverges from, demographer 

Livi-Bacci's work on Italian fertility.^ Despite his conviction that demographic analysis needs 

to be linked "with the pace and patterns of the cultural modifications in the Italian society," he 

readily admits that "unfortunately" demographers have "done little more than acknowledge a 

^ I am grateful to Dr. Livi-Bacci for having met with me in Florence and for having referred me to 
important Italian demographic references, works which proved to be important to me. Obviously, the hard 
work of demography informs my work even while I write critically about it. 
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need for a higher level of knowledge in this field" (1977:6). If there is such concern, why has 

demography been unsuccessful at grasping what he describes as "complex modifications in the 

systems of preferences and values" that individuals attach to children and family? I suggest this 

failure is due to an epistemology that obscures relations of power and privileges rational choice 

over hegemony. The work of anthropologists Jane and Peter Schneider (1996), for example, 

takes reproductive practices as tied to ideological shifts connected with concrete changes in 

political-economy and class relations. I draw heavily on historical context and linguistic 

practice to access the ideological shifts that have been, and continue to be, of central importance 

to the experience of the reproductive shifts in central Italy, where birthrates are now among the 

lowest levels in the world. My hope in this dissertation, grounded in the everyday experiences 

of working people, is to show how "systems of preferences" have changed at the level of 

culture, and how these changes deeply shape people's feelings, both conscious and 

unconscious, about family-making. 
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I. INTRODUCTIONS: 
ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY 

This dissertation tells the story of how Italian women have come to have the lowest 

birthrate in the world. It is an ethnographic account of how people in one central Italian 

comune have experienced this dramatic demographic shift. My analysis draws from 

training in cultural, linguistic and historical anthropology, and hence the explanations and 

accounts differ from those provided by demographers who study the so-called 

demographic transition to low fertility.' My political-economic approach views 

anthropological subjects as people whose lives articulate in significant ways with local and 

global histories. It also views these subjects as constructed in relation to the gender regimes 

of nation states. Grounding my research in everyday practices and discourses, I aim to 

provide invaluable insights into the conflictual and contradictory experiences of a low-

birthrate yet family-centered society. 

By demographic calculations, the average number of children per Italian woman in 

the 1990s was 1.2 (Golini et al. 1995:1). The one-child family has become a socially 

eloquent symbol of a postwar upwardly mobile New Italy. As of 1996, among Italian 

couples with children, 13.7 percent had three or more children; 42.5 percent had two 

children; 43.8 percent had only one child (Treves 1997:12; 1ST AT 1996). There are as 

many reasons circulating in Italian society about why the birthrate is so low as there are 

scholars there who study the family. An article in a magazine supplement of the national 

daily La Repubblica (Guglielmi 1997) drew on a host of experts to construct an 

explanation, which I have summarized: 

' Contrary to popular usage, the demographic term "fertility" refers to the number of live births 
women on average have in a certain population. When demographers speak of declines in fertility, they do 
not mean increases in infertility or decreases in fecundity (the ability to have children), but rather declines in 
actual births. 
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Changing gender roles. Maternity is no longer the primary goal of women's 
existence. Researcher Alessandra Merozzi underscored the heavier workload of 
Italian women as compared to men—28 percent greater. Women lack time to 
dedicate to having babies, she reasoned, and they have found other projects to 
devote themselves to besides having children. They value their newfound 
autonomy and see no good reason to have children. Feminist Lidia Menapace 
said women do not want to replicate the triple roles of their own mothers: wife, 
mother, and worker. Despite a male identity crisis, men largely refuse to share in 
domestic tasks. 

Lack of adequate social services. The national government has been slow to 
provide social services and respond to working mothers' needs, according to 
Livia Turco, minister of social affairs. She advocated a more flexible labor 
market with more part-time jobs. The structure of the labor market in the 1990s 
makes it difficult for women to re-enter the workforce after maternity, if they 
take more than the year's leave or leave their job. 

New attitudes toward self and society. Psychological motivations have changed 
as has the concept of family and of sacrifice. At one time, it was a duty to have 
children and to sacrifice oneself for them; now people think that parents have the 
right to have space and time for joy, happiness, and fun. These new attitudes are 
characterized in Catholic culture as self-centeredness and hedonism, according to 
theologian Don Antonio Foite. He attributed "unhinged values" as resulting from 
a consumer society out of whack. Furthermore, he noted a fear about the future 
and a general negative outlook on society due to rampant insecurity about the 
economy and unemployment. Sociodemographer Paolo Arvati, of the Comune 
of Genoa (the region has one of the lowest birthrates in the nation), attributed the 
low indexes of natality to people using "reason." 

• Demographic trends. Late ages of marriage and children living at home ever 
later also contribute to the low birthrate. Demographer Antonio Golini framed the 
birthrate as a "problem" that will result in an increasingly elderly population.^ 
Sociologist Maria Teresa Torti pointed to the trends of young people to wait ever 
longer to find work, to move out from their parents' home, and to marry than in 
other industrialized countries. Finally, gynecologist Sandra Morano maintained 
that there are increases in male sterility. She argued that infertility is due more to 
psychological causes than to biological ones. 

Each of these reasons touches on important dimensions of the trend toward small family-

making. My project offers a cultural exploration of Italian women's low fertility through 

the everyday talk and practices of people living near Prato, an industrial-agricultural 

province in Tuscany. 

- Demographers' framing of the low birthrate as a "problem" is a theme I explore in the final 
chapter. 
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The Setting 

An agricultural plain extends to the northwest of Rorence, and after leaving behind 

the boxlike high-rises of the urban periphery, passing fields of grain and sunflowers, and 

traversing dye-saturated rivers, the landscape gives way to rolling hills. The hamlet where I 

began my fieldwork sits below one such hill with olive trees firmly rooted in its soil and a 

yellow castle whose industrialist-megalomaniacs peered down upon the more humble 

residents, who told of the secret mnnels said to connect the castle to the Medici Villa in the 

nearby comune, Poggio A Caiano. The county itself is new, having broken from the more 

established comune only in 1962. With the exception of several centuries-old restored 

farmhouses, the neighborhood was largely settled after the 1950s, as migrants from 

Calabria, Sicily and the Tuscan countryside came to partake in the postwar economic 

boom. Street names such as Via Gramsci attested to its newness and original left-leaning 

politics. 

The neighborhood appeared on first glance to be any residential hamlet with its 

cream- and white-painted houses topped with sienna tile roofs. But the frenzy of cars 

whose interiors burst with sweater pieces, the vans loaded with giant spools of yam, the 

trash bags stuffed to the brim with partially woven discards, the ongoing dissonance of 

metal grinding against metal from the mechanized looms, and the pungent odor of hot wool 

soon provided clues to the centrality of the sweater industry to this neighborhood's 

residents. In the province of Prato, textiles were king, and lavoro nero i.e., hidden labor, 

was reputed to be the highest in all of central Italy. Much of this hidden labor, leading to 

someone's accumulation of capital, was done historically by women. I weave a story of 

changing fertility, and explore in detail the complex sources and motivations of women's 

labor, productive as well as reproductive. 
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» * » 

I arrived in Poggio A Caiano somewhat by accident, at minimum by coincidence. I 

had written to Michele, an old friend whom I met during an art history study-abroad 

program in 1984, telling him of my desire to live in a working-class neighborhood of 

Florence and asking him whether he might have any leads. Michele's family had a friend, a 

widow, who lived in a neighborhood 20 kilometers northwest of Florence and who had an 

empty apartment that she was considering to rent out. 

The apartment was located on the ground floor of a three-story house. On the main 

floor lived the widow Nicoletta, 64, with her unmarried and troubled daughter, Liliana, 39. 

On the top floor lived her married daughter, Laura, and her son-in-law, Oliviero. Laura and 

Oliviero, in their 40s, do not have any children, so Nicoletta sorely lacked a grandchild. 

The broad demographic trend of declining birthrates was all too evident in this household. 

The members of this household^ took me, my daughter and my husband into their 

home and became the initial center of my fieldwork. Oliviero and Laura's family firm, 

located in a workshop across the driveway from where we slept, introduced me to the 

sweater industry and its complex social networks. Through this family and their relatives, I 

eventually expanded the network of people who were central to my research and whose 

lives largely inform this ethnography. 

My research site did not present me with an obvious "community," i.e., a village or 

island with a central focus for social life. Such an emphasis has characterized the 

anthropology of Mediterranean Europe; David Kertzer opened his chapter in the volume 

Urban Life in Mediterranean Europe with the observation, "Judging from the 

anthropological literature, one might well conclude that Italy is a nation of peasants living in 

^ Given Italian women's practice of retaining their original cognomi, or maiden names—both 
husband's and wife's last names typically appear on mailbox or doorbell identification tags, and women's 
maiden names are used in legal documents—it would be inappropriate to choose one single sir name to 
attach to this household, whose members in fact themselves use three last names. 
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remote and desolate villages" (1983:52, quoted in Kertzer 1998:71). Among American 

anthropologists working in Italy, Kertzer notes, "the quest for the remote and the rural can 

be seen from the very beginning" (1998:73). The pioneering work of Charlotte Gower 

Chapman (1971), now a classic of community studies (she conducted her research in 

Milocca in the 1920s), set the tone for later endeavors with its focus on a community that 

she described as "much smaller" and "more isolated" than most (quoted in Kertzer 1998:73; 

see Chapman I971:ix). This search for remote fieldsites, even beyond what was typical, 

enabled anthropologists studying in Europe effectively to create "Others" whose exoticism 

could vie with the indigenous (and at the time "primitive") subject of anthropologists 

working in Native American and non-Western, though typically colonial, contexts. In Italy, 

most anthropological research has been conducted in the poor and clientelistic south, with 

particular emphasis on the country's two large islands: Sicily and Sardinia. 

Rather, my research site presented me with a puzzle of how to conceptualize my unit 

of analysis. The work of Eric Wolf (1966, 1982) profoundly shaped a new generation of 

scholars (see Schneider and Rapp 1995) who reconceptualized villages and peasants as 

rarely so remote as anthropologists of an earlier epoch portrayed them. Peasants and 

villagers have long since been integrated into the world economic system. The articulation 

of global and local forces and their effects on the lives of non-urban folk was thoroughly 

considered in the works of Jane and Peter Schneider (1976, 1996) as well as Anton Blok 

(1974), who, though still focusing on rural Sicilian communities, rank among the most 

important influences in terms of introducing "both history and political economy into the 

anglophone anthropology of Italy" (Kertzer 1998:74). 

The intersecting frontiers of agricultural and industrial zones, where my fieldsite was 

located, encouraged an exploration of the relationship between the economic core and 

periphery. My interest in the core-periphery relationships led me to not limit myself to one 

village in the comune, or county, but rather to understand the connections among the 
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villages and between the territory and the economic centers of Florence (20 kilometers 

southeast) and Prate (12 kilometers to the town center but literally across the Ombrone 

stream to the industrial district). My movement and activities helped me gain insight into the 

flow of people, of discourses, of practices and of goods in the area, which included the 

comune of Poggio A Caiano, population 7,941, together with the older comune of 

Carmignano, with 9,584'^ inhabitants dispersed among six small settlements. I accessed a 

rich complex of historical memories related to a time when large families were encouraged 

to a subsequent era when small families became the norm; I explored how ideas and 

practices shifted historically with regard to changes in family-making.^ 

Methodology 

The project integrates methods from cultural, historical and linguistic anthropology. 

Participant-observation strategies during 22 months of field research (October 1995-August 

1997) combine with archival investigation, the collection of narratives about fertility and 

paid labor, and analyses of speech occurring in public settings. I also gathered evidence 

from "popular" media concerning the record-low birthrate as well as official demographic 

reports. 

My research into a topic typically treated by conventional methods of demography 

was profoundly and positively affected by a non-directive approach to the subject. Though 

tempted to resort to a more structured format, I refused and allowed relationships to 

develop before asking to record unstructured conversations. I also often waited until topics 

related to children came up "naturally" in the course of a conversation rather than asking 

directly about them with no previous conversational context. In this way, I was able to get 

at central Italians' own social conceptions of and memories about their worlds and to learn 

'*• Population figures are from the 1991 census. ISTAT 1994:20, 26. 
^ See Kertzer and Sailer (1991) for an excellent edited volume on the Italian family. 
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how these conceptions often conceal the hegemonic processes involved in the transition to 

small families. These processes are keenly bound up in class ideology, patriarchal patterns 

of capital accumulation, and the structures of feeling that follow from globalization. An 

investigation of these themes opens up a theoretical space for analyzing fertility decline. 

My data enabled me to analyze how fertility decline was and is being experienced by 

communities and families as well as working women. Data collection consisted of four 

aspects (see Baszanger and Dodier 1997 as well as Holstein and Gubrium 1997): 

I) Key informant identification and consultation, and refmement of a Work and 
Fertility History Survey focusing on women with different birthrates and from 
different class backgrounds; 
n) Frequent consultation with academic colleagues and archivists for identifying 
and gathering references and testing of interpretations; 
HI) Identification of appropriate archives, followed by research that yielded 
wetnurse subsidy requests, family files, sea colony subsidy requests, birth and 
census registries and sharecropping ledgers and contracts; 
rV) Interviewing and intensive ethnography, including participant observation. 

In conceptualizing my unit of analysis, I sought to replicate the social networks that I 

came to learn shaped the lives of those around me.^ Through work, school, church and 

community networks I met a range of people who shared with me their histories and views 

toward changing reproductive practices. I cast my net broadly yet carefully in an effort to 

expose myself to a diversity of participant-observation experiences: 

a) as an apprentice first in a family-owned and managed sweater factory and later 
as a wage-earner in a home-based family firm where I learned of the specific 
ways in which cenu-al Italian women negotiate work and family conflicts; 
b) as an elected parent representative of my daughter's first-grade class, 
attending and tape-recording a series of meetings, where discourses reveal 
dominant and subaltern ideologies about children; 
c) as a participant-observer in three festivals— school, community and 
religious—as well as rites of passage, of which each context revealed insight 
into the changing role of families in communities; 
d) as an observer of daily family interactions but also on occasion of family 
traumas and pathologies involving marriage and childbearing; 

^ Obviously, individual networks vary trennendously depending on the following: generation, 
education, occupation, political orientation, class, ethnicity, gender, health status; institutional, economic 
and state structures also shape how people construct their networks. 
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e) as a "member" of a daily morning coffee group of mothers where topics 
frequently turned to caring for their children, among other health-related 
'•responsibility" issues; 
f) as a volunteer in the pizzeria of a casa del popolo, a Gramscian-style people's 
house, in which I broadened my networks and information sources. 

Drawing on linguistic anthropology, I transcribe and analyze discourse, whether the 

"talk" occurs in the context of an interview or a social setting (meeting, workplace, bread-

baking gathering). I use public and individual "talk" to do fine-grained discourse analysis 

as a strategy for uncovering and demystifying social processes, particularly those which are 

oppressive, and for exploring conflicts between ideologies (Briggs 1988, Hill 1995; see 

also Feld 1982). I examine how individuals' memories index political economic changes 

that redefined possible gender ideologies and suggest how Italian women ambivalently 

experience society's low birthrate through their own fertility, work and child-rearing 

practices. 

Fieldwork 

An honest account of the circumstances of fieldwork, not merely a perfunctory 
note stating the dates the anthropologist was in the host country, is ... both 
essential for the evaluation of the facts and interpretations presented in an 
ethnographic report and sometimes embarrassing.. . . And yet, the nature and 
quality of what anthropologists learn is profoundly affected by the unique shape 
of their fieldwork; this should be spelled out. 

— Lila Abu-Lughod 
Veiled Sentiments (1986:9-10) 

The "crisis of representation""^ in anthropology has problematized the relationship 

between the researcher and the subject. Broadaly recognized and debated in the 1980s, the 

"crisis" refers to a loss of confidence in ethnography, or the writing of cultural "others," of 

converting real life to text. The "crisis" forced new ways of constructing these texts. 

^ Marcus and Fischer 1986:10-14, Clifford and Marcus 1986:8-13. 
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resulted in new approaches to the very act of field work, changed the way ethnographers 

viewed and portrayed themselves in relation to the people they "study," as well as revised 

perspectives of their subjects as individuals possessing identity, agency, and history. 

Dialogic anthropology encouraged researchers in post-colonial contexts to reflect on the 

uneven power relations between themselves and those who provide them with information. 

In a relative sense, by choosing a new-monied fieldsite such as central Italy, my 

research might be categorized as "studying up." Many, but not all, of the sweater-makers I 

worked with were classified as industrial artisans and had reached a comfortable 

socioeconomic level and had the trappings to show for it: comfortable homes with marble 

floors, spatious cars, fashionable jewelry and clothes. Their education, however, tended to 

end much before mine: elementary school for the generation over fifty, middle school for 

those in their twenties, thirties and forties. Other people in my study, such as the elderly 

former peasant couple (the man a retired factory worker, the woman a retired domicile 

textile worker) squeaked by on a pension.Other families struggled on one official income— 

for example, the husband worked in a textile factory in Prato, and the wife finished 

sweaters out of her home or cleaned houses. Several others were professionals with 

advanced educations and a very few were the heirs to noble estates. 

Despite the advanced consumer society of central Italy, and Italy's economic status as 

one of the most wealthy nations in the global economy (known as the G-7), the term 

studying-up cannot unproblematically be applied to my field situation. I faced challenges 

specific to my being an American researcher and quasi-universal to the field research 

experience itself. 

Having previously studied as an undergraduate in Italy (in 1984) and subsequently 

having done research in Micronesia (see Krause 1992), I realized that any fieldsite would 

require adjustments: meeting my own basic needs as well as those of a spouse and child, 

cultivating key sources who shape much of the anthropologist's endeavor, and identifying 
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strategies for gathering the best possible information. Now, with fieldwork behind me, 

these anticipated challenges sound quite doable, mere entries on a list long since checked 

off: The incessant damp chill of our cave-like basement apartment, which lacked central 

heating and hot water in the kitchen, now seem like minor discomforts; my daughter's bout 

with bronchitis, treated by the family doctor who routinely made home visits, has become 

an insignificant part of her childhood health history; worries over her ability to learn the 

language and to adjust to her new school are replaced by the joys of receiving letters from 

her Italian friends and packets with drawings and tape-recorded greetings from her former 

first-grade classmates; the initial sense of loneliness and isolation now are foggy memories, 

replaced by sentiments of missing one's friends—those alive and those two who have since 

passed away. 

What I did not anticipate were the particular problems that my being an American 

studying in central Italy would cause. First, people were initially suspicious of my motives 

and resentful of my stams in the world on account of my being an American. Many 

Italians, especially those affiliated with the political left, resented my status as an American 

because of the history of neo-colonial relations between the United States and Italy, 

particularly the U.S. manipulation of postwar Italian politics that ensured the hegemony of 

the Christian Democrats and the marginalization of the Communists with the goal of 

securing political stability and promoting foreign capital investment opportunities.® Some 

were resentful of what they described as political and economic colonialism, and they 

tended to connect U.S. foreign policy to a more generalized American cultural imperialism. 

Those with political leanings to the center or to the right often were similarly resentful of 

America's global power even if they supported U.S. foreign policy toward Italy. They 

were offended by the uneven knowledge that Italians and Americans had of each other's 

^ Cox and Skidmore-Hess 1999:44. See especially Chapter 2, "The Postwar Political Economy." 
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histories and current events, even if such observations were somewhat superficial and 

based, for example, on media coverage of, say. President and Hillary Clinton's visit to 

Italy; the American media, by comparison, offers little ink or airtime to the visits of Italian 

leaders. Furthermore, I experienced direct suspicions of my activities shortly after my 

arrival, when a newspaper article appeared in the major dailies claiming that American 

students with government funding (the type was not specified) were required to sign an 

agreement to work as spies. Needless to say, I then had this, too, to overcome. I 

particularly sensed the folks at the pizzeria of the Casa del Popolo, a Gramscian-style 

cultural center, or people's house, were initially suspicious of Americans who wanted to 

volunteer. But because our interest had been condoned and encouraged through a family 

connection, we were soon accepted and scheduled into a three-week rotation. (Although we 

were socially accepted beyond my expectations, I never felt the more politically involved 

men to be particularly open about local leftist politics. I am not sure whether this was due to 

my being an outsider in general, an American in particular, or a woman.) 

Second, I experienced what is surely common for many anthropologists working in 

countries where many young people pursue advanced degrees: a problem of legitimacy. 

The people I met generally were confused as to why I was not frequenting the University 

of Florence, a mere 12 miles away, rather than hanging around with sweater-makers who 

generally had a middle-school education rather than with people who were laureata, 

degreed? Those I met were generally confused and did not know what to make of me. I 

tried numerous ways to explain my project and my interest in the quotidian experience of 

declining fertility, but these explanations were most frequently misunderstood. For 

example, one worker at the sweater factory told a mutual friend, who later told me, how 

incredulous it was that I was there to "study sweaters." This became an inside joke. The 

anthropological method of participant-observation did not conform to their ideas of 

"science" and so I became an anomaly, an identity in and of itself that became wearing. 
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Third, being from a society with a long scientific tradition, people generally knew 

something about "science" and were sometimes reluctant or self-conscious about being 

studied and who can blame them? Anthropologists of an earlier epoch relied on "naive" 

though often clever subjects who did not have knowledge of science and its consequences 

in terms of the production of truth and power. 

Another challenge that presented itself was likely a universal experience of the 

fieldworker: building and managing interpersonal relationships. The anthropologist knows 

time and patience are necessary. People do not automatically let you into their lives. Before 

they do, it is common to feel like a nuisance. As people began to trust me and my family 

and develop friendships with us, other problems emerged: they became protective, jealous 

and even fearful. The fact that the cultural anthropologist is so dependent not only on 

people for his or her "data" but on developing a rapport of trust with others, makes for 

anxiety-producing moments. 

Similarly, another fieldwork universal, that of the anthropologist as source and 

subject of gossip, was ever present. On this note I must add that until people share their 

gossip with you (and not necessarily back-stabbing gossip but their knowledge of other 

people) one feels socially dead. It is when people begin viewing you as someone to confide 

in and someone with potential information to give, that you know you have begun to be 

"let" in, that you are once again socially alive. Of course, this level of acceptance carries 

with it a tremendous responsibility and the careful fieldworker must exercise a great deal of 

judiciousness in terms of what information is appropriate to share and what is not 

appropriate. Early on, I learned to be careful to protect my individuals' privacy and yet 

share enough information to satisfy their curiosity. One neighbor whose house I frequented 

often asked personal questions about the family I lived with, and vice versa. If I told 

nothing, I would have jeopardized my rapports with each of these individuals. The rapports 

would have similarly been jeopardized if I told too much and became a chiacchierone, a 
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gossip. Once labeled as such, I would have lost everyone's trust. After a few minor 

missteps, I soon realized I was constantly monitored and learned how to navigate my 

conversations. 

Much less a universal of fieldwork but increasingly common was my status as a 

married woman with a child. Given my topic, this status had a profound impact on my 

fieldwork. Initially, people did not know what to make of me. Italian women typically do 

not pursue advanced degrees after they have married, and even more rarely, after they have 

begun a family. Age limitations apply to apprenticeships and entrance to many occupations, 

and hence beginning a new career in one's thirties, or later, is rarely an option. To my 

advantage, however, people viewed me as an anomaly, someone who did not conform to 

expected roles, and hence sought me out as a curiosity and a sounding board. Having a 

child proved to be invaluable in terms of having a "natural" reason to meet parents, 

particularly through the preschool and elementary school. Being a mother also gave me 

direct experience of and insight into the responsibilities that accompany Italian motherhood. 

My firsi insights into the role of motherhood came as a consequence of being part of a 

household. As my daughter won the affection of Nicoletta and her daughter, Laura, and at 

four years old became the household bambina, Nicoletta came to adopt me as her nuora, 

daughter-in-law, since she did not have one of her own. However, she quickly realized that 

I was not "properly" trained as a mother, in that I did not realize the importance of la figura, 

the idea of making a good impression through one's appearance, and took it upon herself to 

educate me, particularly in terms of proper laundering, clothing, and feeding of my 

daughter. Her sense that I might be open to her suggestions for such role disciplining 

marked a significant transition in my position in the household. 

My introduction into the household through a mutual friend also had its 

consequences. After the family decided they wanted us to stay, they began to feel 
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responsible for us. They asked questions as to our comings and goings and became 

suspicious and at times jealous of our friendships with others outside the household. 

To fend off suspicion from neighbors as to our sudden arrival, I learned for example 

that Oliviero told his buddies at the espresso bar that the family had known us for ten years. 

One could interpret this as a partial truth, given that our mutual friends had known me for at 

least that long. This stretch of the truth, however, was necessary for the family's 

respectability in the community, for central Italians would be looked down upon for taking 

mere strangers, and foreigners at that, into their household. 

My landlady and her children, perhaps due to their own family hardships, which 

included the father's sudden death eight years prior due to a heart attack and the second 

daughter's severe ongoing mental illness, were somewhat closed off from the rest of the 

neighborhood. I sensed jealousy and suspicion when I began to cultivate relationships with 

other neighbors. As they let me in on more and more of their secrets, all the while joking 

about "my book," I felt increasingly torn because I had been frank with them about the 

nature of my research and, for other methodological reasons as well, did not want to find 

myself in a situation in which they were my sole primary consultants. I sought to expand 

my research universe. 

One of Nicoletta's nieces, a university student in her mid-20s, introduced me to 

Carolina, an active local woman who helped me land an apprenticeship in a sweater factory 

and whose family firm eventually hired me to sew buttons on sweaters. Carolina also 

introduced me to teachers at the local elementary school, where my daughter attended first 

grade and where I not only observed but also participated in the school politics after I was, 

to my surprise, elected the parent representative for the first-grade class. My contact with 

the school, as a parent, also led to my participation in the morning coffee group of mothers. 

My relationship with Carolina not only gained me access to videotapes recorded for an oral 

history archive on local peasant traditions, but also led to my participation as a research 
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assistant to the ongoing project itself, led by Giovanni Contini, an oral historian for the 

Sovrintendenza Archivistica per la Toscana. These relationships contributed a great deal to 

my coming to understand the history of the comune of Carmignano, as it was Contini 

himself who would eventually assist my access to the historic archive in the comune of 

Carmignano, although one can never be certain how such approvals in the Italian 

bureaucracy move from seeming like an unsurmountable impossibility to suddenly going 

through without event. 

During the second year of my project, in October 1996,1 moved from the new 

residential zone of Poggio A Caiano to the older comune of Carmignano. The move itself 

was a wrenching experience and provided me insight into a general sentiment of attachment 

that Italians living in central Italy have toward la casa. I had thought my landlady wanted 

her apartment back, and due to her declining health and the small quarters agreed we should 

find another place to live (we joked that they wouldn't throw us under a bridge) but when I 

finally found available housing, it took our host family by surprise. Nevertheless, we 

moved into an old farmhouse at the edge of nearby Comeana (population 2,000), a town 

that gives way to vineyards and olive groves. There, I was able to develop relationships 

with former peasant-weavers from Carmignano and access their memories about social and 

economic transformations, in particular, the "quiet revolution." 

Whether my social networks, my research "community," could be considered 

representative of central Italians is a difficult, perhaps meaningless, question. Each comune 

has its own campanalismo, or local pride, its own sense of history, its own linguistic 

markers. My travels elsewhere, however, and my knowledge of national trends lead me to 

believe that similar structures of feeling are certainly found beyond the constructed confines 

of my fieldsite and the people that shared their stories with me. 
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Toward a Critical Population Studies 

The term "quiet revolution" has been used to describe the "rapid and comprehensive 

fertility decline that began in Europe in the 1870s" (Gilliset al. 1992:1). The editors of the 

volume The European Experience of Declining Fertility note this demographic shift was as 

significant as urbanization and industrialization, "with which it is usually associated and, 

simplistically, conflated." Yet this phenomenon, in which couples began to reduce 

significantly the number of children they had, has largely been taken for granted and left 

"as an unexamined feature of modem society," according to the authors (ibid.). This 

dissertation investigates what such a revolution means in terms of lived experience. 

The idea that "culture" shapes reproductive pattems began to appeal to demographers 

particularly after the disappointing findings of the Princeton Fertility Project, launched in 

1963. Known as "one of the largest undertaidngs in historical demography" (Alter 

1992:20), the Princeton project sought to document the "momentous revolution of family 

limitation" (Knodel and Van de Walle 1986:412): this revolution being that from the late-

18th to the mid-20th century, women in virtually every European province had reduced by 

50 percent the average number of children they bore (Coale and Treadway 1986:31). The 

Princeton project mapped and calculated data from over 600 European provinces in an 

effort to discover universal reasons for why women had stopped having children before 

reaching menopause (Watkins 1986:420). The project disproved its assumption that 

"modernization," i.e., economic development or industrialization based on a northern 

European model (as opposed to, say, a diffuse rural-industrial model as occurred in central 

Italy), caused fertility to decline. Drops in birthrates began under diverse social, economic 

and health/infant mortality conditions. One of the project's few concluding generalizations 

was that areas with a "common cultural heritage tended to be leaders or laggards together in 

the diffusion of birth limitation" (Kertzer and Hogan 1989:152). Ultimately, "cultural 
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setting influenced the onset and spread of fertility decline independently of socioeconomic 

conditions" (Knodel and van de Walle 1986:392).^ 

As a result of these flndings, more and more demographers have begun to turn to the 

key anthropological concept of "culture" as they seek to enrich their explanations of fertility 

decline. The way in which they deploy the notion of culture, however, is flawed 

particularly because of its tendency to simply add on "culture" as though it were another 

variable. Demographers' predominant use of the culture concept is vague, static, 

homogenous and overly rationalistic. The demographers by and large who speak about 

"culture" lack a sense of culture as practice, culture as struggle, culture as interconnected 

processes or culture as imbued with relations of power (Hall 1981a:228, Roseberry 

1989:27-28, 51-52, Willis 1977) or culture as connected to the nation and national projects 

of creating homogeneity from heterogeneity (B. Williams 1989) not to mention the role of 

gender and sexuality in such projects (Russo et al. 1992, Yuval-Davis and Anthias 1989). 

Rather, theirs is one of culture as timeless traits or traditions, and these seem to be ordered 

along a hierarchical scale of rational vs. irrational behaviors. In such deterministic models, 

cultural factors become "discrete rules or beliefs: 'irrational' norms, tastes, and taboos on 

the one hand, and 'rational' perceptions of local cost-benefit contingencies on the other" 

(Levine and Scrimshaw 1983:667). The demographic transition literature overflows with 

rational-choice functionalism. Eugene Hammel, a well-known demographer, has criticized 

demographic researchers' use of the culture concept, saying the concepts being used "are 

about 40 years old, hardening rapidly, and showing every sign of fossilization" (1990 

quoted in Greenhalgh 1995a: 19). While Edward Said's now-classic observation that "we 

^ In discussing the shortcomings of aggregate population data, the Italian demographer affiliated with 
the Princeton project noted: "It is tempting, though not logically justifiable, to extend to individuals the 
relationships found between the 'average' characteristics of each area and the conesponding level of fertility" 
(Livi-Bacci 1977:189). He concludes that "further research at the aggregate level is not likely to add to the 
general picture of fertility decline given in this book" (1977:289). 
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can better understand the persistence and the durability of saturating hegemonic systems 

like culture when we realize that their internal constraints upon writers and thinkers were 

productive, not unilaterally inhibiting" (Said 1978:14) has had tremendous influence on 

anthropological theory and practice, including the way in which anthropologists write about 

those they study. The same cannot be said for the discipline of demography. As Susan 

Greenhalgh points out; 

From the vantage point of anthropology, much of the recent theorizing about 
reproduction in demography exhibits two puzzling features: a narrowness of 
scope and a lingering influence of the Eurocentric theory of modernization 
developed at mid-century, or, put another way, the absence of any critical—that 
is, politically oriented—perspectives in the field (Greenhalgh I995a:8). 

This dissertation is meant as a correction to the uncritical and ongoing influence of 

modernization theory, whose influence can still be sensed in many strands of fertility 

theory. As a universalizing theoretical framework rooted in nineteenth-century evolutionary 

theory, as Greenhalgh observes, the approach erases specific histories. Its totalizing 

narratives deny individual agency as well as social conflict, and certainly the paradigm has 

little room for politics of cultural struggle involving the terms of femininity, masculinity, 

class, race or ethnicity. According to the linear progress-oriented accounts of classic 

transition theory , fertility decline was an eventual response to falling mortality rates that 

brought about rapid population growth; the key catalyst for the sequence of demographic 

events was the force of modernization, "such as urbanization and industrialization, which 

altered the economics of childrearing, lowering desired family size" (Greenhalgh 1995a:5). 

The Princeton project undermined faith in the classic transition theory. From the embrace of 

"culture" to explain different fertility patterns, the seeds were sewn of the so-called 

"diffusion interpretation of fertility decline" (p. 7). Dominant theoretically in social 

demography since the 1970s, the diffusion approach was characterized by a "narrow focus 
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on attitudes toward birth control, divorced from their social and economic context," as 

Greenhalgh points out. 

Indeed, the lack of attention to social and economic context as well as material and 

ideological historical forces has been a main feature of much of the newer work about 

population shifts, whether concerns over women's status or the "calculous of fertility 

decision-making" becomes central to the investigation. 

My research attempts to counter this hegemonic disciplinary influence at several levels 

of anthropological theorizing, following Greenhalgh's question: How might 

anthropologists, working from locations such as feminism, post-structuralism, political 

economy and transnationalism, go about constructing a larger national and transnational 

cultural politics of population? She offers a programmatic answer, saying the project 

requires that we: 1) more fully engender population studies, i.e., focus on women and also 

men; 2) globalize our work, i.e., move into national and transnational spaces; 3) broaden 

the critical focus, i.e., "examine the discourses and practices of the hegemonic disciplines 

of populaton" (1995b:878). 

My work participates in the movement of scholars committed to constructing a critical 

population studies in several ways that respond to Greenhalgh's provocation. First, my 

project views the motivations and forces of a larger, global political economy as central to 

understanding fertility decline; second, it places gender analysis in a central position 

directly linked to the broader market economy and stresses; third, it critically examines the 

population discipline and its discursive practices. 

Much of the demographic literature depicts fertility decline as motivated by "rational 

choice," i.e., cost-benefit models that depict human behavior as highly rationalistic and 

beyond systems of power, ideological conflict and hegemonic struggle. It is my contention 

that viewing reproductive practices merely as decisions motivated by so-called rational 

choice obscures the deeper ideological reasons that lead people to have or not to have 
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children. Aggregate statistics erase the people, who end up appearing as invisible agency-

less automatons behind the numbers. Of course, people everywhere reason. But do they 

reason in the ways demographic cost-benefit analysis would have them doing so? Through 

ethnographic-based research grounded in linguistic practice, i.e., stories and talk, I suggest 

we can arrive at a meaningful understanding of the experiences of fertility decline. 

It is also worth underscoring the fact that Italy did not arrive at its 1990s status as the 

country with the lowest fertility rate overnight. As elsewhere in Europe, the decline has 

been a long historical process. In his historical demographic work on Italy, Massimo Livi-

Bacci has noted, for example, that birthrates in Tuscany had already begun to decline by the 

1920s. Based on census data, Livi-Bacci calculates that most Tuscan provinces had "a 

relatively high fertility in 1861, but then experienced a continuous, although initially slow, 

decline" (Livi-Bacci 1977:142). The most dramatic period for the Italian North and Center 

appears in the censuses of 1911, 1931, and 1936, when fertility decline accelerated (see 

Table 1.1).'° Debate about a second demographic transition emerged following the 

dramatic percentage declines in various regions of Italy between 1975-1990 (see Table 

1.2) .  

Demographers involved in Princeton Fertility Project, including Livi-Bacci, 

developed a set of relational indices to guage fertility. The indices are relational in that they 

are expressed in terms of a ratio of the number of births produced to the maximum 

birthrates on record: those of Hutterite women who married between 1921-1930. This 

Protestant religious sect (Anabaptist), founded in the sixteenth century in Europe, settled in 

the north-central United States in the nineteenth century to avoid persecution. A highly 

Carmignano, the comune where I conducted my study, was historically part of the Province of 
Firenze; only in the 1990s did it join the newly formed province of Prato. These numbers are percentages 
based on married Hutterite women's fertility (1921-1930), believed to be the maximum possible, an average 
of eight children per woman (Livi-Bacci 1977:56). These aggregate numbers, however, do not reflect 
fertility differences according to socioeconomic class and occupation, which have been shown to be 
significant (Schneider and Schneider 1996). 
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prolific group, the Hutterites prohibited contraception and abortion, and practiced early 

weaning of infants, resulting in short interbirth intervals. They had on average of twelve 

children before menopause and kept accurate statistics of births. Coale and Treadway 

(1986:5, 33-34, 153) note that this is not the maximum number of offspring that is 

biologically possible but rather the highest recorded for a given population. What the 

demographers do not discuss is the ideological perspective on gender, steeped in a 

patriarchal religious conviction, that enabled such reproductive patterns to be normative. 

Anthropologists who studied a Hutterite group in the 1960s revealed the rigidly subordinate 

role of women in this society: 

By divine order, male is over the female, husabnd over the wife, older over 
younger and parent over child. Women have neither vote nor a passive 
participation in the formal decisions.... God rules over the soul or spirit, the 
spirit rules over the body, and man rules over woman. As a woman should obey 
the man, so also the body should obey the spirit. In creation man has lordship 
over woman while the woman has 'weakness, humility, and submission.' 
Woman should 'heed her husband...' If she does not, she foresakes the order of 
God (Hosteller and Huntington 1967:10). 

TABLE 1.1. Marital fertility in the Province of Firenze, 1861-1961 

Year 

Percentage of married 
Hutterite women's fertility 

(1921-1930) 
Average 

Number of Children 
per Married Woman 

1861 .758 6.0 
1871 .679 5.4 
1881 .622 4.9 
1911 .509 4.0 
1931 .299 2.4 
1936 .274 2.19 
1951 .214 1.7 
1961 .233 1.8 

Source: Livi-Bacci 1977:140. 

The Hutterite gender regime narrowly defined women, reducing them to complete 

subordination to not only God and men but also to their bodies. Parallels can be found in 
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the pronatalist ideology advocated under the Italian fascist state and its patriarchal 

nationalist leader Benito Mussolini.By the 192C)s, the declining birthrates were already a 

national concern. Mussolini authorized national demographic policies to encourage women 

to "bear the nation's children," in Victoria de Grazia's words (de Grazia 1992:44). Despite 

propaganda and rituals of state designed to encourage large families, it appears those 

policies often fell on deaf ears or were frequently ridiculed outright (see Schneider and 

Schneider 1984, 1996: 218-245; Passerini 1987; also Krause 1994). Jane and Peter 

Schneider's research in Sicilty suggests Italians were conforming to hegemonic processes 

that led families all over Europe to have fewer children. They have suggested a hegemonic 

attitude toward family size was advancing through a micro-politics of class identity, a new 

and "modem" way for poorer classes to attain respectability by embracing a key symbol of 

capitalist society: "bourgeois rationality" (Schneider and Schneider 1996:273-277). 

TABLE 1.2. Total Fertility Rates, 1975-1990, by Region 

Region 1975 1980 1985 1990 % change 1975-90 
ITALY 2.18 1.66 1.41 1.31 -39.9 
Abruzzi 2.10 1.74 1.47 1.30 -38.1 
Basilicata 2.69 1.99 1.73 1.59 -40.9 
Calabria 2.65 2.19 1.84 1.61 -39.2 
Cambania 2.82 2.29 1.94 1.70 -39.7 
Emilia 1.74 1.18 1.00 0.99 -43.1 
Friuli V.G. 1.81 1.24 1.05 0.99 -45.3 
Lazio 2.12 1.58 11.32 1.24 -41.5 
Liguria 1.65 1.11 0.99 0.98 -40.6 
Lombardy 1.99 1.39 1.22 1.15 -42.2 
Marches 1.94 1.51 1.28 1.17 -39.7 
Molise 2.21 1.82 1.55 1.33 -39.8 
Piedmont 1.91 1.33 1.16 1.11 -41.9 
Puglia 2.78 2.19 1.71 1.56 -43.9 
Sardinia 2.64 1.95 1.52 1.40 -47.0 
Sicily 2.61 2.18 1.80 1.70 -34.9 
Trentino 2.08 1.64 1.44 1.38 -33.7 
Tuscany 1.82 1.31 1.11 1.04 -42.9 
Umbria 1.90 1.48 1.26 1.10 -42.1 
Veneto 2.02 1.82 1.23 1.13 -44.1 
Source: Perez-Delgado and Livi-Bacci 1992. 
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Living a Quiet Revolution 

To lay a conceptual framework for envisioning these broad demographic changes, I 

ask the reader to come with me as I play out the metaphor of a quiet revolution. Why might 

this term be useful? What does it conjure up? A revolution implies an upheaval in the social 

order. As many of the central Italian women who began the trend toward small family-

making were at the time peasants, I turn to Eric Wolf s Peasant Wars, published in 1969, 

for an understanding of peasant rebellions: 

They are but the parochial reactions to major social dislocations, set in motion by 
overwhelming societal change. The spread of the market has torn men up by 
their roots, and shaken them loose from the social relationships into which they 
were bom. Industrialization and expanded communication have given rise to 
new social clusters, as yet unsure of their own social positions and interests, but 
forced by the imbalance of their lives to seek a new adjustment (Wolf 1969:295). 

One type of "new adjustment" that peasant families in Tuscany made was to have far 

fewer children than their parents had. What were they adjusting to? The "overwhelming 

societal change" in the area of Tuscany where I did my fieldwork concerned a wholesale 

transformation from an economy centered around peasant sharecropping, artisan stone 

masonry and straw-hat weaving'' to one dominated by textiles and woolens connected to 

the postwar boom and the industrial district of Prato. The quiet revolution of the 

demographic transition had its genesis in these contexts of new adjustment and societal 

change. My contention is that a changing central Italian peasant economy set into motion 

subsequent changes in family-making practices in a complex and nuanced way. 

With its landscapes of hill-clinging vineyards and olive trees and its location in the 

newly created province of Prato and 22 kilometers from the center of Florence, the comune 

of Carmignano (population 15,000, 38.6 squared kilometers)'^ would appear to be a 

peripheral economic zone until one meets former peasants and realizes those stone 

'' Fogli di Famiglia (Family Files), Archivio Storico di Cannignano (ASC). 
•2 i98g Comune di Cannignano, carta turistica. Filippo Puleri della SCAF. Firenze: S.E.L.C.A. 
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buildings that once housed farm equipment now shelter computerized looms for weaving 

sweater pieces. Even in 1901, the census indicates that in almost every household women 

were intensely involved in the production of textiles'3, and this productive labor integrated 

them into the global economy long before the postwar industrial boom occurred in Prato. 

After World War EI, a shift from weaving straw to weaving yams resulted in intensive 

sweater production, an activity involving many women in this zone. Women's new 

economic activity was accompanied by rapid economic growth and intensification of 

commodity consumption. In this context, the possibilities for women changed as did the 

expectations for motherhood, not to mention ideologies about what was materially 

necessary to "make a home." 

Wolf has long since reminded us that such economic shifts need not be analyzed in a 

reductionist fashion: "The contact between the capitalist center, the metropolis, and the pre

capitalist or non-capitalist periphery is a large-scale cultural encounter, not merely an 

economic one" (Wolf 1969:278). The data suggest that changes in family-making are not 

reducible to economics but are deeply cultural. The Schneiders have argued that 

capitalism's "exuberant entry into new areas of commodification...accelerate demographic 

processes.-by encouraging people to redefine their sense of what is possible" (Schneider 

and Schneider 1996:273). Redefining what is possible, livable and respectable occurs as 

families adopt new criteria to evaluate their own and each other's families, and the 

Schneiders emphasize that in their approach "such redefinition is not the work of isolated 

couples" but should be understood as "cultural work"; "it occurs in groups whose members 

share a similar relation to the conjuncture in question" (ibid). 

By situating myself on the intersecting frontiers of agricultural and industrial zones, I 

was able to access a rich complex of historical memories and narratives about the period 

ASC. Censimento di 1901. Frazione: Poggio A Caiano. 
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before and immediately after the economic boom, and hence to explore how ideas and 

practices shifted with regard to changes in family-making. In conversations and interviews, 

women speak to the conflicted values that accompanied the new postwar benessere, the 

new affluent society. They offer insights into changes that occurred during the beginning of 

the boom (the 1960s), at its peak (the 1980s) and during its downturn (the 1990s). A new 

"political economy of sexual systems" (Rubin 1975:177) affected and affects Tuscan as 

well as Southern women, who migrated north, in terms of their histories of love, labor, 

marriage and motherhood. 

Among the women I spoke with, I found nuanced narratives explaining "why" they, 

having come from large families, themselves had so few children. Their stories reveal 

uncertainty and conflict in terms of how families have changed and how the family's 

relationship with society has changed. Ambivalence characterizes their accounts. 

In fact, I was initially disappointed not to encounter stories recounting personal 

decisions that directly explained the change to small families. However, two years of 

ethnographic and archival research and then months of combing through fieldnotes and 

recorded discourse, I came to realize that people do not give "pat" explanations because 

their practices are so complexly intertwined with a world system and with shifting 

ideologies. 

It is my contention that political-economic changes resulted in new "structures of 

feeling" (Williams 1977:132). This idea from Raymond Williams entices us to consider 

seriously that people's ideas about having children are not merely personal choices but are 

rather deeply shaped by the political-economic context in which they live. It is for this 

reason, I believe, that people often have such a difficult time articulating the deep reasons 

that motivate them to have or not have children. These reasons may be deeply ideological in 

that they may reflect new adjustments to overwhelming societal change and hence be 

difficult to express. 
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Wolf borrows a metaphor from biology (and psychology) to draw our attention to 

"engrams of events not easily erased and often only latent in the cultural memory until some 

greater event serves to draw them forth again" (1969: 276). An engram, as David Hunt 

explains in an article in an edited volume devoted to Wolf s influence, 

is not just a memory, but a term of process, an alteration of neural tissue 
occasioning the return of a buried image from the past. The hypothesis addresses 
the way people lose and find ways to recover and employ fragments of their 
experience (Hunt 1995:110). 

The questions become the following: What was that concrete historical experience that was 

so important, which "lives on in the present and continues to determine its shape and 

meaning" (Wolf 1969:276)? How do individuals recall their participation in this movement 

toward having smaller families? What do the stories reveal about their own social analyses 

of the declining birthrate? What do the fragments of evidence from local archives and 

memories reveal? Together, these multiple lines of investigation will uncover the myriad 

social and personal, ideological and economic forces that shaped people's decisions to have 

small families and will enable an exploration of how people experienced these new 

practices.With an interest in the quotidian experience of this quiet revolution, I have drawn 

on acmal discourses and everyday practices to unveil complex motivations for declining 

fertility, and have written a detailed ethnography of this process. 

The Ethnography 

The story begins with a historical sketch of the local connections to global markets 

and women's important, often unrecognized, role in developing economies. As such, this 

ethnographic account participates in trend in scholarship that "emphasizes the intertwining 

and mutual production of the histories of the West and the Rest," as Sherry Ortner 

describes in her recent ethnography of Life and Death on Mt. Everest {^\999:17). One 

problem with this contemporary trend is that it tends to homogenize the West and to gloss 
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over important power differentials within the West. My work attempts to de-homogenize 

the West, to complicate the West as a "core," to reveal the complex inner workings of 

power relations based on class, gender and race/ethnicity within the heterogenous nation-

state. In a review of anthropological debates, Ortner acknowledges that, "de facto 

differentials of power and resources...produce the ongoing friction—sometimes 

pleasurable, often tragic, always generative—of history" (p. 17). The history of the quiet 

revolution is undoubtedly the result of the frictions produced by differentials of power and 

resources, both within the family and external to it. 

To establish a historical, political and economic context for the dissertation. Chapter 

2, "Carmignano: Between the City of Straw and the City of Rags," traces the ways in 

which men, women and children in one comune made a living since the mid-nineteenth 

century. I pay particular attention to women's economic activities and their family-making 

practices. I place the puzzle of the low birthrate of Italians at the center of a world-systems 

analysis and, following Wolf, link kin and capital in the articulations of peasant families, 

family firms, regional economics and international markets. Two questions provide the 

bedrock for the development of the chapter. First, in what ways has the organization of rag 

and straw weaving, located historically between kin, tribute and capitalist modes of 

economic production, shaped how women negotiated their roles as reproducers? Second, 

how did the festering peasant protest against hierarchical and paternalistic relations 

contribute to a disequilibrium that had irreversible consequences for the quiet revolution? 

In Chapter 3, 'The Culture of Responsibility," I examine the specific lived 

experiences of Italian mothers and trace the articulation of class and gender ideologies 

related to the formation of the modem family. Italian sociologists link the rise of doveri di 

madre, motherly obligations, to modernity and the birth of the "modem" family. This 

transformation acquired a class character and arose in relation to a crisis of the ancien 

regime. As the bourgeois class began to forge a new, more egalitarian model of domestic 
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relations, asymmetries within households broke down. New regimes for childrearing 

emerged, and the burden of this "civilizing process" was largely placed on mothers. The 

state and church played roles in this process in which a deeply inscribed gender ideology 

associates responsibility with morality. This chapter examines the particulars of the "craft" 

of motherhood and some of the important components related to child-rearing: tremendous 

detail paid to educating, feeding, clothing, and healing children. It also discusses the 

consequences of the culture of responsibility, namely the creation of mammone, mama's 

boys, of the prolonged family, of postponed marriage and of delayed parenthood. 

The deeply felt ambivalence and conflict that surround the low birthrate are drawn'out 

in Chapter 4, " 'Empty Cradles' and Ambivalent Longings: Negotiations of Hegemony in 

Quotidian Discourse." This chapter places a human face on aggregate statistics and 

suggests that the shift to and ongoing practice of small family-making results from 

hegemonic meanings and values: small families have become a "necessity" for couples 

seeking middle-class respectability, or seeking to avoid app>earing as genterella, low-class 

types. The theme of an ideology of class and status combining with an ideology of gender 

is once again important. Ideologies here are seen as action-oriented in that they lead people 

to do things; in this case, they shape women's and men's decisions about the number of 

children to bring into their families. In turn, these behaviors produce social identities. This 

chapter draws heavily on transcribed talk to answer several central concerns: How does the 

issue of family-making arise in ordinary social interaction? What do central Italians actually 

say about having and raising children? How are ideologies constituted in actual discourse 

practice and how do these influence couples to have few or no children? 

Social memory, or the significant way in which the peasant past is brought into the 

present, emerged as the focus of investigation for Chapter 5, "Memory, Peasants, and 

Patriarchy." Various encounters with "peasants," or with memories about the peasant past 

revealed that a selective tradition in which the social category of peasant perpetuates 
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ideologies that shape people's decisions about maidng small families. This works in several 

primary ways: First, nostalgia about peasants replaces hard work and inferior status of the 

peasant with a glorified sense of tradition. Such memory work feeds the culture of 

responsibility in that to be a responsible parent, one must procure good, pure, 

uncontaminated food for children. In contrast, and second, memories of bygone peasant 

approaches to family-making are remembered as patriarchal and therefore contrast with 

modem, "rational" enterprise of family-making. A third type of remembering can be 

characterized as loathing toward peasants, in which a strong moral message supports a 

hegemonic attainment of middle-class status. I argue that together, this memory work 

constructs a social category of the peasant that leads people to select from this tradition in a 

way that in part reproduces an ideology that promotes the making of small families. 

An integration of archival and memory fragments as well as ongoing scientific and 

popular discourse are examined in Chapter 6, "Domestic Works, Undomestic Spaces." 

This chapter takes issue with a common popular as well as scientific explanation for the 

low birthrate: that "before" Italian women did not work and now they do. These 

explanations persist even though it is well documented that Italian women in the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century had not only a conspicuous but a predominant role in industry, 

and birthrates were much higher than they are today. I detail how three related social 

systems—kinship, gender and social space—have worked in tandem to conceal women's 

economic contributions and make possible "scientific" explanations about fertility decline. 

The evidence leads me to suggest that birthing is not just about birthing but also about the 

negotiation of labor and capital accumulation. Furthermore, gender ideologies that deny 

acknowledging women historically as producers naturalizes them as reproducers. The 

consequences of this discursive strategy cannot be overlooked in the context of the cultural 

politics of population and a nation with record-low fertility. The move to construct histories 
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in which women figure "naturally" as mothers and housewives serves an undeclared 

pronatalist agenda. 

The politics of population and the hegemonic discourses of the discipline of 

demography itself are examined in Chapter 7, "Demographic Discourse, the Nation, and 

'New' Racism." Grounded in the social context of the current demographic situation in 

Italy where the record-low birthrate has generated lively debate about the future of the 

nation, this chapter has three objectives: I) to expose the strategies demographers use to 

frame the birthrate in Italy as a "problem"; 2) to argue that this exercise of scientific 

authority has powerful and hegemonic consequences in terms of producing demographic 

knowledge; and 3) to suggest these consequences include denying women their quiet 

revolution as well as enabling the reproduction of racist discourse. 

Despite framing the low birthrate as a "problem," and hence engaging in a sort of 

sneaky pronatalism that keeps a safe distance from the very deliberate demographic 

campaigns of the fascist era, this cultural politics of population ignores women whose 

psyches have been shaped through a long involvement with different manifestations of 

patriarchy. I take up this theme in Chapter 8, "Epilogue: Quiet Revolution, Power, and 

Ideology." I suggest that a social process of critical elaboration has led many women to 

deeply feel an ambivalence toward having children and making a family. I link this deep 

structure of feeling to a specifically Italian history of patriarchy and to women's historic 

locations as producers and reproducers. 
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n. CARMIGNANO: BETWEEN THE CITY OF STRAW AND THE CITY OF RAGS 

First, we shall not understand the present world unless we trace the growth 
of the world market and the course of capitalist development. Second, we 
must have a theory of that growth and development. Third, we must be able 
to relate both the history and theory of that unfolding development to 
processes that affect and change the lives of local populations. 

— ERIC WOLF, Europe and the People without History (1982:21) 

The whole history of Italy and Europe ends up in Frato—all of it in Prato, 
in rags. 

— CURZIO MALAPARTE, Maledetti Toscani (1964:99) 

Italian historian Denis Mack Smith tells us that "the great majority of Italians lived by 

agriculture" in the 1860s and 1870s. 1 This is a true yet misleading statement. It is 

misleading because such a description tends to fix in our minds images of people, 

particularly men, working the land to make a living and provide for themselves and their 

children. The nineteenth-century Italian economy actually had quite a different flavor: 

Agricultural activities were intimately intertwined with industrial ones. In fact, the 

countryside was where most industrial activity was to be found. The division of industrial 

labor also challenges our intuitions: Not only were women, as well as children, 

conspicuous in industrial work, but they predominated. The first national Italian census in 

1861 counted some 123 women for every 100 men working in industry (the sex ratio was . 

1,000 men to 998 women).^ 

' Mack Smith 1959:43—46. These decades were central to the Risorgimento, the process of Italian 
unification that was "a movement not of the populace but of an elite," (p. 36). The 1861 census recorded 
nearly eight million agriculturists, and three million "workers engaged in craftsmanship and manufacture" 
(p. 46). 

^ Ortaggi Cammarosano (1991:156-57) examines nineteenth-century government documents and 
essays in her excellent and informative piece on laboring women. Bull and Comer (1993) delineate the 
interweaving of peasant agricultural and industrial activites within families involved in silk production in 
Northern Italy. 
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People living in the rugged hills of Carmignano were following this trend of 

agricultural-industrial integration. In 1861, when Italy united as a nation-state in a process 

known as the Risorgimento, there were some 9,485 residents in the comune, or county, of 

Carmignano. The majority of families were living in houses scattered in the countryside as 

opposed to those located in the town: some 1,078 families in the countryside to 724 in the 

town. The rural houses were usually situated on a podere, a sharecropping estate. Most 

families who worked these estates, usually measuring less than 10 hectares of land, grew 

grapes, olives, and grain, and worked under contracts stipulating that half of the harvest 

went to the padrone, the landowner. The households in the hinterlands were on average 

larger than those in the village: overall in Carmignano there were 5.91 members as 

compared to 4.4 members; in Comeana, where I conducted the second year of fieldwork, 

houses in the village averaged 4.39 family members and those in the countryside 6.89, a 

difference of two and a half family members (Panerai 1993/94:48). Two occupations 

among the 50 listed stand out for the numbers of people among their ranks (most categories 

had fewer than 45 people in them): there were 1,235 agricoltori me7zadri, sharecroppers, 

and some 2,787 trecciaioU, straw weavers (Panerai 1993.94:41). The vast majority of 

straw weavers were women (2,571, or 92 percent). By this count, more women than men 

were listed as employed. 

In this chapter, I sketch the ways in which men, women and children made a living, 

paying particular attention to women's economic activities and their family-making 

practices. Following Wolf, I place the puzzle of the low birthrate of Italians at the center of 

a world-systems analysis that links kin and capital in the articulations of Italian peasant 

families, family firms, regional economics and international markets. I ask two questions: 

First, in what ways has the organization of rag and straw weaving, located historically 

between kin, tribute and capitalist modes of economic production, shaped how women 
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negotiated their roles as reproducers?^ Second, how did the festering peasant protest 

against hierarchical and paternalistic relations contribute to a disequilibrium that had 

irreversible consequences for the quiet revolution? 

The Citv of Straw 

Straw weaving figured centrally in the regional economy. The working of straw into 

"Florentine" hats linked local and regional economies to global markets in the mid-

nineteenth through the early-twentieth centuries. Fattorini, middlemen, acquired the 

material at local markets in Prato, Empoli and Florence and dispersed it throughout the 

Florentine area, from Signa to Campi Bisenzio, Carmignano, Empoli and even the area 

near Pistoia (Benelli 1996:47).to women weavers, the trecciaiole, who worked in their 

homes—often in groups. The materials were consigned to the weavers, and the weavers 

were paid by the piece. The straw material that they laboriously wove into long plaits and 

then fashioned into hats traveled to consumers in France, England, Germany, North 

America and, later, Mexico as well as Egypt (ibid.). 

The activity of the trecciaiole represented the principal sector of industrialization in the 

countryside of nineteenth-century Tuscany (Pescarolo 1991:28). Indeed, the weaving of 

straw plaits for hats was the most diffuse form of manufacture among women living in the 

hamlets and countryside northwest of Florence. Lamenting the difficulty of counting the 

precise number of women workers in Prato, the author of a report in 1896 noted that "in 

this comune nearly all of the women and some of the men weave braids for hats" 

(Pescarolo 1988:89).The heart of this industry was Signa, a comune that adjoins 

3 Wolf 1982. See in particular Chapter 3, "Modes of Production." Wolf expanded on Marx's directive 
to analyze how social labor is deployed, and Wolf defined three modes that he believed offered the most 
utility in revealing "the strategic relationships involved in the deployment of social labor by organized 
human pluralities": capitalist, tributary and Idn-ordered. Wolf actoowledged that these modes did not 
exhaust ail possibilities but that they offered parsimony in dealing "with the spread of the capitalist mode 
and its impact on world areas where social labor was allocated differently." These three modes are 
particularly relevant to central Italy in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
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Carmignano where forested hills give way to river bottom flats of the Amo, which flows 

from the urban center of Florence to the sea port of Pisa. It is no accident that the train 

station of Carmignano is located not in the heart of the comune, a hilltop town some seven 

kilometers across winding roads, but near the river where Carmignano ends and Signa 

begins. For Signa, the history of the straw industry is so important that the town welcomes 

visitors with the slogan, Citta della Paglia, the City of Straw. The industry made some 

people so rich that it might be called Tuscany's own Rumpelstiltskin story. But like most 

legends, very few actually managed to weave straw into gold. Most straw weavers were 

known to work long hours for un tozzo di pane, a crust of bread.'^ 

That crust of bread, however, was crucial in an economy where cash was rare. 

Women were known to purchase important household utensils with their earnings, 

although a report from the late nineteenth century takes care to note that men viewed the 

women as "not very useful."5 Particularly among the families called '^pigionali," typically 

the town-dwellers who neither owned property nor had a sharecropping contract but rather 

eked out a precarious existence as braccianti, agricultural day laborers, women's work as 

straw weavers was essential for getting by. Women's small economic contributions for 

long hours of work were especially important among the household economies of poor 

families (Pescarolo 1988:89). 

Straw Weavers and Wetnurses 

It is assumed, and at times claimed, that women worked in their homes rather than 

factories so as to take care of their children. Ortaggi Cammarosano points out that women 

stood to earn more in the factory: paid weavers of flax and hemp earned eighty centesimi 

^ Cited in Pescarolo (1991:27); she draws on Dal Pane 1973:65. 
^ A description of women's work in Che Comune of Carmignano can be found in a report from 1893 

in the Archivio del Comune di Cannignano, Categoria HI, No. 93; Fascicolo No. 13, Filza 2, Agosto 30 
1893. I discuss this in Chapter 6. 
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per piece for work in the factory and fifty for work at home. Children, she writes, "were, 

of course, the prime motive for staying at home" (1991:161). Her conclusion seems logical 

but may in fact result from erroneous assumptions. Childcare meant something very 

different in the mid- to late-nineteenth century, when Tuscan women had on average 4.5 

children,^ (1885-1890), than it does today, when they have on average 1 child. As soon as 

the children of straw weavers were old enough, they were taught to weave.^ 

Evidence in the archive of Carmignano suggests other factors were motivating 

women to work out of their homes besides caring for their children. Wetnurse subsidies, 

kept in ledgers known as baliatici, were available to women between 1883-1903 in the 

Comune of Carmignano, and those ledgers reveal that numerous trecciaiole received the 

subsidies to hire wetnurses. By making these subsidies available, the state was in fact 

underwriting the weavers' work. This is ironic because it was precisely in these years 

when Ortaggi Cammarosano notes a disappearance of women from official statistics. For 

example, the numbers of women classified as massaia (rural housewife) increased in the 

national census. The state's difficulty in classifying women's work led to a category called 

"unspecified employment," which in 1871 contained 4,067,449 women. State 

functionaries eliminated this category ten years later, and grouped these women as 

housewives, a category that leaped from 393,839 persons in 1871 to 3,720,906 by 1881. 

Writes Ortaggi Cammarosano (1991:158): "Hundreds of thousands of women from the 

lower classes who added some form of productive work to their household duties in order 

to balance family budgets now figured, in statistical terms, simply as ^massaieIn 

Carmignano, by contrast, the category of trecciaiola is well represented. In nearly every 

^ From 1860 to 1899, according to Livt-Bacci's A History of Italian femV/ty (1977:31), the actual 
number of children per marriage in Tuscany ranged from 4.69 to 4.23. The number hit exactly 4.5 children 
in the period between 1885-1889." 

^ Emilia, a former peasant woman recalled weaving with her friends when she was five or six years 
old. See Chapter 6. Pescarolo (1988:90^ refers to a health document from 1902 in the Archivio del Comune 
di Prato. 
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household of the flection of Peggie A Caiane in 1901, there was at least one trecciaiela 

listed. There, the local shift to classifying working women as housewives came much later. 

Possibly the women weavers sought subsidies because they were among the poorest 

strata of society, and malnutrition prevented their bodies from producing milk. Doctors' 

certificates attested to women applicants' lack of milk; however, one wonders how such 

evaluations of insufficient milk were made. It is likely that the women's time spent weaving 

was so critical to the family economy that they could not afford to lose work by tending to 

an infant, and hence sent their newborn to a wemurse, even though it clearly was against 

the moral order of the day and, according to a letter to the comune from the Ospedale degii 

Innocenti, the famous orphanage in Florence, wetnursing put the child at greater risk of 

infant death.® 

The City of Rags 

The rag trade provided another crucial connection between urban entrepreneurs and 

rural peasants. In fact, the unique form of industrialization that developed and continues in 

Prato, though historically linked to straw weaving, perhaps more directly traces its roots to 

the rag industry.^ The commerce in rags involved importing old clothes and textiles from 

distant comers of the globe to Prato, where they were hand sorted by color and fiber. The 

sorting process required (and still requires) specialists trained to touch the fabrics and 

discern their contents. The sorted fabrics were then carbonized, battened, washed, combed 

and regenerated into new fibers, the most well-known being regenerated wool.'O By the 

® Archivio del Comune di Carmignano, Congregazione di Carit^ del Comune di Carmignano, 
Protocollo delle deliberazioni, Fascicolo I 1, Scaffale F. See Chapter 6. 

^ This analysis draws heavily on the excellent, indepth analysis by Peccarolo (1988). 
An excellent description of the process of converting old wool into new wool, invented in 

England about 1815, appears in Chapter Vin "Reworked Wool and Waste Products" of Hart (1917:175-90). 
In his book Wool, published in 1918, Frank Ormerod describes the Rag Exchange in London as a lively 
marketplace. "So great is the demand for these rags that foreign countries, as well as the British Isles, are 
scoured for all kinds of cast-off clothing and oddments." The average amount of rags imported annually to 
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end of the 1930s, Prato was the fiinneling site for 90 percent of the rags collected in Italy 

(estimated at 120,000 to 130,000 tons). To say that trading in rags and transforming them 

into raw textile material "represented an important basis of Prato's economy and, more in 

general, of its society" (Dei Ottati 1998:124) is an understatement. 

The claim that rags were not only important to Prato's economy, but to its social 

fabric, begs deeper explanation. Tracing how rags circulated offers insight into the specific 

way that industry, already spread out among straw weavers, was experiencing a critical 

shift in its form—away from factories and toward lavoro a domicilio, home-based work. 

Along with this shift in form came a new figure, the impannatore, a high-risk investor on 

the prowl for new workers and new markets. These shifts in how work was organized, 

who could do it, and at what cost, cracked open deep-seated family tensions that were 

festering beneath a rigid pecking-order. People were exposed to new possibilities. 

A series of global events opened up the rag market for people living near Prato. The 

economic downturn known as The Great Depression of 1873-96'' settled into Europe 

beginning in 1873. The slump, as Wolf notes (1982:311), "ushered in a new phase in the 

encounter between capitalism and the rest of the world." By 1887, price deflation was 

wreaking havoc on producers. The Italian government introduced customs tariffs, 

reversing forty-year liberal trade policies that had led to the flourishing of Biella's fine wool 

industry in northern Italy. Instead of helping the troubled wool-producers, however, 

according to Pescarolo (1988:63), demand suddenly changed: Millions wanted to buy 

London in this period was around 50,000 to 60,000 tons; the industry there reached its peak in 1891, 
importing 370,000 tons (Ormerod 1918:150). 

'' Hans Rosenberg (1978:161) discusses at length the controversies surrounding the interpretations 
of economic cycles such as The Great Depression. Wolf (1982) builds on Rosenberg's theory in his 
disuccsion of this economic downturn in Europe. 
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cheap wool instead of fine wool. To understand exactly what cheap wool meant, consider 

this description written in the early 19C)0s: 

[R]eal, first-class woolen clothing...is a distinct luxury, and there are 
millions of people who cannot afford to pay its price. This being the case, a 
great industry has grown up devoted entirely to supplying a cloth which will 
accommodate itself to the more slender purses.... The class of cloth to which 
we refer has been designated by those in the trade as 'shoddy,' although it 
must not by any means be supposed that the word implies an article 
altogether worthless and to h« despised. Shoddy, like better-class cloths, has 
an almost infinitude of grades: some of it is of that wastrel kind which will 
'bag' at the knees after the first shower of rain; but the best class of it is only 
one or two removes from the real thing, and commands a ready sale among 
those who cannot afford the best, but must have something which will "look 
and wear v.'ell" (Ormerod 1918:148-49). 

Prato, already well-versed in making the cheaper fabrics, was quick to fill the market 

niche. "Rather than high-quality textiles, it was the production of low-quality products that 

renewed the fortunes of this antique manufacturing center," Pescarolo writes of Prato 

(1988:52). The market expanded externally and internally. Externally, big industrialists re

established business contacts with English sales representatives to stake out export routes, 

in particulcu- to British colonial markets such as South Africa, where plaids and shawls 

were exported. Italy's tie to Britain is hardly coincidental. According to Wolf, at the close 

of the nineteenth century a crisis in capitalist accumulation fueled colonial expansion. 

Britain was among those European nation-states anxious to embark on "an intense search 

for new investments and markets in a period of declining opportunities" (1982:313). 

Internally, sources of production became increasingly diffuse. Not only were there 

complete-cycle firms but also single-phase firms, and the relationship between the two was 

fluid. This fluidity and the broader economic context gave birth to the impannatore, a Prato-

specific breed of entrepreneur who thrived on activities linked to the production of lane 

povere, cheap wool, such as the famous "cascinetto" a fabric with a warp of cotton and 

weft of wool (Pescarolo 1988:52). The term impannatore, so locally specific that Italians 

living outside of Prato typically do not know the word, describes a textile manufacturer 
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who owns only part or none of his/her equipment and, despite very limited capital, 

manages to find other small-scale artisans or entrepreneurs to do the work per conto terzi, 

as subcontractors. Though the system has roots in the Middle Ages, according to a 

dictionary of terms and expressions of the Pratese textile industry, it developed in Prato 

during the second half of the nineteenth century and has become the predominant system of 

work organization (Mannucci 1993:91). The impannatore were historically known for their 

"commercial and speculative talent," their capacity to invent new textiles, and their clever 

and even exploitative use of short-term loans (Pescarolo, p. 54). 

Disceming the exact number of tessitori a domicilio, home-based weavers, has posed 

problems for labor historians because the activity easily escaped statistical registration. 

Perhaps the invisibility was due to the diffused nature of the work being done: handlooms 

tucked away in stone outbuildings were simply hard to count. The stigma accorded to an 

activity associated with making a living off other people's old stuff may have also 

contributed to the work being hidden away. 

In an effort to spin a new image out of an old stigma, Ettore Sperati, a wool 

technician, at a conference in 1911 called the sorting, or classification, of fabrics "the most 

important citizen activity and Prato, rather than being known as the 'Manchester' of 

Tuscany, should be called 'the city of rags, not as offense but as homage to its major 

industry" (cited in Pescarolo 1988:72; my translation). In contrast to Signa, the City of 

Straw, there are no street-side placards in Prato that blare out "City of Rags." The rag trade 

carried with it a stigma whether in Prato, Africa, the United States, or Britain although the 

attitudes toward rags and used clothing varied with time and place.A wool specialist 

from Britain writing in 1918 noted that the rag trade "was formerly, no doubt, looked 

' 2 Clearly, rags and second-hand clothing have different meanings in different social and historical 
contexts. See for example Karen Hansen's (1994) examination of the complex meanings and uses of used 
clothing in Zambia. 
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down upon" (Ormerod 1918:154). The stigma stemmed from popular notions about 

"shoddy" material. That one wool tradesman felt so compelled to devote so much ink to 

defending the product suggests that the rag industry battled against stigma: 

To those who might be a little squeamish about wearing this cheap 
production, on hygienic grounds, it is only fair to say that the cleansing and 
purifying processes through which woollen rags must go before being fit for 
re-manufacture can hardly fail to stamp out any possibility of infection when 
made up into clothes. At all events, the towns where the rags are collected 
and handled seem to be quite free from such injurious effects to health, and if 
there is little possibility of disease in the first instance, there would seem to 
be very little indeed after the stuff has gone through a number of disinfecting 
processes, one of which is the chemical bath already alluded to. The death-
rate in the towns where the rag trade flourishes seems to be no higher than in 
other industrial centres, and the Medical Officer of Health of Batley cannot 
find anything to complain about (Ormerod 1918:153). 

Judging from this commentary, the author was attempting to undo a public perception of 

regenerated wool as dangerous and disease-ridden. The lower cost and the tainted symbolic 

value of regenerated wool in the economic core along with the broader political-economic 

events explains why much of this "cheaper" material found its way to colonial markets such 

as South Africa as well as to poor internal markets of Europe. Furthermore, the stained 

symbolic capital of this product may also explain why those producing it were not based in 

the Renaissance capital of Florence but in a peripheral town such as Prato and its 

hinterlands. 

For Prato, the rag-trade history is foremost an ambivalent history, for the very rags 

that marked the Pratese socially also offered them autonomy. This legacy makes people 

from Prato proud, embarrassed and defensive. They are proud because being a rag dealer 

stands for being resourceful. They are embarrassed because dealing in rags meant dealing 

in the throwaways from other, often wealthier countries. It was a dirty, smelly, unclean 

sort of endeavor. But it also made a lot of people a living. 

"lo son di Prato, vo' esser rispettato," I'm from Prato, I wanna be respected, the 

Pratese say with a shout. With the comic flair of native son Roberto Benigni, they poke 
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fun at themselves for speaking loudly but say hearing loss is a casualty of working around 

the weaving machines.Both the way people pronounce the phrase and its content merit 

comment. Feelings of inferiority drive them to ask for respect. Pratese often told me their 

dialect is brutta, ugly, vulgar. The "t" is typically uttered in an aspirated style as in "Pra/io" 

and "rispetta/io"; in local parlance, the "t" is mangiata, or eaten. This aspirated "t," 

particularly when it is uttered in an exaggerated style, indexes''* a "low-class" 

socioeconomic status at the linguistic level of phonology. This is ironic for the style calls 

attention to itself as linguistically low status (as a non-referential index) just as the phrase 

itself (the referential index) asks for respect. Pratese sense other Tuscans look down on 

them for being industrialists, for coming from poor backgrounds, and, more recently, for 

having new money but little education and less taste (Bourdieu). The experience of feeling 

disrespected has to do precisely with their proximity to Florence, the Renaissance capital 

and fashion center, and their intimate relationship with rags. 

Curzio Malaparte, an Italian journalist who was bom in 1898 in Prato to a German 

father and Italian mother, recalled his boyhood visits to ragshops in his memoir Maledetti 

Toscani (1956). As an infant, Malaparte was sent to live with his wetnurse, Eugenia Baldi, 

and her family in a working-class neighborhood of Prato. His mother came to visit him 

occasionally at his wetnurse's family for the next five years. An excerpt, reprinted in the 

literary journal Grand Street 64 (1998) with the title "The Little Hand," offers a sensory 

memory of the City of Rags in the early 1900s: 

It was a world unto itself: the whole city of Prato was a mountainous 
landscape of rags, though few people, aside from the rag men and us boys, 
took the trouble to explore these mysterious continents. Occasionally Faliero, 

'3 This antico detto del popolo prestese, old saying of the people from Prato, serves as the epigraph 
to Chapter V of Malaparte's Toscani Maledetti (1964[1956]:83). 

The concepts of referential and nonreferential indexicality are explored in Silverstein (1976). Ochs 
prefers the terms direct and indirect indexicality (1990:293-95. 1992:341-43). Ricoeur's notion of the 
"aboutness" of discourse (1981[1970]:198) has b^n influential here; Meitz's (1985:4) as well as Fromkin 
and Rodman' s (1993:159) discussions of the importance of context have also shaped my thinking. 
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Baldino, and I would be joined by some of the other kids from our street, via 
Arcangeli, out beyond the Santa Trinita gate, and as soon as we crossed the 
threshold of the shop, that smell of rags—dry and dusty, yet s&ong and 
intoxicating as fermenting fruit—would go to our heads and trigger a kind of 
ecstatic snowblindness. 

The instant a bale was sliccd open, the rags would pour out of the wound 
like yellow-red-green-turquoise intestines, and we would thrust our arms 
inside this flesh the color of blood, the color of grass, the color of sky, 
rummaging through the swollen stomach, the hot viscera, of those bundles 
of rags—the eyes of our hands searching in that dark world for some 
luminous treasure: a pearl, a shell, a moonstone. Then we would plunge 
headfirst into those cloth mountains the way we might dive into the rapids of 
the Bisenzio on a summer's day, slowly dissolving in the deep, sweet 
swirling odor of incense, of musk, of clove, the perfumes of India, Ceylon, 
Sumatra, Java, Zanzibar, the fragrances of the South Seas. 

While the bales contained treasures they also hid horrors. Among the finds that Malaparte 

and his buddies unearthed was a woman's hand, which he slipped into his pocket, took 

home, and hid under the pillow of the bed where he slept with his wetnurse (Eugenia), her 

husband (Mersiade), and their two sons.'^ Malaparte recalled a restless night's sleep as he 

obsessed over the hidden hand, finally dreaming that it had crawled out from under the 

pillow and was slithering along his shoulders, caressing his throat. Malaparte's recollection 

offers insight into the sentiment of fear which runs like a thread throughout this 

ethnography. 

I awoke with a shout and sat bolt upright, drenched in a cold sweat. 
Mersiade gave me a slap to chase away the fright, but when he saw the little 
hand, which had in fact come out from under 9ie pillow, he turned as pale as 
wax. Eugenia, though, seized it with the tips of her fingers and jumped out 
of bed. 

"Calm down!" she said. "So much fear for a little hand!" 
It was the first time it occurred to me that Pratese are more afraid of 

hands of the living than hands of the dead'^, and that we might trust the dead 
but not the living. It was the first time I glimpsed that the de^ may not be 

The English translation refers to Eugenia as the man's wife; the original, however, refers to her as 
"la mia balia," his wetnurse (1956:105). It is strange that the English translator chose to erase this 
important term. 

' ̂  The translation deleted the reference to people from Prato, making a more generalized statement: 
"It was the first time it occurred to me that we might trust the dead more than the living, that we might 
have more to fear from the hands of the living than the hands of the dead." I felt that for my purposes the 
specific reference to Prato should be retained. 
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foolish, like the living, but prudent. And that while being alive exposes you 
to all sorts of dangers—forces you to sleep with your eyes open—if you are 
dead, in Prato,'^ you can rest peacefully with your eyes closed. 

Eugenia opened the window, ready to toss the hand outside. The warm, 
rich, sweet smell of tomatoes poured into the room. 

"Don't! It will shrivel up my vines," said Mersiade. 
"It's your brains that are shriveled up!" said Eugenia. 
And she flung the hand out into the garden, where we found it the next 

day, covered with ants. They were dragging it slowly through the tomato 
plants, toward the hedge of reeds. 

We let it go. 
It never came back. 

Contrary to the reassurances of the British wool tradesman above, the bundles did contain 

gruesome things to fear—e.g., dismembered body parts—but what Malaparte's story 

indicates is that, in this context of poverty, those hands of the living were what there was to 

fear. Life itself was dangerous. 

Rags seemed to touch everyone's lives in one way or another. Pescarolo draws on 

both official industry reports as well as narrative sources to construct a sense of work 

activity related to the wool industry in the Pratese Area, and weaving was one stage in the 

production process that was particularly likely to find its way into the domicile context. In 

1895, some 473 domicile handlooms were registered in the Pratese Area, and by 1907 the 

number had increased to 2,400 units, only to fall to 1,000 units by 1911.'® Pescarolo 

herself expresses skepticism at the reliability of the industry data and draws on evidence 

from other sources to affirm the ubiquity of domicile weavers. In 1907, a report by the 

chamber of commerce listing the industrial textile manufacturers in the Comune of Prato 

noted that "a few of them have looms in their own establishment, but for the most part they 

give work a domicilio to textile workers."'^ Strong evidence for the decentralized character 

of weaving also can be found in testimonials that became particularly vociferous during the 

This reference to Prato was also deleted in the translation. 
The resident population in Prato in 189S was 44,770, in 1907, 49,630, and 1911, 51,255. 
This report, cited in Pescarolo 1988:61, is from the Camera di Commercio e Arti di Firenze, 

Statistica industriale. Notizie sulle condizioni industriali della provincia di Firenze, 1907, p. 188. My 
translation. 
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crises in handloom weaving in 1901 and again in 1908. An article published in a 1901 

weekly geared toward industrialists complained about "the pathological" relationship 

between the impannatore and the manufacturers; it described how the impannatore bought 

wagons of rags on 6, 8, or 10 months of credit, and then paid those who reworked the rags 

into sellable fabric on a cycle of 14,16 or 18 months. When it came time for payment, the 

author suggested, the impannatore often found ways to renege, alleging defective 

workmanship. The article argued that such a system of conducting business "impoverished 

industry and permitted a quantity of adventurers to throw themselves into commerce" (p. 

53; my translation). 

During the handloom crisis of 1908, industrialists also blamed the home-based 

weavers for unfair competition—an argument designed to promote industrial upsizing by 

inducing people to seek waged work instead of operating their family firms. These 

industrialists went so far as to accuse them of immoral business practices. In a letter to the 

police about labor agitation, an industrialist wrote of domicile workers who participated in 

the subcontracting phenomenon: "rather than study the best way to go about tending to their 

own economic exigencies, such as devoting to the countryside the arms that it clamors for, 

or helping the industrialist in his not-so-easy mission, instead they conduct themselves 

unwisely in reprehensible ways" (p. 61). Subcontracting represented a loss of control for 

the industrialists, so they sought to depict domicile work as an assault on the agricultural 

way of life. 

The diffusion of rags into the countryside, along with the movement of straw, did 

have effects on rural life. Noting that firms became "deficient" and found advantage in 

delegating the work to home-based weavers, a historian writing in the 1920s remarked that 

"New weavers and new looms are especially numerous among agricultural classes, who 

came onto the scene suddenly. They considered weaving a supplementary craft and this 
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eventually led them to grow disenchanted with agriculture" (1920 cited in Pescarolo 

1988:54). 

The evidence suggests that between 1895-1908, small firms multiplied in tandem 

with tessitori a domicilio, home-based weavers. Handloom weaving spread throughout the 

countryside surrounding Prato. "It was a particularly intense process in the villages of the 

plains," writes Pescarolo (1988:62), "where often agricultural day laborers and youths 

from poor families were living off the most precarious of occupations; these same families 

in which women were working straw, others were participating part-time in weaving." The 

very fluid and risky character of the impannatore combined with the manufacture of low-

quality wool made it possible for many peasant families—men and women—to get into the 

handloom business. 

Peasant Protest and Social Tensions 

How might this decentralized industry, whether in the form of straw or rags, have 

mattered to the cooperation and tension among family members? Giacomo Becattini, an 

economist well-known for the social flavor he accords to analyses of industrial 

development in Tuscany, such as Prato's postwar industrial district, draws our attention to 

the "economic self-assertion by individuals" that characterized people's entry into industry. 

On the one hand, small-scale, diffuse industry meant cheap labor; on the other, it meant that 

many more people could be their own bosses, but, I would add, only problematically so 

since the autonomy of individuals within a firm varied depended on their subject position 

(see below). In his attempt to untie the "knotty" situation that led to economic development 

in Tuscany—against a moderate, nineteenth-century anti-development political leadership— 

Becattini views the mezzadria as crucial. He suggests that mounting tensions led to a 

"peasant protest, particularly by women and youth, not so much against the countryside 

itself as against the rigidity of the pecking-order in the family and against their close 
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economic dependence on its older male members" (Becattini 1998:83). The powers of 

decision and the availability of income were "inconsistent with the distribution of 

workload, capacity and responsibility" (Becattini 1986:908; my translation). Peasants 

began objecting to a social structure and ideology that permitted, even necessitated, an 

unfair distribution of duties and rights, according to Becattini. 

The social scientist must take care, however, not to project late-twentieth century 

values of individualism onto rural families of the past. In my own fieldwork, I found it 

very difficult if not impossible to get elderly people who had grown up under the 

patriarchal family form to speak badly about it. Contini (personal communication, 1999) 

acknowledged similar difficulty in getting interviewees to speak about their changes as a 

protest against the family itself. The silence may evidence the perpetual sway of an 

ideology that permitted the patriarchal family form to exist as long as it did. We cannot 

assume, then, that a more rigid hierarchical structure naturally led to increased tensions; 

relatively more egalitarian families of the late twentieth century also experience strife. 

Nevertheless, it is certain that as individuals found work beyond the patriarchal peasant 

family and the podere, the rigid hierarchies no longer held up. Their independent lifestyle 

posed too great a challenge to the system. 

The peasant ideology contrasted rural virtues with urban perils. Family hierarchy and 

solidarity became a virtue, one which was stable and certain, and country air and food 

became symbolic of a wholesome life. These attributes were contrasted against the city, 

where self-seekers flirted dangerously with life and its uncertainties, its pollution, its 

factory work, its stress, its unhealthy way of life. This ideology continues in what is called 

Toscanismo, a "senile" nostalgia of the peasant past which replaces concrete historical 

experience with memories of bygone peasants and rural landscapes a model of life that was 

more "humane," more "natural," less "reified" than the capitalist market (1980:16). 
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The social structure of agricultural families was designed to deny autonomy to the 

younger, adult family members and to vest authority in the head of household, typically the 

senior male, known as the capofamiglia, capoccia, capoccaito, or capo. Relationships 

between mezzadria family members were dominated by a model of patriarchal authority: a 

rigid hierarchy of positions and of roles defined according to age, sex, and birth order. 

Parents sought to control their children's marital decisions, post-marital residence, work 

duties and finances. However, the capoccia also had to answer to the padrone, the 

landholder of the estate. In fact, traditionally the capoccia had to ask the padrone for 

permission for a son or daughter to marry—a requirement that sharecroppers managed to 

have struck from their contracts in 1919-20, just before the onset of fascism.^o The 

capoccia also had to account for family members who left the household; for example, a 

letter contained in a Michon-Pecori contract file from 1900 was signed by the head monk 

and documented a son's entry into a monestary. As Michon-Pecori remarked, "It was to 

show that the son didn't simply run off into the woods."^' 

Landlords' voice over sharecroppers' private affairs appears to have had its roots in a 

brutal period between 1750 and 1900 when rural populations were growing rapidly but the 

number of farms was holding steady. With this excess of prospective sharecroppers, the 

peasants who had a podere, an estate, sought to avoid expulsion from the land as well as 

demotion into the class of braccianti, agricultural laborers. Giuliana Biagioli (1986, cited in 

Barbagii 1996:261-62) suggests the sharecroppers accepted contracts that obliged them to 

work harder and allowed landlords to control their private lives, including decisions about 

marriage. Other research supports this interpretation and reveals that family members 

engaged in strategies designed to limit their numbers. Delving into histories of families 

Barbagii (1984:377) cites F. Coletti, La popolazione rurale in Italia e i suoi caratteri demograficil 
psicologici e sociali, Piacenza, Federazione Italiana dei Consorzi Agrari, 1925, p. 25; and L. Radi, / 
mezzadri, Roma, Edizioni Cinque Lune, 1962. 

Archivio Privato, Villa Calavria. Conti Colonici. 
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from the countryside surrounding Prato, Marco E)ella Pina (1986) documents late 

eighteenth-century delays in marriage (average age for women to marry rose from 22 to 26 

and for men from 29 to as late as 33) as well as failures to marry at all. In contrast to the 

Prato of 1646, by 1786 some 30 percent of men and 18 percent of women from 

sharecropper families were unmarried at age 50, resulting in more horizontally complex 

households. Delays in or taboos against marriage among the mezzadria were also 

documented by nineteenth-century scholars. The author of a report on Tuscan agrarian 

affairs noted that the capoccia "fell to the bachelor" and concluded, "Generally, if all the 

sons are unmarried at the death of the father, the eldest has the choice of marrying or taking 

over as head of household. In the first case, headship passes to the second in order of age, 

[who is then] forbidden to take a wife" (quoted in Barbagli 1996:261). Institutionalized 

celibacy, delayed marriage, mandated approval from the padrone—all of these became 

ways to limit rural population growth at the expense of individual autonomy.22 

In part the peasant protest that Becattini describes was against the social structure 

within the family but it was also against the way the family articulated with economic 

systems external to it and which, by the very namre of sharecropping relations, structured 

The literature on household formation emphasizes generalizing typologies to the extent that it 
has largely obscured the internal hierarchical relations and the processes by which these relations shaped 
individual lives. Marzio Barbagli builds on recent critiques of Hajnal's (196S, 1983) and Laslett's (1977, 
1983) classic typologies of household formation systems to reveal an "enormous variation in behavior" 
hiscoricaily in the Italian peninsula (Barbagli 1991a;253). Barbagli details how residence and marnage 
patterns varied by region and socioeconomic class as well as according to rural or urban locations. "If one 
thing emerges clearly from all the data we have examined," concludes Barbagli (199la:257), "it is that Italy, 
unlike other European countries, has always had multiple systems of household formation, not just one 
system." 

These systems of household formation did not evolve in a linear fashion, e.g., from extended to 
nuclear, but rather in a cyclical one. The forming of households was susceptible to changes in economic and 
demographic conditions. For example, among central-northern agriculturalists in the sixteenth century, 
extended families (multiple households) were frequent in all social classes, especially those living on 
podere, estates. Increases in mortality in the seventeenth century led to a decrease in the complexity of 
family structures; population decline opened up land so that more families could negotiate sharecropping 
contracts for individual holdings. In the eighteenth century, a reversal back to complex families occurred 
among agriculturalists, reaching their highest levels of frequency in rural central-northern Italy between 
1750 and 1900 (Barbagli 1996:23-24; 1991a:259). 
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relations between peasants and padrone as hierarchical and asymmetrical. The capofamiglia 

had direct contact with the landlord, for the sharecropping contract was a legal agreement 

between him and the proprietor, and he mediated between the lord and the family. It is as 

though the capofamiglia were the director of a firm, for he oversaw the work and ultimately 

managed the finances. He also had ultimate authority over the household economy. A 

document oudining the rules for farm families specified the following: 

The farm family is founded primarily on relationships of work. The 
composition of the family is in relation to the needs of the estate on which 
they work.... The group is subject to the discipline of the capoccia, head of 
household, who, by custom, is the oldest and often the one who knows best 
how to read and write (Consiglio Provinciale Dell' Economia Corporativa di 
Firenze 1936:202). 

Beside the capofamiglia was the massaia, typically his wife, who often co-managed 

household finances. "The direction of the family belongs to the massaia," states the same 

document cited above (1936:202), but again affirming patriarchal authority by delineating 

her realm of influence, "the power of the massaia is limited to the family environment." In 

addition to overseeing the domestic affairs, she might be responsible for the chicken coup, 

the sale of some chickens, and a fund for purchasing shoes or household items if she were 

a weaver or if the women under her reign were weavers. Some daughters-in-law managed 

their own earnings (e.g., from straw weaving) whereas others did not. lolanda, whose 

peasant in-laws pressured her to work as a wetnurse, never saw her earnings as she was 

required to turn them over to her mother-in-law (See chapter 6). Under such a structure, 

relations of dependency were common so that after marriage couples relied on their parents 

or in-laws to satisfy their most basic needs, such as clothing and shoes, and typically had 

to ask for money because they did not have their own resources. (Straw weavers appear to 

have been an exception, see Chapter 6). 

A rigid separation of roles existed between husband and wife, and this led them to 

spend much of their time apart with same sex/gender relatives, neighbors or friends. 
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Children, who were made to feel inferior, were expected to be submissive and deferent, 

and those who refused to carry out responsibilities were harshly punished. Finally, a 

different form of affection is said to have existed, with parents inclined to refrain from 

expressing sentiment and emotion (Barbagli [1988] 1996:25; Becattini 1986:908; Bull and 

Comer 1993:35). 

Becattini's observation has profound implications for our story of the quiet 

revolution, that "rapid and comprehensive" transformation from large to small families.^ If 

he is correct, and what was happening in the economic context was largely the result of a 

peasant protest against rigid and unjust hierarchies within the family—and, I would 

emphasize, against the asymmetrical tributary relations inherent to the sharecropping 

system—one can understand how peasants sought to better their livelihood and gain some 

autonomy by engaging in straw weaving and wool regeneration. Through a form of work, 

lavoro a domicilio, and a figure, the impannatore, important social and economic changes 

began to occur, ones which would have profound effects on family-making for the 

demographic trend toward smaller families are inevitably connected to that same peasant 

protest. New opportunities began to place pressure on and eventually disclose cracks in 

these rigid social patterns. As men increasingly left agriculture for industry, large families 

became less important for survival. Women came to leam there were other ways to achieve 

status other than through having numerous offspring; the large, extended family even 

became pathologized in medical discourse as a cause for mental breakdown. (See Chapter 

5, Emilia's narrative.) For the rigid hierarchies to unravel, Barbagli posits, it would be 

necessary for some members of peasant households to enter fully into the industrial 

workplace. At first when this was happening, the structure of the family did not change— 

i.e., it still was an extended family—but the relations of authority inside the household did 

23"Quiet revolution" is the term Gillis, Tilly, and Levine (1992:1) use to describe the fertility 
decline that began in Europe, for the most part, in the 1870s. 
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begin to transform. Children who went to work in a factory would give to the capofamiglia 

only a portion of their salary and keep the rest for themselves, deciding on their own how 

best to spend it, according to Barbagli (1984:399). The silences that the old system had 

necessitated—such as daughters-in-law keeping quiet even in cases of severe mothers-in-

law, or adult children's decisions about their futures being made by their elders—began to 

find voice in new contexts and struggles. 

Familv-makiny between Market. Kin and Padrone 

Women's subaltern status in legal and political terms enabled those with power to 

discount women's real economic contributions to household, regional, and national 

economies. Historically, the "logics" of a patriarchal society and of a capitalist economy 

have portrayed Italian women primarily in reproductive terms. Alessandra Pescarolo notes 

that this "weak" image of women contrasts with the "strong" role of the weaver in terms of 

her weight in the family economy and her important role in constituting the proletarian 

subject in central Italy (Pescarolo 1991:33).Much of the initial growth of industrialization in 

central Italy took place in the context of domicile work, and this history rendered women's 

contributions easily erasable in master narratives since it did not fit northern European 

urban models of industrialization. 

The most extensive Italian labor strikes of the nineteenth century involved the non-

urban weavers, mostly women, working out of homes in the towns and rural hamlets 

lining the banks of the Amo River. Pescarolo (1991:35) documents the massive labor 

strikes of 1896 to drive home the point that domicile work was cmcial to the development 

of the industrial economy of the twentieth century. The struggles occurring in the context of 

straw-weaving support Wolfs thesis about the character of capitalism during the late 

ni neteenth-century: 
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During this phase a militant capitalism encroached ever more intensively on 
the social arrangements predicated upon tributary or kin-ordered modes of 
production. It did so by drawing resources and labor power organized in 
different ways into a larger system dominated and permeated by capitalist 
productive relations (Wolf 1982:311). 

We might imagine the modes of production that Wolf is describing as three strands of 

straw. Each strand represents a different mode (kin, tributary, capitalist) and each mode 

entails a constellation of social relations. Let us further assume that the strand representing 

the capitalist productive relations is more dominant than the others, and as the three strands 

become woven into a braid, it is the capitalist strand that stands out because it is most 

aggressively drawing resources and labor power into this larger system—the one 

dominated by capitalist productive relations. But it is important to emphasize that the other 

modes (kin and tributary) do not fade away. They continue to intermingle and remain 

(invisibly) necessary to the pleat. 

Kin alliances proved important in this articulating trilogy. Women commonly found 

their work connections through kinfolk. Emilia, a former peasant bom in the 1920s who 

had one child, exemplifies a person who worked in a system of labor organized around 

three distinct yet interrelated modes of production. (See Chapter 6.) She relied on her 

sister-in-law's uncle to deliver her the straw. The finished products were then sent overseas 

to the sister-in-law's father, who had stowed away on a hat-export ship to escape 

persecution by Italian fascists in the 1920s. He ended up in Argentina as a hat importer. 

Such kin networks were common in this market. 

Many weavers were also involved in tribute-organized agricultural work at crucial 

times of the year, harvesting grain, grapes, olives, chestnuts, figs, etc., and cooking for 

the ritual harvest feasts. Being part of a sharecropper family meant having to pay tribute to 

the padrone in the form of half of the crop. The peasants were also obliged to make other 

tributary payments. If, however, they were married to braccianti, agricultural day workers. 
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they were less directly affected by the sharecropping system but, being landless, more 

dependent on hustling work. 

It matters to our story of the quiet revolution that the straw and rag weavers were 

inextricably trapped within three articulating modes of production: kin, with its rigid 

patriarchal family form; tribute, with its hierarchical padrone-peasant sharecropping system; 

and capitalist, with its market-driven logic that found in women and children the cheapest 

sources of labor. The quiet revolution is bom out of these conflicting, often destructive and 

obliterating experiences of women at the intersections of these modes. 

The Fascist Years: Mounting Tensions in the Mezzadria. 1919-1945 

Already in the 1920s, Italy's birthrate had declined enough to prompt Benito 

Mussolini to launch an intense campaign to coerce women into having more babies. The 

tendency for Italians, particularly urban professionals, to have small families was depicted 

as a national emergency in fascist publicity campaigns. The fascists pushed an unbending 

prenatal ist politics. Women were narrowly defined by their role to have children for the 

state. Bachelors were taxed. What drove the govemment's goal to increase the birthrate 

was a desire for cheap labor and well-populated colonies.^^ 

Capitalism and Fascism, published in 1937 by the Fascist Confederation of Industrialists, 
provides first-hand insight into the "logics" of fascism. The authors of the text, for example, wrote that the 
Ethiopian Empire offered "so promising an outlet for the overflowing energies of [Italy's] rapid growing 
population" (1937:7). This calls for clarification. Italy's population was growing even though the birthrate 
was declining; this is possible simply because the level of births was still well above so-called replacement 
(defined a total fertility rate of 2.1 average births per woman). In fact, even though Italy of the 1990s is 
well below so-called replacement levels (at 1.2 average births per woman), the population continues to 
grow because people are living longer; a small percentage of population growth is also due to immigration. 
See Chapter 7. 

The book cited above also includes a 1937 speech by Mussolini in which he emphasizes the 
potential resources of the Empire; "With its cotton , coffee, meat, hides, wool, lumber, precious ores 
beginning with gold, the Empire will make a decisive contribution to our effort for self-sufficiency" 
(1937:106). See de Grazie 1^2:41-59 fora detailed history of fascist pronatalism. For an analysis of the 
everyday resistance to the fascist pronatalist politics, see lOause 1994, which draws heavily on Passerini 
1987 and Schneider and Schneider 1984, 1991. As U.S. Immigration laws curtailed the number of Italians 
allowed to immigrate, Mussolini's regime set out to depict emigration as a shameful practice that depleted 
national resources and prestige (Schneider and Schneider 1996:216). 
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Mussolini idealized the rural way of life, and he knew that historically agricultural 

families had the highest fertility levels. This bore out in the first comprehensive survey of 

fertility in Italy, undertaken, not coincidentally, under fascism as part of the 1931 census.25 

The data revealed different fertility levels by occupation; (only the occupation of the 

husband was taken into consideration). "Families engaged in agriculture have, everywhere, 

the highest fertility, while the lowest fertility is that of the wives of clerical workers, etc., in 

the North and in the Center, and of the wives of professional workers, liberal arts, etc., in 

the South and in the Islands," writes Livi-Bacci (1977:236). The median family size was 

almost twice as large for agricultural families (6.43) as for professionals (3.28). The 

biggest difference in family size among occupation groups occurred in the Nonh, where 

"self-employed" agricultural workers and clerical workers' differences reached 2.6 

children; in the South the difference was only 1.5 children. These fertility differentials, 

viewed at the time as the "sterilizing consequences of industrial conglomerations of 

population." (Gay 1927:116) led Mussolini to state: "This will explain to you why I aid 

agriculture, and why I proclaim myself rural."26 

Fascist policies, avidly anti-Malthusian, drove Mussolini to shore up the mezzadria 

system (Bull and Comer 1993:89) despite clear signs of trouble. "Already in the thirties, 

the mezzadria was producing a stagnant demographic regime [in terms of births] and a 

country-city migratory tendency," writes oral historian Giovanni Contini (1987:148) of the 

Tuscan town of San Gersole. The crisis factors that eventually determined the rapid demise 

of the mezzadria in the 1950s and 1960s were already in place, according to Contini 

(1987). A similar trend was occurring in Carmignano. For one hundred years, the 

^ 1STAT, Indagine sulla fecondita. Cited in Livi-Bacci 1977:234. 
Cited in Gay 1927:116-117. Sec Horn's (1994) insightful analysis of the "Sterile City" in which 

he discusses the etiologies of fertility decline during the fascist period. The fascists opposed neo-Malthusian 
measures, and as such were strongly against birth control. They found support for this position in the 
Catholic Church, which was "traditionally, uncompromisingly, irrevocably opposed to all neo-Malthusian 
theory and practice, which it stigmatizes as irreligious," wrote Gay (1927:117). 
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population there had grown by some 5CX) people every decade. In 1810 there were 5,875 

Carmignanese, and by 1910, the comune had reached 12,556 residents, where it came to a 

halt: by 1959, there were still 12,064 residents. This trend was largely due to a slowing of 

births and increasing out-migration. 

The demographic trend of historically rural Carmignano contrasts with the more 

urban and industrialized comune of Prato, whose growth steadily continued from 22,552 in 

1810, to 51,255 in 1910, 61,447 in 1930, and 102,848 by 1959.^7 The urban population 

was growing because of people moving there for industrial work yet once there, they had 

increasingly smaller families. Mussolini in a 1924 speech commented on this industrial 

urbanization as "destructive because it sterilizes people."^® 

The policies designed to increase the birthrate had minimal effect (Livi-Bacci 

1977:278), and it could be argued that the society fascism created drove people to have 

fewer children. On numerous fronts, fascism promulgated a massive politics of 

containment: emigration was restricted excepting Italian colonies; labor strikes were made 

illegal; the electoral system was dismantled; a dictatorship was installed and oppositional 

political parties were outlawed; legal reproductive choice was eliminated as abortion was 

deemed a crime against the state. Furthermore, the regime identified working married 

women as the cause of men's unemployment, and declared that "women should go home 

and stay there," as Saraceno notes (1992:259) "to satisfy two of men's critical needs: a job 

and a domestic life." Mussolini stepped to the helm in 1922, on the heals of widespread 

labor agitation among factory workers in the north and agricultural workers elsewhere. 

Although the Italian economy "on the whole was part of the structural changes and 

These numbers derive from tables provided in Bandettini 1961. 
Cited in Gay 1927:113. This book, written by an American based in Rome at the time, defends 

fascism to the point of celebrating it. 
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developments that characterized world capitalism,"^^ fascism created a Guild State—lo 

Stato Corporativo. The fascists justified the centralized state authority in the following way: 

By this achievement Italy shows a world torn by the class struggle, divided 
between the schools of thought represented by XIX century individualism 
and Marxian collectivism, that it is possible for a modem State to harmonise 
apparently conflicting class interests (Fascist Confederation of Industrialists 
1937:6). 

What appeared as harmony to the fascists, however, was experienced at many levels of 

society as tension and oppression.^o 

The fascist regime put a halt to labor-oriented reforms of the mezzadria contractual 

system, which had made significant strides in some regions, including northwest Tuscany. 

The three years leading up to the fascist takeover of 1922 witnessed protests and struggle 

among agricultural woricers—sharecroppers as well as day-laborers. In Carmignano, as 

Gelli describes (1998), protests occurred in 1919, after a new tax of 12 lire on every 

eitolitre of wine produced was levied against contadini, peasant sharecroppers. Discussions 

to revise i patti colonici, the sharecropping contract, were supported by two unions: the 

Federterra, socialists who fought for land collectivization (the majority of rural workers did 

not enthusiastically support their agenda), and the Federazione Mezzadri o Piccoli Affituari, 

Catholics who argued for new rent and fiind structures. Both unions struggled for the right 

of contadini to participate in the management of the agricultural firm. This proposal was 

starkly opposed by the Associazione AgrariaToscana (formed in 1919), which had the 

backing of landowners, including a majority of those in Carmignano. The request for new 

sharecropping contracts, accompanied by strikes (the largest of which occurred in 

Carmignano in February 1920), was undoubtedly linked to broader labor struggles. In 

March 1920, factory workers in Prato won the eight-hour work, and in May, braccianti. 

P. Ciocca, "L'economia italiana nei contesto intemazionale." L'economia italiana nel periodo 
fascista, (1976) cited in Zamagni 1993:243. 

Comitato Unitario per I'ordine democratico (n.d.:4). 
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agricultural day laborers, achieved an eight-hour workday among other improvements in 

working conditions: the establishment of unions, of minimum hourly wages, of weekly 

payday, and of a commission to negotiate worker-padrone conflicts (Gelli 1998:53-55). 

The movement for such worker rights had already been put into motion in the early 

twentieth century with a call for day-laborers increased salaries, regular work hours, 

decreased work for women, and norms for social assistance (Saba 1994:25). 

By the fall of 1920, Carmignano citizens elected their first socialist mayor; however, 

the presence of the left was to be short-lived. In a context of unemployment increasing 

daily, skyrocketing food prices, and increasing requests for public assistance, reactionary 

propaganda against the socialists blamed their leadership for economic woes. The left, split 

between "reformists" and "revolutionaries" could not remain unified. In the spring of 1921, 

the emergent fascist party found an opportune moment to rise to power two carabinieri, 

local police, were killed in Carmignano, and two local socialists, viewed as anti-state, were 

blamed. Members of the nascent fascists sought to vindicate the two murdered officers: 

they set fire to the food cooperative of Carmignano (linked to socialists) as well as the local 

headquarters of the socialist party. Other devastating assaults were made against socialist 

party offices in nearby towns (in Seano and Poggio A Caiano). Fascists prevented citizens 

of known socialist and communist leanings to vote and to join the electoral commission. 

Violent acts continued into the summer, culminating with the murder of a well-known 

antifascist of Poggetto at the door to his home. E)espite the violence, the rural struggles 

against unfair taxation continued (Gelli 1998:58-60), but those too came to a halt when in 

1922 Mussolini stepped to the helm. Contractual reforms would reemerge only with the 

demise of the fascist regime, after World War n, when changes would proceed in the 

direction of national labor regulations (Saba 1994:25-28). 

Labor struggles of the prefascist era represented a movement toward winning the 

recognition of peasant autonomy and the right of decision-making. The fascist era sought to 
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reinstate and institutionalize ultimate patriarchal control between the land-wealthy padrone 

and the land-poor contadino as well as between the powerful capoccia and the subordinate 

family members. During the fascist years, the mezzadria contract became more elaborate 

and more of a reflection of patriarchal state ideology. Fascist contracts and related 

documents allowed for the expression of fascist ideology, as this statement from a 1936 

document outlining rules for the mezzadria illustrates: "The capoccia personifies the family 

and, as the paterfamilias, he manages every relationship with the fullest authority" 

(Consiglio Provinciale Dell'Economia Corporativa di Firenze 1936:202-203). The authority 

vested in the head of household over its members was a reflection, even a microcosm, of 

the ultimate authority that Mussolini vested in himself over his state subjects. 

I obtained sample contracts from 1900 and 1929 from the Villa of Calavria in 

Carmignano. These contracts were typical of the pre-fascist and fascist periods (Michon-

Pecori, personal communication). The pre-fascist contract, from 1900, consists of two 

pages, contrasting with the fascist contract, from 1929, which is a 29-page booklet. The 

contract from 1900 is organized into 11 succinct rules, including the following: once a 

colono leaves a podere, he forfeits all rights to the land, including rights to the most 

recently planted grain; threshing of grain and pruning of vines and trees must be done 

according to the padrone's orders; the colono must balance his annual debt when the grain 

and wine are harvested; any disobedience toward the padrone will result in a fine of 5 lire 

for the first time and £10 for the second. The contract also includes annual peasant tribute 

obligations to the padrone: 100 newly propagated vines; 1 prosciutto, 6 brooms, 500 libbre 

(pounds) of straw and of hay; one laundering.^' 

Although sharecroppers had managed to attain reforms immediately before the fascist 

period (such as the obliteration of the requirement of the capofamiglia to secure padronal 

^' Arctiivio Privato, Villa di Calavria. FaUoria di Calavria, Comune di Carmignano, 28 Febbraio 
1900. 
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permission for a son or daughter to marry), the fascists shored up the mezzadria system by 

legitimizing its "feudal" arrangements, including the peasant tribute obligations of linen-

washing and prosciutto-rendering.32 jhe relationship between the conduttore, typically a 

member of the landed nobility, and the capoccia, the peasant male head of household was 

formalized with detailed bureaucratic language of the state. The contract from 1929^^ drew 

on past customs as it reaffirmed rigid hierarchies and spelled out in greater detail the 

obligations of both the peasants and the landowners. 

The contract stipulated that the rights and responsibilities of the conduttore with 

regard to the estate included the provision of a house in "hygienic conditions" and a water 

source for the family (FPSFA 1929:9). In the event of a grain harvest insufficient for the 

farm family's needs, the lord would supply the grain but such supply would be kept track 

of in debits and credits. The rights and responsibilities of the capoccia, on the other hand, 

included taking care of the order and cleaning of the house, stall and land; adhering to the 

50-50 split of expenses and harvests (grain, olives, grapes, silkworms, chestnuts); and 

forbidding his family members from subcontracting their labor to another farm because 

"sottrazione di braccia" diminishing the number of arms, could pose a threat to the "sound 

cultivation of the estate...and create unemployment among agricultural day workers" (p. 

11 ) .  

The fascist contract echoes the earlier contract's attitude toward individual family 

members: they had no right to autonomy since they were members of a corporate group. 

Their individuality was erased; it is as though the family were one—an appendage 

controlled by the capoccia. The prefascist labor strikes among the agricultural classes 

suggest that identities as political subjects were present. The disequilibrium in the 

Archivio Privato, Villa Calavria. Conti Colonici. 
33 Federazione Provinciate Sindacati Fascisti Agricoltori Contralto Collettivo di Lavoro (1929:6). 

My thanks to Giovanni Michon-Pecori, the former count in Carmignano, for providing me with this 
original document. 
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patriarchal peasant family became more manifest due to such forced anachronistic, 

paternalistic relations that continued to place the power of decision-making and spending in 

one or two elderly persons. In Prato, there were "microexplosions of minute 

entrepreneurship" in the words of Becattini (1986:911), occurring with particular force 

after 1927. Despite frequent bankruptcies, this activity set the ground for the small- and 

medium-sized industry which was to boom after the war. The increasing number of 

artisans trying to set out on their own came at the expense of people opting out of 

agricultural work. During the 1930s, Prato's industrial base grew to become one of the 

three principal wool centers in Italy along with Biella in Piedmont and Vicenza in Veneto 

(Dei Ottati 1998:125). 

Evidence of tension can also be found in the contract's guidelines for resolving 

disputes as established in a 1928 article in the sharecropping contract. The 1929 contract 

commented on animal rearing: the farmer could raise a few animals (geese, ducks, 

chickens, rabbits, pigeons) but only for the purpose of family consumption. 'The adoption 

of a single species of barnyard animal must be specified in the provincial contracts. When a 

peasant wants to keep a number of barnyard animals superior to the aforementioned 

number, he will have to establish it with the conduttore.... At all times it is forbidden for 

the sharecropper to keep rabbits in the hayloft and in the stalls and to leave the poultry loose 

during the insemination and maturation of the products" (p. 19). 

One reason for such specific mles was because peasants were skillful at finding ways 

to make a little extra money. Rabbits, in fact, were the source of a dispute between a local 

peasant and the count, and both of them on separate occasions recounted the story to me. 

One day the count and his fattore, estate administrator, showed up to take a census on how 

many rabbits one of his peasants had on the premises. "It was a battle," Michon-Pecori told 

me. The peasant and the fattore, a much larger man than the small nobleman, nearly came 

to blows. The contadino did not want to let the administrator count the rabbits. He was 
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raising them in the space that was supposed to be used for large animals, e.g., cows, 

because the milk from the cows fell under the mezzadro system whereas the rabbits did not. 

It was a way for the peasant to earn a little extra money. "But it was against the mles, 

really," the count told me. His sisters laughed and then said, "Povero uomo" Poor thing. 

The peasant involved, who told me the same story, was clearly still angered by the 

confrontation. The event represented an assault on his autonomy. 

The power struggle between the peasant and the count is expressed in this local 

saying, which I heard on numerous occasions: 

n padrone a i' contadino: Non fa sapere come gli'e buono 
il cacio co' le pere. 

n contadino risponde: Padrone la 'un lo sa tutto come gli'e 
buono flchi co' i prosciutto. 

The count to the peasant: Don't let it be known how good 
cheese is with pears. 

The peasant replies: Count, you have no clue how 
good figs are with prosciutto. 

This saying, told from the peasant's point of view, reveals the padrone's attitude of 

superiority, and draws attention to his claim to good taste. But the peasant counters, 

asserting that he, too, has secrets and good taste. Figs were, and still are, a highly valued 

fruit, raised and dried to perfection in Carmignano, just as prosciutto was a highly 

appreciated cured meat. The tension inside this dialogue expresses a broader tension that 

existed historically in peasant-patron social relations, and which would explode after the 

fascists fell (see Table 2.3). 

Given the detail in the contract, it is surprising what is omitted. Although silk 

production was subject to the 50-50 split of expenses (seeds, incubation, disinfectants, 

leaves, p. 17) and profits between padrone and peasant, there is no mention of straw 

weaving. The profits from this work fell outside of the mezzadria system—or as Michon-

Pecori put it, "it was lavoro personale—personal work." Every Comeana household under 
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the Michon-Pecori's control had a preponderance of adult women working as trecciaiola, 

and my examination of all of the households in Comeana, reveals that this activity was 

typical for the area. 

Of the 395 households in Comeana of 1931, some 86.4 percent had at least one adult 

woman listed as having a profession. Usually that person was the wife of the capofamiglia, 

but she might have also been the sister, daughter, niece, sister-in-law, daughter-in-law, or 

herself the head of household. Of the households with women professionals, 95 percent 

had at least one trecciaiola listed. (Other female professions included sharecropper [8 

households], landowners [3 households], seamstress [2 households], teacher, midwife, [1 

household each]. A remaining 52 households, or 13.6 percent of the total, had women's 

profession listed as "atta casa" housewife. The most common male professions were 

scalpellino, stone masons [109 households], colono, sharecropper [82 households]; and 

bracciante agricultural day laborers [43].)^ 

The sharecropping families in Comeana who had contracts with the Michon-Pecori in 

1931 revealed a preponderance of adult women participating in the straw market—quite 

typical for this era. I examined the occupations of all of the individuals in the nine 

households I have records for (the Michon-Pecori had 10 podere in Comeana at that time), 

and found a majority of mezzadria women working as trecciaiole. A total of 43 females 

over age 14 were listed in these nine households, and among those women some 33 were 

listed as trecciaiola (76.7 percent). Another girl age 13 was also listed as trecciaiola. The 

former peasant Emilia, who would have been 11 in 1931, had no occupation listed but she 

told me stories of her and her friends busily weaving from the age of 5 or 6. The census, 

however, did not record children's labor. I suspect the census also tended to under report 

the labor of elderly women who continued weaving. 

^'^ACC, Foglia della Famiglia, Frazione di Comeana, 1931. 
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TABLE 2.1 Household size of families who were coloni, sharecroppers, in Comeana as of 
1931 under the Michon-Pecori, landholders 

Name of Capofamiglia Name of Podere Household 
size 

Biagini, Tommaso Sacchete 7 
Bindi, Adelindo Pescaiola 12 
Borgioli, Domizio Villino 10 
Fioravanti, Antonio Casette I 8 
Grassi, Giuseppe Fonte 20 
Martelli, Onorato Musola di sopra 10 
Nunziati, Raffaello Montefortini 11 
Petracchi, Adriano Musola di sotto 8 
Rangei, Emilio Poggiola 10 
*Vignozzi, Alessandro Bosco 

Source: Archivio Private, Villa di Calavria, Carmignano, and Foglio di Famiglia, 1931, Archivio del 
Comune di Carmignano (ACC). • Household record not found in ACC. 

Finally, local evidence of fascism's attempt to shore up the mezzadria system is 

suggested in the absence of sharecroppers who left their estates during the fascist years. I 

examined Conti Colonici, farm accounts, from Comeana, a village in Carmignano; the land 

belonged to the Michon-Pecori, a noble family whose history as landlords in the area dates 

to 1534. While I was conducting this archival work, I was also living in the house called 

Poggiola, named after the knoll where it perches above its fertile, 10-hectare podere. It was 

one of 21 estates the Michon-Pecori possessed for centuries. Signore Giovanni Michon-

Pecori, bom in 1918, shared ledgers with me that documented the history of the families 

who had lived on each podere since 1895. The families who left their estates between 

1895-1915 was notable, with some podere having as many as seven different families 

during those years. The former count offered three reasons for why families might leave: 1) 

They went to work in industry, particularly in a factory; 2) the family had become too small 

and hence could not work the podere effectively; 3) the podere did not render enough to 

support a family, particularly one that had grown large too quickly. During the fascist 

decades, families tended to move less frequently from the farms (Table 2.2). This local 
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pattern matches a regional pattern; A relatively low quantity of hectares changed hands in 

Tuscany after the First World War as compared with Lombardy: 30,000 vs. 150,000 (Bull 

and Comer 1993:89). With blatant force beginning in the 1950s, the sharecropping families 

began to abandon the land (Table 2.4). 

TABLE 2.2 Changes in hands of podere belonging to Michon-Pecori, 1895 to postwar 

Name of Podere Years New Peasant Families 
Moved onto Podere (from 1895) 

COMEANA 
Bosco n.d., 1897, 1900, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1908 
Casette I dal 1700 
Casette2 n.d., 1897, 1903, 1910, n.d. 
Casette 3 1907, 1911, 1915, 1928, 1930, n.d., n.d. 
Fonte n.d., 1904, 1954 
Montefortini 1900, 1962 
Musolasopra n.d., 1898, 1903, 1956, 1966 
Musolasotto n.d., 1899 
Pescaiola n.d., 1899, 1901, 1911, 1915 
Poggiola n.d., 1897, 1900, 1940, 1954 
Sacchete 1909, 1911, 1915 
Villino n.d., 1900, 1916, 1955 

BACCHERETO 
Casacce 1 n.d., 1955 
Casacce2 n.d., 1897, n.d., 1905, 1926, 1953 
Casanuova n.d. 
Castagna n.d., 1911, 1925, 1929, 1931 
Colle n.d. 
Costa n.d., 1897, 1907 
Del Lungo 1921 
Pozzo 1903, 1926 
Sassagna n.d. 

Source: Archivio Private, Villa di Calavria, Camignano. The indication "n.d." refers to the fact that the 
records show a change in the name of capofamiglia but no date is given. When "n.d." is the first entry, it 
indicates that a family was present in 189S. 

Demographic trends, prefascist era struggle among agricultural classes, 

entrepreneurial activity, and sharecropping contracts provide evidence of a system in 

crisis.The imposed stagnation of the fascist regime exploded with the wartime resistance, 

the postwar reforms and the mezzadria system's demise. 
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Resistance at the Station of Carmignano and Postwar Transition 

In autumn 1943, the Germans occupied Prato and announced the closure of 227 

textile firms, a move that aifected 6,000 workers. The Nazis sought to concentrate 

production and make it more efficient; centralized production also meant increased control. 

Most of the closures were of smaller firms. Hundreds of small firms had proliferated 

before the war as opposed to some 30 large, full-cycle factories. These small firms 

specialized in trading, classifying and other phases of the process of transforming rags into 

regenerated raw materials. Very small artisan shops concentrated on single aspects of the 

process: finishing, dyeing, spinning, warping, weaving; many worked as subcontractors 

for the incomplete-cycle woolen factories and above all for the impannatore (Dei Ottati 

1998:125). "The German decision," writes Dei Ottati (1998:126), "represented a threat to 

local industry and to Prato's way of life." In March 1944, the Pratese responded with a 

general strike. The Nazis' reaction was fierce: they indiscriminately rounded up residents 

and deported them to Germany. Survival for those who remained meant hiding their 

machines and raw materials. This offered the possibility of resuming production and 

economic pursuits after the war. In the long run, the war favored small shops despite Nazi 

efforts to the contrary because it was easier for them to hide raw materials and machines 

and hence to avoid damage from bombing. After the war, demand for cloth was strong; 

impannatore and subcontracting firms specializing in various phases of transforming rags 

into regenerated fibers multiplied (Dei Ottati 1998:128) as did other firms associated with 

textiles. 

Also in March 1944, peasants in Carmignano launched a strike in response to a 

German decree requiring the delivery of massive quantities of grain. Meanwhile, resistance 

was heating up all over Tuscany. The forests of Montalbano above Carmignano hid 

defectors from the fascist army, and several local young men were paying particularly close 
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attention to German activity at an arms and explosives plant known as "Nobel," at the foot 

of Montalbano adjacent to the train station of Carmignano (recall its isolated location on the 

road to Signa). One day observers noticed 11 train cars had exited from the explosives 

plant. The cars were suspiciously parked at the train station. Leaders of the resistance 

suspected that the Nazis planned to transport the cars to Prato and destroy major factories 

there. As midnight gave way to June 11, eight young men from Carmignano armed with 

TNT, a bomb and a plan reached the train cars. But rather than the five-minute anticipated 

delay, the bomb exploded right away, killing four of the men. A local account of the 

youths' action, published by the Comune of Carmignano (sometime after 1977), laments 

the tragic death but celebrates their feat: "the factories of Prato were saved" (Comitato 

Unitario n.d.: 11-12). This heroic account attests to the ties between rural Carmignano and 

industrial Prato. These sentiments were not arbitrary but rather rooted in concrete economic 

connections. 

The Casa del Popolo in the piazza of Carmignano bears the name " 11 Giugno" in 

memory of this incident, and the young men's portraits hang from the wall above the bar. 

The Case del Popolo (literally Houses of the People), are among the rich network of 

organizations and activities that the Italian Communist Party (PCI) established to bind its 

members together after the war. The PCI was influenced by Gramsci's idea that politics 

should operate not only in the realm of government but also in the realm of civil society. 

These Gramscian cultural centers were "[o]ne of the most important non-party institutions," 

writes Ginsborg (1990:196). "Especially in central Italy and in the smaller towns and the 

countryside, the Case del Popolo, which traced their origins back to the mutual-aid 

societies of the late nineteenth century, became focal points of community life." They 

served as sites for meetings, debates, film screenings, children's and sports' activities. 

Each of the major towns of Carmignano has its Casa del Popolo, and in the 1990s they 

continued to serve as active centers of community life and (moderate) leftist political 
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culture. I volunteered in such a pizzeria, operated as a weekend restaurant to pay off the 

mortgage of the Casa. I also participated in a three-day medicinal and edible herb lecture 

and field class, a wild mushroom harvest on nearby Montalbano, and several hikes 

organized through the Casa del Popolo's recreation group. 

During the postwar reconstruction, these cultural centers provided a social point of 

reference, un ritrovo, for ex-agriculturalists leaving the farm for the textile factory or setting 

out on their own as artisans. Several of the most active, older founding members of the 

Casa del Popolo of Carmignano shared with me vivid memories from their childhood under 

the mezzadria system. During a fundraiser dinner in June 1999, a former president of the 

center recalled the patron-peasant relationship: the first story told how all the peasants of 

one landlord had to come out and wave to the padrone when he passed in his carriage. If 

even one family member was not outside waving, the landlord would call the capoccia to 

his house and interrogate him as to the absence of that person. Clearly, it was a forced 

show of respect, a social hierarchy that a leftist like himself found unpalatable. 

The second story concerned the announced town visit by the contessa regina, the 

queen countess. "Everyone worked for weeks cleaning up the podere, the land," he said. 

The day of her arrival came, and everyone put on their Sunday best. "She showed up, all 

lovely in white whites, passed by in her car, waved, and then went on her way. That was 

it. All that work and hullabaloo for such a brief visit!" This story conveys the moment at 

which the underlings realize that her regal power it is all just a joke—but one that was 

supported by a powerful political regime that would be undermined after the war. 

His third story recalled how a young peasant woman had to hide her good clothes 

from the count. If he saw her, she could be in big trouble. Underlings were not supposed 

to dress nice. That was a privilege for the nobility—and a way to keep social distance. 
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Economic Miracle: *We*ve Found America* 

Becattini suggests the hierarchical relations within the patriarchal family—and I add 

between the patriarchal family and the padrone—became unsustainable in the quickly 

changing reality of the postwar. The decades of the '50s and '60s are often referred to as 

the "economic miracle" because of the explosive leaps the Italian economy made during 

these postwar boom years. Between 1950-63, European economies grew rapidly, and 

"Italy's grew faster than most" especially between 1958-63 (Sassoon 1997:27). People 

often lold me, "'abbiamo trovato I'America"—"We've found America." I soon learned this 

was not a comment about me, but rather a remark about Prato's economy. For poor Italians 

from the South or the countryside, Prato had replaced America as the favored postwar 

destination for those seeking to trade a lifestyle of rural poverty for one of urban wages and 

consumption practices. In 1951, consider that only 7.4 percent of Italian households had 

the now taken-for-granted combination of electricity, drinking water, and an inside 

bathroom (Ginsborg 1990:210). Similarly, a 1958 survey suggested that 84 percent of 

Italian families had neither refrigerator nor washing machine; by the early 1970s both had 

become part of the basic household appliance package.^^ remark about "finding 

America" in Prato recalls the history of Italians who emigrated, particularly from Southern 

Italy, to the Americas during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, made money, 

sent back remittances, and occasionally paid visits. The symbol of rags to riches that 

Italians had long associated with America now was transferred to Prato. 

The term "miracle" suggests an extraordinary phenomenon that cannot be explained, 

one which surpasses human and natural powers. Behind the economic miracle of Prato was 

a tremendously active hidden economy, one based on low wages and hidden labor.If 

Saraceno (1992:262) cites the work of Cacioppo 1982. D'Apice 1981, and Luzzato Fegiz 1956. 
Sassoon (1997:32) suggests that Italy's low-wage economy was largely due to the existence of a 

cheap labor supply from the South. Certainly in Prato this was partly the case, but women domicile 
workers also offered a source of cheap labor as did local peasants and day laborers who abandoned agriculture 
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oral testimony, memory, and current practices are to be trusted, much of that economy was 

the work of women domicile workers who appeared increasingly in census categories as 

housewives. (See Chapter 6). Dei Ottati remarks that "artisan weavers often worked with 

the help of family members and used parts of their homes as a workshop," (1998:136) yet 

she does not look at the implications of this organization of labor. Many of those family 

members' labor, because it was operating within kin networks, was remunerated in limited 

ways or remained invisible. The term "miracle" serves to mystify and conceal the hard 

work of such family members, in particular women. 

The work of family members, glossed above as "help," and the hidden labor of 

women is particularly meaningful in the context of Prato's industrial district, first because 

so much of the labor is organized around small firms, and second because so much of the 

subcontracting is conducted by oral agreement. Both of these features encourage hidden 

labor. First, Prato's pattern of diffuse industry is characteristic of the so-called Third 

Italy—the First Italy refers to the industrial north, the second to the economically 

disadvantaged south. The Third Italy refers to a middle way common to the center and 

northeast and generally features industrial districts,^'^ defined perhaps best by Giacomo 

Becattini as "a territorial system of small and medium-zsized firms producing a group of 

commodities whose products are processes which can be split into different phases" 

(quoted in Goodman 1989:21; see also Bellandi and Romagnoli 1998:153).Several theories 

have been offered to explain why small firms and semi-autonomous artisans came to 

predominate in Prato's social and economic landscape. Trigilia (1992:36-37) suggests three 

"institutional," or cultural, factors: 1) the presence of a small- to medium-sized urban center 

for industry. Paci (1975) discusses structural aspects of the hidden economy in an issue of Inchiesta devoted 
to the topic. 

See discussions in E>ei Ottati 1998, Bellandi and Romagnoli 1998, Balestri 1998, Goodman 
1989. 
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with strong craft and trading traditions; 2) the legacy of family-based agricultural 

smallholdings (e.g., sharecropping) which contributed to an "original flexible supply of an 

inexpensive workforce"; 3) the presence of local political traditions linked with a socialist 

and communist movement as well as local religious institutions, i.e., the Catholic tradition 

(1992:36-37).38 These factors helped create an attitude of cooperation among small firms, 

whose pre valance is evident in the Prato industrial district data from 1990, when there were 

more than 7,000 textile firms averaging about five workers per workplace. Furthermore, 

some 75 percent of all employees worked in firms smaller than 50 persons (Bellandi and 

Romagnoli 1998:155). In the foreground of small-firm development is the artigiano, the 

master craftsman, whom Goodman describes in the following terms: 

Preeminendy a man of skill and sensitivity, he is also independent, and in 
order to stay so he has to economize on tools and almost everything else he 
needs. It is this which gives him the impetus constantly to sharpen his 
repertoire of skills with new techniques and to improvise. A passion for 
detail and a flair for design run in his blood. He is not well educated and his 
class, the artisan class, is not far up the social hierarchy, but he is inventive 
and he believes in himself and his craft. He likes solving problems in his 
work, but he does not like the solutions that the big firm offers. It is for him 
to use the machine and not for the machine to mle him. It is love of work that 
explains the pleasure he takes in life, and this provides a strong contrast to 
the British utilitarian idea that all work is painftil and has to be endured to 
gain the needs of existence. The Italian craftsman delights in pleasing his 
customers and unashamedly wants to see their appreciation of what he does 
for them (Goodman 1989:6). 

Though this description is somewhat idealized and male oriented, it does characterize many 

of the artigiani whom I met, whether men or women. Also crucial is the role of the family 

in these small firms, and as Goodman points out, "Underpinning the entire artigiano 

economy is the family" (p. 7). None of these authors, however, make the further important 

point that this history of the important role of the kin-ordered mode of produciton to the 

functioning of these firms, and of this economy, relies crucially on hidden labor. 

38 A fair amount has been written on the topic of the transition from agriculture lo industry. See in 
particular the influential work of Beccatini 1998, as well as the Ph.D. dissertation by Bressan 1997. For a 
discussion of the Third Italy from the northern Italian perspective, see also Bull and Comer, p. 10. 
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Second, the strong preference of spoken over written agreements among people 

doing business in Prato has implications for hidden labor as well. Although it would be 

wrong to conclude concealment is the primary motivation of the preference for words over 

documents, it is certainly one of the effects. Massimo Bressan (1997:26-27), an Italian 

anthropologist who conducted research in the textile district of Prato in the mid-1990s, 

describes Prato's code of ethics for business transactions as based on reciprocal trust, a 

trust that places a high premium on practical competence, and which is expressed through 

insider language as well as through "intuition." An important aspect of these trust relations 

is a prohibition against written confirmations of orders. Firms typically do not have a 

formal rapport, i.e., a written contract, with their customers. In one key interview Bressan 

was told, "With those from the north [including northern Italy] there are contracts; with 

those from Prato, there are verbal agreements and agreements of respect." Customers (or 

buyers) place their orders on faith, one machine warper told him: "They put trust in my 

words" (Bressan 1997:27). The code is most evident when violated as one powerful 

example revealed. A textile specialist who had worked in Prato and then became a salesman 

for a firm in Modena; in that job, the man continued to call on firms in Prato but at times 

was sent overseas. On one occasion while in India, he asked coworkers in the Modena 

office to fill the orders that he had secured in Prato; the office workers, before filling the 

order, sent a fax to the Pratese clients asking for a written confirmation of the order. There 

was no response. The regular sales rep returned to a tense situation and found himself 

trying to explain that "in Prato no order is ever confirmed and that the word given from the 

interlocuter is more valid than any written confirmaton" (Bressan, p. 26). In fact, the 

request for a written order is taken as an affront to the relations of tmst. Bressan's 

observations about the verbal code of honor that guides economic transactions in Prato has 

particularly profound implications for the hidden economy; without a doubt this cultural 

code of reciprocity, whether intentional or not, facilitates the hidden economy. 
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In Carmignano, family firms multiplied as weaving straw by hand gave way to 

weaving wool in addition to other synthetic materials, first on handlooms and later on 

mechanical looms. The dominant economic sector became the maglieria, or sweater-

making industry, and there remained a great deal of women's labor in the various stages of 

sweater-finishing. Firms specializing in various stages of sweater-making multiplied. By 

1977, 2,000 people in Carmignano and Poggio a Caiano (35 percent of the employed 

population) declared their activity as related to the sweater-making sector.^9 These official 

numbers do not, however, take into account the people (mostly women) working in the 

hidden labor economy. 

The countryside increasingly emptied out and subsequently acquired an industrial 

flavor^O: in 1951, 38.7 percent of the "active" population in Carmignano made their 

livlihood off the land, in the so-called primary, or agricultural sector, and by 1991 only 3 

percent of the population did so. This shift in mode of production is also reflected in 

migration and residence patterns. Where did these former peasants and agricultural day 

laborers go? Many went to work in factories in Prato, some went to work in upstart 

factories in semi-industrial neighborhoods of the comune, numerous others started their 

own firms either as contractors or subcontractors, and still others did piecework in the 

hidden economy. 

The population of the comune of Prato grew from 75,000 in 1945, to 120,000 in 

1963'*'. (see Table 2.5), and this growth was primarily due to people emigrating from 

Prato's hinterland as well as from other parts of Tuscany; by the 1960s, southerners came 

39 Palumbo 1988:46. 
Among the "active population" in Carmignano, a dramatic shift occurred between 1951-91. In 

1951, 38.7 percent worked in agriculture; in 1961, 24.6 percent; in 1971, 15.2 percent in 1971, 1981, 6.8 
percent, and 1991, 3 percent. By contrast, in 1971, 63 percent worked in industry, 22 percent in other 
activities. In 1981, 67 percent in industry, and 26 percent in other activities. By 1991, 57 percent in 
indutstry and 40 percent in other activites. / C 1991:24 and Palumbo 1988. 

''^'Dei Ottati 1997:130. Source is Comune di Prato, Annuario Statistico, 1979:39. 
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to represent a significant number of these urban newcomers. These changes can be seen in 

the geographic origins of the immigrants to Prato between 1945-64. During the first five 

years of the postwar era, most came from Tuscany (60 percent) and another significant 

number came from the North (nearly 20 percent), whereas a small proportion (each around 

8 percent) came from the Center (not including Tuscany) and from the South (including the 

islands). By the last several years of the economic boom, a large portion of rural Tuscans 

(55 percent) continued to comprise the immigrants to Prato, but the number of immigrants 

coming from the South increased (27 percent); those from the center and north were 

providing Prato with the fewest newcomers (11.8 and 4.5 percent respectively). 

Within Carmignano, the textile activities penetrated deep into its hamlets, and this 

bears out in internal residence patterns. In the years following the war, nearly a third of the 

population still lived on the land; within twenty years, that number had plummeted by more 

than half. So even though the immigration-emigration balance between 1951 and 1973 

weighed heavier on the side of residents who left the comune,^^ trend does not reveal 

another important phenomenon: in the 1950s, peasants and day laborers left the countryside 

for the urban industrialized Prato, but subsequently, in the 1960s, many Carmignese began 

to relocate closer to home, where they were joined with newcomers from the South. Towns 

such as to Seano or Poggio A Caiano'*^ began to grow perhaps because they were still 

within the comune yet a short drive to Prato's industrial district.'*^ 

For example, between 1960-70, those moving into the comune numbered 1,847 whereas those 
leaving totaled 2,584, maidng for a negative migratory balance of 737 people (Palumbo 1988:44). 
Caarmignano, Ufficio di Anagrafe. 

Poggio A Caiano became its own comune in 1962 due largely to its centrist Christian 
Democratic leadership as opposed to Carmignano's stronger leftist tradition and association with the 
Democratic Party of the Left (PDS), formerly the Communist Party (PCI). 

Of the 12,115 people living in Carmignano in 1951, nearly 50 percent lived in town centers, 18 
percent in housing clusters, and 32 percent in case sparse, such as farmhouses, scattered throughout the 
countryside. By 1961 the population had slightly decreased to 12,022 people, of which nearly 62 percent 
lived in the town centers, 18 percent in housing clusters, and 20 percent in case sparse. By 1971 72 percent 
of people lived in the city centers, 14 percent in housing clusters, and 14 percent in houses scattered in the 
countryside. These figures demonstrate a general exodus from the land between 1951 and 1971. 
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TABLE 2.3 Residence panems, Carmignano, 1951-1971 

Year Total Population* Town Center Housing clusters Isolated 
(Carmignano + farmhouses 
Poggio A Caiano) 

1951 12,115 49.6 % 18.8% 31.6% 
1961 12,022 61.4 % 18.2% 20.4% 
1971 12,207 71.8 % 14% 14.2% 

(7,668 + 4,539) 
Source: Palumbo 1988:41. Population numbers are from I <Sc C. Statistics are from "Cenni storici su 
Carmignano" in La Toscana e i suoi Comuni, Firenze, Regione Toscana, 1980, pp. 71-72. 
'In 1962. Poggio A Caiano broke off from Carmignano to form a separate comune. Considering actual out 
migration between 1961-1971, a total of 1,847 people established residency in the comune as compared to 
the 2,584 who cancelled their residency and emigrated, leaving the net migration a negative of 737. 

TABLE 2.4 Number of active podere under Michon-Pecori of Comeana, 1901-1996 

Year Number of podere 

1901-51 21 
1959-60 17 
1964-65 13 
1969-70 10 
1970-71 8 
1971-72 3 
1971-79 2 
1996 1 

Source: Archivio Privato, Villa di Calavria, Carmignano. 

TABLE 2.5 Resident population in Comune of Carmignano and Prate, 1951-1991 

Year Carmignano Prato (Comune) Prate (Province) 
1951 12,115 77,730 n/a 
1961 12,022 111,630 n/a 
1971 12,207* 143,232 181,451 

(7,668 + 4,539) 
1981 14,232* 160,220 206,205 

(7,946 + 6,286) 
1991 17,525* 165,707 217,244 

(9,584 + 7,941) 
Source: Istat, I & C. (*) Indicates the combined populations of Carmignano and Poggio A Caiano (separate 
populations provided in parenthesis, with Carmignano first.) The Province data includes Carmignano. 
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This movement within the territory of Carmignano involved people leaving rustic 

farmhouses in the hilly countryside and moving into modem houses, condominiums and 

apartments in the industrialized flat areas, such as the town of Seano, which was fastest 

growing area in the comune since the postwar era. This mass land exodus is revealed in the 

Michon-Pecori estate records, which indicate a steady number of active estates until the 

1950s, at which point peasants began to abandon the sharecropping system and agricultural 

lifestyle over the course of twenty years (Table 2.4). De Gasperi reforms, designed to help 

the plight of the peasant by slightly increasing the share of the crop that mezzadria were 

allowed to keep, ended up offering only minimal assistance and, in Ginsborg's 

assessment, was altogether a failure though left a notable legacy: 

A tradition of collective action and cooperation had been established; family 
and collectivity had been drawn sharply together, the young had contested 
the dictatorial power of the old, the countryside that of the city. The 
Communists beneHted most of all, for it had been their militants...who had 
guided and instructed the mezzadri in the course of the struggle. The PCI's 
substantial electoral backing in the central Italian countryside dates from this 
period (Ginsborg 1990:110). 

Before long most peasants opted out of the agricultural lifestyle altogether. As the former 

count Michon-Pecori himself noted, "Agriculture was un lavoro povero, wretched work: it 

required a lot." He told me almost all of the peasants were in debt when they abandoned 

their farms. The fact that families had become smaller also caused problems because they 

found themselves having to hire out a lot of work, and so the expenses became 

insurmountable, the count observed. The economics became impossible and the new 

possibilities were promising. 

The growth in industry, jobs and people in towns such as Seano, Poggio A Caiano 

and Poggetto more than offset those leaving in the countryside—a decline that has since the 

1980s taken an upward swing with professionals and textile barons from Prato moving 

back to those abandoned farmhouses and restoring them, and former nobility and hiers 

renting them out as a low-impact type of agri-tourism. The symbolic meaning of the land 
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has undergone a huge if precarious transformation: although I met professionals who had 

moved to the countryside and who appreciated the former peasants who were their 

neighbors, they resented the noisy weaving machines tucked away in workshops along 

their country road. 

The dispersed character of textile production has deep, historic roots and strong 

contemporary cultural expressions. Artisans attribute their perseverence through the crisis 

of the I980s'^5 to their flexibility, a flexibility that implies innovation as well as hidden 

labor. 

Ethnography and Sweater-making in Carmignano 

One gets a sense of what the term "diffuse industry" means in practice just watching 

small cars and compact vans loaded down with sweaters and sweater pieces dash through 

neighborhoods and along country backroads. They carried the woven fabrics to and from 

small workshops and to maglifici, central points of sweater distribution, past the local bars 

where mostly men spilled out onto the streets, along the busy road that leads to Prato, 

Florence and Pistoia. Once the fiber is spooled and ready to be woven, before the articles 

are shipped to the buyers, any given sweater may have passed through well over a dozen 

hands. 

Carlotta and Antonio, the owners of one small magliUcio, recounted to me one 

afternoon the steps of a sweater. As we talked, Carlotta and her mother-in-law were basting 

the sweater pieces to flatten the edges so that the women who used the cut-sew machines 

could work them easier; Antonio and his brother were ironing the sweaters with a large 

press. One surprising aspect of the flexibility of small firms occurs in the division of labor. 

For example, in hard times when orders are sluggish, men may do work that they usually 

in 1991 Prato's textile industry still employed more than 36,000 workers, equal to 85 percent of 
those involved in manufacturing and almost 42 percent of total employment in the district (Bellandi and 
Romagnoli 1998:155) 
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subcontract to women. Antonio and his brother were embarassed that they had to resort to 

ironing and laughed uncomfortably when I asked whether I could photograph them while 

working. Meanwhile, our daughters were playing: like so many kids here, they were 

making games of unused material goods: crafting houses from empty sweater boxes and 

designing Barbie clothes from knitted scraps. 

Antonio compared the long process of making a sweater to the construction of a 

house: you can see that the houses up on the hill, begun in January, are nearly finished. 

They had begun the work on this batch of sweaters at that time, in January, and now, in 

July, they were finishing them. These were the steps of making a sweater that Carlotta and 

Antonio recalled: 

Although these neighbors and the family I lived with had a sweater workshop, my 

hints to work with them did not pan out. Rather than feel like a nuisance or observe the 

industry from my window, I wanted to submerse myself more deeply into this bustling 

productive sphere. My goals in seeking work in a sweater firm were to broaden the people 

ITALIAN 
1. compri filo 
2. lavorazione alia macchia 
3. imbastire 
4. prestirare 
5. taglia 
6. cucia 
7. va tinta, lavata, amorbidita 
8. si ramaglia il collo 
9. occhielli 
10. attaccare buttoni 
11. rifmire 
12. stirare 
13. attaccare etichette e cartolino 
14. piegare 
15. imbustare 
16. scattolare 
17. spedire 

package 
box 
ship 

ENGLISH 
buy thread 
machine weave 
baste 
pre-press 
cut 
sew 
dye, wash and soften 
fmish the collar 
make buttonholes 
attach buttons 
refinish 
press 
attach labels and cards 
fold 
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I talked to as well as the information gathered with the hope that such direct experience of 

the social organization of labor would provide insights into work-family dynamics. 

Participant-observation in local firms led me to conclude that there is tremendous 

diversity in how firms are organized, how gender relations are constituted within those 

contexts, and how women and men experience their work. A statistic that tells us that 

nearly 84 percent of the firms in Carmignano are artisan firms,'*^ though significant, cannot 

begin to reveal this diversity. Power struggles are on-going in these worksites, whether the 

conflicts surround the division of labor itself or the negotiatoin over jobs and products. I 

worked in two firms over an eight-month period and observed four other firms. 

Conceming the social organization of firms and the gendered division of labor, I propose 

four types."^^ The first is a contracting firm; the other three are subcontracting firms. 

1) Complementary family-owned sweater firm, known as a maglificio. In 

this model, the firm is owned and managed by a married couple; the man and woman 

perform complementary tasks. These firms may be located in a separate factory building, as 

was the maglificio where I apprenticed, or they may be located in a portion of a house in a 

mixed residential-artisan neighborhood. These firms typically out-source a fair amount of 

the work to subcontractors. In both examples below, the division of labor was such that the 

^ An annual report on the Pratese economic system (Balestri 1998) noted the remarkable prevalance 
of artisan firms in the counu'es located in the texdie district surrounding Prato. Artisan Arms comprise at 
least 60 percent of total firms and in several comuni reach more than 80 percent. Carmignano, with 83.4 
percent of total firms classified as artisan firms, ranks among the areas with the highest proportion of 
artisan firms; artisan firms also have a strong presence in Poggio A Caiano (77.2 percent). The comune of 
Prato proper has a lower number of artisan firms (62.5 percent). These numbers reflect the thesis that 
industry is more diffuse in the countryside and more dominated by a model in which people have a small 
workshop and in which family members participate. Artisan firms in Carmignano multiplied in the 1970s, 
increasing fi-om 406 to 651 between 1971 and 1981, but then decreased to 597 in 1985, in part reflecting 
the crisis that affected the textile industry in the 1980s (Panerai 1993/94:7). 

Brusco (1986) distinguished three types of small firms but the typology did not attend to the 
gendered relations internal to the firm. His types were: a "traditional" small firm producing non-standardized 
goods; a "dependent sub-supplier" manufacturing parts for larger companies; and an industrial district with 
tightly networked small firms specializing in various stages of production. Brusco suggested the first two 
types typically relied on cheap labor and flimsy labor protection, whereas the third type tended to maintain 
high wages and benefits. (Discussed in Trigilia 1992:34). 
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woman, in addition to her work in the firm, was primarily responsible for domestic chores 

and childrearing: cleaning, cooking, care-taking, etc. 

a) The factory where I apprenticed was owned and operated by a couple: the wife, 

Pia, was mastermind of production; the husband, Martino, of design. They employed 

about 12 workers, including their eldest son, 29 (the daughter, 23, was studying to be an 

architect). The workers cut out sweater pieces, sewed pieces together with a surger, 

attached labels, ironed, folded, packaged and shipped the merchandise. The workers 

received a set stipend. The firm also contracted with independent artisans to perform other 

aspects of production; machine weaving, some sewing, button attaching and buttonhole 

making, collar finishing. These workers were paid by the piece. Among their fine sweaters 

were merinos wool articles made for a label that sold to clients such as Saks Fifth Avenue. 

I was introduced to the owner in March 1996 through Carolina, a cultural consultant whom 

I met through a niece to Nicoletta, the head of the household where I lived for the first year 

of my fieldwork. 

b) Another firm that I regularly observed was also owned and opereated by a married 

couple, Carlotta and Antonio, but its "employees" consisted only of the husband's elderly 

mother and elder celibate brother. The firm was located in half of the family's home, a 

graciously restored peasant farmhouse in my neighborhood. This firm had a much lower 

level of capital investment than the factory; it purchased the yams and provided them to the 

machine weavers located outside the firm; most other stages of production were also out

sourced. I met this family through the friendship of our daughters. 

2) Traditional family artisan firm. In this model, although the firm is owned 

and operated by a married couple, the man is the principal artisan. For example, he is 

knowledgeable about the fibers, the weaving process, the mechanized looms and the 

computer that runs them. He directly interacts with the maglifico, securing the orders and 

ensuring their timely delivery. His wife works as his assistant; she helps fold the woven 
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pieces, repairs snags in the knined material, helps clean up the workshop, buys food, 

prepares meals, does other domestic work. A small kitchen is often located directly adjacent 

to the workshop itself; this kitchen is typically in addition to a larger but less used kitchen 

in their house. The family-owned firm that exemplifies this model was located in a 

workshop across the driveway from a window of my ground-floor apartment, and their 

owners, Oliviero and Laura, were members of the household where I lived. 

3) Democratic family artisan firm. In this model, the firm is owned and 

operated by a married couple, and both perform equally technical and demanding work. 

Such a firm takes job orders from a maglificio, and either the man or the woman negotiates 

with the contractor. The family firm where I worked attaching buttons on sweaters was of 

this type. Carolina and Dino had a democratic marriage, much due to Carolina's ongoing 

struggles and Dino's preference to do the cooking. When I worked at their firm, they fed 

me a delicious home-cooked hot lunch each day. Although the maglificio paid them per 

piece for each job, they remunerated their workers (usually one young woman or man) 

according to the going hourly rate, which at £4,000 to £5,000 per hour, they 

acknowledged was quite low. In 1997, a factory worker made £10,150 per hour before 

taxes, £7,700 after withholdings.^® 

4) Autonomous artisan firm. In this model, the firm is owned and operated by a 

single artisan. She deals directly with the maglifico, secures the orders and completes the 

work. She may also be responsible for a majority of the domestic tasks. In one firm I 

observed, run by a woman named Elisa, five mechanical looms were in operation. In 

another, Simonetta and one of her daughters used surgers to sew pieces into sweaters. I 

met Elisa through the Casa del Popolo, where we volunteered in the pizzeria. I met 

Simonetta through her daughter, Gina, who was in her early 20s; I was stationed next to 

U.S. equivalent in 1997 was approximately $1.00 to £1,600. Hence £4,000 = $2.50; £10,150 = 
S6.34. 
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Gina at the sweater factory, where she had begun working as an apprentice after middle 

school at age 14. At certain times of the year, Gina joined her sister and mother in their 

work after she had finished her shift at the factory. 

A variation on this theme can be found in the one-person operation, a woman such as 

Chiara, wife and mother, who worked in a room on the ground floor of her home finishing 

sweaters. Such pieceworkers were paid at a lower rate than the factory workers doing the 

same work; however, they did not necessarily report all of their income. In the Prato area, 

many pieceworkers were not registered as artisans; they worked in the hidden economy. 

* * 4c 

The maglificio where I did my first apprenticeship was at the end of a street lined with 

large, warehouse-like structures. Carolina had chosen this particular factory as a place for 

me to interview its owner, and we went there together. Being with her gave me a sense of 

security and allayed my fears of rejection. Pia was not in when we arrived; her husband, 

Martino, told us she had gone to take care of his aging mother. Carolina explained, 

somewhat playfully, that I was only interested in speaking with Pia. "Sorry but Betsy is 

researching women, so she can't interview you." He played back: 'These days you can't 

tell women from men anyway!" Within several minutes, Pia returned. She referred to 

herself as the capofamiglia of the firm, the head of the firm. Her gold jewelry and stylish 

dress set her off as the owner. She walked me past the boxes of sweaters ready to ship, 

other large metal carts of sweaters pieces waiting to be finished into sweaters, into the nave 

of the factory, where sweater pieces were first cut into two halves, then cut into sleeve or 

body pieces, next sewed with a surger, then ironed (inside the factory or out). Pia then 

made sure the measurements were precise for the clients, who came months earlier to help 

design the year's collection, see the samples and place their orders. All of her firm's 

sweaters were being shipped to New York and then distributed. 
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A fair amount of the work was subcontracted: weaving, sewing, button-attaching, 

collar-making, even ironing. Most of the fiishing was done by women, and an ideology of 

work ensured the reproudction of this gendered division of labor. As Pia remarked of 

sweater finishing: "The work of women is very useful for this because men cannot do it. 

The sweaters have to be refinished by hand." She acknowledged that it was cheaper to out

source some of the work and hence necessary to keep costs down, but it was risky because 

of laws requiring that every job taken outside the factory be accompanied by a bolla da 

accompaganamente, a receipt;'*^ Clara's son had been caught several times transporting 

sweaters without a receipt and each time received a hefty fine. "The state, with all these 

laws, they have ruined women's work," said Pia. An old handloom, on which she initiated 

her craft after middle school, rested beneath spools of sample yam in the design room like 

an icon to her modest past. Numerous people in this zone, including women who had 

worked from their homes in previous decades, viewed the laws that cracked down on 

lavoro nero, hidden work, as well intended but impractical. As Pia put it: 

Women were a little exploited, especially in the years of the paglia. There 
was a lot of poverty and women earned very little. But we've gone from 
very little (earnings) to too much (taxation). It doesn't just depend on the 
women but on the cost of workers; now they cost a lot. And a woman with a 
family, who can leave the family? Then with all these regulations, women 
have become increasingly unemployed. Everything's controlled and 
women's work has diminished. At one time women were working out of 
their homes—even if she was an old woman, even if she had small children. 
Women always earned money making sweaters.... Overtaxation of artisans 
has practically eliminated work done in the home.... And yet to assume all 
these workers inside the firm becomes too great an expense. 

As the cost of making an article has increased in Italy, many manufacturers had begun 

taking work to less developed countries where labor was cheaper. Pia predicted: 

The moment these other countries become developed, they'll start taxing, 
and it will become like here. Twenty years ago, we were doing well.... 
There weren't all these taxes, all these contributions to pay. So sweaters cost 

This law began in 1979 and was rescinded in 1997. 
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a lot less to make. Now, on the other hand, you have to add up all the 
expenses. We are no longer competitive with these other places, so there's 
less work, much less. 

The catch-22 of progressive labor laws is that profits drive the system, and producers by 

"necessity" make use of global markets and cheaper labor sources. Many of these 

progressive labor laws, including maternity leave of up to eight months of partially paid 

leave, have been designed to benefit the most exploited sector of the labor force but often, 

in practice, have had negative effect: such as when young women get fired under the guise 

of a layoff once managers learn they plan to marry, or when firms avoid hiring young 

women to avoid the costs associated with maternity leave, for example. 

Several weeks later when I returned to the factory as agreed upon, we chatted about 

my research. "Do you want to talk or work?" she asked. "Work," I replied, naively yet 

eagerly. I had never been very adept with needle and thread, but I soon learned as much of 

this work had to do with precise machine operation as it did with seamstress-like sewing. 

(From Fieldnotes 3 March 1996) I followed Pia into the storage space of the 
firm, past the boxes filled with sweaters ready for export to the United 
States. She discussed with her husband, and then briefly her son, what I 
ought to do, and they decided to start me out shearing the teli, sweater pieces 
with a taglierino disco, a cutting disk whose phenomenal surge was powered 
by an air compressor. 

I was instructed to take a bundle of sweater pieces from a bulky metal 
cart and open it on a work table. Each bundle had a tag attached identifying 
the quantity, size and order number. I wrote this information on a sticker 
with a black marker. I lay out the sweater pieces, counted them, separated 
the sleeve from the body pieces. With my left hand I gently held the left edge 
of the sweater piece; with my right, I took the razor-sharp cutting tool, 
pressed the handle that made the disk whirl, and sliced the pieces—not my 
fingers—into to two. 

I was slow, very slow, and careful at first. I excused myself for my 
pace. "Pazienza" I pleaded. Pia smiled and nodded: "It's fine to be slow. 
The important thing at this point is to be careful. It can be dangerous." 

I commented to the girls—both who had begun as apprentices—working 
next to me on a machine that swallowed whole sweater pieces one-by-one 
and spit them out as arm- and body-shaped pieces, that I was getting a little 
bit faster with the taglierino disco but that it was the sort of job that required 
constant concentration. If not, it could be dangerous. 
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"She tried to cut off her finger," one apprentice said to me of Gina, who 
was stationed next to me. Gina showed me the scar on the side of her index 
finger. 

"I'm here for lots of reasons," I told her, "but not that. I'm not interested 
in that kind of pain." 

"Oh, you don't feel the pain right away," Gina said. "It comes after." 

About five other women were working at other stations. There was not 
much talking until around 11:30 a.m., when Clara's sister came in with her 
six-month old baby. (This woman, 37, was some 20 years younger than Pia; 
they were from a large family: nine children—eight girls, one boy.) Pia 
stopped working to visit her niece. She showed me Ae baby, and I felt 
permission to stop working. She took the little girl, blue eyes sparkling, 
decked out with a bow in her short tufts of hair, over to the three women at 
the surgers. The women gathered around, and Clara's son came over to play 
a clapping game with the baby. It was a family moment and the message was 
that it was acceptable to bring a baby here. This was one of Clara's sister's 
regular visits; she used to work here, then took maternity leave. She did not 
expect to have another child. 

Pia left at noon to prepare lunch. Before leaving, I noticed that Martino 
was checking a sweater that did not match the original sample very closely. 
He looked irritated, concerned. I entered the office, and the payroll manager 
freely provided me with the monthly pay receipts for three types of workers: 

type of worker 
apprentice 
single worker 
worker with child and 

husband dependents 

total in lire $US 
£1,137,293 710 
1,826,246 1,140 

1,937,469 1,210 

after taxes $US 
£991,284 620 
1,398,714 870 

1,603,669 1,000 

I headed back to my bundles. At 12:30 sharp, the workers began heading 
out. One turned to me, "Aren't you leaving?" 

"Do I just leave it like this?" I was in Ae middle of a bundle. 
"Of course," they said, incredulous. So I picked up my coat and 

followed them, laughing at myself. "You're ^ways laughing," another 
observed. I realized that for me this was a temporary experience; for them it 
would be a way of life. 

(Fromfieldnotes I April 1996) Pia returned to the maglificio around 11 
and looked irritated. She explained to me that she had had to go and take care 
of her mother-in-law. Her husband is an only son, so the task of caring for 
his mother fell on her, the nuora, as the daughter-in-law, the sole younger 
female kin in the family. Her mother-in-law is old. "You know," Pia told 
me, "when we get old we smell. So she has to be bathed every day." 

"It's sad," I said. 
"Yes, it's sad, but especially for me. I've been doing this for three years 

now, and it's hard work. It would be one thing if she apprecitaed what I do. 
But she has a hard character. She doesn't appreciate what I do for her. In her 
eyes, it's my obligation. I can't do it anymore. I'm going to have to find 
someone to do this job." 
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Pia went to measuring, one by one, a pile of finished sweater vests. "Do 
those have some kind of problem?" I asked. "Yes, one of the armholes is too 
small, so they'll have to be recut and resewn." She attributed her tense 
expression to a headache. 'The work is stressful, there are lots of stresses." 
She asked about my daughter, and then reflected on her experience as a 
parent: "As children get older, as they grow, so grow the worries, the 
stresses. Then you worry as they go out, alone, in the car. You worry that 
something will happen. Tensions, worries. Life is filled with stresses.... 
Life was better before, when families were bigger." Now, she told me, "/a 
vita casta troppo, life costs too much." 

When I got home, Laura was up on the third story balcony hanging out 
laundry, washed angrily by hand because both of the washing machines in 
the family were broken. 

"Where have you been?" she asked me in that brusk way of hers that 
carries with it a sense of envy, of betrayal. 

"I've been working," I said. 
"You were workingl What do you mean you were working?" 
"I was working at a maglificio." 
She cast a tilted glance my way. "A maglificio? Are you kidding?" 
"No. Really, I was working as an apprentice." 
"What good does this do you?" 
I turned toward my husband. He was laughing and it got me started. 

Laura joined in, somewhat confused. He was laughing because I had 
explained to her innumerable times my project and my desire to integrate 
myself better into the life of the community, but it did not resonate with her. 
I suppose it was too strange to imagine why on earth an American graduate 
student with a prestigious grant would choose to do sweater work. I began 
wondering if I had explained myself badly. 

"I had told you I wanted to find an apprenticeship," I reminded her. 
"I thought you were joking." 
"Nope, I was serious." 
She was flabbergasted. "5"e/ una diavolina—you're a little devil." 

Although one well-known regional historian told me she thought my working in a 

factory was a "colpo" a coup, most people thought the activity to be at least amusing and at 

most odd. A Canadian woman married to a local Italian man made disparaging comments 

about sweater-workers, describing their manual labor as "menial"; she wondered if I didn't 

find the work monotonous. Others since my return to the U.S. have implied similar 

raections, offering comments such as, "What a sacrifice!" Initially, monotony was not the 

sensation; having been accustomed for so many years to producing texts, the work was too 

new to be boring; there was an exhiliarating (perhaps romanticized) sense of seeing what I 
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had never seen before: the production of clothes. All of my life I had related to clothes only 

as things, fetishizing them as commodities, and now I was relating to them through social 

relations. I felt inside that abstract Marxist concept at an embodied level: my body was 

learning new movements, how to hold the taglierino disco, how to hold my elbow close to 

my body so as to secure the machine in my hand, to cut straight, not to let it slip. 

The sweater-workers themselves had another reaction: they told me I was being 

exploited since I was not being paid for my work; I reminded them of my income from an 

academic grant and of my concern that it would have been illegal for the factory owners to 

pay me. Before long, I started to feel concerned that my working there was creating 

conflict, and I became open to other opportunities. One day in May, I stopped by Carolina 

and Dino's house for a visit. They had me stay for lunch; we ate a special type of Tuscan 

bean dish known as luceletti made with white beans, tomatoes, olive oil, sage and salt. We 

watched the 1 o'clock news and talked politics as we ate. Soon I learned their part-time 

worker had quit and so there I was trying my hand at sewing buttons on sweaters. It was 

the third step process that began with Dino using a foot-pedal driven manual machine to 

mark chalk dots on the sweaters to ensure evenly spaced and alligned buttonholes and 

buttons, was followed with Carolina making buttonholes with a machine whose motor 

growled, and concluded with myself attaching the buttons. My job involved operating a 

machine the size of a sewing machine; it required that I slide a button into an adjustable 

clip, position the sweater under the needle, press a lever with my foot, and let the machine 

complete the task 

Using the special machine to sew on the buttons was initially 
entertaining. It was a marvel at first to see how the detatils—buttons and 
labels and tags—convert a thing into a commodity that becomes so easy to 
fetishize. Carolina asked me if I liked the work. 

"It's kind of fun to see the finished sweater. How do you feel about it?" 
"I hate the work," she snapped. "I don't like it at all." 
"Then how do you do it?" 
"I just do it." 
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"But don't you feel just a tinge of satisfaction when you see all those 
beautifully finished sweaters, ready to wear?" (I was exaggerating a bit.) She 
and Dino laughed. "No, the only satisfaction we feel is at the end of the 
month when the check arrives." That's why they did it. Neither Carolina nor 
Dino's identities appeared to be bound up in this stage of the sweater 
production. Dino was a retired state railroad employee. Carolina was an 
active politician. She was much more interested in her other roles: as a city 
advisor, as park curator, as festival organizer. He was motivated by securing 
fresh vegetables from an old peasant, in taking a spin to the piazza for some 
cigarettes, for having his coffee and a chat with the men. 

I joked that my pay was hanging out with them and learning Italian. Also 
the beans. "I'll sew on a button for every bean I eat," I joked. (From 
fieldnotes, 3 May 1996.) 

Before long, Carolina and Dino insisted on paying me an hourly wage. Working in 

the family firm I learned that one of the benefits of domicile work was that it offered 

workers more freedom though no less discipline. The rhythm of work was driven by the 

time demands of the contractor and ultimately the buyer and the fashion seasons. The 

subcontractor can never say "no" to the firm that gives them their work. A lot of face-

saving goes on in these negotiations,^® and this was particularly true with Carolina and 

Dino, since she also had many other irons in the fire in terms of her responsibilities as a 

local politician and organizer. 

By late June, with Carolina's organization of the threshing festival behind her, I 

began to leam that all sweater jobs were not equal. I arrived one evening to an exhausted 

household; they had not gone to bed until 4 a.m., and were up that morning at 7 a.m. 

working on the 3,000 sweaters that came in the week before. The sweaters had taken over 

their house: bagsful and boxfuls of sweaters spilled out from the workroom onto the front 

patio as well as into the living room. The sweaters themselves were a nightmare. They 

were all the same color—undyed white—and they shed so much lint that you could taste it. 

Carolina began yelling: "Get this place straightened up. When you're this 
tired, you need to have some order in the work space otherwise it will drive 
us all crazy." Everyone, including me, started to sort sweaters and clear them 

See also Bressan 1997. 
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out of the way. I did some buttoning. At one point Carolina threw a sweater 
across the room and it hit a pile of other sweaters; the air became a cloud of 
sweater lint. We all grimac^ and held our breathes. I opened the door. 
{From fieldnotes 24 June 1996) 

There is a word for this kind of job; lavoraccio. The suffix -accio denotes something 

negative, despicable. Carolina laid into Dino about the job. 

"How much are we getting for each button?" Carolina demanded. 
"100 lire," Dino told her. 
"Tu dev' essere scemo di accetare questo lavoro—You've gotta be an 

idiot to accept this job," she ranted. 
Dino clarified Ae pay: 100 lire to take off the buttons, another hundred to 

put on the correct buttons. (The normal rate for a button and a buttonhole 
was 150 lire total.) Taking off the buttons was not only time consuming but 
painful. My thumb was numb. I must have damaged a nerve when I was 
removing the buttons. I figured I had removed two packs each of 39 
sweaters, each with six buttons, making for nearly 240 buttons. 

'This is a lavoro bestiale, a lavoro di fame—a bestial job, a job you'd do 
if you were dying of starvation. 

"Why didn't they take this work to the people who did it in the first 
place?" Carolina demanded. She was fuming. "What's their number? I'm 
calling them." 

"iVon faccia la matta" Dino warned. "It's important that you don't act 
crazy." 

Carolina went ahead and called the maglificio. She told them what a 
horrible job it was, how time-consuming it was, all the while keeping her 
cool. She realized then that only 200 of the sweaters required removing the 
old buttons. The rest needed one button added. 

Later, I told Dino that I realized that you can't say "no" to the maglificio 
though you can tell them many other things. 

"Yes, many," and he laughed at this. {From fieldnotes 26 June 1996) 

This sense offuria, of urgency, to the pace of the work had become incessant by late 

July. The contractors had to ship off all orders before production more or less stopped for 

August vacation. One morning, I arrived at 9:30 to Dino's calling me a "birbona" a slacker 

of sorts, for not having worked the previous evening; I had given in to the temptation to go 

to Florence for an open-air jazz concert in Piazza SS. Annunziata, there in front of 

Brunelleschi's foundling hospital. That day I worked nonstop, sewing pearly white buttons 

on 50/50 wool-acrylic white women's sweaters until I was called to lunch at I p.m. "A 

tavola!" Dino called us to eat. All the produce was fresh from the garden: green beans. 
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cooked with a little garlic, a delilcious salad of fresh tomatoes, red onion, cucumber, olive 

oil; we also ate tunaflsh. The wine, however, was from a box; with all the rush of finishing 

the sweaters, there had not been time to go get fresh wine. I returned to work at 2 p.m. 

The phone rang. I overheard Mino talking to Angiolo, the contractor at 
the maglificio. Angiolo wanted the sweaters immediately. None were ready 
because earlier Carolina had lost her glasses, and without them she could not 
sew the buttonholes. So she had gone out looking for replacements (and 
likely making other stops along the way related to her community). The 
marked sweaters, ready for holes and buttons, had piled up beside her 
machine in an ever-growing mound. Now, as she tegan working, they fell 
into her shoulder; at times she asked Dino to take them away. 

"Well, I had to tell them that the ragazzo couldn't come today to sew on 
buttons." He used the masculine term for guy probably as a way not to 
offend me, as there I was sewing on buttons. "Ci vuole un po' di furbizia,— 
you've got to be somewhat clever," he said. "5i arrangia." You work things 
out. Dino explained that he could not tell the maglificio that his wife had lost 
her glasses and that was why the sweaters were not ready. Such a truth 
would lead to harsher truths: lost face, lost trust, lost work. 

In the South, Dino explained (recall he is a native southerner), people are 
really experts at the art of getting by. In Naples they're really furbi, redly 
clever. "You know," he continued, "lots of people wake up and they don't 
know how they will put food on the table. Tliey have to make their way, 
arrangiarsi." 

Carolina jumped in and began lashing out on the whole notion of 
furbizia, cleverness. "Those Neopolitans, they're not furbi, their robbers and 
theives. I hate southerners. I am a racist. Everybody's a racist. It's not that 
they don't have work, it's that they don't want to work." {From fieldnotes 
30 July 1996). 

I kept at the button machine until 6:30 p.m. I spent an hour or so buttoning the 

sweaters and packing them into the clear plastic bags, ready for pickup.When I got home, 

my landlady and by now quasi Italian mother, asked after me. 

"What have you done all day?" Nicoletta asked. 
"I worked," I said. 
"You've become a lavoratrice—a real worker." she said, and 

then offered a comment on life here: "In Toscana bisogna a lavorare." 
" 'In Tuscany, you have to work.' " I echoed. "I wrote it down." 
"You're going to make one heck of a big volume," she replied. 
I laughed. 
"Dilenguente!" she replied. Delinquent. 
"I'll write that too." And we both laughed. 
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For me, one advantage of working in a family firm was the greater freedom to talk 

and to observe, even participate in, the interactions between the workers, the contractors, 

repairmen, and even others who dropped by. Carolina suggested we talked more than most 

people did while working. I believe her observation to be true although whenever I showed 

up at a workshop, people tended to talk with me, nearly always continuing to work while 

we conversed. The racism toward southern Italians alluded to above was reitered one day 

in Dino and Carolina's firm when a repairman came by to adjust a machine. 

After learning I was American, the repairman asked me, "Why aren't you 
blonde?" 

I accused him of buying into a myth of America, of watching too much 
bad TV. 

"I don't watch TV," he countered. 
"Well, do you know how many Italians came to America?" I said. 
"Those weren't Italians, they were marocchini. Down from Rome, 

they're all marocchini. They have more Arab blood. Non parlano neanche 
italiano, they don't even speak Italian." 

I glanced at Dino, sitting behind the marking machine. "And what about 
him?" I asked. 

"Where's he from?" the repairman said. 
Dino named his town, a town near Naples, on the Tyrrhenian Sea coast. 
"And do you understand him?" I asked. 
The repairman was silent. He did not realize Dino was a southerner. 
Carolina laughed, "I don't understand him because I don't speak Italian." 
Dino laughed. The repairman looked embarassed, then left. {From 

fieldnotes 4 December 1996) 

Carolina's comment that she did not speak Italian was in effect her way of being 

contrary, as she was known to be, but also an expression of at least two other sentiments: 

pride and protectiveness. First, her identification with the local dialect revealed her sense of 

local pride. Although the local way of speaking is close to standard Italian, it has its strong 

variants, partiicularly demarcated by age and class; differences in vocabulary, verb tenses, 

and accents set speech apart, and small children who spend a lot of time with grandparents 

pick up a fair amount of dialect.^' Second, her comment may have been a way to defend 

See De Mauro 1970 for a linguistic history of Italy. Whether Tuscany has local dialects is a hody 
debated topic; Lapucci (1991:6) argues that the proof of a Florentine dialect "rests in the fact that a spectator 
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her children, for the repairman's linkage of southerners with "Arab blood" implicated her 

own children as "other"; by contrast, her earlier diatribe against southerners was cast 

generally at behavior. 

Carolina's favorite topics of discussion revolved around politics, whether those 

politics were related to education, government, gender, colonialism, history or art. She 

frequently repeated one phrase that rang like a women's mantra: "Che colpa abbiamo 

noi?—what fault do we have?" It was as though she was responding to the women who 

during Mass beat their chests saying "Afea culpa, mea culpa."^^ 

One day in November 1996 Carolina told me a story about a priest who came in the 

hospital to bless her (meaning, purge her of her sins) after she had given birth to her first 

child, in the late 1960s. She offered me her explanation of why this practice might have 

started. "The church, i.e. men, were afraid of women because through their bodies women 

could exercise power over men. Hence the church invented the virgin, the prostitute and 

sex as a sin." She recalled lolanda, a deceased peasant woman, who had told Carolina her 

experience of a priest coming to perform this rite of purification after she gave birth in the 

early 1900s. (See Chapter 6, lolanda's Story.). Carolina was not so deferent to the priest, 

"/o mandai a quel paese—I told him where to go," she said. "I already gave birth, I already 

paid. If you want to bless somebody, go find my husband." 

from another region manages not always, and often with difficulty, to follow jokes and conversations." My 
consultants had fun coming up with local expressions, such as the following: 

dagli landa = mandare via; get out of here. 
in vetta = in cima; at the top. 
puppe (pratese), poppe (fiorentina) = seno, boobs 
lessamelo = accidenti, dang! 
icche glieno = che cos 'e, what is it? 

The uneven power of men and women manifests itself even in the paese, where men have more 
freedom to hang out in the piazze, at the bars, in public spaces. Carolina told me that what women do does 
not interest men: "Really, men don't care about women. They'd just as soon be left to their own devices." 
From fieldnotes, "96.07.31 Gender, Work." 
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Carolina clearly understood the priest's action as an effort to interpellate her as a 

sinful subject, and she wanted no part of it. Her rejection of the priest was a strong 

statement against the church's history of defining women as subaltern. "I'm a feminist but I 

don't like the word. I know what's right and what's wrong." She then turned to me and 

said, "Okay, the lesson is fmished now. Faccio I' operaia—Time to get to work." 

The fact that artisans have autonomy but also have to accept work not always to their 

liking was a condition I found to be true in the autonomous women's firms as well. One 

day when I stopped by Gina's mother's firm—located in a workshop down the street from 

her house—Gina was there working alongside her mother and sister on a batch of sweaters 

that were clumsy to sew. Gina often came here when work was slow at the maglificio or 

when she wanted to work extra hours in the evenings. Her mother, Simonetta, was a 

youthful 48 years of age with a third-grade education; she had left her parents and eight 

siblings in Salerno when she moved here with her ex-husband. She was now divorced 

after many years of domestic abuse, and lived with her two daughters and son. I was 

remarking on how young she looked, when she pulled up her pants above her knees to 

show me her legs: "Look, even after five pregnancies, I don't have any veins." One of her 

pregnancies had ended in spontaneous abortion; the other she had sought an illegal 

abortion—it was before abortion was legalized in 1979. "I Just couldn't handle another 

child. It would have been impossible." Even though Simonetta was a Catholic, she told 

me, "It wasn't my fault. It's not like I went with some other man. It was my husband's 

fault." They were using coitus interruptus, so she viewed his ineffective withdrawal as 

irresponsible. I cringed as she recounted to me seeking out a woman who used knitting 

needles and the hemhorrage that followed. As she was telling me this story, a young man 

arrived to pickup a load of black cotton sweaters, and she switched her talk to the work. 

She complained about the job; the sweaters got caught in the machine, making the sewing 
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slow. And, of course, the earnings were always the same, no matter the material. She 

could sew 200-600 sweaters per day depending on the material, earning £450 per sweater. 

Elisa, who operated five looms in her a workshop of her home, produced very fine-

quality knitted sweaters, and one of the firms she did a lot of work paid her the most 

(£5,000 per piece as opposed to £1,500-2,000) but gave her the most stress because their 

sweater pieces had to be perfectly woven and measure; she had to deliver the order and wait 

while someone inspected them. "Last night I was crying. I told my husband, 'Throw those 

machines away!' " Elisa also told me of her struggles with juggling domestic 

responsibilities such as cooking and doing laundry for her husband and two grown 

working children; I joked that with all the work her daughter was doing as a hair stylist, 

she could make a nice corredo, trousseau. "A corredo\ What a joke. She spends everything 

she makes on clothes. For her 19th birthday I gave her a beautiful set of sheets. Her 

reaction? Che schiffo! How disgusting."^^ 

The negotiation between productive work and domestic work was a common point of 

tension in each of these firms. The art of arrangiarsi, of getting by, was a strategy to which 

Laura turned in her role as "helper" to the artisan work of her husband. One blustery April 

afternoon, she complained of not wanting to make dinner. 

"Che palle" Laura said. "What a drag. I don't know what to make. But 
Oliviero is hungry. He's looking at me." She disappeared into the cantina, 
the basement storage room, and emerged with an armful of red onions. A 
smile offurbizia, cleverness, stretched across her face like the Chesire cat. 

"Cipolle'' she said. 
"What do you do with them? How do you make them?" I asked her. 
"Boil them," she said. And then she laughed: "Ogni tanto bisogna di 

arrangiarsi. Questo e propria arrangiarsi." Every now and then you need to 
wing it. This is truly winging it." 

"Fieldnotes 97.04.17 magiie, women, corredo." 
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Conclusion 

...women have been trained to see themselves as having no relationship to 
history, and no claim upon it. Feminism can be defined as women's ability 
to think about their subjugated history, and then to do something about it. : 

— A/AOMI 1999; 134) " 
I. J 

The economic activities of a society and the class relations that ensue give shape to the 

possibilities for generating livings and creating lives. The goal of this ch^ter has been to 

show how crucial the political economy is to understanding the "quiet revolution." I have 

traced the historical activities of a region, its connections to far-flung markets, and the 

gendered social relations internal to it. I have delineated the role of women as central 

historically and currently to the textile industry so as to establish a context for 

understanding the deeply cultural processes involved in shifts in family-making. As an 

encroaching capitalist system reconfigured social relations, so too were ideas about families 

reconfigured. Women living in Carmignano claim a long history as players in a global 

economy and in a space where tribute, kin and capitalist modes of production intersected. 

Similarly, they have deep historical roots negotiating roles as workers and as mothers. 

Although child-rearing universally requires effort on the part of mothers, the specific 

form mothering takes varies tremendously. In the next chapter, I turn the focus to the 

experience of mothering specific to central Italy, and I explore the particular demands on 

mothers there. How might these demands be related to bourgeois standards in a postwar 

economy in which former peasants and their children are intensely involved in and 

conscious of the clothing/fashion/design industry? I investigate cultural doxa m terms of 

what is perceived as "necessary" for raising children, and I argue the political-economic 

context shapes important, specific aspects of bringing up children and being a mother. 
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m. CULTURE OF RESPONSIBILITY 

A popular Italian song, originally recorded in the 1930s, warns of the consequences 

that await the self-centered mother. In this story, the mother and her little girl enter a shop 

that sells perfumes and toys, and despite the pleas of her daughter, the mother buys 

perfumes only for herself. The mother's indulgences continue until it is too late: The child 

falls ill, and when the mother rushes to appease her, she is already gasping her last breath. 

The song speaks to the culture of responsibility that surrounds Italian motherhood. I 

first heard Carolina, a powerful and outspoken woman in her mid-fifties, recite its words. 

Politically active in local government, Carolina was the mother of three children, and for 

six months I worked with her and her husband, a state railroad retiree, in their family 

finishing firm sewing buttons onto and buttonholes into sweaters. Carolina's grandmother 

used to sing her this song, and it was easy to picture her weaving straw plaits just as 

Carolina had portrayed her in an oil painting that hung above an heirloom chest in the 

kitchen. Carolina flavored her own version of the song with irony rather than moralizing, 

for she viewed young women's egoismo, self-centeredness, positively. She reasoned that 

thinking about themselves prevented women from falling so quickly into subordinate, self-

sacrificing roles of mother and caretaker. 

I realized how popular the song was during a music party at our house. A guitarist 

friend, Maurizio Geri, played the song and most of the dozen Italian guests sang along. 

After years of casual searching, Maurizio, himself a performer of Tuscan folk songs as 

well as Django Reinhardt-style swing (Geri 1998), had found the words of the song in an 

obscure little songbook. My anthropologist friend Massimo Bressan took me aside and 

confirmed my suspicion: 'This song is important," he insisted. It has a particularly 

powerful message. For the irresponsible, neglectful mother, the lyrics suggest the most 

severe of punishments. 
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Balocchi e Profumi 
di E. A. Mario 

1930 
Edizioni E. A. Mario, Napoli 

I. 
Tutta sfolgorante e la vetrina 

piena di balocchi e profumi... 
Entra con la mamma la bambina 

tra lo sfolgorio di quei lumi... 
— Comanda, signora? — 
— Cipria e colonia Coty... 

— "Mamma! 
— mormora la bambina 
mentre pieni di pianto ha gli occhi 
— per la tua piccolina 
non compri mai balocchi... 

Mamma, 
tu compri soltanto i profumi perte!" 

II .  
Ella, nel salotto profiimato 

ricco di cuscini di seta, 
porge il labbro tumido al peccato, 

mentre la bambina indiscreta 
dischiude, quel nido 
pieno d'odor di Coty... 

— "Mamma! 
— mormora la bambina 
mentre pieni di pianto ha gli occhi 
— p)er la tua piccolina 
non compri mai baloochi... 

Mamma, 
tu compri soltanto i profumi per te!" 

I II .  
Esile, agonizza la bambina... 

Or la mamma non e piu ingrata: 
corre a vuotar tutta la vetrina 

per la sua flgliuola malata... 
— Amore mio bello, 
ecco i balocchi per te... 

— "Grazie" 
— mormora la bambina! 
Ma il capo gia reclina, 
e gia socchiude gii occhi... 

Piange la mamma, pentita, stringendola 
al cor! 

Toys and Perfumes 

I. 
The shop window aglow in a whirl 

brimming with toys and perfumes 
The little girl enters with her mama 

amidst the glow of that luminous room 
"May I help you, ma'am?" 
"Sure Coty, face powder and cologne..." 

"Mama!" 
murmurs the child 
her eyes welling up with tears 
"for your little one 
you never buy toys... 

Mamma, 
you buy only perfumes for yourself." 

II .  
She, perfumed in the living room 

rich with pillows of silk, 
offers her ripe lip to sin 

while the indiscreet little girl 
discloses that nest 
full of the smell of Coty... 

"Mama!" 
murmurs the child 
her eyes welling up with tears 
"for your little one 
you never buy toys... 

Mamma, 
you buy only perfumes for yourself." 

III .  
Exiled, the child agonizes... 

the mother is no longer neglectful: 
She rans to empty the entire store window 

for her ill, darling little girl... 
"My beautiful love 
here are the toys for you..." 

"Thank you," 
murmurs the child! 
But her head already reclines 
and her eyes already shut... 

The mother cries, repents, squeezing the 
child to her heart! 
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This song's tragic narrative offers a moral commentary on mothering and suggests 

punishment for degenerate, irresponsible mothers who are also unfaithful wives, and who 

put their own vanity and egoism before motherly self-sacrifice. The lyrics draw on these 

themes to address desire gone awry in the context of unchecked commodity fetishism. The 

scenario portrayed in Balocchi e Profiimi in fact paints a picture of the opposite of what, 

from the analyses of Italian sociologists Marzio Barbagli and Chiara Saraceno, we might 

call a culture of responsibility confronting Italian mothers. Barbagli (1984:387-92) as well 

as Saraceno (1996:143-48) link the rise of these doveri di madre, motherly obligations, to 

modernity and in particular to the birth of the "modem" family. 

Historians of the European family have located the seeds of the privatized, "modem" 

family in the I6C)0s; however, defining characteristics of this modem family—such as the 

increasing centrality of children as objects of attention and of strategic education—only 

become fully realized among the bourgeois and aristocratic classes in the 1800s. Among the 

Italian popular classes, the modem family develops much later—during the twentieth 

century, and in particular, in the postwar period (Saraceno 1996:144-45). 

The modem family form represented a break from the patriarchal model, which began 

to fall into crisis in the last decades of the eighteenth century. This process involved a 

lessening of the hierarchical social distance between husband and wife as well as between 

parents and children. The transformation acquired a class character, moving first through 

the intellectual bourgeoisie (late 1700s and early 1800s), then catching hold among the 

aristocrats (1850s to early 1900s), next affecting bureaucrats, merchants, artisans and 

industrial workers, and finally transforming social relations among the agricultural classes. 

The change followed this class-based course, according to Barbagli, because of a crisis of 

the ancien regime and accompanying transformations in the political-economic system. The 

old aristocratic class's models for social relations lost their legitimacy and the bourgeois 

class, which had long sought to imitate the behavior of the aristocracy, began to forge a 
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new, more egalitarian model of domestic relations. Barbagii (1996:26) suggests that just as 

the rigid asymmetries between classes were diminishing, so too were the asymmetries 

breaking down within households. The peasant classes eventually followed suit, and by the 

postwar era, as agricultural reforms took hold and the peasant sharecropping system 

unraveled, the formal patriarchal family gave way to more egalitarian models (Saraceno 

1996:145). 

Saraceno argues that the modem family, as a unit of sentiment and of education, finds 

its core meaning in two interdependent figures: the mother and the child. According to this 

model, the woman is identified as mother not only in the biological sense but also in 

affective and educative terms; she is expected to participate in educative and moral projects. 

Doctors and moralists directed little of their moralizing notions about childrearing toward 

fathers (Saraceno 1996:145). This dominant, modem view of the family was also 

accompanied by new norms for childrearing, which mothers were expected to fulfill. New 

attention was given to bodily comportment, to moral education, to new education, to new 

medical practices, to new hygiene and dietary norms. These ideas recast upper-class 

women as primarily responsible for nursing their own children; in Italy, well into the 

twentieth century, the aristocratic and bourgeois classes hired professional wetnurses for 

their children, and poor working women could receive state subsidies so as to send their 

children to peasant wetnurses. 1 The wetnursing tradition fell into disrepute as doctors 

pushed women to nurse their own babies allegedly in the name of securing increased 

sanitation and hygiene as well as raising maternal morality and responsibility to new levels 

(Saraceno 1996:146). The practice of giving children over to wemurses became recast in 

terms of "indifference, frigidness, and vanity on the part of mothers" (Saraceno, p. 146)— 

all themes echoed in the song. 

' Archivio del Comune di Carmignano. RegisU'o Generate dei Baliatici e Sussidi di Latte, Dall' 
Octobre 1882 AH'Agosto 1903. See discussion of wetnurses in Chapter 6. 
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New regimes for childrearing, in short, were part and parcel of a "civilizing process," 

a term now broadly associated with the work of Norbert Elias (1994). These civilizing 

processes wert initially important to the upper classes as tools for cultivating a sense of 

superiority but they eventually spread to other social classes as European societies became 

invested in displaying their civilte through manners and habitus.2 Establishing himself as a 

critic of unchecked worship of "progress" and "civilization," Elias pointed out that the 

concept of civilization, since the mid-eighteenth century, had become laden with "evaluative 

connotations expressing the West's sense of superiority," (Mennell and Goudsblom 

1984; 14). The concept of civilization had a history traceable back to the sixteenth-century 

term civilte, used by courtiers "to describe their own polished manners and courtly modes 

of behavior" to distinguish themselves "from the more rough and ready courtoisie of their 

medieval forebears," but Elias argued that by the nineteenth century this history and the 

process it suggested had been conveniently forgotten and were taken for granted: 

At this stage, confident of the superiority of their own, now apparently 
inherent and etemal standards, they wished only to "civilize" others: the 
lower classes of their own countries and, especially, the natives of lands 
now being colonized by European powers (Mennell and Goudsblom 
1984:14; emphasis original). 

The point I wish to make here is that the burden of socializing children according to 

the norms and morals of the "civilizing process" was largely placed on mothers. 

A key characteristic of Italian women's identity has been to sacrifice their own needs 

for the needs of others. "Women have always been known for their capacity to put the 

responsibility for and care-taking of others before all else," write the authors of Mai come 

lei, {Never like her), a title that echoes the sentiment of a current generation of daughters 

2 Elias, writing in the 1930s when the horrors of Nazi Germany were becoming evident, used the 
term "habitus" to describe social behaviors and personality characteristics that were "very deeply habituated 
in us by learning through social experience from birth onward—so deeply habituated, in fact, that they feel 
'natural' or inherent even to ourselves," as Mennell and Goudsblom (1984:15) note in an introduction to a 
selection of Elias's wriu'ngs. 
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who do not want to be like their mothers (Ponzio and Marranca 1996:92; my translation). 

Putting other's needs before one's own has given birth to the fear of losing one's sense of 

self (ibid-)- A deeply inscribed gender ideology associates responsibility with morality. 

Drawing on sessions with women who came to them for psychotherapeutic treatment, the 

authors claim that women have begun to consider the sense of responsibility not their 

genetic destiny but a conscious choice and, while recognizing their own freedom, have 

begun to attribute responsibility to men.^ Nevertheless, the authors acknowledge that 

throwing off the shackles of responsibility is not so simple when women's identity 

depends so deeply on their long history as adept "weavers of rapports"; responsibility and 

caring for others constitute the morality par excellence for women, write Ponzio and 

Marranca (1996:96). 

To understand the experience of fertility at the everyday level in the current context, I 

began asking, what specifically constitutes this "culture of responsibility"? What are the 

everyday practices that it entails? In other words, what sort of attention are mothers 

required to devote to their children? How do mothers and potential mothers experience the 

culture of responsibility? How is it negotiated or contradicted? How does the political 

economy reshape/restructure this culture of responsibility? How does the culture of 

responsibility contribute to the phenomenon of the prolonged family, in which a child or 

children live at home well into their 20s and 30s? 

This chapter outlines the "mestiere di mamma" the craft of motherhood, in the words 

of a local mother. Drawing on ethnographic detail as well as popular culture, I explore 

some of its major components: educating, feeding, clothing, and healing. I also suggest 

3 Citing the work of Carol Gilligan, Ponzio and Marranca note that women's sense of morality tends 
to be shaped through responsiility to others in relationships whereas men's sense of morality is shaped 
through "rights." However, they conclude that this duality is too simplistic and in fact there is give-and-take 
as men and women interact and seek for meaningful ways to love and be loved (1996:96-97). 
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some of the consequences, including the cultivation of mammoni (mama's boys), the 

creation of the prolonged family, and the formation of intense emotional bonds.'* 

The Importance of Motherhood 

As I increasingly focused on mothers in terms of childrearing and hence turned away 

from fathers, I began to question whether I was missing something. Of course, I reasoned, 

Italian fathers participate in raising their children. I met special Italian fathers who were 

expert nurturers. But the idea of the mother as unquestionably the most important figure in 

a child's life hit me hard one day. 

In November 1996, we moved to a small paese, still under the jurisdiction of 

Carmignano, and settled into a restored farmhouse that perched above a dead-end street, the 

last street of the town. Gradually, I came to know my neighbors, and by spring 1997, my 

relationship with one neighbor woman became more intimate. Irene, a nurse in her 40s, 

lived with her railroad-employed husband, his elderly mother, and their two children: a 12-

year-old daughter and a 21-year-old son. She had a bad heart and her doctor prescribed 

regular exercise, and she was trying to quit smoking. Irene invited me to start walking with 

her, and I was glad to have someone to walk with. She spoke to me about her relationship 

with her 94-year-old mother-in-law. She reminisced about her homeland, Hungary, and 

how different things were there, particularly for women. She looked forward to returning 

there for the summer. 

{From fieldnotes, 6 April 1997) I sensed some commotion from the street 
below, unusual for a Sunday morning. I looked out the window to see an 
ambulance and a row of neighbors standing along the edge of the street, 
where a grassy hillside drops into the field. Two pair of jeans and a denim 
workshirt hung from a clothesline several of us shared and blew in the wind 

^ Another aspect of the consequences of intense emotional bonds can be found in the manifestation 
of psychosomatic illness. Numerous women I knew suffered from illnesses which they identified as having 
an etiological source in concern over their children's physical or mental illness as well as school problems. 
However, because this is such a complex topic, I decided that it deserves separate (future) treatment. 
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I put my shoes on, and Hollis followed. I sensed the thing to do was 
not to play disinterested neighbor. So we ran outside. Just two days ago, I 
thought to myself, Irene was over here having a coffee, talking about how 
restrictive she felt her life was, the things she couldn't do here in Italy as a 
woman, a mother. Now she was in an ambulance. A neighbor walking his 
dog had found her lying at the bottom of the grassy slope, beneath an olive 
tree. She had apparently been hanging out laundry when something went 
wrong and she collapsed. 

We got outside and heard Elisabetta, her daughter, crying, screaming. 
The neighbors filed into the house to calm her. One woman hung up the wet 
laundry that remained. Another went to rinse off two pair of pants that 
somehow ended up covered with mud. "Siamo un bronco di donne qui," 
explained one of them. We here are an army of women. Each neighbor did 
her best to calm Elisabetta, the daughter. 

A little later, I returned to fmd the mother-in-law sitting in a chair, 
holding a broom in her hand. "I'm 94 years old," she said, shaking her 
head. "Se era successo a me.If it had happened to me." Her eyes welled up 
with tears. A neighor comforted her: "Life is never just right. There's always 
something. It doesn't help to cry. Ha toccata Irene, It's Irene's turn." 
Someone then echoed the group sentiment, "Hopefully it's not so bad. She 
was probably just impaurita, afraid. The fear of her own body." 

Suddenly we heard a car screach to a halt. In walked her husband, 
nervous, upset. "Male! maler Bad news, he shouts to his mother. He then 
walked in the other room. "Malel" He shouted to the children. Irene was in 
critical condition. They were going to operate. 

{From fieldnotes 7 April 1997) Chris called to me from the kitchen, where he 
was looking out the window. 'There is a group of women gathered outside 
the place where Irene fell." It is the place where they say an aneurysm 
knocked her down; the high grass is still smashed down where she slid, 
where the paramedics came to take her away on a stretcher. 

With the lame excuse of a few wet clothes, I headed down to join the 
women. The neighbor was talking to two sisters-in-law of Irene. They left 
and I approached the neighbor. "Is there any news?" I asked. 

Irene non c'e pit*." the neighbor whispered. Irene isn't anymore. She 
couldn't believe it, it just didn't seem possible. "But the family doesn't 
know... The sisters-in-law want to wait for her husband." 

The neighbor then told me her own father died when her mother was 
pregnant with her "So I never had much of a mother. She had to work, in the 
mines, in Sardegna." 

"How tragic," I said. 
The neighbor agreed. "You see, this has also touched you. You've 

become a part of this, too." The neighborhood was used to having foreigners 
come live in the farmhouse for brief periods but most of the tenants kept to 
themselves. I suddenly felt uncomfortable, being part of such an intimate 
community tragedy. 

The neighbor women began planning—and arguing about—a 
collection for flowers. I recounted to them how she had smelled lilacs on our 
walk. She adored lilacs. It was a nice but silly suggestion. Of course, they 
would get roses, white roses, only the best. I asked to be included. 

Irene's sudden death had the whole neighborhood talking. 
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"Children without a mother, what disgraziati, what misfortune, what 
wretches," one neighbor woman lamented. "Senza babbo, si puo fare, ma senza 
mamma no, kids can manage without a father, but not without a mother." 

{From fieldnotes, 8 April J997) It was midweek and the whole town came to 
a halt. By 9:30 a.m. people were well on their way to the church. Somber. 
Dressed nicely. Not only in black. 

We walked quickly, quietly, past the grassy spot where Irene had 
fallen, down our quiet lane, into the piazza, past the newspaper stand, past 
the shops and into the church piazza, which was filled with men. The 
church, on the other hand, was filled mostly with women. I sat next to 
Emilia, an elderly peasant woman who lived on my street. She made me 
laugh and made me cry as she said matter-of-facdy: "I was baptized in this 
church, had my first communion in this church, was married in this church, 
and ril have my funeral in this church." It was hard for me to imagine such a 
sense of continuity with one homeplace. 

the bells 
the flowers 
the candles 
the crucified jesus before us 
people rising as the casket is rolled in 
the cries of Sie daughter 
the singing of Amazing Grace 
the power of the song 
the words of the priest—memories of wife and mother 
the mass 
the communion 
the exchange of peace 
the words of salvation, 
words of promising an afterlife, of her passage to the otherside, 
the singing, again 
the bells, droaning, dissonant 
the exit of the casket 
the screams of Elisabetta, the daughter 
the echoes of the screams of Elisabetta 
the slow exit of the villagers 
the screams of Elisabetta 
the pause in the exit of the villagers 
the shared sorrow 
the cold and tear-smudged cheeks 
the salty lips 
the sniffling 
the shared hope for the 12-year-old, no longer girl, not yet woman 
the emptying of the church 
the wait for a familiar face 
the finding of a neighbor, a friend, a relative 
the interlocking of arms with an older woman 
the filing into the procession 
the walk through the narrow main street of the paese 
the curious onlookers, car motors spent, waiting for the passage 
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the communal thinking of mortality 
the flelds of yellow flowers, like a blanket of yellow at eye level, 
the passage by an Etruscan tomb 
the entrance through the cemetery gate 
the encircling of the plot 
the lowering of the casket 
the filling of the hole by machine 
the manual shoveling 
the mound of fresh dirt 
the squaring off the mound 
the pause 
the inserting of a wooden cross 
the placing of the flowers 
the brightness, the beauty 
the greeting of people 
the idssing of the widower and his son 
the absence of the daughter who has remained behind 
the dispersion of the collectivity 
the departure 
the return to everyday life 
the lingering sadness 

Motherhood; Three Traditions. One View? 

Three major political/religious traditions in Italy that have generated debate on 

women's issues in the twentieth century have been fascism, Catholicism, and communism 

(the latter in the form of the PCI, the Italian Communist Party, after 1991 split into two 

parties: the far left PRC, the Reformed Communist Party, and the centrist PDS, Democratic 

Party of the Left). Each of these traditions has emphasized "the role of the mother and the 

idea that families, and the Italian family especially, are structured around women as 

mothers," according to Lesley Caldwell (1991:2). The fascist demographic campaign under 

Mussolini narrowly defined women by their capacity to bear children for the state^. The 

Catholic Church has also emphasized women's capacity to bear children and to become 

mothers: 

The constant tradition of the Church in proposing Mary to Christian 
women as the sublime model of a Virgin and a Mother show the high esteem 
that Christianity nourishes for womanhood and the immense trust which the 

^ See De Grazia 1992, Passerini 1987, Schneider and Schneider 1984, and my reading of the fascist 
campaign and resistance to it. Krause 1994. 
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Church herself rests in woman's power for good and her vision on behalf of 
family and society (Pius Xn, 14 October 1956) [quoted in Caldwell 
1991:19]. 

Caldwell points out that the virgin-as-model condemns women "to a position of 

imperfection" since human women have to choose motherhood or virginity, (p. 19) or, we 

might add, a renouncement of motherhood, but then according to the working cultural 

model, are they fully women? In everyday practice, Caldwell writes, "devotion to the 

mother and her familial power continues to form an important part of Italian culture" (ibid.) 

In her investigation of women, politics, and legal reform in Italian Family Matters, 

Caldwell notes that the leftist-based feminist movement of the 1960s and 1970s did not 

succeed in a real critique of fascist demographic propaganda or of the Catholic Church's 

notion of woman primarily as a biological producer. Ultimately, postwar leftist politics 

collaborated with the emphasis on women's role as mother. Such collaboration is evident in 

the PCI's view of women's emancipation, one limited to "participation in work, political 

life, and social relations outside the home." Caldwell takes the PCI to task for leaving 

unexamined the subject position of women as subordinate. Hence, the locations of woman 

as wife, mother, or daughter-in-law were ignored as was the sexual division of labor for 

paid employment outside the home as well as "the crucially important area of home work in 

Italy" (Caldwell 1991:37). 

Furthermore, arguments for women's work were often framed in terms of 

"supporting and strengthening" the family and of providing the structures that would enable 

women to "become the heart and soul of the family," as the PCI leader Togliatti in 1962 

was quoted as saying (Caldwell 1991:39). Despite efforts to address the women question, 

the left did not successfully critique the naturalized role of women as mothers (p. 49). 
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Italian Feminism: Toward a New Looking Glass 

Italian feminism made its greatest inroads in the 1970s, when it had clear agendas to 

legalize contraception, abortion, and divorce (Caldwell 1991:93). Beyond these specific 

accomplishments, a commitment to separate spheres has characterized Italian feminism. 

This led to the formation of women's centers or cooperatives, which were single-gendered 

spaces that enabled women to relate primarily to other women and to develop affidamento, 

or entrustment, with older, more experienced mentors (Kemp and Bono 1993:8; see also 

Bimbaum 1986, de Lauretis 1989, Jeffries 1994). This tendency toward an essentialist 

feminism embraced as its master theorist the French psychoanalyst and philosopher Luce 

Irigaray and her concept of "sexual difference." Irigaray advocated national consitutions to 

include rights "different according to the two sexes and appropriate to women," 

guaranteeing to women the right "to virginity, to free motherhood, to the privileged tutelage 

of children, and to the care of their home." Irigaray also viewed the mother-daughter 

relationship as the model for all relationships (Irigaray 1989 quoted in Romito 1991:165). 

The women I interviewed in Carmignano did not express to me this intellectual view 

of a separate-sphere feminism, a view more widespread in urban areas. Carolina Morclli, 

one politically active feminist known locally for her struggles for women's equality, 

frequently discussed with me two pet issues. First, she sought to change the laws about 

"naming" one's children so that women could choose to give children their last name. 

Italian law automatically assigned children their father's surname. Italian women typically 

retain their maiden surname (indeed, their father's name) throughout their life whether they 

marry or not, and they often expressed dismay over the common U.S. practice of a woman 

giving up her maiden name and assuming her husband's name upon marriage. All official 

documents, such as passports and driver's licenses, required that Italian women use their 

birth surname. Residential mailboxes typically have both first and last names of husband 

and wife. In my daughter's first-grade class, all the women had different last names from 
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their children, (myself included). Second, Carolina struggled for a democratic family, one 

in which women, men, and children would share in domestic duties of cooking, cleaning, 

laundering, and ironing; in the nurturing of their children; and in contributions to the 

household income when they were old enough to do so. She berated me for saying, "My 

husband helps me with the housework." She taught me that the use of the verb help, 

aiutare, in fact reinscribes the gender ideology that domestic chores rest primarily on 

women. A democratic household must also have a democratic language. 

To bring women into the public sphere, Carolina organized various activities. For 

example, she set up a card-playing tournament in the local Casa del Popolo and recruited 

women to compete in this typically middle-aged male activity. She also organized theater 

outings—arranging for tickets and bus transportation—and recruited working-class women 

who typically did not allow themselves the "luxury" of going out. 

Although I did not meet anyone in Carmignano who was a practitioner of separate-

sphere feminism, I commonly heard talk about the "innate" differences of men and women, 

particularly with regard to psychology. Furthermore, in the sweater industry, I heard many 

comments to the effect that women were believed to be more adapted to certain skills 

requiring attention to detail. More often, women's artisan-industrial labor involved hands-

on activities whereas men's labor involved machine-oriented or management activities. 

Italian feminism has built on bonds between women. These bonds allow women to walk 

arm-in-arm in public, a practice that one sees the further south one travels in the peninsula. 

My southern Italian consultant, Nicoletta, commonly walked with me in this manner as our 

relationship grew closer, and I found comfort in her gesture. Consultants in their 20s and 

30s also would take my arm when out together in the city. These gender-same bonds are 

partly rooted in histories of sexual/gendered divisions of labor, including women's 

authority in managing the household under the rigid patriarchal form. To a degree, these 

bonds have provided a source of power. 
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A disadvantage of the separate-spheres approach is its limits in terms of how women 

can compete with men. It has not allowed for much of a critique of or a challenge to men's 

authority (Romito 1997:165). However, that goal has not been its central concern. Italian 

feminism took as its starting point the need to reconstitute the terms of "the woman 

question" and make women the subject rather than the object of the debate; Italian feminists 

adopted the notion of autocoscienza, a consciousness-raising designed to revalue the age-

old debased practice of gossip and transform it into a "process of the discovery and 

reconstruction of the self, both the self of the individual woman and a collective sense of 

self: the search for the subject-woman,"' write the editors of The Lonely Mirror: Italian 

Perspectives on Feminist Theory (Kemp and Bono 1993:6). The struggle was against the 

notion that women's sense of self historically depended on how men saw women. 

"Women have traditionally been regarded as mirrors for men, and as dependent on men's 

gaze for their sense of themselves," (Kemp and Bono 1993:6). 

Yet the women-only cooperatives and journals heavy on psychological theory do not 

appear to have much impact the everyday lives of working women. None of the essays in 

the Lonely Mirror collection, for example, address the real burdens facing women or 

women as mothers. Working mothers (those who work for wages)—whether they spend 

their time working in an office, in a factory, in a hospital, in a school, or at home sewing 

sweaters—face a magnified double burden in terms of fulfilling the expectations of 

motherhood. 

The 'Craft' of Motherhood 

I developed friendships with other parents, mostly mothers, whose children attended 

the school where my daughter attended first grade. The parents had a habit of lingering 

outside the school before the bell rang and before the children, waiting behind locked glass 

doors in their matching grembiule—black school smocks with white collars and red 
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bows—were released by an authoritarian bidella, a custodian.®. I became acquainted with a 

group of five women in their mid-30s to early-40s, very different in terms of class 

background, occupation, and politics. Chiara sewed sweaters from her home, had three 

children (including twins), and was a class-conscious moderate leftist. Beattrice had given 

up work as an accountant to be a stay-at-home mom, and was a Catholic centrist who loved 

confession. Emma traded in second-hand clothing to Africa, had one child, and was an 

ardent fascist who bragged about the photo of Benito Mussolini she displayed in her 

entryway. Gabriella was begrudgingly unemployed, had two children, and was vocally 

anti-southerner and anti-immigrant. Luisa worked as a wholesaler in the gift sector, had 

two children, and also expressed an alliance with the fascist political party. Spontaneously, 

the group of us began meeting to share a coffee together before setting off for the day. The 

concept of mothering as a craft was raised during one of those morning sessions. 

{From fieldnotes, 28 February 1997) A strange little man who was always 
trying to get our attention (my attention in particular—is it the 
anthropologist's curse that outsiders in a community tend to cling on to us, a 
case of outsiders attracting outsiders?) approached our table and asked, 
"What do you all do here? You're incredible. Why, you meet here every 
morning." 

"5i prende un caffe insieme, cost si puo confrontare meglio la 
giomata," replied Chiara, a mother of three who finishes sweaters in her 
home, "We have a coffee together so that we can face the day better." 

"What mestiere, trade, do you do?" he continued. 
"Mestiere di mamma" replied Luisa, who also worked as a wholesaler 

in the gift market. 
"Mestiere di mammal I've never heard of mothering as a trade, a 

profession." 
"You've never heard of it?" she told him."It's as old as the world!" 
As he walked off, somewhat defeated, one of them whispered, "He 

lost his mother when he was a little boy, ten or twelve. Poor thing." 
"But what's the right age to lose a parent?" Luisa asked. "Perhaps 

we're never ready." 

® School custodians in Italy have a bad reputation in terms of bossiness. The custodian portrayed in 
Ciao, Professore is particularly authoritarian in his management of the school where he works. 
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Various aspects of the mestiere di mamma were discussed during the eight months we 

met over coffee. These women became important cultural consultants in terms of 

understanding the meaning of the culture of responsibility, and how it was lived. 

Educating 

Italian schools have played a powerful role in interpellating national subjects since the 

unification of Italy, in the 1860s, but the education system acquired a particularly strong 

political character beginning in the fascist era. This political dimension continued, albeit in a 

contrasting form, in the post-World War n era as the left, influenced by Gramscian theories 

of pedagogy, engaged in a struggle to dismantle the rigid class barriers structured into the 

education system. The workers' movements were primarily responsible for constructing a 

more egalitarian system of education, and the "most profound transformation" came with 

the establishment of a single middle school system (Barbagli 1982:6).^ 

The postwar reforms exchanged a "closed" system for an "open" system and this, I 

argue, changed the relationship between parents and the schools.^The reforms not only 

created a legitimate space for class struggle centering on education issues, but they also 

created a space for the articulation of class and gender by creating political structures that 

ended up involving primarily mothers. A 1974 decree required elected representation in 

every classroom, and this added a dimension of politics to the culture of responsibility. 

Women became cast in a role of key negotiators between the state and their children.^ 

^ Although their politics and aims were obviously extremely different, both the fascists of 1922-43 
and the communists of the 1940s-60s might be said to have shared Althusser's (1971) notion of that 
ideology acts on subjects through "ideological state apparatus," and he identified the educational system as a 
important ISA. See Barbagli (1982) for an indepth an^ysis of this fascinating, complex educational history. 
This synthesis draws on his work (Barbagli 1982:271-280) as well as that of G. Williams (1994). 

^ Reforms, according to Barbagli, can be measured according to whether they reflect a closed or open 
educational system. A "closed" system is designed to close opportunities for class mobility; an "open" 
system is designed to encourage such opportunities. 

^ Joan Scott's "Gender as a Useful Category for Historical Analysis" is a pivotal article for recalling 
the importance of gender to analyses concerning politics, and I see the school as an important though often 
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This negotiating role of mothers had certainly existed under fascism but the fascist 

system of education rendered that role less significant due to its authoritarian character and 

its "closed" structure. Italy's educational system has had a cycle of open-closed-open 

approaches since unification. A nineteenth-century debate over the most effective approach 

to social control pitted those who favored "keeping the majority of the population illiterate 

and ignorant" against those who favored broad access to education so as to create "a body 

of competent and ideologically trustworthy functionaries" (Barbagli 1982:8). The latter 

group won, and under Vittorio Emmanuele II, Count Gabrio Casati in 1859 prepared the 

Casati Laws. The approach flip-flopped to a closed system under fascism with Minister of 

Public Education Giovanni Gentile's influence. His Gentile Reforms of 1923 marked the 

initial step toward creating a system designed to prevent social mobility, and the system 

was rendered even more closed with the rigid and anti-semitic School Charter of 1939; 

students were tracked early on according to social class into preparatory schools that 

promised passage to higher levels or "blind-alley," i.e., dead-end, schools that forbade 

such passage. This strategy became a potential solution to the imbalance between school 

and the labor market; there was a glut of over-educated people in relation to the jobs 

available, and the fascist Minister of Education Bottai grew convinced that the answer lay in 

reducing supply (Barbagli 1982:188-203). In other words, the goal of the charter was 

ultimately to discourage "the educational and occupational aspirations of some students," 

that is, to prevent those from the lower socioeconomic strata from attaining higher levels of 

education (pp. 7, 204). Hence Bottai, "the strongest ideologue of the regime" (Barbagli, p. 

undervalued political realm. Scou and Fox-Genovese (1982) argued that gender has traditionally been 
neglected in historical analyses, especially those related to politics and power as they pertain to government 
and the nation-state. 
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209), sought to squash "illusory ambitions" as early as possible, transforming the lower 

secondary into—in Barbagii's words—"a true dumping school" (p. 204). 

There was little reason for the masses to view the school as something that offered 

their children a passage to a different occupation or class until the fascist regime fell and 

new reforms and struggles resulted in "the most profound transformation of the educational 

system in the second postwar period": the establishment in 1962 of the scuola media unica, 

a unified lower-secondary school (Barbagli 1982:6). The creation of a single middle 

school, and the opening of the university to students from any type of five-year high 

school, were changes that resulted principally from the workers' movement investing its 

energy in the problems of education and elaborating a plan in 1958-59. Gramsci's influence 

is evident here: as "carriers of the egalitarian values and orientations widespread among 

broad sectors of society, enriched by the Gramscian theoretical legacy, the Communist and 

Socialist parties (PCI and PSIUP) immediately put the structure of the Italian educational 

system back into question" (Barbagli 1982:279). The movement criticized the "classist" 

school system for perpetuating social differences. The workers struggled to dismantle the 

barriers within the educational system and render it more open.'® Furthermore, the changes 

were aimed at fostering organic intellectuals and at achieving what Gramsci viewed as one 

of the critical functions of the educative system: "to place each citizen in the 'general' 

condition to govern" (Carter 1997:9)". 

Despite a half century of reforms, the system is far from perfect, and those interested in the 
effectiveness of these reforms note that while more and more Italians than ever attend university, 70 percent 
never finish—the highest dropout rates in the European Community. Socioeconomic and educational 
background of parents continue to be the biggest predictor of success (stato dell'italia 1996?) 

'' Discussion of the ongoing need for reform continues, and parents and students alike lament the 
overly bureaucratic character of the Italian educational system, and they also Hnd ways to challenge it. 
Barbagli 1982:4. Despite a half century of reforms, the system is far from perfect, and those interested in 
the effectiveness of these reforms note that while more and more Italians than ever attend university, 70 
percent never fmish—the highest dropout rates in the European Community. Socioeconomic and 
educational background of parents continue to be the biggest predictor of success (stato dell'italia 1996?) 
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The importance of educating people to participate in the political process was an 

ongoing concern of Carolina's, a local elected official and mother of three whom I 

consulted with frequently during my fieldwork. Our relationship was tense at times, and 

she acknowledged resenting me. "You Americans kept the government here still for fifty 

years, and this contributed to the corruption in Italy." Her view of education was directly 

related to governing, and one day she put it to me like this: 

CAROLINA; La gente e ignorante. Vedo la gente in un alto aspetto. People 
are ignorant. I regard people highly. 

BETSY: I don't understand. You say that people are ignorant. Then 
you say that you regard them highly. It doesn't make sense. 

CAROLINA: You just don't understand. 
BETSY: It's true. I do not understand this sort of contradictory 

reasoning. 
CAROLINA: That's because I'm a person who always searches to not 

simplify things, to render things original. I am from a family 
of una sinistra aristocratica, aristocratic leftists'2. 

BETSY: What do you mean? 
CAROLINA: I believe that the people are sovereign, that they have 

sovereign rights, but they need to be educated in order to 
realize their sovereignty, to be good citizens. 

Carolina's views echo the Gramscian notion of creating a public capable of 

governing. The point I wish to emphasize is that the postwar transformations, based on a 

more "open" educational system, offered the possibility of class mobility, i.e., for gains in 

status and privilege conferred by education institutions. In this context the parent's role— 

frequently the mother's role—became important. Barbagli does not examine the role of 

parents in his historical account of Italy's school system and its relationship to labor 

markets; however, he does mention the seriousness with which Italian parents view the 

education of their children: The lulls and delays in economic development and the "resulting 

Carolina told me that her father built a local cooperative "with his own hands." She valued this 
kind of volunteer labor not just out of a spirit of volunteerism but a spirit of dedicating one's life's work to 
improving the community. She told me she judged whether someone was a leftist by i fatti, their deeds, 
not by their words. Carolina's uncle donated many of his bronze sculptures to the city for an outdoor 
museum park, and she spent many hours a week tending to the park and organizing festivals there with the 
goal of building community. 
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lack of alternative channels of social mobility, have rendered stronger among us [Italians], 

more insistent, and at times even desperate, that demand for self-promotion by means of 

education..." (Barbagli 1982:12). Furthermore, education levels have increased rapidly and 

dramatically: for example, 69 percent of mothers bom between 1946-51 have a certificate 

from the scuola deU'obbligo, middle school, as compared to 28 percent bom between 

1971-75 who stopped at that level (De Sandre 1997:74). 

The striving to promote children by means of education manifests itself in the ethic of 

doing things perbene, literally, doing things respectably well. Teachers integrate quademi, 

notebooks, centrally into their teaching, and parents—usually mothers—are expected to 

ensure that schoolwork done at home follows the teacher's guidelines. In these notebooks 

the children are taught to organize their work, to do things with precision and order. The 

beautiful cursive penmanship first-graders practice and the carefully drawn pictures that 

accompany math, science, and writing assignments attest to the attention to detail. 

Furthermore, the notebooks become a record for the children; parents keep these notebooks 

as a sort of archive of the child's life. Italians who expressed horror at the lack of 

systematic use of notebooks in U.S. elementary schools have gone so far to tell me that 

these notebooks were important to their identity formation partly because they gave them a 

sense of personal history and partly because, unlike loose worksheets that beg to be thrown 

away, the form itself speaks of something important to be cherished. 

A significant amount of daily homework is expected beginning in first grade. Mothers 

of fourth-graders told me they regularly spent hours helping their children each evening 

with their homework. One mother, Gabriella, told me of her concern over her son's poor 

reading abilities. She was angry, irritated, nervous. Since she did not have a job, she felt 

the full burden of her son's failure. "Children are really just the mother's," Gabriella 

lamented one morning to a group of fellow mothers. "They're just her responsibility." Her 

son's teacher had sent home a note asking how much time he read. In an exasperated yet 
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self-righteous tone, Gabriella told us she wrote, "He refused to read," and then signed her 

name. The parents in central Italy appeared to send back what teachers asked of them. I 

often met parents who had only fifth grade educations and, more frequently, middle school 

certificates. They sought more for their children. They viewed education as a path to social 

mobility. Ensuring that the children did well rested heavily on the mother and required self-

sacrifice to stare dietro a im figliolo, literally, to stay behind a child—to give a child 

guidance. 

The intense quality of the relationship between parents and schools, in effect a 

relationship between families and the state, revealed itself to me in the most salient of ways 

when just days into the 1996-97 school year, the parents at the school where my daughter 

was a first-grader threatened to strike, i.e., to withhold sending their children to school. 

The issue concerned a plan to impose a half-hour change in the opening time of the school 

day, from 8:30 a.m. to 8 a.m, to accommodate transportation problems involving seven 

school sites. At the first general public meeting of the year'^ the elected members of the 

Consiglio di Circolo, the governing body of the local schools, faced angry parents. Parents 

agreed that the lay of the land presented particular problems because of its winding rural 

roads and extensive territory, but they argued that the problems had existed for years, and 

that the time change was made in a rash and hasty fashion. Furthermore, they sustained that 

the change would be a major inconvenience to working parents not to mention to children, 

who deserved to have time in the evening with their families and who needed the extra half 

hour of sleep in the morning. It became clear that the parents' objection was to the way that 

the decision had come down in a highly inappropriate, sloppy, and authoritarian manner— 

all behaviors that these parents did not take lightly—as to the scheduling change itself. 

"96.09.24 Seano school." 
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A discourse of responsibility emerged during the first public meeting. One mother 

argued that the comune was really maicing things difficult and uncomfortable for the 

children. The comune's councilor of public instruction then pushed the cost-benefit 

analysis: 

COUNCILOR Ma signora quando uno mette insieme i numeri 
But ma'am when one puts the numbers together. 

MAMMA NO! NO! No! i numeri i numeri 
No! No! No! numbers numbers 

[lots of noise] 
Si parla di bambini. 
We're talking about children. 
Non si parla di numeri. 
We're not talking about numbers. 

The theme of responsibility was even more clearly articulated by Luisa, who later 

became one of the mothers I met daily in the morning coffee group. She stood out at the 

meeting as one of the most vocal critics. 

Per tutte le cose piu importante, quello che a me displace poi parlando del 
mio caso che penso sia una cosa abbastanza frequente un bambino alzarlo 
alle 6.30 per riuscire a dargli una colazione adeguata perche affronti una 
gironata di otto ore di fila a scuola penso che sia una cosa tanto importante. 

As for the things that are most important, what I really regret— 
I mean speaking of my case which I think is something frequent 
enough—to wake up a child at 6:30 so as to manage to give him 
a sufficient breakfast because to confront a day of eight straight 
hours of school, I think this is something really important. 

In this excerpt, Luisa publicly constructs herself as a responsible mother who makes 

it a priority to wake up her child in plenty of time to feed her a decent meal. She introduces 

and closes the statement emphasizing the importance of such morning regimes. A few 

minutes later, she deployed an analogy to depict the public officials as lacking 

responsibility. 

Guardando sempre agli interessi dei bambini perche la scuola come 
tantissime altre cose in Italia... la scuola e fatta per i bambini cosa succede 
come negli ospedali si sono fatte per i malatti non e vero niente gli orari si 
organizzano giusto per fare un esempio perche il primario deve vedere il 
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lenzuolo pulito, le camerate devono sembrare quello che non sono airarrivo 
del primario dopo di che se il malato ha dei bisogni non importa. Stesso 
discorso nell'ambito scolastico. II bambino e rultima cosa... 

The school is made for children but what happens is similar to 
what happens in hospitals. They are made for the ill. But do 
they serve them? The schedules are organized, for example, in 
a way to ensure the director sees clean sheets, the rooms must 
seem like something that they are not—for the arrival of the 
director. After that if the sick person needs something, forget 
it. It's the same thing in the school environment. The child 
comes last . . . 

Luisa's criticism was effective because it played on a sense of morals. She was 

pointing out a moral failing, a gap in institutional responsibility. Her discourse concluded 

with the idea that the comune purchase additional school buses, a suggestion that met with 

an outburst of applause and supporting comments, "Brava.' Bravaf 

I came to occupy a unique position as a participant and observer of this conflict. My 

understanding of the parent-school rapport deepened when I attended the initial parent-

teacher meeting of my daughter's first-grade class. Almost every child had a parent in 

attendance. After the teachers had discussed their plans for the year, it was time for the 

parents to elect their class representative, a practice established by national decree in 

1974.''^ Cosimo, the father of my daughter's best friend, launched into a nomination 

speech, and it was only when he started speaking about the advantages of having someone 

with an "outside" perspective that I realized he was talking about me. My name was written 

Zanchi et al. 1994:56-57 offer background on presidential decree n. 416 that established the 
structure for school governance at the local level. They spell out the requirements for a class representative: 
"The first thing to make sure of is that whoever becomes a candidate and/or becomes elected as 
representating the parents should really have the desire and the time to devote to the problems of the school. 
It is not important if they are the most knowledgable but rather that they are the most motivated and not the 
same old self-important big-mouths" (p. 56; my translation). At the bottom of the hierarchy of school 
governance are the consiglio di interclasse, the interclass advisors, the body to which I was elected to serve 
and which met monthly at the elementary school. The next level of governance is the consiglio di circoio, 
literally, the advisor's circle, similar in structure to a school board in the U.S. Some of their meetings were 
open to the public while others were closed. More general public meetings were also held at the school 
throughout the year. 
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on the blackboard along with that of another mother. The parents, indeed mostly mothers, 

scrawled their votes onto pieces of paper. The ballots were immediately counted, and the 

results announced: I had lost by one vote. My initial reaction was relief. The position 

required some communication as well as preparation of notes for circulation, and not being 

a native speaker, I questioned how effective I might be in the role. As I was heading to my 

car after the meeting, however, I began feeling some disappointment, wondering what 

insights the position might have offered. 

The next morning outside the school, the representative of the companion first-grade 

class approached me. The woman elected to represent my daughter's section had declined 

the position, and hence the role of rappresentante di classse fell to me. Thus began my 

legitimate panicipation in Italian school politics. The role provided me invaluable insight 

into the relationship parents, and particularly mothers, have with the school. As the conflict 

played out, I grasped another dimension of the culture of responsibility, one which 

provides a structure for mothers to break out of their role as self-sacrificing mothers and 

participate in a legitimate, local-level political process. 

The position of rappresentante was far more political than the American role of room 

mother.An important consequence of the establishment of the Consiglio di Interclasse, 

The position of room mother likely varies in U.S. public schools, however, it typically is neither 
an elected nor a political position. I served as room mother at an elementary school in Tucson, Arizona, 
during the 1998-99 school year, and the "position" came with few formal expectations. By contrast, my 
involvement organizing a "vision process" through the school's Parent-Teacher Association began as a 
highly politicized process. I might note that PTAs also vary in terms of how individuals end up on the 
board. At my daughter's school in Tucson, for example, the PTA members were not elected but rather 
appointed. The Italian position of class representative is somewhat akin to being a PTA board member, yet 
differs because the individuals are elected, making it a more democratic process of representation. 
Furthermore, the Italian structure places the parents in closer contact with the teachers than does the 
American-style PTA since teachers arc not required to attend. (Usually at PTA meetings there is one teacher 
representative present as well as the principal.) American schools, however, have an open-door policy and at 
least in theory encourage parents to volunteer in classrooms; in practice, the degree to which parents are 
actually encouraged to volunteer varies ftt)m teacher to teacher. Italian schools have a locked-gate safety 
policy and typically do not allow parents in the classroom. In the school district I was part of—and I was 
told this is typical—the teachers were allowed to invite volunteers into the classroom on three occasions, 
and needed permission from the director as well as a health certificate to do so. 
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an advisory group consisting of parents, teachers and administrators, was to create a 

legitimate role for women to engage in political struggle involving their children. The 

position in Italy requires the representative to attend the monthly meeting,which included 

some 27 people: the parent representative from each class (grades 1-5, two classes per 

grade, hence 10 parents), the teachers from each grade level (three per grade level plus a 

foreign language teacher for grades 2-5, hence 16 teachers) and the direttrice didattico, the 

district superintendent (The elementary school itself did not have an on-site principal.) The 

school had a total student body of 169 projected for 1997-98; there were an average of 32 

students per grade level, making for class sizes of about 16 students, small compared to 

U.S. public school standards. During the interclasse meetings, each parent representative 

had a formal turn to speak, as did a teacher from each grade level, who served as 

spokesperson for her "team." The director also had her say. As representative, I soon 

learned I was expected to have spoken with the parents I had been elected to represent, 

reporting on projects, such as the end-of-year festival, and on concerns they may have. 

An egalitarian ethic, I came to realize, underlay parents' attitudes to the school. I 

gained insight into this ethic on several occasions. My role as classroom representative 

provided the first insight. I was assigned to collect donations from every parent (£10.000) 

to be used for an end-of-the-year gift for each of the three first-grade teachers and a smaller 

gift for the suora, the nun who taught the optional Catholic religion class, and, on another 

occasion, for a mathematics textbook and counting blocks (£21.000).'^ Despite my 

concerns to the contrary, every parent made both donations; a few thought the amount for 

the teacher gifts was insufficient. The gift served as a vehicle to express the group 

sentiment that teachers were an extension of the family. Under the current Italian "module" 

system, the three teachers, each a subject specialist, move up from first to fifth grade with 

Each elementary school student receives a language arts book complementary from the state; 
however, the mathematics books were supplementary. 
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the same children in elementaiy school; hence, they acquire a powerful fictive kinship role 

in relation to the children who are their students for five years. The group gift ensures that 

parents do not compete for "relative" favoritism. 

The egalitarian ethic was demonstrated again during a classroom meeting of parents 

toward the end of the year. Luisa, whose daughter was in the same class as my daughter, 

suggested a fieldtrip to a "Global Village" exhibit in Florence. The trip was to be taken 

outside of school hours. Parents would volunteer as drivers. People liked the idea until one 

mother pointed out that children whose parents worked would not be able to go, and that 

would be unfair. " Si fa sqffnre agli altri"—"It will make the others suffer," she 

complained. There was a strong group sentiment that something organized in the context of 

the school had to be something available for everyone. "Siamo tutti o nessuno"—^"All of 

us or none of us." The trip idea was nixed. 

This insistence on egalitarianism in the school context also manifested itself in the 

practice of sending children to school in grembiule, smocks, a way to put brakes on status 

competition. Parents told me they found the practice helpful and convenient because "ci 

vuole tanto di vestire un figliolo ogni giomo," it takes a lot to dress a child every day: to 

make sure their clothes not only match, but that they are perfectly clean, ironed and orderly 

che si fa figura—so that one makes a good impression. But I soon learned that not all 

smocks are created equal. Though I paid some £26.000 lire for my daughter's, I later saw 

boutique windows in the city center of Rorence with a price tag of over £120.000 for a 

hand-embroidered smock. The ideal to equalize difference was obviously easily betrayed 

by the desire to differentiate; the possibilities for indulging in differentiating strategies were 

infinite in a "hot" consumer economy. 

The most elaborate display of the egalitarian ethic, however, was revealed to me 

throughout my participation in the conflict over school hours. The organizing mantra 

became "tutti insieme" everybody together. The parent organizers, mostly but not 
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exclusively mothers, did a lot of groundwork to get people to agree. However, the spirit of 

togetherness was more of an ideal than a reality. In the middle of one meeting, just as a 

politician from the province-level government began to speak, several parents stormed out. 

Confused, I asked the person next to me what was going on; they were communists, she 

explained, and they objected that a member of the Alleanza Nazionale, which they viewed 

as a fascist party, had been invited to speak. 

My increasing involvement in the politics among the parents, school officials, and 

comune administrators provided invaluable insight into the degree to which the school 

became a site for political struggle, struggle involving resistance to a very bureaucratic state 

apparatus. I found myself telephoning parents to solicit opinions, as well as typing, 

photocopying, and distributing letters announcing organizational meetings. 

The conflict became heated by January 1997, when the rappresentanti di classe of the 

entire school decided to embark on an official survey of all the parents to assess how many 

were actually in favor of and how many were opposed to the time change. There was one 

snafu: in order to distribute the letters, the parents needed permission from the direttrice, 

the director of schools. The director had initially approved the letters, and Elena had 

distributed the letter to the teachers, who had given each child a copy. But the next 

moming, the director reversed her approval with a phone call to Elena. This technical 

problem of bureaucracy was discussed at a home meeting among the rappresentanti. 

{From fieldnotes, 19 January 1997) At 9:30 sharp the direttrice called Elena 
and said, "Absolutely under no circumstances could she approve the 
distribution of the letter!" The comune was putting together a committee 
(parents, teachers, administrators) to study the problem of bus transportation 
and the school schedule, and she did not want to appear as going against the 
wishes of the comune. Outside of the school, you can do whatever you 
want. But inside, no. 

Ideas began spilling out for how to circumvent the rules. One 
rappresentante, Fabio, suggested that we put the letters in envelopes with 
each child's name written on it and pretend that it was a birthday invitation. 
Then the teachers can't open it, and they will be protected from going against 
the director's decision. This strategizing surprised me because ten days 
earlier Elena had declined to distribute the letter against the director's wishes. 
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But now she had more voices behind her, and the necessity to do something 
had intensified. The deadline of Jan. 24 to sign up children for the next year 
was approaching, and once this deadline passed, the parents would be 
robbed of their ability to demonstrate their power and resistance to the 
direttrice and comune: sign all their kids up at another school in the district. 

The next moming, all the representatives from each class were outside 
the school searching for the appropriate child or parent to correspond with 
their section. Some of the children in my class had already gone inside. 
"What should I do?" I asked Elena. 

"Go ahead into the classroom. Tell them that you arrived late. And 
suggest to the teacher that she leave the room for a minute, that she go into 
the bathroom." The teachers of our class supported our cause so there was 
no problem. 

So I get into the room, and I say, "Si potrebbe andare nel bagno per un 
ottimoT—One could perhaps go to ̂ e restroom for a moment? She starts to 
go outside, then realizing that ^e children might lose the letters because I 
haven't specifically told them to put them into their journals, she returns and 
explains what they have to do. >^en all is done, I still have two letters in my 
hand. Yes, two children are absent, she tells me. 

Then she gestures for me to follow her. We walk out of the classroom, 
through the front corridor of the school, toward a small door. I'm thinking, 
maybe there's a child on the other side, laying on a cot, in a type of nurse's 
comer. But then, she enters, and opening yet another door, she says, 
"Here's the toilet." And I hold up the remaining letters, contemplating 
whether inside this bathroom there is one of these children. The teacher and I 
exchange perplexed glances. Then she says, "Didn't you say you had to use 
the bathroom?" 

I shrug, pulling back my lips and raising my eyebrows. There is a 
moment of embarrassing silence, a sense of, why are we standing in front of 
this toilet? How did we end up here? Perplexed still, we both leave the small 
bathroom, both of us barely holding back our laughter. 

Miscommunication aside, this series of events exposed me to the special character of 

Italian bureaucracy, and the creative finagling that Italian parents practice to deal with it. 

Parents have a strong sense that the law must be respected Non si pud andare al di la della 

legge. Va respetatta fino a quando non va cambiata. It's not right to go outside the law. It 

should be respected until it is changed. But as the saying goes, Fatta la legge, trovato 

I'inganno, Once a law is made, a deceit is found. In the end, I collected signed surveys 

from nearly all of the parents in my classroom. In total, some 70 percent of the parents at 

the school voted; 87 percent favored starting school at the regular time, 8:30 a.m., whereas 

13 percent favored the change to 8 a.m. 
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As the conflict continued, I consulted frequently with Carolina, and one morning we 

got into an argument. She thought the parents were out of line to be insisting on the 8:30 

entry. She felt the parents should be arguing about substantive changes in the school. 

For twenty years, I've argued that the school should teach kids the key to 
how the government functions, they should teach children about their rights, 
about how to be active citizens. Instead, some of my best friends (school 
teachers) go on about how they are doing all these creative things, puppets. 
We need more than puppets. By the fifth grade, children should be able to 
attend and understand a debate at the county (comune) level. Even earlier, in 
third and fourth grade, they should be teaching children about government.'"^ 

In a sense, the parents (many of them mothers) were teaching about politics through 

example. Their intense involvement in political stmggle—given legitimacy through the 

creation of elected rappresentanti—perhaps set an example for their children in terms of 

taking responsibility and not letting government push them around. 

Feeding 

Food is a hotly debated topic in Italy. Whether in the context of school or home, the 

topic becomes even hotter when it comes to feeding children. Providing not only 

nourishment but also well-being and pleasure through food is a primary preoccupation of 

Italian parents and, in particular, mothers. The specific character of the Italian relationship 

to food becomes salient in an article on "Socializing Taste" by Elinor Ochs and two Italian 

colleagues, who draw on linguistic practices at mealtime to detail differences between 

American and Italian parents' approaches to children's eating. In both cases, children are 

socialized to view food as nutrition, food as reward, food as material good, and food as 

pleasure. But there are important differences. The American families involved in the study 

tended to emphasize the reward aspect of food. Desserts were frequently framed as "a treat, 

a reward, an indulgence" and were construed as "what their children want to eat" as 

" From fieldnotes, 97.03.14 
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opposed to vegetables and meats, "what their children have to eat" (Ochs, Pontecorvo and 

Fasulo 1996:22). In the American families, linguistic exchanges often took the form of 

threats ("If you don't eat x, you won't get dessert") so that dessert became a "conditional 

pleasure" (p. 23). The researchers did not find this dynamic of threats and promises in the 

Italian families studied. Rather, Italian families stressed "socialization into the view that 

food is a pleasurable object" (p. 24). 

The Italian perspective on food as pleasure is so important that it pervaded the 

grammar and lexicon of the Italian dinner talk. "The Italian discourse on food was 

brimming with positive affect markers such as diminutives, intensifiers, affirmative 

particles, refined adjectives, adverbs, lexical terms that finely distinguish sub-types of 

particular kinds of food... " (Ochs, Pontecorvo and Fasulo 1996:25). Particularly common 

were suffixes such as -etto/etta, which when added to a noun {sughetto, sauce) imply 

appealing, nice or -ino/ina, which lend a noun the quality of being little, refined, delicate. 

Grammar, in fact, was "recruited to embellish the pleasing quality of foods and the 

affective relevance of food for strengthening relationships between members of the family," 

(p. 32). Furthermore, the language linked the child with the preparer of the food, typically 

the mother. The researchers found that Italian family members used a large and varied 

lexicon to describe foods, including highly specific adjectives and food names. "Such fine

grained distinctions were rare in the dinner discourse of the American families in this study. 

... The Italian families in our study socialized children into the pleasures of food through 

discussions of different ways of eating foods, styles of preparing food, and the best places 

to procure food" (1996:32). 

The authors' data emphasize the mother in relation to food in the Italian families. 

Although Ochs et al. do not comment much on the gendered division of labor, their 

findings (including the table on affect morphology, pp. 28-29) reveal the mother as the 

ultimate source of food pleasure, and fathers as the ultimate affirmers of the women's role. 
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Creating a sense of food as pleasurable requires substantial work both in terms of making 

the food and in terms of talking it up. The ultimate responsibility for this daily feat rests on 

women. 

My ethnographic research both complements and contrasts with the analysis of Ochs, 

Pontecorvo, and Fasulo. The authors do a superb job of documenting and analyzing the 

production of pleasure. By contrast, perhaps because their methods relied on video taping, 

the tension-producing dimension of the relationship that Italians have to food is absent from 

their data. The phrase used by some mothers, "non mi mangia"—a child will not eat (for 

me)—reflects a heightened concern with food and eating; as one mother pointed out, the 

object pronoun mi implies that the child's failure to eat is an affront to the mother herself. 

Not only is eating itself important, but so too is the kitchen as a space of socialization. 

Women accorded a great deal of attention to the space of the kitchen not only as a site of 

food preparation but also as a site where the family gathers a tavola, around the table, as an 

important social moment each day. "La cucina e una cosa molto delicata" Nicoletta told me 

as she was reorganizing hers, 'The kitchen is a very delicate thing." Not only must the 

design allow for good use of space but also air flow; it is critical that the kitchen not smell 

too strongly of food at mealtime. Similarly, at a New Year's Day party in Florence, I 

listened to a group of upper middle-class Florentine women discuss in minute detail 

advantages and disadvantages to the remodeling designs of their hostess's kitchen. 

The topic of food was also commonly the subject of public debate, i.e., at school 

meetings, something that initially took me by surprise. In Tucson, during my two years' 

involvement in my daughter's elementary school, never have I heard parents discuss food. 

A "vision process" in which a facilitator elicited Tucson parents' and teachers' ideas for a 

"dream school" did not include a single item related to food; it appears that American 

parents largely take for granted that school lunches are mediocre at best and hence not 

worth worrying about, and parents may provide their child with an alternative in the form 
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of a sack lunch. By contrast, in central Italy the parents engage in lively debate over the 

quality of food that is offered to their children. 

I encountered deep concerns on the part of parents in relation to food. At a parent-

teacher meeting in January 1997, the teachers had gone through the details of the new 

grading system and explained the content of the educational program for the upcoming 

year. Not one question followed. Then the subject of the mensa, cafeteria lunch, was raised 

and mothers exploded with one concern after another. "The pasta is overcooked." 'The 

kids don't eat it." "There are not enough places for children to sit on Wednesdays and some 

children remain standing." In Carmignano (and I gathered in Italy in general) children were 

not allowed to bring a sack lunch as an alternative. All the children eat together family style, 

typically a hot meal consisting of three courses on a plate divided into sections. If a parent 

objects to the menu, he or she may pick up the child and feed him or her at home and then 

bring the child back to school.'® Most parents, however, choose to have their children eat 

at school with the others due to work constraints. 

When as class representative I telephoned other parents to ask them about their 

concerns, their often brought up school food. Some mothers expressed concern that their 

child returned home from school hungry; others asked whether a certain dish might be 

eliminated from the menu; still others suggested that the school give children a choice so 

that if they did not like a particular main course, at least they might have an alternative, such 

as prosciutto. Parents were also quick to acknowledge that children were accustomed to a 

particular type of pasta al pomodoro, i.e., their own mother's homemade tomato sauce. A 

fellow American Fulbright scholar, a historian also doing research in Tuscany, told me the 

parents of his child's school almost went on strike when they learned that the school was 

Grades 2-S at the elementary schools in Carmignano went from 8:30-4:30 three days a week, and 
8:30-12:50 two days a week. Monday through Friday; first-graders had only two long days and three short 
days. The extra afternoon for the older children allowed for foreign language instruction in French or 
English. 
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importing a cheap variety of olive oil rather than using the local but more expensive oil 

(recognized as "the best" in Tuscany, and hence the best in the world; many places I visited 

in Tuscany had people who claimed that their town produced the best olive oil.) The mensa 

was a regular subject of heated debate at the Consiglio di Interclasse, the meeting of the 

advisory group, and my friend Cosimo, who served for a period as a parent inspector of 

the local food preparation site, complained of the constant talk about food. 

The topic of food similarly arose during a meeting I attended to organize a childcare 

cooperative for infants and toddlers. The comune had a scuola matema, a preschool-

kindergzuten, but children had to be at least 3 years old to attend, and then it was free of 

charge. Parents with young children had a difficult time flnding childcare for their infants 

and toddlers. The few sites that did exist had waiting lists and required questionnaires that 

ranked parents according to need; for example, if the child had grandparents or other close 

relatives living nearby, they were assigned low priority for placement. 

Concerns over environmental pollution of local crops was introduced by Benedetta 

Benacossi Contini, the jeans-wearing daughter and heir of a local count whose wine and 

olive oil estate she managed. A candidate for local political office, Benedetta informed the 

audience of her knowledge that grapes grown in Seano, the town with the lowest altitude 

and closest proximity to the busy streets that carry traffic to the industrial district of Prato, 

contained a much higher level of lead than those grown in the nearby hilly slopes.'^ 

Several mothers voiced their preference for a preschool cooperative offering a dieta 

biologica, an organic diet, based on the Mediterranean cuisine. For children to bring a sack 

lunch would be unthinkable; they must have their pasta and main course for lunch, and they 

A positive correlation between altitude and heavy metal contamination in olive trees is discussed 
in Ignesti et al. 1992; Lodovici et al., 1994 discusses similar contaminants found in the Valley of Florence 
in the bay evergreen tree. My thanks to Luca Giovannini for these references. 
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must all eat the same food; eating is also an important aspect of socialization.^o This 

particular group of women, some professionals, others artists, viewed themselves as 

progressive and so perhaps it was no surprise that they poked fiin at themselves for having 

returned to the topic of food. As one mother put it as the meeting came to an end, ""Sempre 

si toma a mangiare,"—"It always comes down to eating." 

Mother's concern with food starts when their children are infants. My daughter's best 

friend's mother, Francesca, told me she weighed her infant each time before and after he 

nursed to be sure he had eaten enough. The practice appeared widespread, and coffee 

moms Luisa and Beattrice recalled with great pride weighing their infant after each nursing. 

Gabriella, on the other hand, told me she purposefully weighed her infant only every other 

day so as not to develop a fissazione, obsession, with the infant's weight. As the infants 

grow old enough to eat solid foods, I leamed with awe the special broth that mothers 

prepare daily for them. Pediatricians give new mothers recipes for the standard food that 

mothers use for introducing their infants to solid foods. Note the attention to deteiil in the 

following recipe. 

Preschools in Pistoia have consciously tried to enhance the social aspects of eating. See, for 
example, Berti et al, eds., Mangia la minestra\, n.d., published (in the early 1990s) by the Comune di 
Pistoia. 
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Prima Minestrina di Brodo di 
Verdure 

II brodo di verdue si prepara con verdura 
fresche di stagione adatte al bambino. 

Ingredienti: 
2 patate 
2 carote 
un gambo di sedano 
uno zucchino 
fagiolini 
bietola o spinaci 
(pomodoro) 
ed aitre eventuali varieta di ortaggi 
momentaneamente disponabili. 

Sono da evitare cavoli, cavoifiore, 
verze, cipolie, che hanno aromi troppo forti 
e spesso sgraditi al bambino. 

Queste verdure da utilizzare devono 
essere ben polite, lavate, tagliate pezzetti e 
fatte bollire in acqua NON SALATA sino a 
ridurre il volume a meta (mezzo litro — uno 
o due ore circa di bollitura). 

Per le prime ministrine, si utilizzano 
circa 250 cc. di brodo. Dopo 10 giomi e 
utile aggiungere 1-2 cucchiai di verdure 
passate. 

Nel brodo si aggiunge altemando: 
- crema di riso o semolino di grano 

duro o fiocchi (2 cucchhiai) di 5 cereali o 
15-20 gr.di pastina. 

- Inoltre si aggiunge olio di oliva 
extravergine crudo: Cucchiaini n. 2. 

- Parmigiano reggiano grattugiato; 
Cucchiaini n. 2. 

- Varie come came omogeneizzata, 
liofilizzata o disidrata secondo parere del 
pediatra. 

Dopo 10 giomi, il secondo minestre 
con formaggino. 

First Vegetable Broth Soup 

Prepare the vegetable broth with fresh 
vegetables in season suited to the infant. 5 

Ingredients: 
2 potatoes 
2 carrots 
a stalk of celery 
a zucchini 10 
green beans 
beet greens or spinach 
(tomatoes) 
and other garden varieties that may be 
available in season. 15 

Broccoli, cauliflower, savoy, and 
onion have strong flavors and should be 
avoided as they often disagree with the 
infant. 

The vegetables used must be well 20 
cleaned, washed, cut into pieces and 
boiled in UNSALTED water until the 
volume is reduced to half (a half litre — 
about one to two hours of boiling). 

For the first soup, use about 250 cc 25 
of broth. After ten days it is useful to add 
1-2 tablespoons of passed vegetables (use 
a foodmill). 

Altematingly, add to the broth: 
- Rice cereal or semolina (2 30 

tablespoons) or 15-20 grams of fine 
pasta. 

- In addition, add 2 teaspoons of raw 
extravirgin olive oil. 

- 2 teaspooons grated Reggiano 35 
parmesan. 
- Various ingredients such as 

homogenized, freeze-dried or dried meat 
according to the pediatrician's preference. 

After 10 days, (serve) the second broth 40 
with soft cheese. 
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Certain ingredients are strongly discouraged. From the time they are very small, children 

are reared to have strong opinions about what ingredients mix well with which foods. 

Value placed on eating, on food preparation, and on the food preparer begins at an early 

age. 

The freshness of foods is also essential, and living in an area between an industrial 

district and the countryside, the value placed on fresh foods was particularly evident. 

Nicoletta did not have any grandchildren of her own but did have a 2-year-old grand-

nephew, and she employed complex negotiating strategies to get acquaintances and 

neighbors to sell her fresh products. One day she walked to a neighbor's house just above 

her son-in-law's sweater-weaving shop . She chatted for a while with the neighbor, a 

widow whose unmarried son in his late 30s lived with her. The conversation turned to 

eggs. The woman momentarily left and returned with a small sack containing three freshly 

laid eggs. "Oh come on, give me just one more," Nicoletta pleaded. "It's for the 

bambino." How could the woman resist? She disappeared again and returned with another 

egg. The two women then engaged in an intense and humorous negotiation over the price 

of the eggs. She wanted 1200 lire. Nicoletta was astounded at this price. The son then 

chimed in: "There's a woman down the road that gets 500 lire per egg." Nicoletta 

expressed disbelief. She handed over the money and would soon secure her position as 

client with a sampling of some delicious dish she made with them. Knowledge of fresh 

food sources—eggs, ricotta, rabbits, mushrooms, greens—is highly valued. 

The knowledge of preparing foods to bring out their natural flavors is also highly 

valued. Curzio Malaparte, the renowned Italian author bom in Prato to an Italian mother 

and German father, described this sensibility in his cutting biography of Tuscans, Maledetti 

Toscani {Those Cursed Tuscans). Though the book was originally written in the 1950s, the 

description rang true in the 1990s: 
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It is enough to know how to do things right; how to season a plate of beans 
or green salad, to peel an artichoke from Empoli, to measure out the 
ingredients for a pinzimonio?-^ to tap oil into a flask, to slice prosciutto. 
Because in Tuscany even the most simple, humble, ordinary things have a 
certain virtue, and in their simplicity seem miraculous. That which elsewhere 
is called a miracle is with us nothing more than the virtue of doing things 
right, with infmite care, without losing all sense of measure and human 
proportion. It is the art of doing great things with a sense of the smallness of 
man, and small things with a sense of human greatness: This means a feeling 
for that marvelous harmony that sustains the relationship between great 
things and small things, between earthly and divines things (Malaparte 
1964[I956]:51; translation also draws from the English version). 

Dishes frequently contain a "secret" ingredient or process. These secrets parallel 

tricks of the trade, such as those I frequently heard sweater-makers speak about. On 

numerous occasions when someone gave me a recipe, they would say, "Now this last part 

is the secret." In such cases, there was not an explicitly strict code of secrecy—as, by 

contrast, there was when a volunteer at a pizzeria of the Casa del Popolo in one town gave 

me the secret recipe for a spicy olive oil and made me promise that I would not give the 

recipe to the pizzeria in the neighboring town. The art of cooking has many secrets, as does 

the art of eating—which as Oliviero once told me, half joking, is also a mestiere, an 

occupation. It is principally mothers who assure that the mestiere of eating can take place, 

particularly on Sundays. Like all of the dimensions of the craft of mothering, feeding is 

also an expression of love; a nutritional diet that is also pleasurable ensures a healthy and 

happy child. 

Not infrequently, I heard stories of mothers going to extreme lengths to fulfill their 

doveri, responsibilities, concerning food preparation. One of Emma's neighbors, originally 

from Russia, had married an Italian, and apparently the wife was more interested in fashion 

than food preparation. Every day her husband's mother came from Prato to cook lunch for 

her son and grandchild, Emma said, then went back to Prato, and for dinner returned to 

A dressing made from fresh olive oil, salt, pepper, and (sometimes) vinegar into which raw 
vegetables are dipped. 
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cook for them again. The other women were outraged that the wife did not accept her 

doveri. 

"Oh come on," Luisa said. "We women are grulle, fools. Look, she (the wife) has 

figured out something that works for her. Why do we have to criticize her for it?"^ 

Italian women historically have derived power from their domestic-related work: 

certainly less from cleaning, laundering, and care-taking than from cooking. Counihan has 

suggested that Italian women have perpetuated their power as wives and as mothers 

through food: "The power of women is to a great extent the power of food" (Counihan 

1988:52). Local values about food are key in terms of understanding the specificity of this 

source of power. Although many modem Florentine/Tuscan dishes blend peasant traditions 

(/a cucina povera) with bourgeois and noble ones (Rosi 1996:5), people living in central 

Italy value foods prepared with great attention to process, passion, and simplicity using the 

freshest of ingredients, including locally harvested olive oil. Women and men, young and 

old, expend a tremendous amount of energy discoursing on food. Even teenage boys and 

single musicians can be heard expressing strong opinions about food preparation—for 

example, what dishes require parseley and what require basil. Unlike France, where 

gastronomical status is conferred on elaborately worked dishes, la cucina casalinga, home-

style cooking, is highly valued in central Italy (Delia Croce 1987:6-7). Hence, attaining 

status through food preparation is within striking distance for ordinary mothers. The 

influence wielded in the domestic realm e.xtends beyond the household itself. In this sense, 

the woman shapes social mores and also plays into the public economy through her 

purchasing power: 

The mother determines when, what, and how much family members 
will eat. She controls the social mores of the table, which are a microcosm of 
behaviors and values deemed right and just by society-at-large.... Through 
her role in food provisioning, a woman can administer a significant portion 

22 Fieldnote, "97.02.21 gender, doveri." 
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of the budget, particularly in Italy where an average of over one third of 
family income goes for food. (Counihan 1988: 54). 

Counihan's research showed that providing food was a principal way that her 

Florentine consultants defined themselves and related to others—family members and other 

women. The traditional world of Italian women defines elements of femininity as family, 

nurturance, and altruism. Women have certainly wielded a large degree of influence in this 

realm; however, I met severed women (mostly single in their 20s or 30s) who rejected 

cooking altogether. As many feminist anthropologists have argued^^, power in the so-

called private sphere has its limitations. The dominance of men over women, in Italy as 

elsewhere, has been "inherent in the traditional division of labor where men control the 

public, political, wage-labor sphere and women the domestic sphere of reproduction and 

nurturance" (Counihan 1988:51). 

Healing 

Acute attention to children's bodies characterizes the way central Italian mothers take 

care of their children. The verbs curare, to take care of, and accudire, to look after, are 

frequently used in discussions of children's health, and mothers use a variety of alternative 

therapies in addition to conventional biomedicine. Different seasons lead mothers to make 

use of different strategies in terms of protecting, strengthening, or healing their children. 

Among themselves, mothers spend a great deal of time accumulating and exchanging 

knowledge on these strategies, as well as debating what works best, as I learned through 

my participation in the morning coffee group as well as through talking to women in 

workplaces and the two neighborhoods where I lived. Ensuring their children's well-being 

is key to the doveri, responsibilities, of being a mother. I suggest that taking care of 

Leacock 1978, Maher 1987, Ortner 1974, Rapp 1979, Reiter 1977, Rosaldo 1974, 1980, Rubin 
1975, Sanday 1990. 
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children, men, and even parents weighs heavily on women. Even Pia, a shrewd middle-

aged woman who, with her husband, ran a high-end sweater firm where I worked for 

several months, complained to me about having to fit into her demanding schedule at the 

sweater factory a time when she could leave to care for her ailing mother-in-law. Since this 

woman had no daughters of her own, the responsibility rested on Laura, the nuora— 

daughter-in-law—rather than on her own son. 

Discussions about the weight of and strategies for care-taking were common among 

the coffee moms. One day, the five of us were at the bar, Luisa sipping her cappuccino and 

smoking her cigarette. Her daughter had been suffering from coughing fits and from lack 

of appetite, and she told us she was desperata, at wits' end over her 6-year-old daughter's 

ailing health. "It is just awful to see a child without the desire to eat," Luisa said. "Ci vuole 

il desiderio—You want desire." She told us how she could tell her daughter was not doing 

well: her cosce, the thighs."They seem vuoto, empty." Young children's plump thighs are 

often the source of the expression, "Che belle cosceV— What lovely thighs. Another 

mother, Chiara, said she gaged her children's health by their faces, when they become pale 

and empty. 

Luisa told us she had been giving her daughter pappareale, a substance derived from 

bees and available in local pharmacies as well as herb stores, to boost her immune system 

and stimulate her appetite. The other mothers also gave their children pappareale, typically 

in the spring, as a nutritional boost to their children. A trip to the sea also offered an 

important treatment for her ailing daughter. "Last night," she said, "not even a cough." 

After a day full day of sea air, wind, sand, the child slept like a dream. 

"What do you think it was?" I asked her. 
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"The sea air," she replied. "The iodine. It's got to be the reason.''^^ She echoed a 

sentiment common among central Italians, who spend as much time at the sea come 

summertime as their economic conditions and work schedules allow. The sea air is believed 

to boost the immune system and make children less susceptible to illness come winter. 

The belief in the curing properties of the sea has long roots in modem Italy, and in 

Carmignano the practice of sending sickly children to the sea dates back to at least the 

nineteenth century. Beginning in the 1870s, the provincial government provided money to 

the local comune,^ which in turn subsidized the cost of sending sickly, poor children to 

sea colonies. The record of subsidies in Carmignano ended in the late 1920s but factories 

offered seaside camp programs for the children of their workers in the postwar years. 

"Che c'e nell' aria?"—"What's in the air" was an expression I heard asked when a 

number of people were falling ill. Similarly, there was keen attention to air temperature, 

which tended to cause mothers to worry over how much their children sweat.26 I 

frequently heard parents and grandparents warn their children not to run too much, not to 

sweat, for fear that this sudden change in bodily temperature would bring about illness. 

During a hike organized through two neighboring Case del Popolo, one mother's daughter 

wanted to take off her coat but her mother insisted she keep it on. She looked at me and 

offered with a mixture of feeling proud and resigned, "the Italian mother." By contrast, on 

another occasion, when I went to the theater in Florence one January evening with a 

Canadian friend, we ran into a mother who was holding the coat of her little girl. I was 

Fieldnote, "97.03.10 cure, sea." 
^ Archivio di Stato, Carmignano. Parents and school teachers wrote letters to the comune on behalf 

of sickly children. The prevalent illness mentioned between 1870-1920 was scrofolo, scrofula, a disorder 
similar to tuberculous; typical symptoms were lymphatic gland swelling and degeneration, espcially at the 
neck, and Joint inflammation. The personal letters and official documents in the archive evidence a change 
in bodily practices, with particular regard to hygiene, under fascism; the official letter of acceptance in the 
1920s included a list of criteria specif^'ing the condition in which children were expected to show up for 
camp. 

26 The drinking of cold drinks is also discouraged, and people rarely use ice in beverages. 
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surprised to see this child without a coat until the woman spoke to my friend. It turned out 

she was American, and she was letting her child choose to not wear a coat because the child 

was hot. According to the Italian mores of responsible motherhood, such freedom would 

pose a health hazard to the child and hence be viewed as irresponsible. These examples 

illustrate how the middle-class Italian style of parenting emphasizes protection; the middle-

class American approach cultivates self-reliance.^^ 

Temperature also served as an important source of healing power in the therapy 

known as pranoterapia, hand-healing, a popular alternative medicine in central Italy. 

Nicoletta, the woman whose house I lived in for the first year, sought out a famous 

pranotherapist up in the mountains of Pistoia for her mentally ill daughter, and I 

accompanied them on numerous occasions; the wait was so long that some clients were 

known to spend the night in their car to assure a good spot in line. Among the women in 

the coffee group, Beattrice and Chiara turned to a renown local healer of this type for their 

children and relatives. Mothers expressed a deep willingness to seek out alternative 

therapies for their children. Chiara's daughter had injured her knee playing volleyball. 

Doctors in the emergency room told her to stay off it for two days but could not offer 

anything else.One of her daughter's friends called while she was laid up, and it turns out a 

close relative of his was a pranotherapist—a retired factory worker who was known for 

having the gift of healing with his hands. Chiara shared her experience with the other 

women over coffee one morning: how she took her daughter to this man; he clasped his 

hands around her knee; his hands radiated heat. "By the next day, the swelling was 

completely gone," she said. I happened to be at Chiara's house one afternoon when he was 

coming over to treat the girl. 

Like Ojeda (1993), as a parent living in another culture, I began to question and see anew the 
child-rearing approach that was familiar to me. See fieldnote "97.01.13". 
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The healer asked Chiara if he could sit near il gas (the natural gas in the 
house).They headed into the kitchen and he sat down facing Sara. She 
pushed up her warm-up pants and placed her leg, extended, atop his knees. 
He placed his hands around the knee cap. "There's no more swelling," he 
noted, asking her if she felt any pain. 

"No," she said. "Poco, poco"—just a little. 
"We'll send that away too," he promised. He took out ajar with white 

cream inside. He massaged it into her knee. A veil of silence settled over the 
room—the twins and my daughter looked on, as did we, the two mothers. 

"Here in Seano, they call me mago," he said, magician. He then 
offered us the story of how he discovered he had this power: "I had a 
swollen ankle and I put my hands around it, and right away, the swelling 
and the pain disappeared." 

He recounted other stories about curing various people. One woman 
called him at 1 in the morning, got him out of bed, because her husband had 
a dislocated shoulder and the hospital hadn't been able to do a thing. He 
fixed the problem. 

He told the girl that she had been favoring her other (right) leg and that 
her left leg (injur^ a year ago) was actually over a centimeter smaller as a 
result. If he hadn't come to give her this treatment, she would have had this 
problem her whole life. 

The next morning at the bar, I listened as Chiara recounted the visit. 
She told the story of how the man realized he had this power and that after he 
cured himself, he happened into a shop where they sell women's stockings. 
The owner was complaining about shoulder pain. He touched her shoulder. 
"What do you have there?" she exclaimed. "What did you put on me—a hot 
iron?" She felt a hot sensation and then suddenly the pain went away. 

Goosebumps spread up the arms of the other women. They have heard 
such stories. 

"It's a power you are bom with," Beattrice explained. 
"Is pranotherapy something new here or has it always been around?" I 

asked. 
"No no it's always been around," they told me. 
Gabriella would like the guy to come help her husband. 
Chiara was cautious. The man asked her not to give out his number, 

but we she offered to figure something out, to work their connections of 
amicizia, friendship.^® 

Another local healing remedy important and particular to rural Tuscany involved Erba 

della Paura, literally fear herb, used for treating sensations of agitation and anxiety 

associated with slight or severe shock. The herb itself was traditionally collected on June 

24, the summer solstice, and conserved in bouquets in the form of a fist that served. 

See fieldnotes "97.05.29 healing"; "97.02.11, pranoterapia, healing"; "97.05.08 healing, 
fieldwork." 
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according to popular saying, "to strike the fear." People were initially reserved about 

talking about these practices, but soon I learned that many people knew about it and knew 

someone who had used it, including Beattrice's mother. Eventually I was introduced to a 

local practitioner through a neighbor's mother. The practitioner, Camilla, bom in the area in 

1922, pointed to the top of an olive-tree covered ridge where there sat an old stone 

farmhouse, where their sharecropping peasant family moved in 1935 to work the podere, 

the estate. The women in her family had worked in ways common to her socioeconomic 

class: Her mother had been a balia, wemurse, for a child who had been abandoned at the 

Ospedale degli Innocent! in Florence; she had woven straw for the international hat market; 

her sister had worked as a domestic servant for the padrone who lived in a huge villa. It 

was this sister whose story led to the topic of fear. Eight years ago, after fifty years 

working for him, when the woman was widowed and 80 years old, the padrone told her 

she had to leave because he was renovating the villa and turning it into upscale apartments. 

The octogenerian had subsisted for years on her modest earnings—the little she earned 

from la facenda, cleaning, and from finishing sweaters. The padrone offered her an 

apartment in Prato. But she did not want to go to the city and neither did her sisters wish 

that fate upon her. They were already an extended family of seven (an elderly couple, their 

daughter, son-in-law, and three grandkids). The 11-year-old granddaugther shrugged, 

"Sure, we just added one more bed." They agreed, that man was cattivo, evil. "All the fear, 

all the problems in the city, who would send an old woman to live there all alone?" 

Camilla went outside to fetch a large shopping bagful of an herb. The dried plant had 

a long, spindly stem and a small flower on it. Camilla, who told me she felt a calling to 

treat people, successfully treated this child using the traditional method. The herb is first 

steeped in boiling water, and the healer then uses this infusion to "wash" the limbs of the 

body one by one. The ritual procedure is repeated three times, usually on a Monday, 

Wednesday, and Friday. The application is accompanied by a blessing that evokes the 
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Catholic faith. (She chose not to share these sacred words with me.) Upon the first 

application, if the person is filled with fear, the herb is said to effervesce on the skin. By 

the third washing, the herb solution is not supposed to effervesce if the fear has been 

successfially washed away. As healers are inclined to do, she told me several stories about 

successful treatments. One occasion involved a boy who was worried about his father: 

La sera questo bambino quando faceva buio, (...) cominciava a piangere. La 
mamma: "i'cche tu hai? Che tu hai?" Allora ha cominciato a dire: "lo ho 
paura di babbo che gli debba succede qualcosa- di male (...) di babbo 
succede qualcosa di brutto, io ho paura, perche non toma babbo?" Alia 
finestra, a piangere, sempre con questo pensiero del su' babbo, andava a 
letto e non dormiva. 

In the evening when it got daric out this child would start to 
cry. The mother: "What's wrong? What's wrong?" And so the 
child started saying, "I'm afraid for daddy, that something 
might happen to him, something bad, that to daddy something 
ugly might happen, I'm afraid, why doesn't daddy come 
home?" At the window, crying, always with the thought of his 
daddy, (the child) would go to bed and wouldn't sleep. 

I followed up on this story of curing a fear-ridden child, asking whether she thought 

the form of fear had changed since she was young and whether there was more to fear in 

today's world or when she was a child. 

CAMILLA: Ora, ora ora c'e ne di piii. 
Now, now now there's more of it. 
Ah si? 
Oh really? 
Ora c'e ne di piu tante. 
Now there's a lot more 
perche si sente 
because you hear 
anche alia televisione 
also from television 
troppe troppe cose brutte 
too too many ugly things. 

BETSY: 

CAMILLA: 

Clothing 

Central to understanding the attention and energy that goes into dressing children is 

the concept of fare figura, or fare una bella figura, to make an impression or to make a 
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good impression. The emphasis on fare figura is well-known in Italy. Any tourist to 

Florence or Rome will have noticed the well-clothed Italian shoppers on weekdays or the 

even better-clad promenaders on Sundays. Italy is a densely populated peninsula, and 

Italians live in close proximity with one another. Individuals have a great deal of daily 

contact with one another, whether it be at the market, at the bar, at the hair dresser's, at a 

friend's or relative's house, or in line at the comune or bank (an Italian adult spends an 

average of 28 days of the year waiting in line). I suggest, however, the importance of 

making a good impression has a specific meaning in the Prato area, where there is a 

convergence of intimate knowledge of the textile industry, heightened awareness of the 

fashion trade, and a sense of socioeconomic inferiority. 

I was continuously struck by the cleanliness of the houses, the neatness of the 

children, the precision of their clothes^^: the delicate collars trimmed with lace or some 

other edging; everything perfectly ironed and in order, down to the very last detail. Here 

children wear the smocks to school and parents find it helpful, convenient, because "cj 

vuole tanto di vestire un figliolo ogni giomo" It takes a lot to dress a child every day—in 

other words to make sure their clothes not only match (fabric as well as color is important), 

but that they are perfectly clean, ironed and orderly, particularly on Sundays. Che si fa 

figura. That one makes a good impression. I learned this first from Nicoletta, the widow 

whose apartment we stayed in the first year, and her oldest daughter, Laura. 

QUOTIDIAN ARTS {From fieldnotes, 9 December 1995) Laura caught a glimpse 
of me as I finished hanging out laundry on the patio. From the stairs bordering 
Nicoletta's flower garden, she asked, "Did you finish already?" 

"Well, yes," I have already finished. "I'm that fast." 
Nicoletta walked over and noticeed stains on Hollis's drying t-shirt. The stains 

were months old. She took it and said, "I'll show you how to get them out." She 
scrubbed the stains with a special bar of laundry soap. 

"Like this," she said. "Se no, non ha la figura—If not, she won't make an 
impression. I bambini italiani portanno vestiti bianchi bianchi—Italian children 
wear white, white clothes." 

Fieldnote, "97.01.19 stare in dietro." 
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I tried it. The soap in my hand felt as slippery as a fish. Laura came in, and I 
insisted, "Don't watch me." I took a sleeve of the shirt and rubbed it with soap. 
My hands felt awkward. I laughed. She laughed at me. 

"Take the whole shirt!" Laura instructed, somewhat bemused by my 
incompetence. 

I started to jump around. "Let's do gymnastics!" I was much more comfortable 
moving my whole body than my wet hands. The soap slipped, the wet shirt moved 
against me. I lacked coordination in hands-on everyday laundering. What a 
curiosity I surely was. A woman 33 years old who could hardly keep a bar of 
laundry soap under control and who could not get her child's shirt white. 

Nicoletta could. When she was finished, the colors of the imprinted teacups 
were still vivid and the shirt was bright white. She became the laundry magician, a 
legend in my daughter's memory. 

There was strong social pressure to have white, well-ironed clothes, to show that you 

had the resources and the decency to keep your child not only in clean clothes but in well-

ironed, white ones. The responsibility for carrying out this domestic work rested largely on 

mothers-

Srare dietro a un figliolo—literally, to stay behind a child, to follow them, to guide 

them. I heard people say this often. I was chastised by Carolina, and even her 21-year-old 

son, for being too free with my daughter. As time passed, I began to feel strange about 

leaving my then 5-year-old daughter to dress herself, something she had been doing since 

in preschool in Tucson, where even mismatched clothes were celebrated as a show of the 

child's independence, choice, and creativity. But in central Italy, even my daughter began 

to notice that the children did not dress themselves. One evening when I returned from my 

volunteer shift at the Casa del Popolo to fetch my daughter from a friend's house, the 

mother of the other child got out Hollis's coat and helped her put it on. My daughter 

usually put on her own coat—at least she used to. I was suddenly finding her expecting me 

to dress her, to choose her clothes, just as she saw her little Italian friends' mothers doing 

for them. 

Children intemalize the importance of precision. I learned this from my daughter's 

first friend, Amelia. When we met her, she was standing on the other side of a rock wall in 
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a large yard with a vegetable garden and a field with grapevines and olive trees, and she 

was casting us a curious but careful glance, made all the more powerful by her appearance: 

her dress was stylish and perfectly clean, and she herself was statuesquely groomed. 

One day I took Hollis to play with Amelia, who was by that time 7 years old. The 

girls had their bikes and I was teaching them to do a figure 8 in the dead-end street next to a 

soccer field. After a power struggle over the rules of play, the game ended, and Hollis 

headed on her little mountain bike over to the rocky parking lot. 

"You shouldn't ride your bike there," Amelia said. "It will ruin the tires." 

Hollis continued riding, her bike's large tires moving through the rocks. 

"/o non sono come te. lo sono una bambina precisa" Amelia continued—"I'm not 

like you. I'm a precise child." 

It struck me that a 7-year-old had already internalized the value of being precise and 

exacting. Amelia's mother, Carlotta, was a good teacher. She was very disciplined in terms 

of how the house was kept, the time of day and day of week when she gave Amelia her 

bath (Saturday evenings around 7 o'clock), and how orderly Amelia's clothes were kept: 

the carefully selected and perfectly ironed dresses in her closet would have met the 

standards of the most well-kept boutique. As Americans, our Italian friends told us we 

were disinvolto, laid back, in terms of our hands-off parenting style and our casual clothes 

3 0  

The emphasis many central Italian mothers put into dressing their children is linked to 

their heightened consciousness of fashion, a culture that values stylistic presentations of 

self, and the specific peasant-cum-artisan/entrepreneur social experience so common in 

Prato. Style, and the style of children, become important vehicles for expressing social 

identity. And as Bourdieu has pointed out, "social identity is defined and asserted through 

Fieldnote, "09.19.96 bambina." 
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difference" (1984:172). The difference being asserted much of the time is one that creates 

distance from that most hideous of inferior social locations, miseria, or poverty. 

Such displays of fashion and style also validate bourgeois, or middle-class, consumer 

values, and I would argue that the acceptance of fare figura , making an impression, can be 

connected to a broader hegemonic project that benefits a ruling political-economic elite. Yet 

all of the elite do not participate in the same way, and this reflects the way in which one's 

political beliefs cannot be reduced to one's class position (Mouffe 1981:231). Consider that 

in Carmignano the daughter of the most well-known noble couple was chastised (behind 

her back) by working-class and middle-class parents for the sloppy way she dressed her 

children and the messy house she was reputed to keep. She was not participating in the 

stylistic performances that those of the newly moneyed classes found so important. The 

fine attention to dressing children is an example of "contradictory consciousness" (Gramsci 

1977:333) because for working-class mothers to live up to bourgeois Italian-style notions 

of self-presentation, these presentation regimes require tremendous amounts of work on the 

part of women. And yet at the level of everyday, these practices become "necessary," part 

of the "common sense" required to send children out into the world of social relations. Eric 

Wolfs notion of virtue in capitalist society helps us bridge everyday social life with the 

political economy. 

In the capitalist mode the regnant ideology assumes the equality of all 
participants in the market, in the face of basic distinctions in political and 
economic power between capitalists and workers. While all social actors are 
defmed as participants in commodity exchange, the mode is structurally 
dependent upon the "unequal factor endowment" of owners of capital and 
sellers of labor power. Ideology-making thus transmutes the distinction 
between classes into distinctions of virtue and merit. Success is 
demonstrated by the ability to acquire valued commodities; hence, inability to 
consume signals social defeat. Since the mode alternates continuously 
between labor mobilization and abandonment, however, it also continuously 
reproduces an opposition between virtuous consumers and the disvalued 
poor (Wolf 1982:389-90). 
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If Wolf is correct, and "inability to consume signals social defeat," then the reverse is 

also true: ability to consume signals social victory. It seems to me that ensuring social 

victory with regard to children is further complicated by a gender ideology in which women 

are the primary caretakers, even when they work for wages, and men the primary 

breadwinners, even when they assist in child-rearing. Let us now turn to a phenomenon 

that sets Italy apart from its European counterparts: \hcfamiglia lunga, the prolonged 

family, in which a majority of grown children (ages 25-29) continue living at home and a 

significant number well into their 30s. The linkages between the prolonged family 

phenomenon, the culture of responsibility, and processes of class-ideology making will 

also become clear. 

The Prolonged Family 

Italian families and ideas about them have changed during the decades following the 

second World War, but the changes have followed a different course than most European 

nations. The phenomenon of the famiglia lunga, the prolonged family, sets Italy apart, and 

Italian sociologists frequently remark on the trend (Cavalli 1993, Mencarini 1994, 

Saraceno). Paolo De Sandre, writing on the topic in a recent edited volume Lo stato delle 

famiglie in Italia, (The Condition of Families in Italy), points to the 1960s, when 

throughout Europe the generation of adults bom in the immediate postwar era promoted 

new models of family-making. No longer did sex, marriage, and procreation go hand-in-

hand. Birth control methods became diffused as did co-habitation, and coupling without 

child-making. In sum, the notion of family became more diverse, more complex in Europe 

and other industrialized countries.^' 

^' De Sandre (1997:66) notes that family diversification in other European nations was also marked 
by a precocious exit of young from their family; high level of instruction among youth; immediate access 
to work in a flexible marketplace; housing access facilitated by public assistance or easy credit; liberal and 
Protestant cultural context; populations that have already realized the demographic transition of the 18th and 
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Italy, however, took a different course, according to De Sandre (1997:66). 

Cohabitation remains low (3 percent in 1995), young adults live with their parents longer 

than ever, birth control methods remain more "traditional," yet birthrates are the lowest in 

the world. Nevertheless, the family has remained central both as protection and resource— 

so strong in fact that "beyond the vast and controversial literature on amoral familialism, 

one finds confirmation of the idea of the family as a political paradigm for the entire 

country" (E)e Sandre 1997:67; my translation). 

A series of national surveys on the family (1983, 1990, 1995) confirm that the trend 

of the prolonged family has increased from 1983 to 1995. De Sandre (1997:67-69) offers 

the following observations: 

• In 1995, in the 18-34 age group, 64.9 percent males and 49.8 percent females (a 

total of 57.4 percent) were still living in their family of origin; 51 percent of adult children 

between 25-29 were still living at home with their parents, with the highest percentage (61 

percent) in the northeast;^^ 

• The increase from 1983-95 in the presence of adult children living at home was 

more markedly female than male; 

• The work condition of young adults 18-34 was also revealing: very few of these 

young adults described themselves as casalinghe, housewives (2-3 percent); there were an 

increased number of students (31 percent); and the percent employed or unemployed 

appeared to follow the economic downturn of the 1990s. 

19th centuries. Italians share the pursuit of higher education and the demographic transition; however, the 
other characteristics are largely absent. 

32 The national surveys vary somewhat in their findings. One national survey in 1992 of youth 
between 15 and 29 years old found that 80 percent lived in their birth families (cited in Mencarini 1994); in 
Tuscany of 1991, 82.6 percent of males and 74.8 percent of females from 20 to 25 years old still lived at 
home; in the next age category, 25-29 years old, the frequency declined to 54.5 and 37.5 percent for males 
and females respectively (Cavalli 1993:211. cited in Mencarini 1994:71 see also De Sandre, 1988, Meini 
1994). 
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De Sandre identifies two primary types of families in which the children stay at home: 

young adult workers from working-class families and students from well-off families. In 

both cases, he suggests, the increasingly late exit from the family postpones marriage and 

procreation; average age of first birth among the generation of women bom in the 1960s 

has risen to 29-30 years old (1997:70-72).33 Furthermore, whether the young-adult 

children are working or studying, living at home offers economic, practical and emotional 

benefits to the children. 

The economic dimension appeared most clearly in the findings of a study of students 

attending the University of Florence. Letizia Mencarini, a graduate student of Italian 

demographer Massimo Livi-Bacci, sampled several hundred female university students and 

concluded that the family served as an important source of support for these 

students' formative experience by guaranteeing "economic tranquility" (Mencarini 

1994:71). 

Mencarini, who herself was still living at home while pursuing a doctoral degree, 

offered a positive and negative interpretation of the prolonged family trend. The negative 

reading was that of a new but persistent familismo, family-centeredness, from a Catholic 

tradition, designating to the family an "extended, protective role toward children." In this 

context the "eternal baby" is placed in a condition of "dependence and subaltern affection" 

and is covered in a "warm and suffocating embrace" which prevents the child "to establish 

him/herself as an individual and to construct his/her own future." Clearly, she viewed this 

interpretation as too extreme even if she acknowledged the possibility of social pathology in 

the syndrome of "giovinezza che non finisce mai," youth that never grows up; the longer 

young adults live at home, the longer they live a protected life and refuse responsibility for 

As Mencarini points out, the prolonged years of schooling of many young Italians has 
contributed to this trend, but this does not appear to explain the situation, if one considers, as she does, the 
level of average education among Italians to that of their European counterparts: Italians fall slightly below 
the average (Schizzerotto 1994:562). 
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their own existence. Ultimately, her positive reading of the situation seems to ring more 

true for the young adult Italians who continue living at home: the trend represents a process 

of democratization and modernization of the Italian family, Mencarini notes, where children 

postpone leaving because, in general, they like their parents' home. They have managed to 

negotiate a vast space of freedom, respect, privacy, and autonomy unknown to previous 

generations, she writes. Parents and children live according to a sort of "firatemal pact" 

with minimal conflict and maximal flexibility. Furthermore, I would add, children find it 

convenient to have their parents—mostly mothers—prepare them meals, do the 

housecleaning, support them fmancially, etc. For their autonomy, adult children show their 

parents respect: contributing to household finances, letting their parents know when they 

will be home. (For example, adult children frequently use their telefonini, cellular 

telephones, to tell their parents whether they will be home for lunch or dinner; the parents 

do not tend to give the children a lot of hassle about not showing up as long as they let 

them know.) 

I suggest an important ideological dimension is missing from the analysis. Mencarini 

underscores the motivation of students to keep living at home because not fleeing the nest 

means they are able to "attrezzarsi meglio," better equip themselves, "educationally, 

professionally, psychologically for the difficulty and responsibility of adult life" (1994:70?) 

Living at home provides "a structure of protection and of sustainment that guarantees their 

survival and benessere, well-being, before they are capable of assuring themselves 

economic independence..." (p. 71) It is a type of anunortizzazione sociale, social cushion 

(p. 72). 

The words chosen—attrezzarsi meglio, benessere, ammortizzazione—all have strong 

associations with a vocabulary of economics. Attrezzarsi, to equip oneself, is often used 

when one speaks about the material consumer goods either for oneself or for one's house. 

Benessere, well-being, is a term highly associated with the material aspect of well-being. 
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such as in the commonly uttered phrase, il benessere delta dopoguerra, the wealth of the 

postwar. Ammortizzazione, amortize, is often associated with finances, such as to amortize 

(or cancel) a debt, that evokes not only an economic framework but a class framework. 

The explanation that middle-class adult youth stay at home for economic reasons is 

revealing: of world view, and perhaps more accurately, unspoken class and gender 

ideologies. Contrast the above reasoning with part of the formative American experience 

for college students, which is frequently the inverse: leaving home, roughing it, living off 

Top Ramen, in quasi squalid living conditions (even if the student comes from a middle-

class family), shopping in thrift stores and garage sales. These performances of class 

downward mobility are much less frequently indulged in, in central Italy, where it is very 

difficult to find a used clothing store (except a few pricey vintage clothing boutiques and 

the huge warehouses in Prato where old clothes are recycled into new fabrics), where estate 

and garage sales are vimially non-existent (although there are flea markets and antique 

sales), where when students do go live in an apartment, the standard for cleanliness not 

uncommonly leads middle-class parents to pay for a house-cleaner, where students will 

return home at lunchtime and find that their mother (usually) has prepared them a hot meal. 

Italian parents may lament that their children stay at home so long, but they continue to care 

for them, even as they lament. It stands in stark contrast to the United States, where it is 

commonly said that a child is your responsibility until they are 18 years old. Then they 

leave, go to college, get a job, get out on their own, etc. In Italy, it is the rare child who 

leaves at 18. The parental commitment is infinitely longer. 

The prolonged family, I would suggest, is a reflection of class and gender ideologies 

that have evolved from specific historical conditions; a country in which economic 

prosperity occurred incredibly rapidly, in which the job market is still famously rigid 

(particularly for women wanting to re-enter the job market after a period or work only part-

time), and in which a new female figure is increasingly more educated and more 
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professional. Her own identity is less tied to being a mother, paradoxically, while it often 

relies heavily on the labor of the mother, i.e., as is the case with the prolonged family. 

Young adults who are studying and living at home find tranquility in the fact that they 

can continue to consume in ways that signal social victory, as Wolf suggests, or as Italians 

say, che si fa figura, that one can make a good impression. At the level of everyday, the 

practice of living at home becomes "necessary," part of the "common sense" required in the 

flow of social relations and as part of displaying that one is civilized (Elias's notion of the 

civilizing process). Young adults living at home are well-fed, well-clothed, well-cared for, 

and on their way to being well-educated—all seductive aspects of a material class ideology. 

And yet, of course, we must ask who is keeping these children? Primarily, it is the paid 

labor of their parents (if both work) and unpaid labor of their mothers who continue to do 

most of the cooking, cleaning, and laundering. This ongoing caring for adult children 

depends on a gender ideology, one which I have called the culture of responsibility. 

Social Consequences of the Mestiere di Mamma 

The aspects of nurturing children at the core of the culture of responsibility create 

strong attachments between children and their parents. In this final section I will limit 

discussion to two important and related social phenomenon: the creation of mammoni, in 

which sons in particular are viewed as overly attached to and excessively dependent on 

their mothers; and the postponement of family-making altogether, partly due to changing 

notions of womanhood and suspicions about mammoni, partly to education pursuits among 

young adults, especially women, and partly to an "extremely rigid" labor market (De 

Sandre 1997:74). I draw from popular culture sources as well as ethnographic detail to 

show the intense proliferation of social commentary on this topic of strong attachments. 

A powerful popular culture example of strong attachments can be found in Nanni 

Moretti's Caro Diario, E>ear Diary (1994). In one segment of the film, Moretti, who plays 
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himself, is in search of a quiet place to write and ends up on an island called Salina, where 

everyone has only one child. Expecting a calm environment where he can concentrate, he 

instead finds a place where adults obsess over their only children, who in turn rule their 

parents' lives. In the first scene, the mother of a toddler says, "I can't believe that for Pietro 

these first years will mean nothing. He'll never remember this period of intimacy and 

closeness when he needed me so much." In another scene along the boardwalk, a father 

makes excuses for his 12-year-old son who seems alienated from the adult conversation. 

Mother: "We want another child. It's only that we're afraid of his 
reaction. We often ask him. 

Father: Every two or three years. Daniele, Want a little brother? A 
little sister? He gets pissed off. I'm afraid. 

The mother hangs her head in embarrassment. The final, pivotal scene takes place in 

the couple's house at 3 a.m., when they awaken Moretti, telling him it is "the hour of the 

wolf—the hour when we're the loneliest." It is the time when Daniele, the 12-year-oId, 

crawls into bed with them. They then tell Moretti that their son has never had a 

babysitter-^"^ "We've always stayed with him," the mother says. "Always," adds the father. 

The level of attachment expressed itself in numerous ways during my fieldwork. I 

was struck by the differences in 6-year-olds' attitudes toward sleepovers, which in my 

child's American peer group were widely and willingly practiced. While my daughter 

fearlessly accepted invitations for sleepovers at her close Italian friends' houses, her Italian 

agemates did not do so. The Italian mothers I knew explained that their children were afraid 

to spend the night at a friend's house. Furthermore, my friend Francesca told me that she 

was a little saddened that my daughter felt so free to leave me. When I recounted this 

Italians use the English word babysitter, and this usage suggests a relatively new practice; 
Although other antecedents exist, such as paid wetnursing, many Italian couples are still adjusting to the 
idea of hiring someone who is not a relative to care for a child while the parents go out or work outside the 
home. My thanks to Luciana Fellin for reminding me of this usage. 
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sentiment to another mother during a hike, she immediately understood: "It's as though 

she's not enough attached to you." Her independence had seemed perfectly natural in the 

context of Arizona, and I had welcomed it. I enjoyed the democratic parenting style that I 

had cultivated with my husband. But suddenly her independence began to bother me. I was 

finding myself wanting her near me more and deriving satisfaction from the affection that 

came from tending to details: tucking in her shirt, fixing her fresh brodo, washing her, 

limiting her freedom.35 

That this sentiment of attachment is, in fact, a double bind—if women's identity relies 

on taking care of others, then the woman has to make her own needs and interests 

subservient to those of others—is revealed most powerfully in the figure of the mammone, 

the mamma's boy. There is a general difference in how mothers treat sons as compared to 

how they treat daughters. The kinds of things mothers do for sons concerns primarily 

caring for them. A divorced man in his 40s described how his mother regularly came over 

to his house, picked up his laundry, and returned it ironed and folded. Female friends 

complained of their mothers' differential treatment toward their brothers in terms of 

cooking, cleaning, and laundering. Popular attitude predicts that it is more intense when a 

son marries and leaves the family. The intensity felt by mothers toward their sons was 

made particularly clear at the wedding of Nicoletta's nephew. As we headed out of the 

stone church, my daughter asked the groom's mother, Irene, why she was crying. 

"Because my son has left. He's been robbed "rom me." She used the word rubato, literally 

to rob. "Quando si piglia, mai ritoma. One;; they taken them, they never retum."^^ 

One American mother recounted to me the story of her 9-year-old son who, after 

soccer practice, called to her from the locker room. "Mom, you better come in here," he 

said. When she got to the other side, she saw the other mothers standing at the edge of the 

35 Fieldnote. "97.01.13 hike, moms, memory." 
36 Fieldnote, "96.08.12 Wedding, family." 
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shower area, scrubbing their sons' bodies. I shared this story with the coffee moms, and 

they were not surprised. Beattrice told me that a local swimming pool had recently passed a 

rule forbidding mothers of sons that age from entering the locker room. 

Deep attachments can of course also be expressed by fathers. During a dinner party at 

Beattrice's house, one of the coffee mom's husbands, in his late 40s, recounted the habit of 

his father who called him every morning during his daily commute to another city. Another 

father, a neighbor, regularly slept on the kitchen bench waiting for his 21-year-old son to 

return from the discos. Fathers can be affectionate but I have never heard the term babbone, 

papaone, used to indicate a father's boy. Furthermore, indeed there is talk of the daddy's 

girl but this sort of attachment is not talked about, documented, nor popularized as is the 

mammone. 

A pathological side of the mother-son relationship is humorously addressed in the 

film Berlinguer ti voglio bene, I love you Berlinguer (Bertolucci 1977), in which Roberto 

Benigni plays the emasculated son of a peasant woman. Benigni's comic portrayal of the 

mammone exaggerates and pathologizes the syndrome but it offers a useful direction for 

commenting on the creation of strong affective bonds. Poor peasants who have become 

working- or middle-class, I suggest, internalized a view of the modem family that figures 

critically into the phenomenon of mammoni. Mothers bom before World War n grew up 

with numerous siblings and often lived in rural poverty. They wanted a different life for 

their children and tirelessly made, and continue to make, many sacrifices. And yet the 

mammoni syndrome foments in the potential wives of these men a wait-and-see attitudes 

toward marriage. 

Rafaella, a professional architect in her 30s and girlfriend of a self-acknowledged 

mammone, told me women waited rushing into marriage because they wanted to be sure 

their man was not too much of a mammone just looking for a substitute mother to care for 

him. "In the past," she told me, "Italian women didn't work so it was fine for them to take 
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care of everything.^^" She used the verb accudire—to look after something or to nurse, 

often used in reference to doing the housework. "Now women are more independent. They 

want a man, but they want to be sure that this man doesn't need another mamma. So, si 

aspetta, you wait." Carolina's daughter complained to me one day when her boyfriend got 

angry with her and said, "Non mi curi abbastanza," "You don't take good enough care of 

me." To which she countered: "Tu sei stato rovinato dalla tua mamma" "You're mother 

has ruined you." 

Conclusion 

Women—whether they are married, single, mothers, childless, straight, or gay—are 

aware of the expectations placed on mothers. The culture of responsibility grows out of a 

gender ideology that informs ideas about normative roles for mothers and yet is linked to 

unequal male-female power relations. At the same time, this gender ideology articulates 

with a class ideology related to the formation of the modem family. The modem family 

meant new affective bonds, new manners, new standards of dressing, clothing, healing, 

educating. Seeing to these responsibilities became the primary role of mothers. It w£is the 

rare mother who behaved and talked like Francesca, 32, who kept her job as a researcher at 

the University of Florence after she had an infant: 

People who say your life has to change dramatically after a baby is 
bom—I don't agree with them. Italian women, we're different than 
American women, we have a different approach. We have this idea that a 
mother should stay close to her child, she should accept the role of mother. 
For example, my friends were horrified when my husband and I took our 3-
month-old baby to Amsterdam for several days. "But the bambino is only 3 

My archival work reveals that women in this zone were intensely involved in the global 
economy, as far back as the mid 1800s, through their production of Florentine hats, which were sold on the 
international market. Definitions of what constitutes "work" have changed, and often young women do not 
acknowledge the paid labor of their mothers or female relatives, perhaps because much female labor occurred 
in the form of piecework and hence was performed in a room in the home—the comer of a kitchen or a back 
room, for example. Because of the relevance of official discourse about the relationship between women's 
work and fertility decline, I discuss historicity and women's work in Chapter 6. 
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months old. And it's so cold there!" They were going on and on. I think it's 
important to NOT have all this paura, to reject all this fear. 

I'm of the belief that it's better to keep myself balanced and not become 
neurotic about the child—to not raise a child who is filled with fear, filled 
with neurosis. 

The heavy burden that awaits potential mothers in no small part leads them to 

postpone motherhood. Italians prolong families, they postpone marriage, and they delay 

parenthood. Women and men often say they postpone marriage for serious, material 

reasons: to save enough money to buy a house and fiimish it. But they also admit to more 

playful motivations: the desire to be free to party, have fun, avoid responsibility. Consider 

the cartoon, which shows a comic, stylish highly sexual woman (Figure 3.1) with the 

inscription: "Italians just want to be free to do their crap without too many explanations." 

The culture of responsibility, like any "culture," is not neutral, not merely norms, but 

also has a central element of dominant culture and of inequality. Not everyone bears the 

responsibility equally.38 Yet the prospect for selection does exist. As Roseberry writes 

(1982:1025), "alternative versions...are available as a potential challenge to the dominant." 

As for the culture of responsibility, the tendency is for women in central Italy to embrace it 

in the way they nurture their children through regimes of educating, feeding, clothing, 

healing. In this context, having only one child becomes a solution to a double bind. 

Women do not renounce motherhood altogether, but by having only one child (or two) they 

decrease the demands, decrease responsibilities expected of them, and they fulfill their 

society's expectation of women to become mothers. 

Let us now turn to everyday talk about small-family making in an effort to grasp, at 

the level of individuals, how women experience and negotiate the trend toward small 

For further insight into the idea of culture as production and as involving a selection process tied 
to relations of domination and subordination, see in particular Roseberry 1982:1024—25; Williams 
1977:110. 



family-making, and how these negotiations can be understood as subaltern subjects 

struggling over the terms of domination and subordination. 
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IV. 'EMPTY CRADLES' AND AMBIVALENT LONGINGS: 
NEGOTIATIONS OF HEGEMONY IN QUOTIDIAN DISCOURSE 

Nicoletta was cleaning out the basement storage room and called to me to come 
see something. A collection of clothing and accessories were spread out on the 
well-swept bricks of the patio. She lifted her wedding dress to her neckline. She 
recalled buying the material with her mother in a store in Calabria that stocked 
the finest of fabrics. An exceptional local tailor in her hometown cut and sewed 
the dress. She then held up Laura and Liliana's First Communion dresses. Once 
stark white, the dresses were now stained and yellowed from sitting, stored and 
unused, for so many years, inside plastic bags and inside a zipped suitcase. 
Nicoletta also had spread out a collection of old, mildewed purses. They were 
once lovely, she said, and I believe her when she told me this. 

We spoke about the other night, when my daughter had a sleepover with her 
best friend, and Nicoletta was dying to see her. Nicoletta told me of her dream; 
"I was holding a bambino in my arms," she said. "He was small. I was filled 
with joy. Then as I held him he turned to stone." Cold, dead. Filled with 
hallowness. And there she was, holding him, just like that. 

She wants so badly to be a grandmother. "When I'm gone, when my 
children are gone, where will all of these things end up?" she asked. "Everything 
we made, all of our sacrifices—there's no one to leave them to. Yes, there are 
nieces and nephews. But it's just not the same as having your own." 

The presence of a four-year-old living in her household along with a "whole" 
family has perhaps made her desire for and absence of a child even more stark, 
more painful, more pronounced {Fieldnotes, 18 May 1996). 

* • • 

This chapter explores how Italians living near the textile center of Prato experience 

profound changes in family-making. 1 Individual narratives provide a sense of the deeply 

felt ambivalence and conflict surrounding the general low birthrate in Italy. My contribution 

will be to place a human face on the aggregate statistics, which continually reveal that in the 

1990s the average number of children per woman in Italy arrived at the level of around 

1.2—"the lowest in the world and likely the lowest ever documented in the history of 

humanity for a large-scale population" (Golini et al. 1995:1). I intend to account for the 

historical shift from large families to small families in a way not attempted before. I will 

argue that this shift is the product of hegemonic meanings and values, which have rendered 

' On the concept of experience used in anthropology, see the influential volume edited by Turner and 
Bruner (1986). Abu-Lughod's feminist narrative ethnography (1993) has also been influential. 
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small families a "necessity" for couples seeking middle-class respectability.21 will show 

how an ideology of class and status combine with an ideology of gender to shape 

women's, and men's, decisions about the number of children to bring into their family. 

Ideolopv and Power 

Decisions about having children are not simply individual matters but also deeply 

cultural ones inseparable from relations of power. In his last book. Envisioning Power, 

Eric Wolf suggests that anthropologists interrogate materials in ways that "define the 

relations of power that are played out in social arrangements and cultural configurations, 

and...trace out the possible ways in which these relations of power implicate ideas" 

(1999:3). Wolf clarifies the relationship between ideas and ideology: 

The term "ideas" is intended to cover the entire range of mental constructs 
rendered manifest in public representations, populating all human domains. I 
believe that "ideology" needs to be used more restrictively, in that "ideologies" 
suggest unified schemes or configurations developed to underwrite or manifest 
power (Wolf 1999:4). 

One place to ground the manifestation of ideologies is through discourse for ideology is a 

"discursive or semiotic phenomenon" (Eagleton 1991:194) to the point that "without signs, 

there is no ideology" (Voloshinov 1981 [1973]: 145). Wolf points out that ideas do not 

simply "float about in incorporeal space" but "acquire substance through communication in 

discourse and performance. We therefore need to attend also to how ideas are 

communicated, from whom to whom and among whom" (Wolf 1999:6). Through an 

approach that integrates linguistic and sociocultural anthropologists' concern with ideology, 

this chapter seeks to examine how certain ideas are ideological in that they become schemes 

to underwrite power, focusing in particular on women's stories about family and 

reproduction. 

2 I am indebted to Jane Schneider and Peter Schneider for their study of fertility decline that shows 
how the process in Sicily was "embedded with capitalism's exhuberant entry into new areas of 
commodification" (1996:273). 
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Social Identities and Narrative 

The term "reproduction," as Henrietta Moore notes, was reconceptualized in the 

1970s and 1980s as three-fold: biological reproduction, social reproduction, and the 

reproduction of the labor force. While this represented an advance over previous notions of 

reproduction, Moore suggests that feminist scholars stopped short of taking the analysis to 

richer ground: first, the relations of reproduction do not stop at a family's front door but are 

"crucial to understanding political and economic institutions beyond the household," a point 

I attempt to illustrate throughout this thesis; second, social reproduction is not synonymous 

with the reproduction of the household but rather is essential to understanding broader 

social reproduction. When individuals produce babies they do not merely produce 

biological beings but rather social persons who quickly develop social identities (Moore 

1994:89-90). Social identities are constituted through "ideologies or 'naturalized' cultural 

conventions ... implicated in power structures and in the structuring of inequalities" (p. 

92). Gramsci, too, long ago pointed out that the powerful material effects of ideologies 

include their ability to produce subjects (Hall 1981b:35). An analysis of social reproduction 

requires that one ask what types of persons are being produced, what specific attributes 

they have, and how each of these is congruent, or not, with "socially established patterns 

of power" (Moore 1994:93). Furthermore, it is worth investigating how the constitution of 

social identities is linked to broader hegemonic projects. 

The subject that has emerged from post-structuralist debates starkly contrasts from the 

unified, post-Enlightenment subject. A basic premise of this recent view of the subject is 

that "discourses and discursive practices provide subject positions, and that individuals take 

up a variety of subject positions within different discourses" (Moore 1994:55): 

What holds these multiple subjectivities together so that they constitute agents in 
the world are such things as the subjective experience of identity, the physical 
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fact of being an embodied subject and the historical continuity of the subject 
(Moore 1994:55). 

In other words, the experience of having a particular social identity at a particular time and 

place provide social glue in spite of people's multiple and fragmented subject locations. 

Moreover, these "subjective experiences of identity" are inevitably linked to broader 

hegemonic projects. So that some of the contradictions in narratives may result from 

people's internalizations of hegemonic projects, which they may know are not in their best 

interest and yet because the projects are hegemonic—i.e., disseminated through the texture 

of social life where they become lived, taken for granted and thus 'naturalized' as custom, 

habit, spontaneous practice—they consent to them. A key feature of hegemony is that it has 

a seductive power that moves subjects to consent. Eagieton defines hegemony as "the 

whole range of practical strategies by which a dominant power elicits consent to its rule 

from those it subjugates. To win hegemony, in Gramsci's view, is to establish moral, 

pohtical and intellectual leadership in social life by diffusing one's own 'world view' 

throughout the fabric of society as a whole" (Eagieton, p. 116). For Gramsci, in capitalist 

society, the ratio between consent and coercion shifts toward consent. The institutions of 

civil society—e.g. schools, families, churches, media—become central to processes of 

social control. 3 The hegemonic processes of particular relevance concern the legitimation 

of postwar middle-class consumer culture and of modernized patriarchy. 

Copying the 'Other': An Evervdav Politics of 'Rationality' 

Prato is a place brimming with legendary mimetic excesses. It is a place where former 

peasants or agricultural workers who quickly came into money are known to have gone 

into bookstores buying volumes by the kilo never to be read.^ It is a newly moneyed sort 

3 My concept of hegemony draws on Antonio Gramsci (1971) as discussed, in addition to Eagieton, 
by Alonso (1988:48), Rebel (1989), Roseberry (1994:358), and Williams (1977:110). 

^ Personal Communication, Instructor, University Popolare di Prato, February 1996. 
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of place where peasants had close contact with the landed nobility, and the nature of that 

contact was often through obligations such as washing their sheets on a rotating basis and 

delivering once per year the following items; one freshly cured prosciutto ham, six new 

brooms, two capons (castrated roosters), six chickens, four young cocks, eight dozen 

eggs, a specified quantity of straw and hay.^ These same peasants recall only seeing the 

beach if they were sent to a seaside colony for sickly poor children® or if they happened to 

escort a noble family there"^. Now a two- to four-week vacation at the sea is something 

many attain and others strive for. It is a place where people follow fashion closely; they are 

the ones who make it and they literally know it inside out. In the summer of 1999, grey 

was in and it seemed everyone was donning it. "It's worse than Maoist China," lamented a 

sweater maker I call Olivero. He, too, wore a grey T-shirt, and when I point this out, he 

smiled a shrugged, only a little embarrassed. It is a place where people joke that you live 

for your house rather than having a house to live in. It is a place where culture and 

language teachers use words like mania, fissazione, ossessione to describe how people 

(especially women) have a habit of always thinking about their house. It is a place where 

people keenly remember the postwar period, when buying a refrigerator was a huge deal, a 

symbolic material acquisition that revealed to others that you were not a poveraccio, a poor 

person. Such acquisitions distanced you from the genterella, low-class folk. Evidently, 

they still do. As does the image of the small family. 

All humans have the faculty to copy, at least Walter Benjamin (1979[1933]) believed 

this to be so. In a book heavily indebted to Benjamin, Michael Taussig explores the ability 

^ The value of each item is noted on the document, estimated to be from 1897. Presumably, the 
peasant podere was credited for the products and services rendered. Archivio Privato, Villa Calavria. 

^ Archivio Storico di Carmignano. Opere Pie, Bagni Marini. Diverse Fascicoli from 1877-1928. 
These files contain letters and reports relating to the comune's subsidy of poor sickly children seeking to 
attend seaside colonies, believed to be invaluable for raising their level of health. The letters contain a 
wealth of material, and more work could be done in terms of analyzing these data. 

' Contini 1993: 
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to mime, an ability he, like Benjamin, views as "the capacity to Other" (1993:19). The 

"other" in Taussig's particular history was the colonialist, the Euroamerican, whom the 

Cuna of Panama fetishized into carved wooden figurines used for healing. In a review of 

Taussig's book, Michiel Baud observed that "imitation, as mimesis, is an attempt not only 

to copy the 'outside' of the 'Other,' but is also a means of usurping its power, of 

appropriating its meaning" (Baud 1997:104). In central Italy, in many respects the 

inspiration for mimesis is a similarly situated more powerful socioeconomic class: the 

former nobility who owned the land, the wealthy fashion conscious depicted in ads and on 

the television and seen walking the streets and visiting the boutiques of Prato and Florence. 

Social reproduction implicitly involves a politics of everyday life. Consenting to the 

hegemony of small families and the ideologies that underwrite this consent also involves 

mimesis. The human faculty for mimesis, as Taussig convincingly argues, has experienced 

"a veritable rebirth, a recharging and retooling" with modernity (1993:xix). 

The bond that connects "perceiver to perceived in the operation of mimesis" is a very 

visceral one. It is deeply felt at the level of the senses, at the level of the body. This 

characteristic of the mimetic faculty can be used to illuminates the effects of a very 

embodied modernity discourse: that concerning "controlled" sex. Foucault observed that 

the proliferation of discourses about sex beginning in the seventeenth century produced 

"specific effects on desire" (1978:23). Likewise, in Italy the discourse about the importance 

of "controlled" sex has produced specific effects not only on how many children women 

have but on aspects of social life that extend well beyond sexual acts. Controlled sex means 

that couples not only limit their fertility, i.e., the number of children women have, but it 

has wider implications for how they manage their household. Characteristics of precision 

and control have become predominant features of middle-class social identities. 
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Dominant in the discourses^discussed below is a perceived need for control at various 

levels of individual experience. The language of rationality so prevalent in demographers' 

accounts of demographic transition is indeed reflected in the everyday; a quest for 

rationality appears precariously at the edge of its ugly alternative: irrationality. Women and 

men express fear of losing control, of "going crazy" as they talk about why they postpone 

marriage and/or parenting and why they limit the children they have. Regretful comments 

about having had a second or third child often evoke a sense of loss of control. 

Furthermore, a desire to be in control manifests itself in appearing in control. A focus on 

the precision of individual appearance, including children's appearance, looms large, and 

certainly the fact that the industrial sector is tightly linked to the fashion industry contributes 

to this sensibility. 

Taussig concludes on a positive note, viewing mimetic excess as providing "a 

welcome opportunity to live subjectively as neither subject nor object of history but as 

both, at one and the same time" (1993:255). Mimesis can be disorienting because it 

continually blurs the lines between Self and Other, but it also has empowering dimensions. 

These two aspects emerge in constant tension and are not easily resolved. 

Quotidian Talk about Family and Children 

The nature of social interdependencies has changed, and the effects of these changes 

are in the process of being sorted out. What does it mean when a society accustomed to 

extended kin networks becomes, in the course of one or two swift generations, a society of 

well-coddled children? My commitment to a method grounded in discourse practice led me 

to draw from different discursive forms: face-to-face interviews, talk at social gatherings, 

popular culture. My aim in drawing on various types of discourse was threefold: first, to 

^ The materia] in this chapter was gathered from twenty-two months of ethnographic fieldwork 
between October 1995 and August 1997. 
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gain insight into how the issue of family-making arises in ordinary social interaction; 

second, to understand the content of what is being said about having children and about 

raising them; and third, to expose how ideologies are constituted in actual discourse 

practice (Philips 1992), with a particular focus on those ideas and ideologies that have led 

Italian women to have few or no children. Analyzing these "structures of signification" as a 

way to focus on commentaries being made about children and the low birthrate, I intend to 

reveal how the "talk" connects with particular hegemonic projects. I wish to identify how 

individuals through linguistic practices internalize, reproduce, and contest certain ideologies 

(See Philips 1998:8, Hill 1995, Bakhtin 1980).9 

I examine talk about having children or being childless from Italians of different ages 

and economic/educational backgrounds. Rich and complex individual narratives provide 

insight into the social and political significance of one country's declining birthrate and 

shifting age structure, and reveal specific ideological processes at work beneath these 

transformations. I draw from interviews and conversations with cultural consultants, nine 

of whom I identify below. I selected the women from various social networks established 

through the course of my fieldwork. It is important to note that my study did not 

knowingly include women or couples with infertility problems. I did not do so because 

demographers generally claim that actual infertility rates have remained relatively constant 

over the decades; although this claim may be debatable, I decided to focus on couples, and 

primarily women, who "chose" to have few or no children. The concept of "choice" will 

become increasingly problematic in this chapter as we gain insight into the complex 

^ General works that have influenced my approach to ideology, and which I have discussed elsewhere, 
include Althusser (1971), Eagleton (1991), Geertz (1973), Gramsci (1971), Marx and Engels (1970[1846]), 
Mouffe (1981), Williams (1977), Willis (1977), Wodak (1990), van Dijk (1993). Anthropologists who 
have sought to locate ideology in discourse include: Abu-Lughod (1993), Hendricks (1988), Hirsch (1989), 
Irvine (1989), Torres (1993). Hartouni (1991) specifically examines reproductive discourse. A more general 
collection of linguistic anthropology texts is Silverstein and Urban (1996). 
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negotiations that these women confront, and how the necessity to carry out certain 

ideologies at times has painful consequences. 

Carlotta, 38, one child; co-owner of a sweater firm 
Nicoletta, 65, two children, widow and retired sweater finisher 
Liliana, 39, no children, co-owner of an artisan sweater firm 
Laura, 41, no children, former sweater finisher who suffers from mental illness 
Franca, 40, no children, tailor 
Anna, 42, one child, designer 
Diana, 40, one child, teacher 
Cinzia, 36, three children (pregnant with third), former sweater factory worker 

who does part-time domicile sweater finishing and house cleaning 
Matilde, 27, no children, student and active in local polities'® 

Carlotta: Genterella and Class Cover-Uos 

Carlotta's work and reproductive histories reflect the profound economic and family 

transformations that have occurred in postwar central Italy. Her mother had two children. 

Her paternal grandmother had three children. Her paternal great-grandmother had thirteen. 

She and her husband have one child. The rag-trade brought them together. Carlotta's father 

was a peasant who managed to work hard and accumulate enough money to buy a couple 

hectares of land in the sprawling valley from which the city of Prato, literally "field," 

derives its name, and he rented out building space to postwar rag-makers doing business 

there. One of those rag dealers hired a teenaged boy named Antonio. He was fourteen then, 

coming and going on his motorino to drink from a water fountain near Carlotta's house, 

and though she was only nine at the time, she noticed him and, over giggles with her 

girlfriends, chatted about his good looks. Then he changed jobs and she didn't see him 

again for some eight years, when she and her parents were on their way to a wedding, and 

the route to the church took them through his neighborhood. There, among the passersby, 

was Antonio. By that point he would have been 22, and she 17, but she recognized him 

right away. Months passed and she ran into him at a local dance club. His friend asked her 

The ages represent the age of the person when I met them during my field research. Pseudonyms 
arc used here. 
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to dance. She didn't like him much but danced with him anyway, hoping to meet Antonio. 

One evening, the friend was sick and Antonio showed up alone. Finally, Carlotta recalled, 

Antonio asked her to dance. They started seeing each other and after six or seven months 

became an official couple. The engagement lasted seven years. 

Long engagements are common in central Italy. The length of engagements of the 

three women between ages 35 and 45 whose lives figure prominently in this chapter were 

seven, eight and fifteen years. The reasons for such time periods are deeply entangled with 

a local political economy of love. Gayle Rubin (1975:177) suggested we study the "exact 

mechanisms by which particular conventions of sexuality are produced and maintained." 

Standards for la casa are such that many couples and their families need time to accumulate 

the resources they view as necessary for establishing a separate household. There is not the 

culture of young couples assembling furnishings from garage sales and estate auctions that 

we find among Americans. 

When I left the field in 1997, Carlotta and Antonio had been married for thirteen 

years. They lived in a restored peasant house with Antonio's unmarried brother and 

widowed mother as well as their only child, then eight years old. In this same house, 

though in a much more rugged condition than its current elegant state, Antonio's family had 

lived as sharecroppers, working under a local noble family. A stretch of land where rows 

of grapevines once grew has been ploughed under and graded into a town soccer field. The 

section of the house where stables once held farm animals had been converted into a 

maglificio, a family sweater firm. Although the family contracted out much of the work , 

the adult family members—Carlotta and Antonio, his brother and mother—did much of the 

hand finishing tasks. 

Carlotta's mother-in-law told me she did not lament the one-child family. She spent 

two decades living with her in-laws, and each couple had two children, making for a 

household of four kids. The children were always fighting, always at war, she said. She 
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has suffered from headaches for years, and all the confusion just made it worse. Carlotta's 

daughter, Alice, on the other hand, regretted her status as an only child. On several 

occasions, Carlotta recounted incidents in which Alice had asked her to have another child. 

Carlotta and Antonio were ambivalent about having an only child. 

The theme of social status runs through Carlotta's discussion of the couple's 

ambivalence concerning the possibility of having another child. Social status powerfully 

shapes her sense of personal identity and self worth. This status is negotiated through 

public displays of "perfection": 

"You know how it is, Betsy. You have sisters. There are always jealousies. 
With only one I can dedicate everything to Alice. There's not the risk of giving 
more attention to one than the other. And then, you make all these sacrifices and 
there's the risk that they'll grow up and tell you, 'Mamma, mi hai fatto male.' As 
it is, there's the risk that only one will tell you what a lousy job you did." 

Next she told me about ^e friend of hers who decided to have a second 
child, delivered the baby three months prematurely, and then despite her efforts 
to seek the best possible medical care, it died after fourteen days. "Why risk 
such a thing?" she said, shaking her head. "I just couldn't bear it." 

The topic turned to my impending departure. "Well, it's just as well you're 
leaving," Carlotta noted, adding her observation that my daughter now seemed 
more Italian than American in her dress, play and talk. "Life is too intense here. 
Always clean the house, everything has to be perfect. We're perfectionists. Tutti 
i doven. All the responsibilities. We're not as laid back as you are. Italians are 
esibisionisti, exhibitionists. 

"Everything has to be a name brand. Last year Alice had a backpack that cost 
£30,000 (U.S. $18.00) All the kids looked at her, so this year I spent £130,000 
(U.S. $78.00) and got her a Sailor Moon backpack, the type used in middle 
school. [Alice was gearing up to start third grade.] Otherwise you're looked 
upon as genterella"^' a low-class or disrespectable person. 

"Ah," her mother-in-law chimed in, "they're all i^ly genterella." 
"Of course they are," said Carlotta. " But everybody wants to cover it up, to 

show the next person up." (Fieldnotes, 28 June 1997) 

The preceding passage provides a clue as to what individuals seek to avoid in their 

own subject formation, namely, they seek to avoid a sense of social inferiority. The trend 

'' The noun gente means people, and the suffix -ella indicates a negative, a lack. In this particular 
context, the word indexes material lack and likely points to a peasant past, a time in which commodities 
and education were scarce. 
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toward small families can be understood as a means to transcend the status of genterella. 

There are many paths people travel, many products they fetishize and consume, in an effort 

to escape being stigmatized as low-class. 

Carlotta also discusses the moral order that requires that she keep everything perfect. 

She appears critical of the system but goes so far as to admit she cannot help but consent to 

it. A gender ideology compels her, as a woman with a social identity as mother and wife, to 

adhere to the duties of keeping up the house. A class ideology, the result of historic social 

relations such as between peasants who had close contact with nobility as well as between 

the working-class and elite through advertising strategies tied to the marketplace, motivates 

her to keep the house to the standards of nobility in the prewar days when the upper-classes 

still had a squadron of servants. It also motivates her to spend an exorbitant amount of 

money on a name-brand backpack to escape the possibility that she or her daughter might 

be marked as inferior. Yet these quotidian displays of hegemonic conformity attest to a 

certain mimetic excess: the imitation is more extreme than the original. The examples of 

reversals are endless. Consider that the newly moneyed family has several new shining 

luxury cars parked in the driveway, whereas the elderly count drives a well-worn compact 

whose bumper on one occasion fell off in my driveway. Consider that the elderly count's 

sisters were astonished by the "excessive" consumer goods that new parents buy for their 

children—"a television in the child's room! How horrible!" Consider that local women 

gossip about the heiress owner of a huge wine and olive oil estate because she reputedly 

keeps a "dirty" house and three children . 

One afternoon in July 1997 I asked Carlotta about our conversation during an 

interview. Her husband and in-laws had left for a neighbor's funeral. Carlotta gave me 

permission to turn on the tape recorder, on the condition that I turn it off when they 

returned. As was typical of our visits, she continued fmishing sweaters while speaking to 

me. She spoke openly of her conflicted experiences regarding having an only child, and 
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she recounted to me another occasion in which her daughter sought divine intervention to 

get a sibling. 

Carlotta excerpt (i): 
CARLOTTA: "Devo andare alia Madonnina." 

"I have to go to the Madonna shrine." [her daughter] 
C'e una madonnina Thai vista qui? 
There's a Madonna shrine, have you seen it here? 

5 BETSY: Si, si. 
Yes, yes. 

CARLOTTA: "Devo fare una cosa, io." 
"I have to do one thing.'* [quoting her daughter] 
"Che tu devi fare?" 

10 "What do you need to do?" [quoting herself] 
Dice, "IDevo andare dalla madonnina a fare una cosa." 
She says, "I must go to the shrine to do one thing." 
Lei arrivo dalla madonnina e si inginocchio questa flgliola. 
She went to the shrine and this child kneel^ down. 

15 Ma io- ti fare com'e proprio, Betsy. Tutta concentrata. 
But !• the effect it had, Betsy. Completely focussed. 
Ma dissi, "Antonio, ma icche la fa quella figliola." 
So I said, "Antonio, what on earth is that child doing?" 
Dice, "Ma! Se un Io sai te," dice Antonio. 

20 "Well! If you yourself don't know," says Antonio. 
Lei ritoma in qua, sicche io gli fo. 
She comes back here, so I go, 
"Alice! Icche tu hai chiesto li alia m^onnina?" 
"Alice! What on earth did you ask that little Madonna?" 

25 Dice, "Che, che la mamma mi facesse una sorellina o un firatellino." 
She says, '^hat, that my mama would make me a little 
sister or a little brother." 

Carlotta's husband (line 21) names his wife as the person who ought to know why their 

daughter engaged in her gesture, and in so doing, he is constructing the mother as the one 

who ought to possess insight into their daughter and her motivations. This linguistic 

moment echoes the culture of responsibility (see Chapter 3) and constructs mothers as 

primarily in charge of the physical, mental, and social well-being of their children. The 

mother then is the one who proceeds to ask the child for an explanation. 

How might we explain what could move a child to pray for a sibling? Is the 

sentiment underlying this behavior extraordinary? Is the behavior itself unusual? We might 

first consider the influence of Catholicism in this area. This place truly is a borderland 
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between a rural agricultural society and an urban industrial one and its history is rooted in 

each reality. The church has had a strong presence. From the late eighteenth century 

through the nineteenth century, agrarian literature by property-owning Tuscan intellectuals 

reveals the belief that the good peasant was expected to be a good Catholic. The parish 

church, according to Pietro Clemente's readings of key texts,'^ is defined as the most 

"secure school" for educating the peasants and for keeping them manageable, obedient, and 

docile (1980: 19-22). Clemente argues that the modernist intellectuals, who were leaders in 

the process of state formation, engaged in a hegemonic cultural project designed to keep the 

peasants under their control as the property owners sought to increase the productive 

potential of sharecropping. Such shifts required not only new cultivating techniques, but as 

Clemente convincingly argues, ideological conquest through an educative rapport, i.e., the 

church. The writings, which exemplify a heightened nostalgia for the peasantry and the 

land, exemplify toscanismo, a term Clemente uses to describe a romanticized view of the 

past. The agricultural writings he reviews paint a picture of the noble savage, happily 

working from sunup to sundown, happily illiterate, happily without money, happily poor 

because it is the peasant's "nature." The church becomes the insurance mechanism for the 

so-called moderates—linked politically with the ruling elite—to keep the peasant spirit 

strong (Clemente, p. 31) and ensure that the conflicting interests inherent in agrarian 

contracts remained concealed and the underlying class antagonisms kept at a distance 

(Clemente, p. 33). 

Today, well-tended Madonna shrines appear at many intersections, and numerous 

homes have smaller versions, often glowing with purple neon come nightfall. Each hamlet 

has its own piazza and church. The territory has its claim to art historical fame: the Chiesa 

Clemente's analysis hinges on the following authors and works: Ippoiiti's letters published in 
1772; writings from the Giomale Agrario Toscano, 1832-1836; de Sismondi's essays from the 1830s; 
Ricasoli's Journals from 1843; Mazzini's agricultural reports from the 1870s and 1880s. 
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di San Michele in Carmignano contains Pontormo's masterpiece fresco, The Visitation, 

painted in 1530.'3 Each church has its community hangout, often referred to as the bar di 

prete, the priest's cafe, which is often across the street from the Casa del Popolo, the leftist 

bar. The vast majority of people have their children baptized and officially indoctrinated 

into church teachings through the required preparation for first communion sometime 

around fourth grade. A local nun comes to the school and teaches religion as a subject. 

Parents can choose a non-religion alternative for their children but most choose to have 

their children participate in religion. In my daughter's class of 32 students, only two in 

1997 did not participate in religion. My daughter went with the majority; even though I was 

not raised Catholic, I believed this exposure to be an important part of the cultural 

experience and, probably because she had never seen a woman wearing a habit and because 

the Christian imagery is so prevalent in central Italy, she asked to take the religion class. 

Moreover, I did not hear of anyone, not even the most ardent communists, who refused to 

allow the priest to come to their house in the spring for the annual benediction. Clearly, the 

church has an influence in community life. 

But Italian Catholics obviously do not adhere rigidly to the Pope's view about 

contraception. Even as the Pope condemns birth control and abortion, it is obvious that 

Catholic women regulate their fertility in order to limit family size. These conflicts reflect a 

deeper clash between religious and secular values: Catholic ethical codes about generativity 

oppose late-capitalist society's organizing and moralizing principles, which equate 

"morality" with work, thrift, production and consumption. Couples postpone having 

children and limit marital fertility as they strive to achieve "moral" satisfaction, middle-class 

respectability and the prestige it carries, and to avoid associations with "inferior" types of 

people. One local priest in his twenties lamented that what people really wanted from the 

The work was included in an exhibit/tour of Renaissance masterpieces located outside of 
norentine museums during summer 1997 (Regione Toscana, n.d.). 
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church nowadays was linked to consumerism. Local families simultaneously lamented and 

marveled at the extraordinary amounts of money people laid out for their children's first 

communions in terms of clothing, dinners, and gifts. (One woman told me a first 

communion she attended cost the parents £21 million, or some $12,000.) The church has 

sought to combat such excesses by eliminating the choice of dress that children may wear 

and substituting uniform, plain white gowns. 

On issues of family-making, one elderly local priest told me his view that it was 

"old-fashioned" to expect people to have large families. For him, birth control was a non-

issue. More relevant concerns revolved around recruiting the young into the church and 

caring for the old—he had built a small nursing home adjacent to his parish. His view 

appeared in touch with what Catholics have expressed as the areas of greatest 

dissatisfaction as relates to papal teaching: issues related to sex and gender (see discussion 

in Fox 1995; see also Toibi'n 1995). Pope John Paul II's view that "Democracy cannot be . 

idolized to the point of making it a substitute for morality" (quoted in Toibi'n 1995:38) 

reveals the church's anxiety about the secular and capitalist state. The troubles facing the 

church, according to religious historian Andrea Riccardi (1994:338), directly relate to 

Italian society's dramatic changes in consumption and behavior that accompanied the 

"economic miracle" of the postwar years. 

It would be misguided to attribute the child's action above purely to religious 

devotion. Children are like social sponges, and I believe her action attests to the intense 

self-consciousness of Italian society with regard to family transformation. Various surveys 

have revealed a lack of fit between the actual number of children that women have and the 

number they desire. In general, they say they would like two children but, on average, 

have just one, or 1.2, to be statistically precise. TTie finding "implies a puzzling 

discrepancy between expressed preferences and the observed rate of childbearing" in 

numerous European countries, and Italy has one of the biggest discrepancies between 
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desire and practice (Bongaarts 1998:420; see also Perez-Delgado and Livi-Bacci 1992, 

Mencarini 1994^^). 

It appears that children pick up on these unfilled desires. They hear their parents 

speak about them as only children, they hear commentary about only children in the media 

and popular culture. A popular pre-teenage rap artist, Luca T (1994), makes a tribute to this 

national sentiment in his song, "Figlio Unico" (Only Child): 

In a research project drawing on 290 female students enrolled in the Univerksity of Rorence, 
Levi-Bacci's doctoral student Letizia Mencarini (1994:153) found that, on average, the female students 
expressed a desire to have 2.27 children, a value she considered "very elevated" given the current actual 
fertility rates and the average number of children generated by their mothers: 1.97. 
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Che bello mi sveglio alia mattina 
nella cameretta ho sonno piu di prima 
con la mia mamma che mi chiama 10 volte 
io non mi aizo e lei mi grida sveglia sveglia 

Allora penso che se avessi un fratellino 
saremmo in 2 alia mattina da svegliare 
senza fratello senza sorella 
e colpa mia se sono il solo da sgridare 

So-no figlio unico so-no figlio unico 

Finiti i compiti ho voglia di giocare 
mi guardo intomo non so che cosa fare 
non c'e Luigi e uscito col fratello 
guardo in cortile "nessuno" non e bello 

E mi ritrovo che corro col mio cane 
guardo la tele e accendo il mio computer 
la mamma dice non sai mai che cosa fare 
e colpa mia non ho un fratello per giocare 

So-no figlio unico so-no figlio unico 

Tutti hanno 1 fratello 1 sorella tranne me 
Tutti hanno 1 fratello 1 sorella tranne me 

So-no figlio unico so-no figlio unico 

Ciao papa sei stanco hai da fare? si! 
Perche la mamma sta facendo da magiare 
diventa tardi e poi devo andare a letto 
anche stasera non riusciamo piii a giocare 

E mi ritrovo che ho messo a cuccia il cane 
ho spento la tele ho spento il mio computer 
la mamma dice non sai mai che cosa fare 
e colpa mia non ho un fratello per giocare 

so-no figlio unico so-no figlio unico 

Tutti hanno 1 fratello 1 sorella tranne me 
Tutti hanno 1 fratello 1 sorella tranne me 

so-no figlio unico so-no figlio unico 

Ve I'ho gia detto che voglio un fratellino 
gli presterei il mio bomber e... chiodino 
lo porterei con me e a tutti sul piu bello 
ragazzi questo e marco - mio fratello 

How nice I wake up in the morning 
in the bedroom I'm tired more than before 
with my mother who calls me 10 times 
I don't get up, she yells wake up wake up 

So I think if only I had a little brother 
We'd be 2 to wake up in the morning 
without brother without sister 
is it my fault I'm the only one to yell at 

I am an only child I am an only child 

The homework done I want to play 
I look around don't know what to do 
Luigi's not around he's out with his brother 
I look in the courtyard "nobody" it sucks 

And so I go running with my dog 
I watch TV and turn on my computer 
my mom says you never toow what to do 
is it my fault I lack a brother to play with 

I am an only child I am an only child 

Everybody's got a brother a sister except me 
Everybody's got a brother a sister except me 

I am an only child I am an only child 

Hi dad are you tired are you busy? yes! 
Because mom is making dinner 
it gets late and then I have to go to bed 
even tonight we don't get around to playing 

And so I put the dog in its bed 
I turned off the TV I turned off my computer 
my mother says you never know what to do 
is it my fault I lack a brother to play with 

I am an only child I am an only child 

Everybody's got a brother a sister except me 
Everybody's got a brother a sister except me 

I am an only child I am an only child 

I already told you that I want a brother 
I would lend him my bomber and my jacket 
I would take him with me to the nicest places 
guys this is mark - my brother 
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The song's message that the child is the only kid without a sibling is expressing a sentiment 

that apparently speaks to many children listeners. The song communicates a sense of the 

heavy burden that only children bear, and a willingness to do anything to get a sib—the 

child offers to go so far as to share his prized personal belongings with a little brother. One 

senses that Alice is similarly lonely and that she, too, experiences being the only source of 

her mother's disciplining habits as becomes clear in the following account, in which 

Carlotta told me how she replied after her daughter went to pray to the Madonnina for a 

sibling. 

Carlotta excerpt (ii): 
BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

10 

15 

20 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

25 CARLOTTA: 

30 

Ma che che Tavevi detto alia figliola? 
But what what did you say to your daughter? 
Eh perchd io gli avevo detto. 
Well because I told her, 
"Guarda, Alice. A me mi piacerebbe farti 
"Look, Alice. I would like to make you 
un fratellino una sorellina. 
a little brother or a little sister. 
Pero vedi tu sei, un tu sei una bambina," dico. 
But see you are, you're not a child," I go, 
"che ascolta la mamma, un tu sei una bambina per benino, 
"that listens to your mama, you're not a well-behaved child, 
tu voi fa sempre le cose, di-" 
you always want to do everything, to-'* 
anche se Io so le e bona 1'Alice, non e cattiva. 
even if I know Alice, she's a good kid, she's not bad. 
No. 
No. 
A lamentarmi sarei egoista. 
To carry on about it would be self-centered. 
Perche vedi sta sola, un c'ha nessuno. 
Because look she's alone, she doesn't have anyone. 
Certo. 
Of course. 
Gua-, e anche lei ieri, lei gioco con quei giocchini. 
Loo-, and even yesterday, she played with those toys. 
Pero ha visto delle vorte Te talmente testarda e s'intestardisce. 
But at times she's so hard-headed and gets so stubborn. 
Pero una bambina che fa anche alia sverta a rimettisi 
But she's a kid and also quick to come to her senses 
se tu la sa prendere. 
if you know how to deal with her. 
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BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

SI, SI. 
Yeah, yeah. 
Perche se tu la prendi con le cattive lei reagisce peggio capito? 
If you treat her like she's bad she reacts worse, see? 
E come noi. 
It's like us. 
Se uno grande si prende con le cattive 
If you treat a grown*up like they're wrong 
tu hai la reazione istintiva tu t'arrabbi di piu. 
your gut reaction is to get even madder. 
Invece se uno ti prende sempre con le bone. 
But if one always gives the benefit of the doubt, 
i'e sempre meglio. 
it's always better. 
Sicche gli dissi, "Vedi, Alice," io, 
So I told her, '*Look, Alice," I go, 
"se te t'eri una bambina un po piu tranquilla, piii calma," 
"if you yourself were a more tranquil^ calm child," 
e gli poi gli dissi, "e se tu MANGIAVI DI PIU=U" 
and then I told her, '*and if you WOULD EAT MO=R£' 
perche sa lei mi fa disper^ tutto su i mangiare. 
y'know she makes me a wreck, it's all about eating. 
E "se tu mangiavi di piii, io ti pote(v)o fa 
And 'if you would eat more, then I could make you 
anche una sorellina o un fratellino." 
a little sister or a little brother." 
Dice, "Mamma ma tu sei sempre in tempo." 
She says, "Mama but you still have time." 
"No," io, "ma ormai sono bell'e vecchia," dico io. 
"No," I go, "but by now I'm too old," 1 say. 
"Mamma perche quant' anni tu hai?" 
"Mama because how old are you?" 
Dico e "Cioe n' ho trentotto, eh, un si po mica fare un figl." 
I say "I'm thirty-eight, uh, one can hardly have a kid.' 
"Allora mamma c'e ne tante e n'hanno fatte di quarantacinque." 
"Oh mama there're lots who had one at forty-five." 
@ @ @ T'ha capito! 
@ @ @ See how it is! 

I find it painful to hear Carlotta tell how she reasoned with her daughter about not 

having more children (lines 10-15, and again lines 50-55). Her manipulativeness seems 

cruel. I do not wish to be harsh on Carlotta, yet I feel the need to draw attention to the way 

in which she instills into her child the social requirements expected of her, the mother. 

Carlotta recognizes how harsh she is being herself (line 15) but then picks up where she 

left off (line 48) and proceeds to explain that the child's refusal to eat turns her into such a 
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nervous wreck (line 54) that she can hardly bear the thought of having another child to 

contend with. 

This discourse reproduces two key ideologies that articulate in an ongoing way. The 

patriarchal ideology defines women as the gender responsible for seeing to it that their 

children eat and are in good health; the bourgeois class ideology creates the "necessity" of 

keeping surroundings well-managed so as to portray an image of precision, rationality, and 

control. 

What motivates Carlotta to suggest to her child that it is the girl's behavior which 

prevents her from having another child draws upon a dominant moral order, one in which 

precision, rationality and order are a perceived necessity. Ensuring that children fall into 

line rests heavily on the mother. She asks for the child's cooperation in this task, and in so 

doing, she also enculturates the girl to these social expectations. The problem that Carlotta, 

and many mothers face, is not simply that their children are badly behaved, that they are 

wild misfits who refuse to eat, but rather that the ideal of raising children in terms of 

keeping them well-dressed, well-groomed, and well-fed is of such a high standard that it 

renders the possibility of having a second child nearly impossible, and often unthinkable. 

Furthermore, the social context makes it acceptable to have an only child. Carlotta said that 

nearly half of the children in her daughter's class were only children, and among her 

daughter's classmates who had a sibling, there were often three, four, even ten years 

between one child and the next. When a woman sees her friends waiting many years before 

having another child, and then hears those same friends speak positively of the experience, 

she begins to rethink her ideas of family-making. "I used to diink it was a bad thing to have 

a child after a big gap, like me and my brother. But these two or three fnends of mine, they 

tell me it's better like this." Her friends have experienced little jealousy between their 

children, and then the younger child admires his or her older sibling. 

Carlotta excerpt (in): 
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CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

5 CARLOTTA: 

10 

15 BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

20 

25 BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

30 

BETSY: 

35 CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 
40 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

45 

Invece con du uguali! 
But with two the same age! 
Eh! 
Ah! 
C'e un antra mia arnica I'e disperata. 
There's another friend of mine, she's beside herself. 
C'ha du bambine ci corre un' anno e mezzo. 
She has two little kids, a year and a half between them. 
Son sempre a dassi'^, botte da orbi.^'^ 
They're always fighting, beating on each other. 
Un vanno d'accordo. Gelose. 
They don't get along. Jealousy. 
Che un' vivere anche quello 11, Betsy? 
Is that any way to live, Betsy? 
Eh. 
Huh. 
lo unno so. Sicche io so stata degli anni ni dubbio. 
I dunno. So for years I've been back and forth. 
"Lo fo, non lo fo." Capito. 
"I'll do it, I won't do it." See. 
Poi s'era detto, si fa ora. 
Then at one point it was said, "let's do it now," 
Antonio gli garbava era un momento che non mi piaceva a me. 
Antonio was into it but at the time I didn't like the idea. 
Eh, SI. 
Ah, yes. 
Abbiamo avuto i' tempi invertiti un po'. Capito. 
It's a little that we've had opposite periods. Y'see. 
Quando mi piaceva a me un gli piaceva tanto a lui. 
When I was liking the idea he wasn't much into it. 
Perche? Questo ho visto che che nessun di due s'era [...] decisi. 
Why? I saw that that neither of us was [...] decided. 
Si. 
Yeah. 
Pero chi e sempre stato piu deciso gli e stato piii Antonio. 
But who's always been more decided has been Antonio. 
Ah si? 
Oh really? 
SI che che io. Capito. 
Yeah than than me. You see. 
Ho capito. 
I see. 
Quande lui ave(v)a preso piu la decisione ero piu indecisa io. 
When he had committed to do it I was more undecided. 
Che quando ero decisa io era indeciso lui. 
Then when I had decided he was undecided. 

Literally darsi, to give each other bone, picchiarsi, beat on each other, flght. (Zampi, personal 
communication). 

Metaphorical reference is to how a blind person would hit something. Orbi = ceccho. 
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BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

Ma la sua I'era un' indecisione che [...] 
But his was an indecision that [...] 
che ci si pote(v)a passa di sopra.^^ 
that we could have overcome. 
@ @ 
@ @ 
Capito? Perche I'era una decisione fatta anche da me. 
See? Because it was a decision that I had to maice too. 
Perche a me mi m'entravano le paure, le ansie, i timori. 
I, I became overcome with fear, anxiety, fright. 
Ah ho capito. 
Oh I see. 
Un' antra matemita capito. 
Another pregnancy, you see. 
E dicevo che c'e la faro? A superarla? 
And I would say, will I be able to do it. To make it? 
Lo vedi i carattere che ho io. 
You see the personality that I have. 
Sono un pd ansiosa. 
I'm a little nervous. 
Mi garfoa tene le cose precise, la casa per bene, andare-
I like to keep things precise, the house orderly, to go-
egoisticamente a divertirmi, a fa la giratina nell' estate, 
selfishly to have fun, to do little trips in the summer, 
neir invemo mi garba anda sciare, un po', capito. 
in the winter I like to go sking, a little, get it. 

' ̂  Not a serious indecision. Literally, his decision was something we could have overcome. 
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Carlotta's friend's experience with having two children so close in age (lines 7-14) 

stands as an allegory for her, a cautionary tale that she heeded. But she has not completely 

ruled out the possibility of another child. She expressed her ambivalence about having a 

second child, and several critical insights can be drawn firom her self-reflective narrative. 

First, in matters of deciding whether to have a child, couples negotiate these decisions. The 

ultimate decision to have another child tends to depend on the woman. In this respect, men 

acknowledge how much work is required of women in terms of child-rearing. In another 

case (discussed below), that of Laura, the husband was the one to decide not to have any 

children. 

Second, sentiments of fear are often expressed in talk surrounding the possibility of 

having a child. The pauses in the above excerpt suggest a double-voiced quality, i.e., every 

utterance is saturated with other utterances that came before. She pauses just as she 

acknowledges her indecision (lines 32, 48). She stutters (line 55) when she discusses how 

she became overcome with fear. The frequency with which women talk about fear in terms 

of having another child (one saleswoman in a local clothing boutique used the word 

"terrified" to describe her fear) suggests that meeting the expectations of the social role of 

mother, as well as confronting pregnancy and labor, add up to a heavy burden. Carlotta 

goes so far as to frame her backing off from the decision to have another child, and her fear 

about it, in terms of her own character. A personality flaw becomes the source of her 

failure to commit to another pregnancy. Even her desire to have fun becomes framed in 

terms of "selfishness," an assessment of herself that can be read negatively given her 

humble peasant background and her Catholic upbringing (lines 63-73). 

Third, she expressed the fear of whether she would have enough love to go around 

for both children, were she to have another, and whether she could express her love 

equally. This concern was also told to me by other only-child mothers. As Carlotta 

struggled with feelings of self-centeredness vs. potential love, she then launched into a fear 
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about something besides love that parents give to their children: inheritance. The moral 

struggle that underlies Carlotta's narrative about the inheritance battle between her father, 

her uncle, and her aunt (her father's two siblings) becomes clear as she frames the tense 

and intimate story. 

Carlotta excerpt (iv): 

CARLOTTA; 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

L'amore pe' figlioli dovrebbe essere forte, dovrebbe superare. 
The love for children must be strong, you've got to attain it. 
E io ti diro mi sentiro egoista allora. 
And me, I'll tell you then I feel selflsh. 
Betsy che ti dico, unno so. [...] 
What can I tell you, Betsy, I don't know. [...] 
Pero, sento che mi da un po' ansieta questa co-
Because I feel that it gives me some axiety this thi-
questa cosa d'i figliolo perche faro bene o faro male a lascialla sola? 
this thing about children because am I doing right or 
wrong to leave her alone? 
Si capisco. Perfettamente. 
Yes, I understand. Perfectly. 
E poi e poi ti die- devo dire la verita. 
And then and then I'll tell yo- I have to tell the truth. 
Proprio la verita la dico a malincuore'®. 
Really the truth and I tell it regretfully. 
Ma ormai a te la posso dire 
But by now I can tell you 
mi sento un po-
I feel a little-
perche c'e stato cose in casa mia 
because things happened in my house 
che tra fratelli un dovrebbero succedere. 
that shouldn't happen between siblings. 
Tra mi, i mi genitori, tra i mi babbo e la mi. 
Between my, my parents, between my dad and my 
e la su sorella e i su fratello. 
and his sister and brother. 
Sono andati tramite avvocato. 
They went to an attorney. 
Em, capito. 
Hmm, I see. 
Par spartizione''. Capito? 
To divide the inheritance. Follow me? 

Un dispiacere di dirlo, she regrets saying this. (Zampi, personal communication). 
To divide their inheritance.. 
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BETSY: 

CARLOTTA; 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA; 

To divide the inheritance. Follow me? 
Ah capito. 
Yes, I see. 
La mi' zia voleva in piu insomma 
My aunt wanted more well 
i mi babbo un glielo voleva dare e i mi babbo-
my dad didn't want to give it to her and my dad-
Siccome ha tenuto i mi nonni^o, i su genitori. 
Since he took care of my grandparents, his parents, 
tanto gli' ha fano e la mi' la mi' zia un gli ha fatto nulla 
he did so much for them, my my aunt didn't do a thing 
e i mi babbo pretendava di piu. 
and my dad expected more. 
E la mi zia voleva di piu. 
And my aunt wanted more. 
Ho capito. 
I see. 
E i mi babbo un gli ha date nulla. 
And my dad didn't give her anything. 
Allora gli e toccato andare tramite avvocato. 
And so they had to go through an attorney. 
Ho capito. 
I see. 
lo c'ho uno zio in America in America. 
I have this uncle in America in America. 
E tomato pe prendere soldi e non ha preso nulla. 
And he came back to get money and didn't get anything. 
Dapprima s'era messo dalla parte di mi babbo. 
At flrst he was on my dad's side. 
EINVECE POI s'e rivoltato contro i mi babbo. 
And INSTEAD THEN he turned against my dad. 
Gl'e andato dalla parte delta ml zia. 
He took my aunt's side. 
Ha avuto i coraggio, ti dico questa Betsy, 
He had the gall, I'll tell you Betsy, 
quanto ho patito. 
how much I su^ered. 
Ha avuto i coraggio d'andare via, di venire in Arg- in Italia, 
He had the gall to leave, to come to Arg- to Italy, 
stare un mese in casa mia due tre, 
to stay for a month or two or three in my house 
la mi maimna fagli da 
My mother did everything for him 
MANGIARE, LAV ARE, STIRARE, CUCINARE 
FED HIM, LAUNDERED, IRONED, COOKED 
andare, dice; "Arrivo una settimana dalla mi sorella." 
to go, he says: "I'm going to my sister's for a week." 

Her father kept them at home and did a lot for them. So he expected more. 
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Sarebbe stata la sorella d'i mi babbo, anche. 
And this would be my dad's sister. 
E NON E PltJ TORNATO. 
AND HE NEVER CAME BACK. 
Ha fatto le valige, e ripartito in Argentina. 
He packed his bags and he went back to Argentina. 
Perche la mi' zia I'ha messo contro i mi babbo. 
Because my aunt turned him against my dad. 

BETSY: Ah, capito. 
Oh, I see. 

CARLOTTA: E ID e io pens' a questo Betsy. 
And I think about this Betsy. 
Dei fratelli c'e sempre queste cose per tutt' a 
Among siblings there's always this thing about 
per via dei soldacci maledetti, Betsy. 
for that damned nasty money, Betsy 
Ma qui un ti credere che sia d'i mi babbo, eh. 
But here don't you think that it's only my dad, uh. 
Qui quasi tutti sui- quan- una per-
Here nearly eveiy one- how- one for-
una buona percentuale quande more genitori. 
a good percent when a parent dies. 
Succede sempre qualcosa. 
Something always happens. 

BETSY: Ah si? 
Oh really? 

CARLOTTA: Sempre qualcosa. 
Always something. 
Se tu sei figlio unico un succede niente. 
If you're an only child nothing happens. 

BETSY: Ah certo. 
Of course. 

CARLOTTA: Ma se tu sei anche due, basta! Betsy. 
But if there are just two, that's enough! Betsy 
Ma ne succede tanti qui. 
But a lot of this happens here. 
Di questi affari. 
Of these kinds of things. 
E sicche dico io, so stata m^e. 
And therefore I say, I really felt bad, 
ho patito io per quest' ^are, d'ora. 
I suffered a lot due to this affair, of late. 
Anche a fammelo anche a fa un' antro figliolo, chi melofa fare. 
Even to have myself another child, who'll have me do it. 
Almeno quande more e tutto dell'Alice o NTENTE 
At least when I die it's everything for Alice or NOTHING 
deir Alice, se un c'ho niente. Tutto e niente. 
for Alice, if I don't have anything. Everything or nothing. 
Capito Betsy. E senza discussioni. 
See Betsy. And without discussion. 
Anche se patir^ lei perche dirrk: 
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Even if she'll suffer because they'll say: 
"Sorelle c'e n'hai?" Gli diranno. 
"Sisters, do you have any?" they'll say. 
"Fratelli c'e n'hai?" 
"Brothers, do you have any?" 
Visto delle vorte anche fratelli e sorelle ti danno gioie. 
I've seen at times brothers and sisters also give you joy. 

BETSY: Certo. 
Of course. 

CARLOTTA: Ti danno anche dolore, mi si possono dare anche gioie cose. 
They also give you pain, but I admit they also bring joy. 

The frequent pauses and disruptions in her talk Oines 7-23) testify to her 

embarrassment and suffering over what happened. The subtext of her story (beginning at 

line 25) expresses the ideal of the family as united in love rather than torn apart by greed. 

The three heirs' turning to an attorney to settle their conflict (lines 32, 56), in the narrator's 

world view, signifies pathos at the level of the family. Such conflicts become tragic. Her 

account offers two instances in which moral violations occur first, that it was Carlotta's 

father who cared for her grandparents in old age and hence expected more, and second that 

her father's brother, the one from Argentina, turned against her father. In both instances, 

the relatives violated the moral order because they did not fulfill family expectations with 

regard to due treatment, respect, and reciprocity.Carlotta's emphasis Oine 80) points to 

distorted loyalties. Despite the sacrifices in the form of hard work that Carlotta's mother 

made, her uncle still turned against Carlotta's family. The actions become particularly 

immoral, according to the sentiments of this narrative, because the sacrifices did not yield 

the expected payback. When she generalizes from her family to everyone, and anticipates 

my judgments (note the broken syntax, line 103) it is a move designed to protect her 

integrity—after all, she and her husband have a stake in the heirs' battle—as well as that of 

her parents. 

2' On concepts of reciprocity, see for example, Mauss (1990[1950]). 
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The violation of certain moral orders symbolizes for people like Carlotta that things 

are not right in the world. She draws on the fear of unrecognized sacrifices, of unpaid 

rewards, and of misplaced loyalties to reason in favor of having an only child. Having one 

child becomes a way for parents to ensure they have control even after they are dead: they 

can be certain inheritance battles will not ensue. The nature of inheritance conflicts changes 

as parents become more wealthy and hence as there is more property to fight over. 

However, inheritance dilemmas also existed in the large patriarchal family, and solutions 

often rested in requiring certain offspring to remain celibate or in disinheriting others since 

the small plots, an average of ten hectares in central Tuscany, could support a limited 

number of people. 

The level of intimacy in this narrative, I believe, was possible because of the 

ethnographic investment of time and energy I put into developing a rapport with Carlotta. 

She became a sincere consultant and we became friends as time went on. My impending 

departure led us, at the conclusion of the interview, to return to her earlier comment about 

the social attention that Italians devote to material wealth. 

Carlotta excerpt (v): 
BETSY; 

5 CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

10 
CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

15 CARLOTTA: 

20 

voi dicevate, "Ah e bene che voi tomate 11 
you were saying "It's good that you're going back there 
perche la vita qui e troppo- stressante." 
because life here is too* stressful." 
In America? 
In America? 
Si. Dicevate- Ma come vedi la-
Yeah, you were saying- But how do you see the-
i doveri del la mamma, qui, di essere mamma di-
the responsibilities of mothers, here, to be a mother of-
Troppo. 
Too much. 
della vita? 
of life? 
Troppo, troppo cose, troppo tutto. 
Too much, too many things, too much everything. 
Troppo precisione. 
Too much precision. 
Troppo quello dev guardare quel altro. 
Too much of that one looking at that other one. 
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BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY; 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

Carlotta: 

BETSY: 

Carlotta: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 

CARLOTTA: 

BETSY: 
CARLOTTA: 

E queir altra e invidioso di quel altie che ha comprato ia macchina 
bella 
And that other is envious of that one who bought a nice 
car 
e la casa e va in mare, va in montagna. 
and the house and going to the sea and to the mountains. 
E tutto un- Ad esempio, tu te ne fa 
And everything- For example, youMl make 
poco amicizia se te tu sei terra terra. 
few friends if you are at ground level. 
Eh. 
Oh. 
Capito Betsy. 
Understand Betsy. 
Eh. 
Uh-huh. 
Ad esempio, se te tu sei di un-
For example, if you are from a-
Ah terra terra, capito. 
Oh, down on the earth, I see. 
Capito come voglio /dire io, terra/ terra? 
Do you follow me, at ground level, broke? 
/SI, SI./ Se non c'hai /soldi, se non c'hai/-
Yeah, yeah. If you don't have money, if you don't have-
/Se non ha una/ posizione. 
If someone doesn't have a position. 
Esatto. 
Exactly. 
Se non hanno una /buona-/ 
If they don't have a good-
/Capito/ 
I see. 
Se tu ha una discreta posizione-
If you have a respectable position-
Si. Capito. 
Yeah, I see. 
Anche cost. 
Like this too. 
Ma se tu sei proprio terra terra che non ti puoi permettere ne 
But if you are really so dirt poor that you can't afford 
d' andare in mare 
to go to the sea 
Ho capito. 
I see. 
e di far le vacanze un po ogni tanto. 
and you can only take a vacation every once in a while. 
Ne d'avere qualche cosa una macchina per bene. 
And if you don't even have a nice car. 
@ @ @ [thinking about my 17-year-old Fiat 127] 
O- o la casa, sa la casa un po-, insomma. Basta che-. 
Or or the house, y'know the house a little-, well. Enough to-
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Qualche cosa ci vuole. 
But you better have something. 
An- Se un tu ha la casa ma la macchina un po tu c'e la debb-
Al- If you don't have a nice house, a car you'd better-
Poi, s'era un me- mentalita. 
Then, it must be an att- attitude. 
Ma questo se un tu lo dicono la gente 
But if people don't tell you this 
e perche non lo vogliono dire, Betsy. 
it's because they don't want to admit it, Betsy. 
Certo. 
I bet. 
Ma dentro di sei, qualche cosa c'e sempre a tutti. 
But within yourself, everybody senses some of this. 
Un punto di invidia o di sentirsi piu di quel altra, c'e Betsy. 
A little envy or to feel like you're better than someone 
else, it's there, Betsy. 
L'itdiano e cosi. 
The Italian is like this. 
Mi displace a dirlo. 
I regret saying it. 
Ma poi c'e- Sinceiemente e onestamente 
But then there's- Sincerely and honestly 
ci sara anche le persone giuste e oneste 
there will also be just and honest people. 
/Cferto/ 
Of course. 
Come c'e quelle cattive in tutte le parte di mondo. 
Just like there's bad in every part of the world. 
Pero normalmente 
However, normally 
se te tu sei d'un- d'un ceto terra [.] 
if you are of a- of a low-level class [.] 
amicizie non- c'e ne poche per esempio. 
friends are not- there will be few for example. 
Se te tu sei in un gruppettino che sono a coppia 
If you are in a little group in which there are couples 
ad esempio io e andrea, mette altre due, tre coppie, 
take for example me and Antonio, two or three other couples 
che stanno bene, 
that are well off 
Certo 
I see. 
Un esempio! 
An example! 
Si si. 
Yeah, yeah. 
Se quello di ceto poco [.] 
If there's one from a low class [.] 
Se invece sono tutti di salita ceto allora. 
If on the other hand they're all of high class then. 
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capito= come 
understassnd, how it i=s? 

125 lo invece queste cose. 
Me on the other hand these things, 
ritomo a dirti mi garba le persone, 
I'll tell you once more that I like honest people, 
anche se un hanno nulla, ma oneste. Capito Betsy. 

130 even if they don't have anything. Understand Betsy. 
BETSY; Certo. 

Of course. 
CARLOTTA: Questa io voglio dire. 

This is what I want to say. [quiet voice quality.] 

This closing, evaluative stretch of discourse suggests the pain of conforming to a 

social reality that deflnes friendship according to the "logics" of status competition. One 

reading of this narrative is that what motivates people is their desire to avoid appearing 

inferior. The emphasis on precision becomes one symbol that enables people to establish 

distance from inferiority. People look closely at others. The spatial arrangement of Italian 

towns and cities, with their tightly constructed centers built to human scale, invite people to 

be very aware of comportment in public so much so that one Italian friend visiting Tucson, 

Arizona, remarked, "Americans don't know how to walk." It is a distinction that is 

virtually impossible to make if one has not grown up in a place where walking is an art 

form. The passeggiata, stroll, is still a reality for many Italians. On Sundays, after coming 

together a tavola for a big pranzo around 1 o'clock, people commonly take a girata, an 

outing, to a picturesque hilltown or to a city center such as Florence, where they walk 

around, stopping spontaneously to drink a coffee or eat a gelato. It is a highly social 

occasion, one very much lived in the moment. 

But we should take care not to romanticize the social intensity of Italian culture, for as 

Carlotta put it, if you are "terra terra" your chances of making friends are slim (lines 25, 

27, 104). Quotidian interactions draw on class markers to include and exclude certain 

people. Carlotta's use of the term terra terra twice in the discourse (lines 27, 57, 101) 

serves as a "contextual cue," to use Charles Briggs' term, in that it creates an "interpretive 
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framework[s] for deciphering the meaning of what is being said" (1988:15). Her 

deployments of terra terra are instances of metonymy; in using dirt for poverty, she 

indirectly indexes the agricultural past. There is also a spatial dimension: dirt, associated 

here with being poor, is low to the ground, people who make money have risen {salita 

ceto, line 119). Furthermore, her standard of being dirt poor—that you can't afford to go to 

the sea—speaks to the degree to which middle- and upper-middle class norms have become 

dominant in Tuscany. The metonymic device serves to cover up class ideology. Underlying 

terra terra are old notions that associate working the land with being dirt poor, and perhaps 

more important, with being inferior. 

Carlotta's discourse is filled with a concern for displaying largely taken-for-granted 

symbols that communicate middle- to upper-middle class status and material wealth. The 

value of individual worth has come to be measured according to prized commodities and 

vacation destinations rather than according to the basic goodness of a person. Her struggle 

with this dominant ideology can be seen in her moments of dysfluency, her pauses. She 

interrupts herself at key moments (lines 68, 72, 74, 91, 101,103). In each of these 

instances, Carlotta is articulating the dominant ideology—linked to the bourgeois capitalist 

state and its consumer culture—with respect to the importance of acquiring material goods 

and avoiding the consequences of not doing so: being viewed as genterella and hence 

risking social exclusion. 

Anna. Diana: Quotidian Warnings 

A neighbor girl, Alice, invited my daughter to her 7th birthday party. We 
arrived, and I immediately noticed how Hollis stood out so starkly as the 
American child. Most of the other girls were incredibly well primmed. They 
wore dresses with darling little collars, perfectly laundered and perfectly ironed. 
Hollis wore a faded, unironed cotton dress that was almost too small for her, 
and her hair, though brushed, already looked messy. I felt a twinge of 
embarrassment. It's so hard to keep up with a growing child, particularly here 
where the appearance of children Unctions as a sign of one's morality. Carlotta, 
Alice's mother, one day told me how she would buy her daughter clothes twice a 
year: summer/spring and fall/winter. There was such discipline to her approach. 
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such order, and I've seen it in her daughter's closet. The clothes were hung and 
folded so perfectly I felt like I was in an upscale boutique. 

I noticed subtle differences in party behavior. Carlotta, the birthday girl's 
mom, opened the present we had brought. The Italian mother appears willing to 
do everything for the child. There is a constant struggle to keep things orderly. 
So it was particularly surprising when I saw Alice and another very nicely 
primmed darling girl eating the birthday cake: They purposefully smeared 
chocolate all around their mouths, whereas my daughter didn't bother to indulge 
in such an act of festival "resistance." It was a very camivalesque moment. 

I joined a conversation with several mothers. Anna is a stilista, designer, 
who specialized in athletic wear. She was bom in Tuscany, then moved at age I 
to Zurich, Switzerland, then at 11 came back, spent time in Firenze. She and her 
husband picked Poggetto because it seemed like a perfect place to raise a child. 
She got pregnant and at 36 had the baby. She hired a babysitter to help with her 
daughter, to pick her up from school, especially when she is away. 

"Better to only have one and do that well," Anna said. 
Neve, a yoga teacher, remarked that the Italian economy is "screwed up" in 

the sense that the cost of things (houses, clothes, etc.) is way out of proportion 
with what people make. Another difficulty for her was that she did not have 
relatives nearby, not even an aunt. And even if she did, she found it unfair to 
expect grandmothers to be the primary babysitter. It's better to hire someone. 
Grandmothers, they spoil kids, she said. 

According to another mother of one, a school teacher named Diana, an only 
child was becoming the norm for most people. 

"Sometimes I think about having another, in the abstract, but when I think 
about the concrete reality: No way! Also I have health problems," she said. 

"I don't know exactly what your health problems are, but I can imagine that 
if you add heath problems to what is already a difficult situation, indeed, to have 
a second would be really difficult," replied another. 

A little while later, I moved over to another couple with two children. I sat 
on a rock wall near where their children were playing. The man asked about my 
research. He is a truck driver, earns £2 million a month after taxes; she sews 
sweaters, likely in the hidden economy, and earns another £800,000 (total 
income for couple, $1,800 per month). They openly talked about how hard it 
was to have two, how wild they get. "The two kids are driving me crazy, 
turning my brain into mush," the man said. {Fieldnotes, 16 June 1996) 

The talk in essence reflects an endless exchanges of "rationalities" about choices. 

Socially occurring discourses such as these by the mothers and the father serve as warnings 

to others, a sort of ongoing social commentary not to have more than one child. A high 

degree of importance is placed on doing things well, perbene, according to bourgeois 

standards, whether it comes to preparing meals, making sweaters, or raising children. 

Having only one child increases the odds that one may succeed in doing it well, so the 

thinking goes. At the same time, fewer children means fewer opportunities to display 
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morality. It also increases pressure on those who have them to compete in morality displays 

through children; in turn, these competitions make participants vulnerable to feelings of 

inadequacy. Furthermore, given the economic challenges, in particular the perceived high 

cost of living in relation to salaries, and what people believe is necessary to raise a child in 

terms of food, clothing, education, and entertainment, the rationale for having only one 

child is reinforced. Other cautions point to strains placed on one's physical and mental 

health. With an emphasis on rationality and control, threats to one's sanity become 

commonly heard. 

During a conversation with a bank teller one afternoon, he told me he had only one 

child, una bambina. "Una e basta" he said. One is enough. On another occasion, one 

morning as I walked my daughter to preschool, I ran into a neighbor woman, her 5-year-

old daughter, and her infant in a stroller. Diana, in her late 30s, had dark circles under her 

eyes. She looked destroyed. "How's it going?" I asked her, striving for a sympathetic 

tone. She tumed her head away, sarcastically laughed, then said, "Male male. The baby 

hasn't slept through the night in eight months. And then with work, la casa, I can't take it 

anymore. Non posso piu. I ask myself. Why did I go and have another one when the first 

was already so big? And then this weather. It all makes me isterico, utterly hysterical."22 I 

am not suggesting that we take all of these references to madness literally, but the modem 

subject in central Italy seeks to feel in control, and even the casual references to madness at 

least add up to cautionary tales. 

Nicoletta: Sacrifices Lost to a New Generation 

Nicoletta embodies the quiet revolution: one of six children, she herself had two 

daughters, and neither of them have any children. She grew up in Calabria. In the early 

1960s, she moved with her husband and two daughters to Tuscany, drawn there by the 

From fieldnotes 96.05.02 and 96.05.10. 
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migration of her parents and other siblings. The postwar boom was in fiill swing in central 

Italy. In Calabria, Nicoietta and her husband left behind an agricultural life, working land 

they did not own. When they first arrived in the outskirts of Prato, it was difficult to find a 

place to live. They were marked as Southemers, as Other, and they were discriminated 

against. Finally, they found an abandoned farmhouse to rent. Her husband was an artful 

ironworker, and he kept busy crafting elegant iron gates and fences for the burgeoning new 

housing in the area. Within several years they built a house of their own. On the ground 

floor, Nicoietta set up a workshop finishing sweaters, and when her daughters finished 

middle school, they joined her full-time. 

One evening, Nicoietta, my husband and I were huddled close to the fire, in that same 

ground-floor space where she used to finish sweaters. The dank December (1995) air 

chilled the apartment. We wore layers of sweaters. The joke in these parts was that 

sweaters just "happen" upon you. These were gifts from her daughter and son-in-law, both 

sweater-makers. It is a convenient artisan-industry to work in come wintertime, though an 

uncomfortably hot one come summer. Nicoietta is a salt-of-the-earth widow who refused to 

stop chopping her own firewood even when her health began to fail her; with great 

passion, she continued to make her own pasta and create multiple-course culinary feasts 

until she became so overcome with fatigue that she would end up bedridden for days. 

The fireside space beckoned old memories. She recalled with deep sadness what a 

beautiful family they had, a family of toccare, of love and affection. She and her husband 

had a way of communicating without words, only with their eyes. It ended suddenly some 

eight years before. The family had driven to a restaurant in the mountains for a special New 

Year's Eve dinner, and her husband suffered a heart attack. The shock of that evening has 

never been forgotten. Before the death of her husband, the family used this apartment for 

large family gatherings as well as for the sweater-finishing work. Festive celebrations there 

came to an abrupt halt after his death, and for six grueling years she rented out the 
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apartment to an unmarried, volatile couple whom she managed to force out only after a 

domestic dispute became so violent that the police had break it up. "My life went from this 

to this," she told me, gesturing with her palm. Her youngest daughter's mental illness 

worsened, and she had to enslave herself to her daughter's psychiatrist, la professoressa: 

Nicoletta cooked specialty dishes for the psychiatrist's parties in exchange for professional 

psychiatric care for Lila. 

Only recently had she reclaimed the apartment and decided to rent it out to us. We 

lived in one half and shared the other half, so that she could use the staircase from her first-

floor apartment to access her patio, wood oven, and vegetable plot, as well as flower 

garden. The sweetness of the flowers helped mask the pungent odors from raw sewage and 

burnt wool fiber that frequently infused the air in this neighborhood. Since we were 

foreigners, she was confident our stay would be temporary, a contrast with Italian tenants, 

whose legal rights were so strong that many property owners would leave apartments 

vacant rather than risk losing the space indefinitely to renters who refused to move. 

Nicoletta sat on a folding wooden chair beside the fire, a place of old memories. I 

turned on my tape recorder, and we began to talk about the profound generational changes 

between her parents, herself, and her children. I had only been in the field for six weeks, 

and Nicoletta's speech presented a particular challenge to me: her own family spoke an 

Albanian dialect and, after she moved to Tuscany in 1962, she acquired aspects of the local 

dialect, one particular to Prato. Her painful experiences as a Southern migrant made her 

sensitive to my difficulties with linguistic and cultural adjustments. Since I did not 

understand everything, I tended to keep quiet and let her talk about what came to mind. 

"Our generation, we were the sort of people who were more understanding. I married and I 

entered—" Nicoletta paused and then asserted who she was beneath; "Suocera." Mother-

in-law. She uttered the word as though it were written in bold letters. After marriage, she 

moved in with her husband's family and assumed her "rightful" position beneath the 
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mother-in-law. The woman was a widow who wore black until the end. Her husband died 

when her children were small.^^ The family did not own the land it worked and was 

always in debt to the wealthy land owners. The household consisted of a married sister and 

brother-in law with two children, two other unmarried brothers, herself and her new 

husband. Each couple had a bedroom. "How is it that we all got along and we ate one plate 

of pasta a day and that's it?" she asked. 

Nicoletta's description of the household is critical to understanding the hierarchical 

relations that formerly existed between the generations under the patriarchal family form, 

and how these relations shaped a person's quotidian experience and identity: 

Nicoletta excerpt (i) 

See fieldnotes, "96.04.29 poverty, casa, 1950s" 
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NICOLETTA: E la suocera (...) 
And the mother-in-law 
faceva un pocchinino-
She used to make a little-
perche lei non toma "mmm® 
because it didn't set well with her mmm [grovels] 
Panni a volta diceva. 
Sometimes she'd say of the dirty clothes, 
"No, no li lavo da me." 
"No, no I'll wash them myself." 
Invece noi con la mi' cognata 
Instead, us, with my sister-in-law 
si parlava oggi, 
we were talking today, 
s'andava a frugar 
we'd go rummage around 
a piglia di tutti panni. 
and gather up all the dirty clothes. 
Gli si lavavano puliti per bene 
We'd wash them until they were good and clean 
e gli si mettevan nei cassetti. 
and we'd put them away in the drawers. 
Perch6 eravamo nuore. 
Because we were daughters-in-law 
dovevamo esser disponibili 
we had to make ourselves available 
per quella che avevano un cert' et^ 
for the ones who were of a certain age. 
Ora non capiscono 
Now they don't understand 
ne s'ha sessant' anni, 
if someone is sixty, 
ne s'han ottant'anni, 
if they're eighty 
ne s'hanno novant' anni. 
if they're ninety years old. 
E come se questi genitori 
It's as if these parents 
non esiste piii nessuno. 
don't exist anymore for anyone. 
E come le nuore un-
And like the daughters-in-law, a-
un genitore non esiste piu. 
a parent doesn't exist anymore. 
E perche? 
And why? 
Da quante qua i' mondo esistito 
Since when in the world has there existed 
un- una moglie e un marito 
a wife and a husband 
senza genitori? 
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LILI: 

BETSY; 

NICOLETTA: 

LILI; 

NICOLETTA: 

NICOLETTA: 

LEJ; 

NICOLETTA: 

LILI: 

NICOLETTA: 

without parents? 
lo qui mi mi batto. 
I beat my- myself here. 
lo qui faiei un disastro. 
ril make a real mess here. 
Perchd non nasce nessuno 
Because nobody is born 
/senza genitore/ [voice quivers] 
without parents. 
/Mamma!/ 
/Mamma!/ [from the top of the stairs] 
Si, SI. 
I see. 
E genitori hanno sempre /diritto/ 
And parents always have a right 
/Mamma!/ 
/Mamma!/ 
di esser apprezzati 
to be appreciated 
FIN CHE COMPANO. 
AS LONG AS THEY'RE LIVING, [staccato] 
MAMMA! 
MAMMA! 
Amore. 
Love. 
Che vieni su? 
Are you coming upstairs? 
Si. @ @ @ 
Yes. 

Living in a patriarchal household required its members to accept and perform certain 

obligations. When she asked, "Since when in the world has there existed a wife and a 

husband without parents?" (lines 48-52) she was pointing to the order of things in the 

patriarchal system. It is a question that only someone who lived under that system and its 

obligations might think to ask. The discourse also underscores her sense that 

responsibility—manifested in the form of respect for elders—has eroded with the social 

transformations in the postwar society. Ironic, and humorous, is just as her discourse is 

reaching its climax, her 39-year-old daughter calls to her from the top of the stairwell (lines 

61, 67, 73, 77). The fact that a grown woman is calling for her mother is one example, an 

extreme example but nevertheless one that Nicoletta must contend with on a daily basis, of 

how the younger generation does not live up to their responsibilities. The theme of 
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reciprocal obligations not being honored appears in this discourse when she emphasizes 

that the respect parents deserve from their children is often not fulfilled (lines 65-72). What 

motivated her generation to make sacrifices? 

Nicoletta excerpt (ii) 

NICOLETTA: IO e la mia suocera 
My sister-in-law and I 
glie I'ho fatto. 
we did it. 
Perche glie I'ho fatto? 
Why did I do it? 
Perche rispettavo il mi marito. 
Because I respected my husband. 

This talk reveals an attitude toward the old family form of patriarchy; characterized by 

rigidly ordered social relations. To adhere to this hierarchy was a sign of respect, respect 

for the mother-in-law, but a deeper respect being shown to the husband and the patriarchal 

family form itself. To keep the system working, individual sacrifices were expected. Those 

integrated into the system tended to consent to its order, and certainly there was the 

constcint threat of coercion as the following description of the mother-in-law suggests: (they 

thought about keeping the day in order) 

Nicoletta excerpt (Hi) 

NICOLETTA: IO sono stata in famiglia 
I joined the family 
e siamo stati-
and we were-
lo avevo poi due figli. 
Then I had two children. 
quando stavo a Crotone, 
when I was at Crotone [in Calabria] 
la mi' suocera °era un duro, eh°? 
my mother-in-law she was severe, y'know? [voice lowers] 

BETSY: Ah si? 
Oh really? 

NICOLETTA: Mmmm. 
Mmmm. [low, groveling voice quality]. 
Gli era un duro. 
She was tough. 
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BETSY; Ah si? 
Oh really? 

NICOLETTA: Pero veniva rispettato nella maniera 
But she had to be respected in a certain way 
perche gli'era la suocera. 
because she was the mother-in-law. 

Nicoletta's characterization of her mother-in-law as a duro, a hard type who required the 

young daughters-in-law to look up to her with unquestioning reverence, required that the 

daughters-in-law endured their subordinate position in the household. This type of 

individual sacrifice is one that she and her siblings realize, though with some regret, they 

cannot expect of their daughters or daughters-in-law today. Hence while the young 

generation of women may benefit from patriarchy's diminished hold on familial roles, 

women such as Nicoletta hold ambivalent, often regretful feelings about the demise of the 

patriarchal family form. She and many other women of her age group (the cohort bom in 

the 1930s) have carried forth into their role as mother an intense sense of the necessity to 

sacrifice everything possible for one's children. 

Nicoletta excerpt (iv) 

NICOLETTA: Da quando si fa-
From when we make-
si mette ni mondo figlioli, 
we bring children into the world, 
perche da quando sono cosi 
because from when they are like this, [gestures to ground] 
noi pensiamo sempre per loro, per loro. 
we always think for them, for them. 
E facciamo corredi. 
And we make a trousseau. 
lo facciano trenla paia 
I made thirty pair 
di lenzuoli per ognuno, eh? 
of sheets for each one, y'know? 

BETSY: Per uno, una figlia? 
For each, each daughter? 

NICOLETTA; Trenta paia di lenzuola per UNO. 
Thirty pair of sheets for EACH ONE. 

BETSY; Ah! 
Oh! 
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NICOLETTA: 

BETSY: 

NICOLETTA: 

BETSY: 

NICOLETTA: 

Ah. Ci sono forse sessanta 
Oh. There are maybe sixty 
o settanta asciugamani. 
or seventy towels. 
Per uno figl-
Per each child-
Per una flglia. 
For each daughter. 
C'hanno forse dodici o seidici 
They have maybe twelve or sixteen 
mm non lo so perche non mi ricordo piii 
um I don't know because 1 don't remember now. 
Ancorac'e I'ha? 
Do they still have them? 
Di tovagiia da-
Of tablecloths of-
Certo. C'ha la Lila, 
Certainly. Lila has hers, 
c'e un corredo dalla Lila. 
she has a trousseau. 
Per cui noi si lavora sempre per figli. 
So you see, we always work for our children. 

The amount of personal labor that Nicoletta put into each daughter's trousseau was not 

merely a hobby but rather an important investment in her daughters' futures and their future 

households. Sacrificing oneself for one's children was the dominant norm in the old 

system.^"^ Delayed reciprocity meant that your children would sacrifice themselves for 

you—either by caring for you in old age or by providing you with grandchildren. Of her 

two children, her oldest daughter, Laura, is married but has no children because "they 

never got around to it." Her youngest daughter, Lili, once highly protected because of 

being known as the most beautiful girl in the town, lost the love of her life in her twenties 

as she began what has become two decades of battling mental illness. For Nicoletta, the 

sacrifices she made have not resulted in the expected rewards. 

The notion of lifelong dedication to children, according to Nicoletta, has a different 

significance for Southern and Northern Italians. Just as she had to adjust to the booming 

Sacrifice is a strong theme in the film La Famiglia (Scola 1987). 
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economy of Central Italy of the 1960s, so too did she have to adjust to new views of the 

family, ones closely connected with economic prosperity. In contrast to their Tuscan 

counterparts, the Southerners, according to Nicoletta, much more frequently make a 

trousseau for their children and will go as far as to build them a house. "Everybody does 

something for their children. Because it's an Italian mentality; however, this mentality is 

very much Calabrian. Toscani non lo fanno questo lavoro" and she repeats herself. 

"Tuscans hardly do this sort of work." 

Nicoletta excerpt (v) 
BETSY: 

NICOLETTA: 

BETSY: 

NICOLETTA: 

BETSY: 

NICOLETTA: 

BETSY: 

NICOLETTA: 

BETSY: 

Per i figli? 
For their children? 
Si e difficile che trovi 
Yeah, i t*s really hard to And 
propri le famiglie 
families 
°che pensano per figli.° [very quiet, low voice] 
that think in terms of their children. 
Ah. Huh. 
Oh. Huh. 
Eh! 
That's right! 
Per esempio non fanno 
For example they don't make 
le case cosi per i figli? 
houses like this for their kids? 
E difficile. 
It's rare. 
Molto meno. 
Much less. 
Molto meno. [...] 
Much less. [...] 
Perche vivano loro una giomata. 
Because they live for today. 
Fanno la buona vita 
They live the good life 
un po diversa della nostra. 
in a way somewhat different from ours. 
Loro s'hanno da andar in cinema. 
They have to go to the movies, 
da andar un bel viaggio lo fanno. 
to go on a lovely trip, they do that. 
Invece la nostra mentali^ siamo un po piu-
Instead, our mentality, we are a little more-
Piu- @ @ @ 
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More- @ @ @ 
NICOLETTA: Eh. 

Yes. 
BETSY: Cosa piu? 

40 More what? 
NICOLETTA: Si. questo piu nelle cose-

Yes. This "more" in things-
CHRIS: Cosi. 

Like this. 
45 NICOLETTA: Si. No. Cosi nelle cose piu serie. 

Yeah, no. More serious in things in a way. 
lo se faccio un debito sono sicura 
If I go into debt I'm certain 
che lo debito lo pago. 

50 that I'll pay the debt. 
lo non fo a venire uno a chiederli 
I don't go make someone come and ask for it 
perche prima faccio il passo 
because I take the initiative 

55 quando posso dire grazie, arrivederci. Eh. 
then I can say thanks, see you later. 
La mentality nostra sono un po diversi. 
Our mentality is a little different. 
Giustamente non mica tutti siamo uguali 

60 Granted, we're hardly all alike 
eh perche poi... le origine, 
because then... origins 
piij o meno le persone un po'. 
more or less (they shape) people a little. 

Nicoletta, like so many southern Italians who left their native land for the economic 

promises of central Italy, still found herself caught between two worlds. This was 

complicated by the ethnic racism that she as a southerner experienced; she recalled many 

Tuscans refusing to rent to her family because they were Southerners; in certain cities, 

signs on restaurants specifically forbade southern Italians firom entering. Hence being 

interpellated as an "inferior" led her to reflect on the differences in values. Whereas her 

family and cultural background placed the family at the center of sociality, she soon 

observed that consumption, and in particular, consumption of leisure/entertainment goods, 

was placed at the center of sociality in central Italy. As a Southerner who migrated to the 

center during the economic boom, for her this shift resulted in a heightened awareness of 
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the complexity of ethnic identity, as she so clearly expressed in recounting an argument she 

had with one of her sisters: 

Nicolena excerpt (vi) 

NiCOLETTA: lo non posso di' che vengo di Crotone. 
I can't simply say that I'm from Crotone. 
Debbo dire che vengo. 
I have to say I come from there. 
D'una parte che ero Calabrese. 
In part I was Calabrian. 
E la lingua era questa. 
And this was the language. 
Era lingua non parlata a scuola. 
It was a language not spoken at school. 
Non perch^ io io ( ) italiana. 
Not because I I ( ) Italian. 
Ma e se stupida allora scusame. 
But if this is stupid excuse me. 
Sono italiana nel mc^o che sono in Italia. 
I am Italian in that I am in Italy. 
Ma con la lingua non sono Italiana. 
But as for language, I am not Italian. 

And so went the argument with her sister, who disagreed with her on the point of feeling 

stronger regional identity than a pan-Italian one. Perhaps it is because Nicoletta, being the 

eldest child, had a longer, more enduring experience with her native tongue, an Albanian 

dialect spoken in only a few enclaves in Southern Italy. 

The changes in her own social identity that she experienced, brought about through 

the postwar diaspora and the ensuing economic changes, is something for which Nicoletta 

had strong words when I asked her directly about changes in the family. 

Nicoletta excerpt (vii) 

NICOLETTA: Beti, si entra un argomento molto difficile. 
Betsy, this is a very difficult topic. 
Nella mia generazione 
In my generation 

5 eramo figlioli piu educati, 
as children we were more educated, 
piu- [...] piu participi 
more- [...] more willing to go along with 
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ai sacrifici aU'economia. 
10 the economic sacrifices. 

Ma anche cose. 
But other things too. 
Cose che non c'e piu oggi. 
Things that Just aren't around anymore. 

15 NON C'E PIU PER NESSUNO. 
NOBODY THINKS OF ANYBODY ANYMORE, [staccato] 
Perche e creato un altro modo di vivere. 
Because another way of life has been created, 
un altra society. 

20 another society. 
La generazione di oggi 
Today's generation 
non capiscon piu nulla. 
they don't understand anything anymore. 

23 lo non lo so come la voglia la vita di oggi. 
I don't know how they can want today's kind of life. 
E molto complicato. 
It is so very complicated. 

Nicoletta's view that her generation was more educated is interesting in that education 

means a willingness to comply. She may be aware of the irony here, if her pause (line 7) is 

any indication of the conflict she is dealing with at the moment. The irony is that although 

one might expect individual freedom to lead to a greater sense of agency, the reverse 

appears to be true in Nicoletta's case if we take her use of the passive voice (line 17) as an 

indication. She speaks of the cultural transformations brought about through tremendously 

swift changes in the political economy as another way of life that has been created. It seems 

she is keenly aware of sweeping world-system changes and forces beyond her control. Her 

choice of language mirrors her own sense of a loss of agency. 

Her discourse suggests that changes in people's sense of responsibility have been 

painful. The strong voice quality of her statement (line 15)—her view of a world now 

populated with people who think only of themselves, who have no sense of obligation to 

anyone else—suggests that this idea is key to her deeply felt views toward social and 

family change. The tape runs out with her making a point related to the way that profound 

social changes have paralleled drastic economic transformations: 
Nicoletta excerpt (viii) 
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NiCOLETTA: II mondo di lavoro e cambiato. 
The world of work has changed. 
E molto difficile ora 
It*s really difHcult now 
anche noi genitori per vivere e-
even for us parents to live and-
e lottare dietro figli di oggi, 
and to struggle for our children today, 
e un problema molto grosso. 
it's a huge problem. 
Perche ci sono dei contrast! in tutti modi 
Because there are contrasts in every way 
che questi genitori 
in the sense that parents 
non gli fanno piu-
they no longer make them-
non gli danno piu valori. 
they don't value them anymore. 

Several themes stand out in Nicoletta's excerpts. The first is the depiction of the 

patriarchal family system of the past and of its prefigured roles and obligations. The 

position of the mother-in-law was secure; the daughters-in-law understood and accepted 

their obligations, and they embraced the obligation of respect due to the mother-in-law, the 

husband, and the patriarchal family form as a whole. The sacrifices that Nicoletta's 

generation of parents made for their children stand out as the remaining kernel of the 

system because they are the most hurtful: there is no longer the promise of reciprocity on 

the part of the children as the parents age. Less than worry about herself, Nicoletta worries 

about her childless children: "Who will care for my children when they are old? Who will 

tend their grave sites when they are gone?" I believe she expressed a far-reaching concern. 

This loss of reciprocity is particularly severe for women since they rarely have the 

same powerful role in the household as suocera, mother-in-law. Younger women 

submitted to the iron-handed authority of the mother-in-law because they thought one day 

they would arrive at a position endowed with power and authority. The mother-in-law was 

elevated to the high position of respect; this trajectory was a sort of life-cycle course for 
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women that is lost now because it has disappeared with the loss of a system based on 

reciprocal patterns of respect. 

This brings us to the second theme related to generational changes. In Nicoletta's 

depiction of the situation, the new generation lacks understanding of the necessity to 

reciprocate; in this sense, the new generation (the cohorts bom after the 1950s) lacks 

"education" in social relations even though their formal state-sponsored education is 

generally much higher. Nicoletta has an elementary certificate; her daughters (bom in the 

1950s) finished middle school; their younger cousins (bom in the late 1960s and early 

1970s so in their 20s in 1996) completed high school and several were attending university 

during my fieldwork. But that formal education, for Nicoletta, does not measure up to the 

old-style "education" in which people took their roles seriously and in which parents were 

truly respected and valued. This earlier style education was in particular an "education" for 

sacrifice, in which sacrifice became a perceived social necessity. 

The third theme relates to the broader social and economic context of postwar central 

Italy. Nicoletta refers to "another way of life that has been created, another society," 

including profound changes in the world of work and the related social milieu. These 

changes have led to an imbalance of the sort that Wolf suggested long ago in his discussion 

of the social dislocations brought about by a spreading market that "has torn men"—and we 

might add, women—"up by their roots, and shaken them loose from the social 

relationships into which they were bom" (Wolf 1969:295). Nicoletta, I strongly sense, 

feels torn up by her roots. The new social relations she had to confront in the economically 

shifting context of central Italy was disorienting. Grasping the dominant values of an older 

way of life gives her a sense of security even while there is no way she would return to 

Calabria and the life she lived there. 

* * * 
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One theme that did not appear in this interview but that I observed in coundess 

interactions between Nicoletta and her nieces' or nephews' children was a strong sense of 

affection toward bambini. While children could be spoken about negatively as egotistici, 

self-centered, and as time-consuming projects, I also witnessed adults, particularly older 

women, display strong gestures of physical affection toward children, including my 5-

year-old daughter. During a weekend trip to Florence and Urbino, she came away with 

gifts from four different shops: 1) a mirror from a woman in a statue shop; 2) a little box 

from another shopkeeper; 3) a litUe ring in a curio shop in Urbino; 4) a postcard at a 

parking lot gift store.25 Women frequently squeezed her cheeks and chin, and one sister of 

Nicoletta's repeatedly referred to her as a "Madormina" the littie Madonna. When Hollis 

would go to a friend's house after school and come home too late to pay a visit to Nicoletta, 

she would say: "If I don't see that little girl soon, I'm going to squeeze her to death. Gli 

ammazzerei." I heard similar endearing comments and saw gestures toward other small 

children in the extended family. Nicoletta described a cousin's granddaughter as bellissima. 

At a local bar, I heard women use this descriptor, often uttered in an elongated fashion 

denoting strong sentiment. Nicoletta also used the terms "stella, favolosa"—star, 

fabulous—to describe her relatives' young children. 26 She spoke to me about her 

nephew's 3-year-old as amore," a love, remarking on the child's ability to talk like a 

grown-up. "Che lingua. She talks like una grande." Nicoletta recalled how the little girl told 

her, "I tell my parents to come visit you, aunt, but they are duri, stubborn." One night after 

seeing the little girl, Nicoletta's brother-in-law cried because he wanted a grandchild so 

badly. "We're just so affectionate toward children," Nicoletta told me. "Tiporta troppo 

soddisfazione" she said. They bring you too much satisfaction. Too much joy. 

From fieldnotes 96.06.02 "babies." 
From fieldnotes. 96.05.20 babies, and 95.05.21. My thanks to Joan Gross who during a visit 

from her yearlong teaching post in Lyons, France, asked me what people say about babies and children here, 
and in so doing, reminded me to hone in on the everyday social discourse about kids. 
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I noticed differences among women in terms of the displays of affection. Such 

displays seemed more evident in middle- or working-class post-menopausal women, and 

the Southern Italian women described themselves as more affectionate with children than 

their Tuscan counterparts. I have to admit that, at the beginning of my stay, such outward 

displays of affection seemed like an exaggeration. My daughter, having grown up in a 

middle-class American family, was not accustomed to such overt warmth firom people she 

barely knew. But as time wore on, I came to equate these displays with a genuine show of 

affection. I came to feel a shift in my own feeling about mothering. Nicoletta herself 

observed these changes. "You are becoming more like us," she told me one day. I agreed. I 

began to internalize the affection being shown around me toward my daughter. And I began 

to feel my love for her more intensely. Yet I also began to feel a heavy burden in terms of 

the role of the mother and the physical and mental responsibilities that accompany that role. 

• * * 

When children are young, they go along with you, with what you think is right. 
Then they grow up, and what do you have to show for it? Nulla. Nothing. 

— Nicoletta 
8 December 1995 

Liliana; Unlucky in Love 

AN EMPTY CRADLE We had just fmished lunch, and Liliana broke down in 
the kitchen. She spilled forth the narrative of her illness, the tragedy of her life. 
She talked about her father, how she lost him eight years ago, and is now an 
orphan. She pointed to a framed photo of him, evidently at a family gathering, 
and stressed what a good man he was. She cried and carried on. She turned to 
Nicoletta, and cried harder into her shoulder. Nicoletta held her daughter, twice 
her weight likely due to years of medication. She firmly told her to pull herself 
together. Liliana said she will never have children, she will never have a family 
of her own because her flancee had left her. And what a tragedy her life has 
become. 

She calmed down and fixed us a caffe. The motion of scooping in the 
grounds, of placing the espresso maker onto the stove-top, of lighting the gas 
flame, then the high-pressure sound of the brew bubbling up, followed by the 
fresh aroma, back to her motion of pouring the espresso into small china cups, 
filling hers with two or three spoonfuls of sugar, stirring it with a small silver 
spoon, then downing the caff^ with one quick gulp. She began to cheer up. 
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Soon she disappeared and then called to me from the hallway. I found her 
there, laughing and looking into a mirror. She swiftly pulled up her floral printed 
cotton shirt, laughing as she revealed her large, bare bosoms. I cackled with her. 
A form of female bonding, of bewildered embarrassment, or of momentary 
madness? Later, she asked me, "C'e I'hai il numero per Jerusalem^" Do you 
have the phone number for Jerusalem? Sure baby. I got the number for heaven, 
too. She laughed. Chris came in and she asked him, too. He rolled his eyes and 
went back to working in the garden.iFieldnotes 16 October 1995) 

Liliana's moments of reflective deep sorrow occurred with regularity. In a sense they 

were glimmerings of lucidity that skirted along the edges of madness. Sto male, sto male, 

she would say. Telling you she felt bad was her mantra. Once during a summer holiday in 

Calabria, she accused me of robbing her mother from her, then stole me away to recount 

yet again how tragic it was that she would never marry, never have children of her own. 

Her narratives were interspersed with shame, an obsession over sexuality. One thinks of 

the literature on the fears about female sexuality and reproduction; Coontz and Henderson 

suggest such fears are a symptom of the social tensions in male-female relations (1986:13). 

In Liliana's case, it is as though she has internalized those tensions and they have taken her 

over. She once "confessed" to us that she had had a fetus in her womb for ten years and, in 

a rather grotesque, surreal moment, asked whether my husband, a trained veterinarian, 

could remove the "child." 

One day in February 1996,1 was planning to go to a seminar at the University of 

Florence on Women and Work. I knew Liliana needed to go to Florence, so I asked her to 

join me. To pass the time during the half-hour drive into the city, I asked whether she knew 

about a local street named Le Torri, the towers. She offered me an explanation, and though 

absurdities filled her narrative, her imaginative answer and her way of weaving in detail 

nevertheless made for a mesmerizing listening experience: 

A BABY KILLER, A CASTLE, AND A SHRINK There used to be towers on 
the castle, said to be built in the quattrocento avanti cristo (1,4(X) years B.C.). A 
member of the nobility lived in the castle, a woman by the name of Bianca. 
Actually, Bianca and Bianco lived there. I presume she's still living, and she has 
a strong connection with the Conte Contini [the reference is to a well-known 
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Icx:al count]. But people around here, they don't want to talk about the castle. 
They don't want to t^k about it because of its secrets. But you ask anyone in 
Tuscany, and they'll know something about the castle. 

Bianca, she used to kill babies and use them to make soap. There's a tunnel 
that runs from the castle to the Medici Villa and they found skeletons of babies 
down there, right under the villa. Some people say the castle you see is not the 
real castle but that there is another castle down below. That's her real castle, 
some say. But I don't believe that makes much sense. I do presume Bianca is 
still living, and again this is only a presumption, but I presume Bianca is the 
professoressa. You see, Bianca couldn't have any children and neither can the 
professoressa. She has only one son and he's adopted. Plus if you ever go in 
her house you'll see: all of her furniture is white. (Fieldnotes February 1, 1996) 

Why include an instance of ranting in an otherwise "rational" story about small 

family-making? Throughout my research, I heard many references to madness. In a world 

that is supposed to be rational, people fear unreason. They dread it. Madness and 

civilization, as Foucault (1965:68-78) has shown, historically did not make for good 

bedfellows, and yet one "necessitated" the other; reason became more calculated, more 

rationalized as it was set against a backdrop of madness, and yet the more calculated reason 

became, the more confined madness became, and the stakes for reason multiplied. Lili's 

story is mad talk about madness, something one sees often in the densely populated city of 

Prato and environs. One also hears many stories about people who got rich quick, then lost 

it all—including their reason. One sees and hears people walking and talking loudly to 

themselves, gesturing wildly. In my neighborhood, there was an obese woman who sat on 

her front steps in her underwear, shouting angrily past passersby; the local explanation was 

that she had worked years in a factory to support her brother, who never worked a day in 

his life, and it finally did her in. 

In the case of Liliana tale of the castle, her story appears to be an horrific allegorical 

narrative about women who do not or cannot have children. One several occasions she 

wept for her knowledge that she herself would never have children due to her mental health 

and social situation. Just as the character of Bianca in her tale sacrificed children, so too did 

Lili feel like she was being sacrificed for the professoressa. Her mother and others at times 
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described the treatment as a failed experiment at the expense of Lili, who was subjected to 

uncountable anti-depressants and anti-anxiety medications that have left her with an obese 

body and a docile mind. The narrative suggests her own sense of being infantilized in large 

part because she herself cannot have children, due to a mental illness that prevents her from 

doing so. 

In her more lucid moments, Liliana became reflective. "I am waiting for my 

happiness. I haven't been like other normal people, other people who manage to have love 

and keep it. lo sono stata rfortunata in amore. I've been unlucky with love. Una donna ci 

vuole la furbizia—a woman must be clever—e io sono una donna semplice—and I am a 

simple woman. In my more lucid moments, I say to myself, 'I made a mistake, I made a 

mistake.' But then I realize that love is a difficult thing. You need someone to lean on, and 

with love, with feeling (said in English), it has to be mutual. If later you realize the other 

person ti prende in giro, is just taking you for a ride, then it's no good." 

Laura, her sister, called to her from outside. Liliana left. 

This lucid moment brought tears to my eyes. Drinking coffee, smoking, sleeping in 

her room—what life is this? She herself told me; 'This is a lost life, it's not a life lived."^^ 

Laura: *A Tree without Fruit' 

Liliana's older sister, Laura, was eight years old when the family moved to Tuscany. 

When I met her in 1996, she had bleached blond hair and spoke like a Tuscan, with what 

elite Florentines describe as a particularly brusque, peasant-cum-textile-worker inflection of 

someone from Prato. Even so, she remained marked as a "Calabrian" as I learned one day 

when I went to the tobacco shop for her. "Oh you're buying for the Calabrese" the barista 

asked me. I was startled that this was the identity marker the woman used. 

From fieldnotes 96.09.30. 
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I told Nicoletta about the interaction. "We are always marcata" Nicoletta told me, 

describing how Southern Italians forever stand out. "We came up here in 1962, and by 

1967 we had a house. We came up here with the intention of changing our way of life. But 

we are always marked. They didn't want to rent to us at first. Then they realized that we 

were working in the factories, building the houses, constructing the iron gates." 

Laura met her Tuscan husband, Oliviero, in middle school. They have been together 

for 25 years, since they were teenagers. After finishing middle school, they both started 

working, she in the sweater-finishing sector with her mother and sister, Liliana, he in a 

textile factory in Prato, where he rode his bike some 10 miles to work each day. They were 

engaged for 15 years before they married. Long engagements were and still are common in 

central Italy. Laura and Oliviero have no children. Laura spoke openly about her life as we 

became friends. She had a canny ability to tell stories, to find humor in things, and to make 

others laugh. During our stay, she developed a strong, motherly attachment to my 

daughter. She would encourage her to come play hide-and-seek in the v/orkshop amidst the 

piles of large woolen-yam spools. 

Laura could almost always be found in the workshop. Although the couple had a 

large kitchen in their second-floor apartment, it was never used. In fact, the first time Laura 

told me she had a kitchen upstairs, I thought she was kidding. Then one day she invited me 

up to her apartment. The wood floors shone like I have never seen floors shine before; the 

fixtures in each room were so clean they demanded your gaze; the kitchen was spotless 

from disuse, as brilliant as a showroom setup. It seemed more like a shrine to a house than 

a real, lived in house. Was this "private" space a shrine to a life they could afford but not 

live? Laura and Oliviero spent most of their waking hours in the sweater workshop or the 

small kitchen adjacent to it, complete with stove, refrigerator, fireplace, and television. 

Many people in this neighborhood had integrated work and living spaces. The social 

organization of space in this residential/industrial zone tendered the feminist 
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anthropological separation between public and private spheres problematic. Rosaldo's 

(1974) attempt to theorize the universal dominance of men and to associate women with the 

domestic/private sphere and men with the public sphere cannot be applied simply to this 

context, in which women have a long historical connection to the global economy through 

labor in a domicile context (see Chapter 6). 

One Sunday afternoon in December 1996, an old family friend made a surprise visit. 

We had just finished a long lunch in the small kitchen adjacent to Laura and Oliviero's 

sweater workshop. The computerized looms were turned off, and we ate with them alia 

mono, a family-style pranzo. For the first course Laura served tagliatelli with mushrooms; 

for the second she offered roast pork, white Tuscan beans, followed by a salad tossed with 

local extra virgin olive oil, vinegar, and salt. We drank bottled water and local red wine. 

We finished the meal with local vin santo, biscotti, and caffe. We were still munching on 

nuts and sipping after-dinner drinks when Alessandro showed up. He was alone: no wife, 

no kids, not even Michele, his eldest son and my friend from way back, from my study 

abroad in 1984. The conversation is interesting for the way in which the topic of a childless 

couple comes up. 

A FRIEND QUESTIONS A CHILDLESS COUPLE "Where's Clara? Where's 
Clara?" everyone demanded, asking about Alessandro's wife. 

"Povera donna" he said, poor woman. "She works all week for Orlandi [the 
same psychiatrist who treats Lili]. Come Sunday, she's spent. Then Orlandi 
calls her and gives her hell for leaving a film of soap on the terracotta tile. 

"Ultimately," he reasoned, "it's Clara's fault. Twenty-five years ago when 
she came home in tears after working for that woman that first day, she made the 
fatal error: She never should have tried to do a week's work in one day. Instead, 
she should have checked off the items on the list she could finish. She should 
have set the boundaries then. Orlandi"—he never calls her professoressa, like 
the women do—"has unrealistic expectations." 

Nicoletta understood. It was through working for the professoressa that she 
became friends with Clara. The difference was Clara worked on a regular basis. 
Typically, she arrived by 7 a.m. and returned home at 6 or 7 p.m.: laundering, 
ironing, dusting, mopping, scrubbing, polishing, cooking. At times, when the 
professoressa was there, she didn't even get a chance to pisciare, to pee. 
Nicoletta turned to me, "You can't even tell people what it's like to work for this 
woman. The stress is incredible." (The standard rate for housecleaning in 1996 
was between £12,(XX) and £15,(XX) per hour). "Un sfruttamento massimo" a 
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major exploitation. Clara also still ironed her husband's and four children's 
clothes. They were between the ages of 21 and 34 and, as was common of 
Florentines of their age, still all lived at home. But Clara could not simply quit 
her job; over the years, she also has accepted psychiatric care for her nerves, so 
she was indebted, or perhaps enslaved, to the professoressa.28 

In his mischievous, Florentine way, Alessandro joked about having a new 
flame—his eldest son's girlfriend, who was some 15 years older than him hence 
old enough to be his father's lover—and soon had us all roaring with laughter. 
Liliana came in, sized up the situation, and told us how lousy she felt. 

"I've gotten as thin as a fish," she asserted. "It's the clothes that make me 
look fat." 

There was a brief pause. Alessandro soon shattered the silence. "You're not 
a pesciolina, a little fish, you're a balenina, a little whale!" Lilliana turned and 
left, nonplused. Alessandro then laid into Laura and Oliviero for not having 
kids. Laura became light-heanedly defensive, saying she had wanted kids. 

"Well either you find someone who can or go to a sperm bank," Alessandro 
ventured, cutting straight to the quick. 

"A sperm bank?" Laura replied. "It's not that we can't have kids." 
"Well I don't know. Maybe you can, maybe you can't. Have you ever been 

to a gynecologist?" he continued. 
"A gynecologist? What does that have to do with it?" 
"To see if something was wrong?" 
"No, no." Laura said. "Maybe I'm old fashioned, but he's been the one to 

always say no. It takes two." 
Oliviero remained silcntXFieldnotes, 22 December 1996) 

When a couple does not have a child, one cannot expect a "true," straightforward 

explanation. I found silences to be frequent. In this case, Oliviero's silence might be read 

as an assertion of his right to his private life. He is a much more private person than is his 

wife, Laura. He viewed talking about their relationship openly with others as inappropriate. 

On the other hand, his refusal to discuss the issue of family-making also was a sign of his 

ultimate authority: As long as the topic of having a child was not discussed, it was beyond 

negotiation. 

The way in which this "private" matter became the subject of talk among close friends 

in a sense launched the topic into the "public" sphere of culture. We might ask, what does 

this discursive excerpt tell us about such "private" matters? I would suggest that seemingly 

private issues become public matters when couples do not conform to long-standing 

Other details are from fieidnotes Sunday, Aug. 4, 1996. 
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notions about what "family" means. Alessandro's line of questioning reveals a still-

dominant expectation for married Italian couples: to create a culturally legitimate family 

requires having children. 

My consultants did not always "choose" to tell me openly the "truth" about why they 

did or did not have children. Part of the reason, I believe, takes us beyond choice. The 

issue of sexual reproduction is deeply personal, but it is also complexly interwoven with 

larger political economic and ideological processes that are difficult to express directly and 

yet also emerge in everyday speech. I would suggest there is not a single truth but many 

truths, and consultants' responses and stories contained meaningful nuggets as did their 

silences. Together these nuggets, stories, and silences reveal significant dimensions in 

understanding how people experience the transformations related to the demographic 

transition. In the case above, Laura implied that the couple had a conflict about having 

children. The two excerpts below suggest possible sources of that conflict. 

HE TELLS ME I WOULD MAKE A BAD MOTHER' The noon meal was 
coming to a close. We had eaten a simple lunch: chicken broth with fresh pasta, 
boiled chicken with potatoes, a salad, and my American contribution, a Caesar 
salad. We were finishing our wine and starting to drink the champagne that my 
old friend Michele brought the other night and we were munching on various 
cookies, fruit, nuts, pan di Stella, a Christmas bread. Laura started to say 
something, then she stopped. 

"Stavo facendo un discorso molto serio" she said, I was starting to talk 
about something very serious. I encouraged her to go on, so she did. "Only 
recently have I begun to feel the absence of a child. Perhaps it is my age." She 
told me she is 41. 

"Weil you still have two years," I joked. My own mother was 43 when she 
had my youngest sister. "You better get at it fast. Oliviero seems like he'd be a 
great father, based on the way he plays with Mollis." 

"He would be," she said, encouraging me to compliment him. 
Laura's eyes welled up with tears as she continued. The sputtering of coffee 

beckoned me away from ^e table. When I returned with the fresh pot of 
espresso, she went on. "He tells me I would make a bad mother. I have these 
defects. I'm not quick enough, not veloce in the things of the house." 

I tell her about the class in Carmignano for new mothers. The woman at the 
cartolibreria, paper shop, went there. 

"For me, it would be tempo perso, lost time," she said. "Sono antica." I'm 
old-fashioned." Oliviero, across the room learning a few English words from 
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Hollis, remained intentionally silent on the issue. {Fieldnotes 26 December 
1995) 

MAKING A GOOD IMPRESSION "Oh I have so much to do tomorrow," 
Laura said. She listed off the things she had to do: finishing sweaters in the 
workshop, doing the laundry, going grocery shopping, and preparing the meals. 

"Imagine her with four bambini" said Matilde, her younger cousin, a 
university student. 

Matilde said we're allegro, that we've brought a sense of allegria to the 
household. I felt a sense of great relief; as cultural consultants they gave us a lot 
of their time. We paid rent and tried to reciprocate as much as possible. I offered 
to have the New Year's Eve dinner in our place, but Laura was reluctant to do so 
even when I pointed out that she needed a break. 

"Poor thing," I said. "She has to cook everyday, every meal. I only have to 
cook three meds a week. My husband and I have an agreement." 

They laughed. 
The conversation turned to men, Italian men. Oliviero would go to the local 

people's house, known locally as the Casa del Popolo or il bar, most every 
evening, and Laura stayed home, cleaned up the lutchen, then joined her mother 
for several hours of television watching and chatting. Even young men are this 
way, Matilde said, because their mothers do everything for them. 

"The men can't do domestic work," added Matilde, who then made a fist and 
ground it into the palm of her other hand to indicate how hard Italian men are. 
And then Laura admitted she doesn't like Oliviero to do the laundry. She's 
pigrina, picky, about how the wash is done. 

"Look at her hands," Matilde said. 
They were covered with a white chalky residue, film from the laundry 

detergent. She uses so much. 
And then I commented about the well-laundered, well-ironed pressed shirts 

of Italian men. They nod. La bella presenza, la bella figura. Making a good 
impression in terms of appearance is so important. And the labor required to do 
so is intensive and falls largely on the women who are wives and mothers. 
{Fieldnotes, 27 December 1995) 

In the first excerpt, "He tells me I would make a bad mother," Laura revealed that her 

husband views her as unsuited for the role of motherhood. She expressed a feeling of 

inadequacy, devastation from his assessment. Her story reflects the "lonely mirror" 

syndrome in which the woman's identity depends primarily on what her husband reflects 

back to her. Her deep sense of inadequacy is one that derives from her husband's 

patriarchal authority. The lack of explanation from him was an assertion of control. (It is 

worth noting that no one attributed Laura's sister's mental illness as "the reason" that Laura 

and Oliviero did not have children. While that experience may have figured into their 
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indefinite delay to not have children, the issue was far more complex than one family 

member's health problem can explain.) 

The second excerpt echoes the issue of inadequate character for motherhood when her 

cousin made a similar suggestion, "Can you imagine her with four kids?" The implication 

was that Laura is so nervous and frenetic now, how would she possibly manage if she had 

children. Attending to the domestic tasks and keeping her husband presentable (shopping 

for him, laundering and ironing his clothes) already keep her running. Furthermore, the 

unpaid domestic labor that women such as Laura engage in for the benefit of their husbands 

exemplifies how patriarchal elements continue to be reproduced through quotidian practices 

and discourses despite the shift away from the rigid patriarchal family form. The women's 

efforts at keeping their husbands "presentable" is a case of their consenting to a gender 

ideology rooted in old patriarchal forms. 

As time went on, Laura revealed to me a deep dissatisfaction with her life. 

THE ABSENCE OF A CHILD Laura and I had made a plan for after dinner to 
go investigate the operating hours of a nearby gym. As I approached the sweater 
workshop, I noticed her car was gone. I went in anyway, not sure if I would 
find anyone. Sure enough, there she was, alone, in the little kitchen. We stood 
in front of the fire. She told me Oliviero had taken her car after hearing our plan 
to go out. It is his character, she said. He's so closed and I'm open. 

Later as we walked down to the main drag to get her some cigarettes, she 
told me: "Sono giu. Sono in crisi." I'm down. I'm a wreck. Ever since our 
arrival, she has grown very attached to Hollis, as has Oliviero. When my 
daughter isn't there, and when Oliviero is off to the bar, she feels very alone. 

"What have I made of my life? What's it all for? And if I didn't have any 
mother to go sit with in the evenings, I would really feel alone. But lately, I've 
really been sensing the absence of a child. Now I'm 42, he's 44. 

"Do you know why we've never had a child? We've always been a bit 
angry, tense, lots of ups and downs and fighting. He's always been afraid that 
we wouldn't stay together. And then what kind of life would the child have? 

"Now I feel I've made a mistake," she admitted. 
I thought of the photo she kept in her wallet of them as a young couple 

running on the beach, and another one of them sitting arm-in-arm on a rock: trim 
and sexy. {Fieldnotes, 23 January 1996) 

WHAT ROLE DO I HAVE? Oliviero, Laura, and I went to see my fiddler 
husband play with the Sunrise Jazz Band at a Florence nightclub called 
Pinocchio. During the ride into the city, I was talking about my week, about a 
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local oral history project I had become involved with. I explained how the local 
person heading up the project was having problems finding people to interview. 

"Perhaps the people feel shy, private, or unimportant," I ventured. 
"Everyone has their role," Oliviero said. 
"Che ruolo ho io?" Laura asked. "What role do I have?" 
"In fact your role is veiy important," her husband countered. 
But she was unconvinced. "I'm nothing but a ciuccio" a dummy, an ass, 

one who pushes a broom and serves others. (Fieldnotes, 25 February 1996) 

A TREE WITHOUT FRUIT The five of us sat over pizzas at a local pizzeria. 
My 5-year-old daughter turned to Oliviero and Laura and says in Italian; "You 
need to have a baby. You are in love so you need to have a baby. If you don't 
have a baby then you're not in love." 

We all laughed, rather awkwardly. There was another one of those heavy 
silences. 

Then Laura offered up an analogy for herself; "£/« altera senza frutta" a tree 
without fruit. {Fieldnotes, 30 March 1996) 

The preceding analogy of a tree without fruit occurs in Italian folktales. One from Florence 

begins, "There was once a kind and a queen who were very sad because they had no 

children. The queen kept asking, 'Why can't I bear children the same as the apple tree bears 

applesReproducing is constructed as natural, hence the lack of bearing fruit becomes 

by association the ultimate lack. In the folktale, the queen finally gives birth, but to an apple 

rather than a son, and the strange tale soon reveals a beautiful maiden living inside the 

apple. It ends happily with a lonely, single king breaking the spell of the maiden and the 

two of them marrying, against the wishes of an evil stepmother who flees at the end. For 

Laura, such endings may only manifest themselves in her sister's imaginative stories, or 

the fantasies of my then five-year-old. Children are like social sponges to the dominant 

values, such as the value that suggests it is a child that transforms a couple into a complete 

family. 

In the excerpt "What Role Do I Have?". Laura reveals her awareness of her own 

subaltemity. She calls her husband for his part in reducing her to a ciuccio, an ass, and 

29 "Apple Girl," from Calvino 1980:308. 
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directly challenges him for exploiting her. She recognizes her position in the patriarchal 

system. 

For Laura, divorce was not an option. It was not a "choice." She and her husband 

had a business together. They had too much invested in their relationship and their 

business. As the only man in the household, it is likely that Oliviero felt a deep sense of 

responsibility to the family. Furthermore, the couple considered themselves "traditional." 

Divorce rates are still low in Italy as compared to the United States and most other 

European nations. Laws such as a three-year waiting period before a divorce can be 

finalized help keep the rate low. 

We broached the topic of divorce after a tragedy happened in spring 1996. It 

concerned an absent Southern Italian family who had migrated to Switzerland and kept a 

house in Tuscany, on our street, for their eventual retirement. The mother, 41 at the time 

with two children, was preparing the house in Switzerland for her younger child's first 

communion when she threw herself off a balcony and did not survive. Family members 

returned in July 1996 to check on the house in our neighborhood. Laura showed up at my 

doorstep, saying she was looking for my daughter. I invited her in. She just stood there. I 

offered her a caffe. She finally accepted but still refused to come in. I looked away, then 

looked back to find her fighting back tears. Her pain was too strong. Nicoletta, her own 

mother, formerly the backbone of the family, had succumbed to a pacemaker and anti

anxiety drugs and had begun to slow down. Laura felt trapped in her marriage. 

A MOMENT OF STRIKE "I look at my life, and I think, what have I done? 
Nothing," Laura told me. "I feel inutile, useless. No children. At least if we had 
children, I would have more of a reason to stay at home, alone, when he goes 
off to the bar every night, like it's some kind of drug. But I don't even have any 
children. I feel so down. I can't go on." 

She told me about the ilght she and Oliviero had the day before. Hollis and I 
had heard angry voices, and then saw him, then her, drive off angrily in their 
separate cars. The argument began, Laura told me, when she made a sympathetic 
comment about the poor neighbor woman, her poor kids and husband left 
behind. How sad it was. Oliviero quipped back, "Ah, well, somebody so crazy 
they'd go so far to kill themselves, they're better off dead." 
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"How vulgar," she said. "Was I the bad one?" she asked me. "I imagined to 
myself how he would feel if it were his own sister, or his own mother. Would 
he say such a thing? He's crazy, he's the crazy one to call somebody like that 
better off. 

"He comes and goes as he pleases. Calls me handicapped, crazy, squilibrato, 
deranged. He says I don't do anything. Who washes all his shirts? Who cooks 
all his meals? Who sweeps up after him? 

"At first, when we were married, I wanted children. I asked him directly. 
You know what he told me? Un bel non. A big no. He said I wouldn't make a 
good mother. You know what kind of offense that is to a woman? That I 
wouldn't make a good mother? I have always loved children, always wanted 
children. You see how I am with Hollis? I fell into a crisis about six, seven years 
ago over this, that he wouldn't have kids. But then I just resigned myself to the 
fact. We never talk about it, never discuss it. I can't bring such things up. 
Politics or news. These are acceptable topics. But personal matters, matters of 
the family—of which there are many that need discussing... no. 

"At least as everyone always tells me, I have the good luck to be able to 
laugh, to be allegro. Sono come oro. I'm like gold. 

"But it's hard to always be in the house. Liking after a man. It would be 
different if there were children. But there aren't. And then he tells me I don't do 
anything. So today, I didn't do anything. Nulla. I figured, well, if I don't do 
anything I may as well sit here and rest my legs. I stayed upstairs for several 
hours this morning, just sitting." {Fieldnotes 15 July 1996) 

Admittedly, we are getting the worst side of Oliviero; he could be very open, patient, and 

forthcoming in terms of talking about the area and its history as long as the talk did not 

concern his "persona!" life. He also allowed Laura to control how much he ate, almost 

always giving in to her demands to eat more. 

Laura's anger points to beyond her personal relationship problems to the broader 

social issue of devalued and unrecognized women's unpaid labor. She told me he said she 

did "nothing." Her own acknowledgment that her unpaid labor was indeed labor represents 

a powerful instance of her recognition of her own subaltern status, and yet in 

acknowledging her subordination, she was also challenging it. The effectiveness of her 

challenge was in some respect limited when silence was her husband's response. Silence 

becomes a dimension of patriarchy. 

Laura also revealed that she had some room to challenge her husband's authority. She 

went on strike for several hours—just as trains and buses in Italy so often do. She 
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demonstrated the threat of resistance when she did nothing but prop up her feet for several 

hours. In doing so, she revealed her agency and another side of her character. 

Franca; 'Too Nervous to Have a Child* 

The theme of not having the "right character" came up frequently during my 

fieldwork among women who claimed to have "chosen" not have children. One evening we 

invited a couple. Franca and Renzo, to dinner. She was a talented seamstress in the town 

where we lived the second year. He was a self-employed conunercial refrigerator 

repairman. They had no children. 

I'D END UP IN THE MADHOUSE "Not having children was a choice. We 
made the decision. We decided we didn't want children," Renzo said. 

"We married kind of late, 28 and 29," he continued. "At first, we didn't 
want children. We enjoyed being free; con figli siete piu legati, with children 
you're more tied down. We wanted to travel around. In fact, we had planned a 
cruise for that fall when Franca became pregnant." 

"I didn't know it," Franca explained. "I only realized I was pregnant when I 
started to hemorrhage. Then I had a spontaneous abortion. I felt redly awfiil for 
a week. I ended up in the hospital. 

"Then you reflect," she continued. "You reflect on your life. Pensieri, non 
ne abbiamo. Worries, we don't have any. I look at others, others with children. 
All the worries, we don't have such worries. Our lives are tranquillo, peaceful." 

There was a moment of quiet, then Franca added. "You know, at times, one 
feels a little bit of regret." 

"It seems that you regret not having a child more than Renzo, " Chris said. 
"You said earlier you would like to have Francesco's baby." The baby of a 
mutual friend. 

"Sure," she laughed, "because he's done such a good job!... But now we 
are happier, more Megra. We don't have worries." 

"Plus," Renzo said, "she doesn't have the right character." 
"It's true," she admitted. "I'm too nervous. Too much of a worrier. It would 

drive me crazy to have a kid who stayed out all night. Like with my nephews, I 
have to keep my distance from them. 

"And I don't have much patience. If I were a mother, I'd either deal with it 
or I'd end up in the manicomio, the madhouse." {Fieldnotes 9 July 1997) 

This theme of women lacking "the right character" leads one to question what kind of 

limits these women have on their ability to choose. The nervousness that so many people 

spoke of appears a painful consequence of conforming to middle-class expectations that 

place order above all else. The individual sense of subjectivity becomes subject to this order 
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and, in the process of internalizing it, women's sense of responsibility in terms of living up 

to what is expected of them manifests itself in the form of a constant sense of being on-

edge. 

Cinzia: The Burden of Expecting a Third Son 

Whereas certain women felt regret for not having any children, other women felt 

stigmatized for having too many children. Insulting words spoken by friends and relatives 

such as "half-witted" and "idiot" as well as pitying phrases such as "poor woman" in part 

characterized Cinzia's experience of becoming pregnant with her third child. The degree to 

which she was stigmatized reveals the strength of the dominant Central Italian notion of 

keeping the family small. Her experience was a case of the social norm becoming all the 

more clear when violated. I did not know Cinzia well when I interviewed her, having met 

her th'ough a mutual friend, and so I began the interview by asking her to show me her 

wedding album. Many Central Italians invest a great deal of time and money into these 

showcase albums, and I had noticed on other occasions the great pride some women took 

in showing these photographs to others. By using this strategy I hoped to replicate the flow 

of a "natural" social interaction between two women so that she would feel empowered to 

set the tone of the interview. Furthermore, feeling "at ease" rather than "on the spot" leads 

one to feel free to speak openly. The photos, in fact, triggered old memories and provided 

an excellent opening into our conversation. 

Cinzia and her husband, Emilio, met in middle school and afterward worked in a 

hometown maglificio, sweater firm. He later left that job to work in a textile factory in 

Prato. They were together eight years when she became pregnant with her first son. "Sono 

rimasta in stato interessante" as she put it, "I ended up m an interesting condition," a 

euphemism that upholds a taboo of speaking about sex through an avoidance of direct 
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mention of the woman's bodily condition^®. The couple quickly married. It was 1984. 

"Such things in the towns still make a little news," said Cinzia, the daughter of a bricklayer 

and a housewife/pieceworker from one of the more remote fractions of Carmignano. The 

couple, however, was happy about her condition; after an eight- year engagement, they 

knew each other well and they were planning to get married anyway and wanting to have 

children. Their parents knew about the pregnancy; it was not that fact that upset them so 

much but rather "losing" their daughter. 

CiNZIA; Quando un figlio si sposa 
When a child gets married 
quasi I'e sempre una tragedia, tragedia, 
it's nearly always a tragedy, tragedy 
nel senso che uno ci sta male che uno va via di casa. 
in the sense that one feels bad that one is leaving home. 
Guarda che faccia strana cia la mi mamma. 
Look at the strange expression my mom has. 

BETSY: Invece il tuo babbo? 
Your dad on the other hand? 

CiNZiA: Lui meno. La mi mamma le ci soffri 
Him less. My mom she suffered 
quando sono andata via di casa. 
when I left home. 
La cia sofferto anche se la un me lo diceva 
She sufl'ered even if she didn't tell me so 

The married couple moved to the Carmignano's most densely populated town, 

Seano, while Cinzia took her yearlong maternity leave. When it ended, she quit the job. 

Her husband, Emilio, preferred "che lo seguissi io" that she watch the new baby, she told 

me. For a while she did piecework, finishing sweaters out of her home. When work was 

slow, she considered part-time employment but it was difficult to come by, so she picked 

Later in the interview (p. 22), she told me that she wished for a more open rapport with her 
mother, one in which they could have spoken about anything without problems, "senza tabu di sesso di 
tutto..." without taboos about sex, about anything. She strove to be open with her children and attributes 
this difference in attitude, shame vs. openness, to generational changes. 
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up some work cleaning houses. That way, she could be home when her husband returned 

from work. 

CiNZiA: Emilio e sempre gli e un ragazzo tanto bravo 
Emilio has always he is a really good guy 
pero a lui gli piace tomare a casa e trovare la casa con qualcuno 
but he likes to come home and find somebody in the 

house 
non gli piace entrare in casa da i lavoro 
he doesn't like to come home from work 
e trovare la casa vota perche la moglie e a lavorare. 
and find the house empty because his wife is at work. 
Lui gli piace trovare la famiglia eh! 
He likes to come home to his family, y'know! 

Cinzia covers up for her husband, defining him as "tanto bravo" a move that is essential to 

the perpetuation of patriarchal power. The covering up makes us think that the family is 

democratic, that the partners are equals. The woman constructs herself as having the 

"choice" of whether to work or not, but we soon see that her "choice" is constrained by her 

husband's expectations. Choices are really not choices but rather expectations of what 

women should do. 

Somewhat ironically, after fourteen years in the textile factory, Emilio began to suffer 

from anxiety attacks and had to quit his job. In 1996, he was receiving a small medical 

stipend and tending grounds in a park near his house. One neighbor described Cinzia as a 

donnina d'ora^K a golden woman, the backbone of the family.When she became 

pregnant with her third child, the two older sons were in elementary school. Initially she 

was not happy about being pregnant. In fact, she recalled really laying into Emilio, calling 

him "di tutti i colori di cotte e di crude" for not having been more careful, for not showing 

more self-control; she told me they were relying on marcia in dietro, coitus interruptus, as 

their method of birth control.she recounted to me her feelings at the time, and a certain 

The -ina suffix is used frequently in the Tuscan dialect to denote endearment. 
Fieldnotes, 21 October 1996. 
Coitus interruptus has proven to have fairly high rates of efficacy in preventing pregnancy in 

certain contexts. Schneider and Schneider (see, for example, 1996; 163) documented the strategy as the major 
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embarrassment about not having taken greater precautions. In a young couple, the desire 

excuses such "accidents." But the reasoning below suggests that in a more mature couple, 

such indulgences are cause for embarrassment. 

practice responsible for the demographic transition among Sicilian artisans in the 1930s and a strategy for 
attaining "respectability." Recent U.S. medical data also view coitus intemiptus as effective if practiced 
correctly. A chapter from Contraceptive Technology (1997:341) argues: "Although coitus intemiptus has 
often been criticized as an ineffective method, it probably confers a level of contraceptive protection similar 
to that provided by barrier methods. Effectiveness depends largely on the male's ability to withdraw prior to 
ejaculation.... Our best guess is that about 4% of perfect users would fail in the initial year." 
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CINZIA: 

BETSY; 

CINZIA: 

BETSY: 

CINZIA: 

BETSY: 

CIN2:IA: 

Guarda gli e gia successo una volta 
Look this already happened one time 
Le guarda se- c'e- di gia successo una volta 
Look this- there's- it already happened once before 
dico Tomaso c'e venuto cosi ehh! 
I mean Thomas happened like this, y'know! 
Ma allora dice s'era ragazzi 
But back then, you flgure, we were kids 
airiimite uno de(v)a- si facea prendere un pochino piu= 
at least one should- we were doing to take a little mo=re 
cioe- m ma ce- c'era meno autocontroilo @ 
I mean- um but th- there was less self-control @ 
Si 
Yeah. 
e gli e successo corrobici (?) [pero dice] 
and it happened with rashness (?) 
ma ora insomma un penso, 
but now well I don't think, 
invece gli e successo anch- @ @ 
and then it happened agai- @ @ 
@ @ oddio. 
Oh god. 
E successo. Comunque lui subito contento 
It happened. However he was happy right away. 
Si=i? 
Yeah? 
Si senza esitazioni. Gli e forte, Emilio, no davvero 
Yeah without hesitation. He's a good guy, Emilio, really. 

Cinzia's recollection becomes broken, disrupted, as she speaks about getting pregnant by 

accident for a second time (lines 3, 9, 11, 18). (The couple's first and third sons were 

accidents, but their second son was planned.) I recognize this double-voiced quality, 

marked by its dysfluency, as a moment in which a subaltern individual senses a crisis in 

her own identity. The reason for the crisis rests in her keen awareness of her discourse as 

potentially incriminating not only for herself but also for her husband, and she feels the 

need to redeem both of them; her utterances occur as though spliced with simultaneous 

resonance from fear of having depicted herself and her partner as possessing characteristics 

that define them as inferior, both in measures of morality and modernity. The source of 

these judgments is not the interlocutor, myself, but my presence leads her to engage in 
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sideward glances.^"* glances at a dominant ideology toward family-making practices. As 

Bakhtin has intuited 

Language is not a neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the private 
property of the speaker's intentions; it is populated—overpopulated—with the 
intentions of others. Expropriating it, forcing it to submit to one's own 
intentions and accounts, is a difficult and complicated process (Bakhtin 1980 
[1935]:294). 

The issue of morality arises out of her own judgment of what is appropriate and what 

is inappropriate. Coitus interruptus, in local parlance marcia in dietro, or reverse gear, 

remains one of the preferred birth control strategies among Italians^^. Performing it with 

care and attention is a marker of both morality and modernity^®, as her narrative suggests. 

Whereas her identity as a young woman permitted such "accidents," her identity as a 

responsible adult woman does not have much room for these sorts of slips, and hence the 

disruptions in her discourse signal an internal struggle over the interpretation of what has 

happened. 

Her internalizing of a dominant moral order ultimately accounts for her broken 

speech. She is keenly aware of having acknowledged to me, her interlocutor, a behavior 

that could mark her as inferior because it reveals that she and her partner gave in to what 

could be perceived as base instincts. This, too, however, is conflicted as her free laughter 

implies: a celebration of her and her partner's ongoing passion. And yet underlying this 

free sexuality is the figure of inferiority that former peasant subalterns know well. A key 

3^^ Bakhtin (1980:293), Hill (1995). 
Data from the 1980s ranked the following methods: barrier, 23 percent; lUD, 15 percent; coitus 

interruptus, 14 percent; natural methods, 12 percent; pill, 6 percent; sterilization, insignificant; no 
protection, 30 percent. If this data is correct, the reported pattern stands out as unique among European 
countries, where on average at least one-third of women say they use oral contraceptives (IRP Terzo 
rapporto, p. Ill, cited in Mencarini 1994:25). 

In Sicily, Jane and Peter Schneider (1996:163) found that ordinary citizens sought to attain 
"respectability" as they began to decrease fertility, a process that began in different decades between 1900-
1950 among different classes, and mostly occuir^ through "reverse gear." See also Schneider and Schneider 
1984:259, 1992:159, and my previous discussion of their work, Krause 1994:266-268. 
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symbol of modem sexual relations, in contrast to peasant ones, is that they be controlled— 

or at very least that sex only infrequently lead to procreation. The disruptions, I suggest, 

signal her sense that two key aspects to her selfhood—morality and modernity—are at risk. 

Hence, it is in these moments that she negotiates, even struggles over, her social identity. 

BETSY: 

10 
CINZIA: 

BETSY: 

CINZ3A: 

15 

20 

25 

30 

BETSY; 

CiNZlA: 

BETSY: 

35 CINZIA: 

BETSY: 

CINZIA: 
40 

E tua mamma a ha mai parlato—io immagino, si-
And your mom ha has she ever spoken—I imagine, yes-
ha parlato con te con dalla famiglia 
has she spoken with you with about the family 
quanto figli u uno deve-, 
how many chil-, o one must 
ci sono riccordi di questo tipo? 
are there memories of this type? 
Se la mi mamma la m'ha mai consigliato qualche cosa? 
If my mom ever gave me advice about something? 
Sii! consigliato di-
Yeah! advice about-
Di quante figliol d'avere? 
About how many children to have? 
La mi mamma la m'ha sempre detto- @ @ @ 
My mom she has always told me- @ @ @ 
quando rimasi in cinta, insomma, non ero sposata 
when I ended up pregnant, well, I wasn't married 
cioe lei la m'ha sempre fatto apparire la famiglia [..] in un modo [.] 
I mean she always made the family seem like [..] in a way [.] 
che c'e da far- cioe c'e tanto d'AFFARE e basta. 
that there's to d- there's a lot TO DO and that's it. 
Sicche praticamente il su consiglio gliene quello, si. 
So practically her advice about it is that, yeah, 
d'aveme UNO o DUE 
to have ONE or TWO 
Ah! 
OH! 
e basta nonostante Isi ne avesse avuti tre. 
and that's it even though she had three. 
Per5 alia mi mamma gli e successo come me eh all'ultimo 
But to my mom it happened to her like it did to me 
asii! @ @ @ Allora. 
Really. @ @ @ Well. 
@ all'ultimo I'ha avuto a40 anni lei, 
@ She was 40 when she had her last one 
Ah si? 
Oh really? 
per6 gli e stata la contentezza di casa 
however it ended up being the joy of the house 
perche si fa tutti uguali. 
because everyb^y was treated the same. 
PER6 cosi ma- un c'fe mai stato fra me e la mi mamma [..] 
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BETSY: 

CINZLA: 

BUT in a way- there's never been between me and my mom[..] 
un dialogo di queste cose tanto aperto eh no! 
a really open dialogue about these things, no. 
Comunque a i su figliolo a glia sempre fatto: 
Still to her children she has always gone, 
"Eh te tu sei grullo a fanne un'aJtro." Insomma. 
"Hey, you're an idiot if you have another one." In short. 
Ah sii! 
Oh really! 
"Due ti bastano." 
"Two are enough for you." 

Laughter, pauses, and disruptions splice through this excerpt (lines 15-22) just as 

Cinzia begins to talk about the advice her mother gave to her regarding family-making. I 

suggest these interruptions are not coincidental but rather indicate a deeper ideological 

conflict being played out. Cinzia's reporting of her mother's words makes clear that they 

warn against having too many children because of the demands childbearing and 

childrearing make on women. Her mother has transmitted to her a pragmatic notion of the 

family, one in which the family is to be understood not only in affective terms but in the 

amount of work that it requires of women (lines 19-25). During our conversation, Cinzia 

also made reference to the reactions of her friends. What is revealed is how normative and 

taken-for-granted the small-family has become. 

CINZIA: 

BETSY: 

CINZIA: 

SI sono tanti tre figli. 
Yeah three children are a lot. 
Cera una cosa(v)a, a fa tre figlioli qui nel paese 
There was one going, to have three kids here in town 
siamo dei citrulli capito! 
we must be half-witted understand! 
Lo detto ci sono state delle persone che m'aveva detto bene! 
Like I said there were also people who told me fine! 
Insomma. 
There you go. 
Che fortuna. 
That's good. 
Si questo ma neanche io un volevo 
Yeah this but not even I didn't want 
neanche codesto al limite di dire bah! o! 
not even this at least to say huh! Oh! 
tie Hgli voglio dire 
three kids I mean 
neanche ne fa tante esclamazione in un modo, capito. 
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you don't have to make such a big deal about it, y'know. 
Ne fa tante esclamazione ni dire, 'TRE FIGLIOLI?!" 
Like they make such a big deal in going, "THREE KIDS?!" 
Ah si=i? 
Oh really? 
"TRE MASCffl?!" 
"THREE BOYS?!" 
"Povera Cinzia come tu fara con tre maschi?" 
"Poor Cinzia how will you manage with three boys?" 
Con tre maschi poi quante me ne hanno dette. 
With three boys then how many went on about it, 
"Almeno se te n'era ve- almeno se te n'era venule la femmina." 
"At least if it had been- at least if you had gotten a girl." 
Dico io, "Va be. Se c'era una femminuccia," 
I say, "Fine. If 1 had gotten a sweet little girl." 
diciamo che anch'io ero contenta un posse dire di no! 
let's say I would have been happy too I can't say no. 
Si certo. 
Yeah sure. 
Pero insomma un ne vogiio fare un pallino fisso di dire 
But really I don't want to obsess about it, go on and on 
"Come faro con tre maschi?" 
"How will I do it with three boys?" 
Dice: [...] 'T- t'aurai da fa tanto," 
They go: [...] "Y- y'll have so much to do," 
ma io passato i primi mesi 
but I spent the first months 
ero un p6=o demoralizzata perche dice, 
I was a little= demoralized because they go, 
'T'aurai da fa tanto con tre maschi. 
Y'll have so much to do with three boys." 
Insomma perche i maschi, Tomo qui praticamente 
Well because boys, the man here practically 
c'e sempre queilo che i fare in casa deila donna 
there's always the idea that stuff at home of the woman 
e I'omo gli ha altro che da buttare aH'aria @ 
and the man has other stuff besides flinging air around @ 
Ho capito. 
I see. 
E va be, dico io. Cercerd di educarli in un modo 
And fine, I say. I'll try to educate them in a way 
dove se c'e da fare in casa 
in which if there's stuff to do in the house 
io ci5 il vicino per esempio lui rigovema, cioe, gli pulisce i piatti. 
I have a neighbor like he cleans, I mean, he does dishes. 
Bene! 
Great! 
Mica sempre eh? 
Hardly all the time though 
perche senn6 vogiio dire lui viene a vedere 
because otherwise I mean say he comes and sees 
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se io sono a riposarmi un pochino 
if I am taking a little rest 
lui si mette di la il grembiule e si mette @ @ @ 
and he puts on an apron and he puts @ @ @ 
AJIora 
So 
Sicche voglic dire se hanno da arrostire 
So I mean if they have to barheque 
un pocchina di came o da arrostire lo wurster o a fare eh! 
a little meat or barheque hotdogs or whatever, y'know! 
Se lo fanno anche da soli icche vuol dire se glie maschio o femmina, no! 
If they do it alone what does it mean if they're male or female. 
Mi fanno sentrire proprio "Povera Cinzia con tre maschi 
They make me feel really "Poor Cinzia with three boys 
anzi no con quattro uomini in casa come tu farai?" 
rather with four men in the house how will you do it?" 
Dice anche mi marito, no? 
Even my husband goes on about it. 
@ @ Oioioi. 
@ @ Oh my. 
E allora dico io, "Mamma mia!" @ @ @ 
And so I say to myself, "My gosh!" @ @ @ 
Ti mettono un po di paura nella vita. 
It fills you with a little fear about life, 
E forte questi commenti dagli altri. 
It's strong these comments from others. 
Eh ma siamo ni paese. 
And then we're in a town. 
E e uno sa! 
And and one y'know! 
Allora ti porta a riflettere un pochino 
And so it makes you reflect a little bit 
ma se veramente glie cost dico, 
but if really it's going to be like this, I mean, 
"Mamma mia che futuro m'aspetta?" @ 
"My gosh what kind of future awaits me?" @ 
@ @ 
@ @ 
Perd dico io io a quelli che me lo dicono 
But I I tell those who have been telling this to me 
gli dico "Scusate tanto," dico io, "allora io (.) 
I tell them "Excuse me very much," I go, "so I (.) 
dovrei cercare la femmina per fare la schiavetta di casa 
should look for a girl to be the little slave of the house 
a questo punto (per siamo a fare?) 
at this point ( ) 
Perche si fa i figlioli per- perche da vecchi almeno 
Because you have children so- so when you're old at least 
io potrei posso avere un aiuto 
I could can have some help 
cioe un mi sembra giusto neanche questo a me 
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I mean to me this doesn't seem right either to me 
Certo 
Sure 
poi dipende uno come si sente. 
then it depends how one feels. 
E tua arnica del cuore? Lei ha flgli? 
And your best friend. Does she have kids? 
Lei ne c'ha due. 
She has two. 
No lei un m'ha fatto commenti digradevole. 
No she didn't make degrading comments 
perd di mashico si! Mi disse, 
but about the boys, yeah! She said, 
"Mi displace tanto per te!" 
"I'm so sorry for you!" 
ci si resta male guarda pero eh? 
But I ended up feeling bad y'know? 
ID non lo so se te farebbe il solito effetto perche io-
I don't know if it would affect you the same because I-
Certo! 
You bet! 
ID m mi qu- queste cose qui mi porta 
I m me- th- these kinds of things make me 
a paragonare anche con altre persone 
compare myself with other people too 
perche mi mi devo domandaie, "Ma dipende da me? 
why must I I ask myself, "But does it depend on me? 
che mi sento o- la prendo male io quest'espressione oppure (..) 
that I feel or- I take it bad, these remarks or else (..) 
io mi do la colpa anche per me. 
I also blame myself. 
Mi dico, "ma perche la devo prendere male se mi dicano cosi?" 
I say, "but why do I have to take it bad if they say this?" 
se fossi una donna forte un la dovrei prendere male cosi, 
if I were a strong woman I wouldn't take it so hard, 
Ma-
But-
perche guarda che io ho un caratterino 
because look I have a weak character 
mi coso un p5 troppo m'analizzo un pc troppo io 
I do it a little too much I analyze myself a little too much 
nonostante io come studio un'abbia nulla, io un no nulla 
as for education I don't have anything, I have nothing 
Non c'entra niente 
That doesn't matter 
per5 guarda io ho un carattere em io su tante cose 
but look I have a personality um I on lots of things 
io mi voglio guardare em in profondita, 
I want to look um deeply 
ma si vive male anche cosi perd eh? 
but you live badly also like this y'know? 
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The preceding excerpt can be divided into eight sections, in which the struggle 

alternates between conformity to the norm of small families and expression of agency 

against it. Cinzia articulates the dominant view toward families in the following sequences 

(including both the English and Italian line numbers): lines 1-36, 41-56, 67-106, 133-164 

(a total of 124 lines). The sections in which Cinzia reveals her own agency occur in the 

following segments: lines 39-40, 59-64, 109-122, 167-198 (a total of 54 lines). 

The dominant ideology about controlled, rational small-family making exercises its 

power directly on Cinzia's sense of social identity; her personhood is thrown into crisis, 

leading her to question whether she is "half-witted"—a heavy burden to bear in a cultural 

context that places such a high premium on reason and on the appearance of rational 

behavior. She acknowledges that the social commentary of others has a powerful effect on 

her feelings and actions (lines 95-96). The negative emphasis on "three" sons reveals how 

Allora tutte queste espressioni su questa gravidanze 
So all these remarks about this pregnancy 
su questi tre figli maschi che poi io a Emilio gli dico, 
about these three male children that then to Emilio I go 
"Ma io sono orgoliosa ad avere tre flglioli maschi, 
I am proud to have three male children 
perche un devo essere contenta? 
why shouldn't I be happy? 
Cioe bisogna che cambi, 
I mean it's necessary that you change 
perche devo fare la vittima? 
why do I have to play the victim? 
Ma dicche vittima? 
But the victim of what? 
Allora io ora son cambiata ora 
So now I have changed now 
perche all'inizio quando mi dicevano anche dicevo, 
'cause at first when they were telling me I too would go 
"Oh dio mio se almeno era una bambina!" 
**Oh my god at least if it was a girl!" 
Ma perche? Infondo in fondo cioe bel-
But why? Deep deep down I mean goo
se la c'era volentieri insomma che discorsi, 
if it was, well, gladly this talk 
Se la un c'e? Un facciamo una tragedia. 
But if it's not? Let's not make it a tragedy. 
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stigmatized having three is. Her friends' discourses instill fear in her. The basis for this 

fear app)ears to be concerns about being overwhelmed by work and losing control of 

household order. The dysfluency reveals her own sense of struggle, and a pause together 

with the elongated vowel communicates a sense of her difficulty in admitting that the 

ideology has worked its way under her skin and left her feeling demoralized (lines 45-48). 

Particularly interesting is what she eventually identifies as the underlying source for feeling 

demoralized: her own perception that she has a flawed character Oines 143-164). Here the 

unfinished sentences, broken syntax, and momentary pauses become patterned as though 

they were a reflection of the painful costs of internalizing the dominant ideology. The pain 

of countering such a powerful ideology become almost unspeakable as when she resorts to 

the verb cosare (line 161, m/ cosd), which can stand for anything but has no specific 

meaning. 

This narrative contains powerful moments in which she displays her own agency in 

resisting the dominant narratives about family-making. She fights off the tendency to 

obsess over her situation (lines 39-40). She vows to educate her sons to do their share 

around the house (lines 59-64). She refuses to accept her situation as tragic and resists the 

role of victim (167-198). 

The most powerful challenge to the disparaging discourses of her friends and 

relatives (lines 109-122), set off by a brief pause, comes with her sarcastic suggestion that 

she might look for a girl to serve as the household slave. In effect, her comment could also 

be read as a keen observation about the role a daughter would have ended up serving: a 

little slave to the men in the household. Furthermore, she challenges the old notions of 

generational reciprocity in terms of caring for elderly parents. 

Cinzia's challenges to the class- and gender-based system of inequalities, however, 

are limited. She ends up collaborating with patriarchy during her discussion of the 

gendered division of labor, where she excuses men for not sharing in household cleaning. 
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Her talk becomes startlingly disrupted here (lines 51-56) when she offers reasons as to 

why men do not clean. She participates in the devaluation of women's work (lines 67-74); 

her description makes women's labor seem not only unimportant but also haphazard—that 

men have other stuff to do than "flinging air around" (line 57) is a reference to how Italian 

women clean: they air out bedding by setting it in the windows, they shake dust rags out 

the windows. Her belittling of household cleaning places women beneath men. That 

discussion ends in laughter as does the following another excerpt where she suggests how 

unacceptable it would be for him to wear an apron while she rests (lines 70-74). Is the 

laughter indicative of her double-bind? Or does the laughter point to the risk of imagining 

her husband performing "women's work"—especially threatening given his current 

unstable, anxiety-ridden condition, one which already places his masculinity into question? 

This narrative provides strong insight into the linguistic production of ideology about 

gender inequality and its links to class ideologies in terms of image management of home 

and family. 

Matilde; A Toast to Resistance 

Nicoletta's niece Matilde, in her mid-20s, invited me in late December 1996 to go 

with her and a group to Viareggio for a dinner at a friend's house. Matilde had told me 

stories about her mother and her generation's fastidious attention to the house, to the point 

that it became an obsession, almost a pathology. So I was particularly struck when, in the 

middle of unwrapping sausages that the men were preparing to grill outside, the women 

poured themselves some champagne and toasted their generation: "A noi ganzissime 

donne" to us very clever women, "perche non si pensa sempre alia pulizia" because we 

don't always think about cleaning! 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has explored how ideologies give form to relations of power and shape 

as well as naturalize social identities. It has investigated how individuals have experienced 

changes in family-making. The narratives offer glimpses into the struggles that individuals 

have as they contend with dominant ideologies, particularly those related to gender and 

class inequalities. Placing the reproduction of social identities and relations of power at the 

center of the analysis is a signiHcant advance to any study of the quiet revolution. 

The anthropological contribution to understanding family change is to reveal how 

hegemonic projects play out in day-to-day life. If we think of hegemony as requiring moral 

leadership grounded in politics and the economy, and, in the Gramscian sense, as 

dominance by consent within civil society—the threat of coercion being ever present —we 

can see how the hegemonic order that has led to small family-making becomes precisely "a 

whole body of practices and expectations over the whole of living" (Williams 1977; 110). A 

state project of modernization which places "rationality" on a throne has powerfully 

influenced views about sexual behavior and controlled fertility. 

In the final analysis, consumer rationality appears "in charge"; however, talk about 

the importanace of consumerism also buries and conceals other aspects of the experience of 

having few or no children, such as the "pain" and "cost" of absorbing the hegemonic 

negotiations among order, morality, inheritance, obligations, inferiority, character "flaws," 

and patriarchy. Perhaps these complex hegemonic negotiations require so much attention 

and energy that they prevent many women from realizing what they claim to be their 

desired family size (two children). Central to the hegemony underlying changes in family-

making is the striving to conform to dominant middle-class ideology; to be precise in all 

things, to have the right things, to have control over all those things, including control over 

one's children. 
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Ideological struggles, as Foucault pointed out (1982:212), throw the status of the 

individual into question. When applied to everyday life these forms of power categorize 

individuals, carve out their individuality, define their identity, impose a regime of truth on 

people. The struggles that emerge in the narratives and socially occurring talk often involve 

contests of power related to gender and class. The first is rooted in a history of patriarchy 

and a mother-centered culture of responsibility. Talk about family-making offers insight 

into women's status within the family. The second major struggle to emerge involves 

tension between socioeconomic classes. The narratives reveal contestation as well as 

collaboration with elite and patriarchal hegemonic projects. Individuals engage in practices 

that help them avoid social identities that others may view as being, for example, like 

genterella, low-class types. Another strategy is to have small families so that one can do 

that well, according to bourgeois consumer values. 

The postwar rise in the bourgeois state with its embrace of late capitalism and intense 

consumer culture represented a break with the peasant world, an icon of which was the 

large family. Profound economic changes necessitated new adjustments, some of which 

were deeply disorienting and painful. The peasant past, and the stigmas and valorizations 

that shadowed the life of agricultural day-laborer or sharecropper, is something that many 

people sought to escape as they fled the countryside for urban jobs, rhythms, wages, and 

consumption. How does that peasant past figure into the social fabric and the shift toward 

small family-making as it is lived in the very late twentieth century? The next chapter turns 

to that very question and reveals some unpredictable roots as well as ongoing and relevant 

meanings of "the peasant." 
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V. MEMORY, PEASANTS, AND PATRIARCHY 

Everywhere, historical experience bears the stigmata of trauma and strife, of 
interference and rupture with the past, as well as the boon of continuity, of 
successful adaptation and adjustment—engrams of events not easily erased and 
often only latent in the cultural memory until some greater event serves to draw 
them forth again. 

— ERIC WOLP, Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century (1969:276) 

I had not anticipated that my study would lead me to encounter Italian "peasants" in 

the flesh but also, and perhaps more specifically, in memories and at festivals, but it did, 

and I could neither stop this turn nor ignore it. It is one thing to write abstractly about 

peasants (as I did in Chapter 2); it is quite another to encounter them or vivid, nostalgic and 

even angry memories about them. My topic provoked memory work related to the peasant 

past since asking people about changes in family-making, in particular the shift to small 

families, frequently led them to recall a bygone era when large families predominated. The 

most common explanation I heard for why families used to be large was connected to the 

labor needs of an agricultural economy: The mezzadria, or sharecropping, required many 

arms to work the fields in order to meet minimal subsistence margins and pay the rents that 

were required of them.' Since the system was not based on wage-labor, an estate's 

productivity depended largely "on matching household size to each farm" (Pratt 1994:35). 

As the sharecropping agricultural economy in central Italy gave way to mechanization, 

corporate estates, wage labor and European subsidies, and as workers traded a way of life 

' In a discussion of Chayanov's (1966[1926]) theory of "self-exploitation," which describes how 
unimaginably hard peasant fanners will work for small increases in pr^uction, James Scott suggests that 
in general larger peasant families were willing to engage in greater degrees of self-exploitation, i.e., they 
would pay higher rents than capitalist investors (whose decisions were determined by the market): "The 
larger the family (more mouths to feed and more hands to work), the larger the marginal product of any 
additional land and, hence, the larger the maximum rent the family is willing to pay. Because of its near-
zero opportunity cost and its need to reach an adequate subsistence, the peasant household will work for very 
low implicit wages" (1976:15). 
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tied to the land for one bound to the factory, children became less of a "necessity"; in fact, 

in local parlance, they became economic liabilities. 

Anthropologists after the 1950s and increasingly during the Vietnam War moved 

from studying what they once called "primitives" to investigating mral populations. This 

shift of focus led them to challenge earlier views of native peoples as isolated and to 

develop theories that could account for the interconnectedness of seemingly isolated 

populations with the nation-state, colonialism and capitalist forces, as Eric Wolf noted in 

Peasants (1966:1). Anthropologists generated a great deal of literature during the 1970s 

about peasants in Europe, South America, Asia, and Africa and enormous effort went into 

defining peasantries (e.g., Mintz 1973). Shanin (1971:296) followed Wolf in identifying 

the "underdog" status as a defining feature of peasants. Wolf wrote that peasants "are mral 

cultivators whose surpluses are transferred to a dominant group of mlers that uses the 

surpluses both to underwrite its own standard of living and to distribute the remainder to 

groups in society that do not farm but must be fed for their specific goods and services in 

turn" (1966:3-4; cited in Mintz 1973:93). 

The question debated in the 1970s—Does the peasantry exist? (Mintz 1973:92)— 

might seem irrelevant in the 1990s, for has not the fate of the European peasantry been 

resolved once and for all? Did not the central Italian peasant disappear with the demise of 

the mezzadria system? The mezzadria system in Italy has all but ended, and rural cultivators 

are now small entrepreneurs or wage laborers; however, il contadino, the peasant, 

continues to exist as an active social category. To Rebel's (1998a: 195) question concerning 

whether the peasant past is "irrevocably gone" or whether through these repetitions of past 

moments the peasant continues to exist though obscured by "discourses about progress and 

modernity," my fieldwork suggests that the peasant is anything but irrevocably gone but 

rather is actively produced in memory work, performances, discourses, and even new 

practices. 
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People in Carmignano often talked about "contadini" peasants; they identified as 

having been one or still being one; they recalled vivid stories from "back then," when they 

were positioned in a relation of subordination to the padrone. Others became angry when 

the social scientist or historian probed into the peasant past. Still others "performed" the 

peasant or nostalgically evoked the peasant in political discourse. As a counter to this 

nostalgia, others embraced, at times ambiguously, discourses about progress and 

modernity as they revealed a sense of loathing for the peasant and what this social category 

signified. These different sensibilities toward the peasant past reveal that the social category 

of the peasant is being kept alive through memory work as well as through material 

interactions with people—retired factory workers, Sicilian or Albanian immigrants—who 

now fill niches similar to those that peasants once occupied but are not granted the 

designation. The ongoing reproduction of the peasant reveals that il contadino is a process 

linked to transforming market niches and relations as well as professional specializations 

(Mintz 1973:91 after Wolf 1955; Rebel 1998). 

The peasant as "process" has a significant relation to my theme of the quiet 

revolution, i.e., the rapid and comprehensive fertility decline evident in Tuscany in the 

1920s, because the social category of the peasant occupies a powerful position in terms of 

perpetuating ideologies that shape people's decisions about making small families. This 

functions in three ways that I will illustrate through a series of encounters with peasants. 

First, when the social category of the peasant produces sentiments of nostalgia, I suggest 

the nostalgia feeds directly into the culture of responsibility (discussed in chapter 3): for 

example, nostalgia effectively conceals the hard work and inferior status of peasants and 

replaces this with a glorified sense of tradition that to be a responsible parent, one must 

procure good, pure, uncontaminated food for children. A local contadino is the most likely 

source for fresh produce, olive oil, fresh cheese, fresh eggs, or fresh rabbit, and people 

carefully guard the identity of these limited "sources" like personal secrets. What has 
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occurred here involves a transfer of "sacrifice," i.e., whereas previously women were 

expected to sacrifice for the patriarchal family (see for example Nicoletta's narrative. 

Chapter 4), now sacrifice is directed at raising children according to middle-class norms, 

though with a sense of "tradition" that revalues selective aspects of the peasant past. 

Second, the way in which former peasants recall their lives reveals that a significant change 

has occurred with regard to power relations and the gendered social identities of 

individuals; the importance of the individual has come to occupy the space once held by the 

patriarchal family collective. Although this movement toward individualism more 

profoundly affects women, men have also been significantly changed. They too are less 

vested in the patriarchal family, its hierarchies, and its size. They are more likely to imagine 

women as their social equals (even though in practice this is not the case), and to recognize 

them either as housewives who produce middle-class children and/or as workers crucial to 

the family firm or with earning power greater than the poorly remunerated peasant women 

who worked as trecciaiole. Men and women tend to collaborate in decisions about how 

many children to have, or come to agreements about what to do if a child "comes along," 

although the decision to have the child is left most often to the woman. Such awareness 

about family-making is viewed as a modem enterprise that contrasts with a time when 

peasants did not (allegedly) plan how many children to have. 

Third, when a sense of loathing toward the peasant past underlies the talk or the 

context, I suggest this loathing serves as a strong moral message in support of the 

hegemonic attainment of middle-class status and subsequent social distancing from the 

degrading, backwards, irrational, humiliating status that peasants occupied and occupy in 

this dimension of social memory. 

Having brought up the term "irrational," I am compelled here to touch on the theme 

of rationality, a strand that has been strong in the literature on peasants as well as the 
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demographic literature. Drawing on Weber,2 rationalism is linked to modernity and modem 

bureaucracy's obsession with efficiency, systematicity, and goals. Economists speak about 

rationality as attaining the highest degree of efficiency possible through calculated means, 

and the terms for such calculations are directly linked to the capitalist market and its 

"logics." One problem with such a vulgar cost-benefit approach—not to mention the 

assumption that nearly everything in life can be reduced to calculations—is that it ignores 

the ways in which individuals are differentially situated in relation to the market and the 

limitations to achieving what is in their best interest.^ In other words, such approaches 

ignore the important dimension of power relative to rationality. As Wolf pointed out, 

peasants were structurally subordinate to external forces, and hence they did not have the 

same access to making calculations as did the landlord; the estate administrator kept the 

accounts, not the capoccia. Within the constellation of possibilities that the system afforded 

to them, peasants exercised "rational" agency; stories of everyday resistance suggest 

Tuscan contadini engaged in numerous clever practices to get more than they were legally 

due and to better their life chances, even to accumulate capital so that as the mezzadria 

system disintegrated, they could invest in a loom or start up a small family textile firm.'^ 

Much of the literature on peasants has also been concerned with resistance and 

revolution: How peasants engaged in violent resistance to subvert the systems of surplus 

extraction under which they toiled for centuries,^ or how they made use of more subtle acts 

2 Weber 1946:293-296. 
^ For example, Popkin (1979), in The Rational Peasant, defined rationality as meaning "that 

individuals evaluate the possible outcomes associated with their choices in accordance with their preferences 
and values.... Finally, they make the choice which they believe will maximize their expected utility." 

Paci (1980) hypothesized that many mezzadri passed from agriculturists to self-employed artisans 
by keeping one foot on the land, so to speak, and drawing on the family as a source of labor, a practice 
rooted in the sharecropping experience. Ciuffoietti and Contini (1994:269-271) discuss Paci's research and 
others, which suggest the older generation tended to stay on the land and the younger generation to pursue 
non-agricultural work. See also Becattini (1986). 

^ Wolfs (1969) Peasant Wars stands out as the classic anthropological study in this vein. Nugent' 
Spent Cartridges of Revolution represents a more recent example (1S^3). See in particular his discussion of 
the peasant literature, pp. 30-33. For Central Italy see Ciuffoietti (1986), Clemente (1987); Affortunati 
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of subversion, the "weapons of the weak," in which peasants engaged in ever>'day acts of 

resistance.^ The quiet revolution, i.e., the demographic transition to small families, drew 

on the strategies of "everyday resistance" but had the socially transforming effects of an 

uprising. I now turn to encounters with the peasantry to enrichen our understanding of the 

character of these transformations through an excavation of peasant meanings and their 

implications, logics, self-contradictions—all of which figure centrally into the shift toward 

smaller families because of the cultural transformations that complexly involved sentiments 

of nostalgia, individualism and loathing. 

A First Encounter; Plaving the Peasant 

In the realm of official Italian history, peasants have not typically been perceived as 

important historical agents. Hence, local efforts at keeping the peasant past alive in local 

memory cannot be dismissed as pure nostalgia but may also be attempts at expanding the 

limits of social history (see PMG 1982). My first substantial encounter with a local, self-

identified peasant came in February 1996, when I was invited to assist'^ oral historian 

Giovanni Contini Bonacossi in an interview focusing on a sp>ecial peasant digging 

technique: the vangatura. The encounter was part of an audiovisual project documenting 

peasant crafts and lifeways in the territory of Carmignano. Contini, an oral historian for the 

Sovrintendenza Archivistica per la Toscana, is a household name in Carmignano; he is the 

eldest son of a former count, and his sister runs the family wine and olive oil estate, which 

is one of Carmignano's major employers of agricultural wage-laborers. I went to meet him 

(1999) looks at resistance movements in Carmignano before and during fascism, when for example in 1920 
more than 100 peasant families were among those who participated in an organized popular struggle against 
the liberal regime (p. 12). 

^ James Scott's (1985) Weapons of the Weak, generated a great deal of discussion and literature. 
^ My thanks to Stefania Martini, who has assisted Contini in this project. 
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in the piazza of Seano, and even on a misty winter day the town square bustled with locals; 

mostly men in dark leather coats spilling out from one of the two circoli, the leftist club or 

the church club. Contini wore a long green sweater coat, stylish yet understated, and a 

large video camera bag hung from his shoulder beneath ringlets that cascaded onto his coat 

collar. I imagined the son of a count to look somehow different, more conservative and 

uptight so was taken aback. As we entered the snack bar, I wondered if everybody knew 

him as the wealthy count's leftist son. Given the reactions I would hear a few weeks later 

from the sweater-maker Oliviero—whose brother-in-law's father worked as a peasant and 

later as a paid worker for the family estate at Capezzana—I soon realized everyone had 

something to say about the Bonacossi family: how the family moved to the area in the 

1920s from Rome after the patriarch made a fortune selling works of art; how the patriarch, 

after buying his noble title, arrived at Capezzana and said he would buy all the land he 

could see from the villa and in fact ended up with some 120 podere, five times more 

holdings than most local noble families; how the fattore, the administrator of the rural 

properties, made off with a fortune with the sale of all the old land and farmhouses; and 

how the family's many paintings that belong to the Beni Arti are housed in famous 

museums like the Uffizi.® 

This personal history made Giovanni Contini reluctant to accept a joint audiovisual-

history project of the Sovrintendenza and the Comune of Carmignano initiated in 1992, but 

his loyalties to oral history won out. The project involved continued struggles with the 

comune's cultural affairs councilor, who did not much appreciate oral history. As he told 

me after one meeting, "She's more interested in fine arts, music, Etruscan tombs. She 

thinks oral history is not so important. So I was trying to convince her of its importance." 

Furthermore, that the oral history concerned peasants made the project less valuable since 

^ 96.04.17 fleidnotes, Book #2. 
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peasant social history was not viewed as high Culture. In the eyes of local Culture arbiters, 

peasants have low symbolic value. They are the stuff of provincial festivals dedicated to 

specific rural crops: cherries (Sagra delle Ciliegie in June), figs (Sagra del Fico in 

September), and chesmuts (Sagra della Castagna in October). These festivals are mentioned 

in a recent tourist brochure for Carmignano but a subheading reveals that the selling aspect 

for the comune is its location "at the center of Etruria,"^ home to the Etruscans, those 

ancient artistically inclined peoples who occupied the middle of Italy in early Roman days, 

and whom Tuscans claim as their ancestors. In a museum in Volterra, I picked up a copy of 

D.H. Lawrence's The Etruscans, in which he contrasts Etruscan peasants with "modem" 

peasants (he visited Tarquinia in the 1930s); his view is suggestive of the attributes cultural 

arbiters seek in Etruscans and those they avoid in peasants: 

The Etruscans were instinctively citizens.... But in those days, on a fine evening 
like this, the men would come in naked, darkly ruddy-coloured from the sun and 
wind, with strong, insouciant bodies; and the women would drift in, wearing the 
loose, becoming smock of white or blue linen and somebody, surely, would be 
playing the pipes; and somebody, surely, would be singing, because the 
Etruscans had a passion for music, and an inner carelessness the modem Italians 
have lost. The peasants would enter the clear, clean, sacred space inside the 
gates, and salute the gay-coloured little temple as they passed along the street that 
rose uphill towards the arx, between rows of low houses with gay-coloured 
fronts painted or hung with bright terra-cottas. One can almost hear them still, 
calling, shouting, piping, singing, driving in the mixed flocks of sheep and 
goats, that go silently, and leading the slow, white, ghostlike oxen with the 
yokes still on their necks.... 

It is different now. The drab peasants, muffled in ugly clothing, straggle in 
across the waste bit of space, and trail home, songless and meaningless. We 
have lost the art of living; and in the most important science of all, 3ie science of 
daily life, the science of behaviour, we are complete ignoramuses (1986 [1932]: 
93-95). 

The peasants in Lawrence's description have lost a sense of purpose and agency; this and 

other descriptions create a view of a peasantry that is backward, coarse, boorish, in sum, 

barely human. Lawrence becomes the modem man set against these primitives, who lack 

^ Al centra deU'Etruria: Carmignano e i suoi colori. Associazione Turistica Pro Loco, (n.d.; 
estimated date of publication, 1998). 
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not only the ability to derive meaning from their work but implicitly also lack the generative 

capability to create history. 

Contini's oral history project seeks to revalue the peasantry and make them historical 

subjects through documenting peasant knowledge and skills. The peasant-cum-

entrepreneur named Luigi whom we interviewed was nothing like the peasant of 

Lawrence's description. 

Luigi's house was built in the 1970s after his family abandoned the land they had 

farmed for some 130 years. The house's immodest architecture was designed to 

accommodate two ways of life: that of peasant and of capitalist. Except for a large container 

of olive oil that sat in a comer ready to sell, the major activity here was sweaters. This 

"peasant" was the owner of a maglificio, a sweater firm. The ground floor served as a 

sweater warehouse. Stacks of acrylic-wool blend sweaters filled boxes and covered 

counters. The second floor of the home was the living space. Taxidermic animals stood on 

the marble tiles and hung from the walls, staring back at us like still lifes of nature. Luigi 

offered us each a fiill glass of vin santo, a potent and sweet Tuscan wine made from grapes 

dried for six months then aged for five years. The third floor contained an expansive 

storage space with a cornucopia of foods: wine, vin santo, prosciutto, grappa, olives, dried 

figs, drying grapes. The aroma was rich, fermenting, musty. 

Giovanni bought various cured foods and produce from the garden. He also 

attempted to buy a sweater, but Luigi would not hear of it: "These are sweaters for poor 

folks, not someone wealthy like yourself," the peasant replied with a deferential tone. His 

self-deprecation was contradictory. The peasant was acknowledging Giovanni as his social 

superior. To do so required degrading the peasant and placing himself at a lower social 

position. Yet certainly Luigi realized that Giovanni, who appeared outwardly embarrassed 

by the comment, tried hard not to place himself above the peasant. But was Luigi serious? 

Granted, the histories of class divisions are deep and, by those who have experienced the 
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differences, not easily forgotten. However, why was Luigi unwilling to sell the sweater but 

eager to sell his agricultural products to Giovanni, whom Luigi certainly knew had access 

to some of the best and most prestigious wine and vin santo in the area? Luigi took pride in 

playing the peasant and had the luxury to do so: he embodies flexibility, a quality that is 

highly esteemed in the small-firm context of Prato and its environs. 

Once outside in the backyard, he showed us a farm in miniature: grape vines, olive 

trees, fruit trees. Hens darted among the plants. A skinned rabbit (also for sale) dangled 

from a fence. The contadino opened a garage to find a special garden tool; beyond the door 

he revealed a row of heavy machines used for spooling yam. The integration of rural and 

industrial ways of life was endless. 

The interview placed no importance on this integration but focused exclusively on 

several agricultural techniques: the vangatura, shoveling the ground to prepare it for 

planting; tying back graf)e vines with flexible twigs to encourage maximum growth; and the 

falciatura, a traditional technique of clearing tall grass using a pole with a sickle attached to 

the bottom. We headed out to a grassy field, and before Giovanni started the videotape 

rolling, the peasant told a story about a situation he described as grave, troubling: urban 

schoolchildren in Milan had become so detached from nature they no longer know what a 

live chicken looked like, and the television had just reported on the Milan mayor's 

proposed solution: to bus the children out to the countryside now and then and show them 

the real McCoy. I turned on my tape recorder and asked him to retell the story: 

Allora, mmm, nel periodo della scuola durante le lezioni 
Well, umm, in the period of school during the lessons, 
la maestra glie fece dipingere un polio questi ragazzi. 
the teacher had these kids she had them draw a chicken. 
Allora, questi ragazzi eh abitanti in queste zone tutto cemento. 
So the kids, they live in these entirely cemented areas, 
che il polio non I'evevano mai visto loro ... 
they had never seen a chicken ... 
dipinto come loro I'avevano visto 
they drew it how they had seen it. 
Quindi, alcuni lo avevano visto gik a tavola, ah pronto. 
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So some had seen it at already at the table, ready, 
a tavola in vasoio pronto per mangiare, allora dipinto cono. 
at the table on a platter ready to eat, so drew it cooked. 
Alcuni eh- lo aveao visto dal macellaio 
Others they had seen it at the butcher's 
o a supermercato appeso ciondoloni. 
or in the supermarket dangling down like a weight. 
Pero vivo non I'aveao visto. 
However, they'd never seen one alive. 
Allora eh si e visto sui emm emmm sui disegni 
So uh you see their umm, umm, in their designs 
si e visto il polio a tavola 
you see the chicken at the table 
o il polio del macellaio; 
or the chicken at the butcher's. 
e vivo non sapevano niente. 
but they knew nothing of a live chicken. 
Allora, e venuto questa denuncia del sindaco 
So there arriv^ this proclamation from the mayor 
di predere ogni tanti giomi, 
to take every once in a while 
di predere dei pullman e con questi ragazzi 
to take a bus and with these kids 
e portarli nelle fattorie dove ci sta i' polio 
and take them to farms where there are chickens 
come a casa alio spanto e vivo. 
like at home loose and alive. 
Capito? 
Understand? 

Luigi evaluated the distance from nature as "gravissimo" really dangerous.'These kids 

are at risk of getting this far out of touch," he commented. Italians living in Tuscany took 

pride in the countryside and what it produced: green spicy olive oil, new red wine, wild 

mushrooms and asparagus, fresh eggs, fresh air. In the context of news reports about 

crazy cow disease, dioxin-contaminated eggs, and poisonous Coca-Cola, a peasant such as 

Luigi stands for all that is not contaminated. Yet for the new urbanized family of the 

Province of Prato, even those living in a more densely populated and industrialized zone of 

Horn (1994) identifies the existence of similar fears during fascism as the urban population 
became increasingly dense and numerous. Ccsare Coruzzi, whom Horn describes a "physician specializing 
in social medicine" identified the urban context as the cause for declining fertility. Conizzi claimed that the 
"stresses of urban life.. .made women more vulnerable to various forms of neurosis" as summarized by 
Horn (1994: 97-98). 
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Carmignano, such as Seano, prcx;uring such pure foods requires a network of contacts 

(which can include an anthropologist), and the knowledge that there are those who have 

access to such sources feeds the sense of responsibility and the sense of limits with regard 

to having few children so that one can care well for those few. The sense of nurturing 

includes providing children with fresh, healthy foods. 

After the demonstration and videotaping of the falciatura, the traditional grass-cutting 

technique, Luigi suggested Giovanni and I each give it a swing. As I took the tool in hand, 

Luigi instructed me on the proper body position, but I could not even come close to 

repeating the motion and rhythm he so easily struck, one in which the moment of work 

entwines with that of rest. On the way back to the house, he offered us a variety of produce 

freshly picked from his garden: fava beans, greens. Giovanni accepted and paid him. 

Before we left he had one more thing to show us: his pet cinghiale, wild boar. 

Giovanni and I watched safely from the rabbit pen as he hammed it up: He placed a chunk 

of bread in his mouth, leaned over, and let the boar grab it, mouth to mouth. We chuckled 

uncomfortably. What was behind his love for playing the contadino? In performing 

something so daring, yet silly, he turned himself into a child of sorts and he bowed to the 

"father" figure, the son of the count. But in a sense his gesture made fun of the oral 

historian and the anthropologist for it sent a message about his power to imitate the rigid 

patron-peasant hierarchy of the mezzadria system without being threatened by its power 

structure. He turned the power relation in on itself. He knew he was not really a "peasant" 

but an entrepreneur. 

What might have been his motives for indulging in his role and performing the 

peasant for the son of the count/oral historian and the American social scientist?Was he 

making fun of the whole notion of "peasant" as a category since he is an expert at 

exploiting the image of the peasant to make part of his a living selling wine, oil, figs, 

produce, rabbits while also occupying the niche of sweater-maker? His simultaneous 
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occupation of both industrial-artisan and agricultural niches provides a fragment of 

evidence for how "peasants" contribute to ideologies that inform people's family-making 

practices. Through his actions he repeats past moments and ensures the existence of the 

peasant; he complicates "discourses about progress and modernity" that typically obscure 

the peasant existence and yet feeds that nostalgic longing for a "purer" time. 

His performative strategies were effective, as I realized several weeks later when my 

landlady, Nicoletta, asked me for his phone number because she wanted a rabbit to cook 

for a Sunday lunch at which her 2-year-old nephew would be among the guests. When 

Luigi came to the phone, she told him she was a friend of mine. "Do me a favor," she told 

him, "sell me a rabbit." At first he refused, but she persisted: "Come on, it's for the 

American, she lives with me." He finally gave in and told her the rabbit would be prepared. 

Frequently, such negotiations are framed as a favor on the part of the "peasant" seller. In 

this way, the person who procures fresh foods becomes viewed as possessing skill, 

knowledge and networks. At the same time, the "peasant" value is also enhanced as he 

becomes a scarce resource. This scarcity leads people to long for another era as well as to 

embrace a sense of tradition associated with that era. These values are played out in a way 

that fuels the culture of responsibility (Chapter 3) and the sense that couples are able to 

have very few children because so much is now required to do it well. 

A Second Encounter; *Everv God-Given Good' 

Elderly people who were children when the mezzadria system was still in place did 

not often lament how bad things used to be. Rather, the tendency was to emphasize that 

they had everything one could need: "every God-given good." When I moved from my 

basement apartment in a sweater-making neighborhood to a restored farmhouse in a town 

surrounded by grapevines and olive trees, I had new occasion to meet retired peasants. 

People told me Via La Volta was just as it always had been. The street skirts along the final 
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ridge of the town. Hence the name volta: bend. Coincidentally, volta also means time. It 

did seem life on the via was somehow outside of time. When people said life there was like 

it always had been, they meant it had the feeling of bygone days, the less linear sense of 

time of an agricultural way of life and a friendly quality lost in urban areas, even in the 

paese, whose longtime residents lamented their transformation to bedroom communities 

with new apartment complexes whose dwellers hardly uttered buon giomo to each other. 

The other characteristic of my street was the number of households with elderly residents in 

them—certainly a quality more and more common in a country with an aging population. 

I first met Parigi sitting on a cement ledge at the bottom of my driveway. Sometimes 

he rested his bad knee and tired body in a white plastic chair propped in front of his house 

and stared longingly at the farmhouse where I lived. He and his wife, Emilia, used to live 

in that farmhouse and work as sharecroppers under signorino, as they called the small but 

formidable man who was my landlord. They had not been inside the house in thirty years 

and did not seem eager to do so. Emilia would come to the yard to collect mallow, malva 

sylvestris, for her daughter who suffered from colitis. "A// disse, 'mamma, mi fa una 

infusa di malva?' " She imitated how her daughter, a grown woman with two grown sons 

of her own, would ask her to make an infusion from the herb. She picked a bunch and 

glanced up at the house, then gestured to the bedroom where she was bom, adding that she 

lived there until after the war. "You know, the Germans used to cook here." She turned 

toward the bam; half of the walls were constructed from irregular-shaped gray, alabaster 

and sienna colored stones, the other half from uniform bricks. The building had clearly 

been bombed. 'They had a kitchen there and would take food to the others on the Front. 

And then they'd bring their dead here, at the back of the house where there's that grass. 

Poor things. Even if they were Germans, I felt sorry for them. They were also some 

mother's figlioli." The local linguistic habit of adding the diminutive -olo to a word loaded 

the term "sons" with affection. "Some of them were belli ragazzi," handsome boys. Then 
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her tone changed. "The Germans pigliava ogni cosa," they took everything: cows, horses, 

food. "Avevo paura, io." She was afraid and recounted how her fear drove her to go to her 

sister's house. She told them it was because her sister's husband was imprisoned in 

Germany and so she was alone. "The one German, he'd say, 'Hai paura. You're afraid, 

that's why you're leaving.' You bet I was afraid. But I didn't tell him that." Emilia, who 

had begun to admire what remained of a sage bush, seemed content to have an interested 

listener; she kept telling me I was different from the others who had lived in this house. I 

felt torn. I was obviously different; I was motivated to get to know people to leam how 

former peasant women experienced changes in family-making. 

Both Emilia and Parigi were from families of seven children. Her father, however, 

had two wives, and Emilia told me that she had "two mothers," although she never knew 

the first. In 1915, five years before Emilia was bom, her father's first wife died of la 

spagnola, a viral influenza popularly known as the Spanish flu, an illness that was 

decimating much of Europe." The fever arrived suddenly, attacking the woman's heart, 

according to Emilia's explanation, and with a swiftness that became the stuff of family 

legend, left her dead in several hours. Emilia's biological mother had five children with 

Emilia's father. Emilia and Parigi together had only one daughter. 

In trying to understand the history of how Emilia came to make a family of her own, I 

asked her a simple quciiiiun: '">\'hen did you get married?" A question that required a simple 

answer instead led to a complex historical narrative that, without her directly ever saying 

so, served as an explanation for why she was thirty years old when she married. Her 

narrative is a powerful example of the epigraph at the start of this chapter; "engrams of 

events not easily erased and often latent in the cultural memory" (Wolf 1969;276). Emilia's 

'' Umberto Eco (1999:136) discusses la spagnola and attributes his maternal grandfather's death to 
the epidemic in his essay "How the Bean Saved Civilization." The New York Times Magazine, Special 
Issue; The Best Ideas, Stories and Inventions of the Last Thousand Years. 18 April 1999. 
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memory of the house burning in this story "bears the stigmata of trauma and strife," as 

Wolf predicted; the period of war stands as the first powerful metonymn in a series of such 

displacing narrations by Emilia regarding a "rupture with the past." 

EMD-IA: 

BETSY; 

EMILIA: 

BETSY; 

EMILIA; 

BETSY: 

EMILIA; 

BETSY; 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA; 

lo- noi ci siamo sposati 
!• we were married 
siamo anziani noi eh 
we're old y'know 
Ah 
Oh 
nel mille nove cento=o cinquanta. 
in nineteen hundred fifty. 
Ah cinquanta. 
Oh fifty. 
Si si 
Yeah yeah. 
Alloratrent' a/ttent' anni/ 
So thirty you were thirty. 
/Trent'anni/ s'avea si! 
I was thirty that's right! 
Sa co' la guerra 
Y'know with the war 
poi per preparassi un p6 
then to prepare ourselves a little bit 
a lui gl'era bruciata la casa'^, 
after all his house was burned 
un avevan piii niente 
they didn't have anything left 
ted^chi 
Germans 
No=o? 
Really? 
(?gli dette foco) alia casa a lui 
His house was burned. 
Ah si=i? 
Oh yeah? 
Ma! perche uu-
You bet! because a-
pe' parla male 
to put it bluntly 
un bischero d'un omo 
an idiot of a man 
lui credea di fa' i partigiano, 
he thought he was being a partisan 

' ̂  The pronunciation is actually "hasa." I debated whether to write it this way, but for ease of 
reading opted to retain the "c" even though she does not pronounce it. 
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45 

50 

55 

60 

BETSY: 

EME,IA: 

65 

70 

75 

80 

BETSY; 

EMILIA: 

85 

credeva di ammazzar un tedesco 
he thought he'd go and kill a German 
i tedeschi presano'^, 
the Germans had taken [the house] 
ma lore un c'erano. 
but they weren't there. 
Parigi un c'era mica 
Neither was Parigi 
gli era in Sardegna, 
he was in Sardinia 
gli era, un'era tomato 
he was there, he hadn't come back 
in tempo di guerra. 
it was during the war. 
Mm 
Hmm. 
Dette fuoco alia casa 
He set the house afire. 
gli brucid tutta. 
He burned everything. 
C'avevano grano, vino, olio. 
They had grain, wine, oil, 
in tempo di guerra. 
during the war. 
Rimasen'^ senza nulla. 
They were left without anything. 
Dieci persone con il che gli avevano addosso. 
Ten people left with what they had on their backs. 
Terribile. 
Terrible. 
E tutti c'erano via all'infuori, che lui c'e n'era a casa. 
And everybody was gone, except there was one at home 
O uno Amaretto solo. 
This one Amaretto only, 
quello che gli ho detto fa cappelli 
the one who I told you makes hats 
poi erano tutti alia guerra. 
the rest were all at war. 
E rimase soltanto due sorelle 
And only two sisters were left 
e la mamma e il babbo e una sp-
and the mom and dad and a ma-
e un fratello sposato con due bambine 
and a married brother with two kids 
unne'^ di di quaranta? I'e 1'Adua, e una di-

The Italian fonn of remote past tense is "presero." 
''^Again, this is a variation on the remote past tense, which in Italian would be "rimasero." 

In Italian: "non e." 
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90 

95 BETSY: 

EMILIA; 

BETSY: 
100 

EMILIA: 

105 BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

1 10 

1 15 

120 

BETSY: 

125 EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 
130 

Isn't she from forty? Adua, and one of-
No, I'Adua sola perche Parigi 
No, only Adua because Parigi 
quando la nacque un c'era 
when she was born he wasn't here 
era partito d'allora 
he had left by then 
E rimase tutto (?) ad Artimino gli stavano. 
And they were all left there at Artimino. 
Ah. Questa casa a ad Artimino. 
Oh. This house at Artimino. 
Si, incendiata. 
Yeah, burned. 
Terribile. 
Terrible. 
Se n'ha passate anche 
She had quite the time 
la su mamma povera donna 
his mother poor woman 
Mm 
Hmm. 
Quattro figlioli alia guerra 
Four children at war 
una a casa 
one at home 
tre figlioli pe' il mondo 
three children all over the world. 
e rimane senza nulla. 
and left without a thing. 
E in casa c'avevano... ogni bene di dio: 
And at home they had... every god-given good: 
vino, olio, grano, tutto. 
wine, oil, grain, everything. 
Biancheria, tutto vestiti. 
Linens, all their clothes. 
Parigi rimase senza nulla 
Parigi didn't have anything 
Mmm. 
Hmm. 
pantaloni militari 
military pants. 
Ma! 
Geez! 
A rifassi una famiglia d'undici persone-
To setup a household for eleven people-

The preceding story addresses the effects of the war on Emilia and Parigi's marriage plans. 

The idea of preparing themselves for marriage Oine 20) is a reference to la casa, setting up a 

household. Following the peasant patrilocal residence pattern, Emilia planned to move in 
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with the groom's family. But their house had been burned by a local man who thought 

himself to be part of the Resistance and, believing the house was occupied by Germans, 

torched it. Noteworthy in this narrative are key words that index the economic conditions; 

these key words are like engrams on her memory and as such strongly suggest that the 

global economic changes that were playing out at a local level strongly influenced family-

making. Five times during the narrative (lines 24, 60, 66, 68, 118), Emilia refers to the 

severity of ending up without anything, a severity worsened by the wartime context (lines 

18, 54, 64, 78). She contrasts this with what the family had lost: grain, wine, oil (lines 62 

and 118) as well as linens and clothing (line 120). Her voice lowers here and there is a 

pause after "c'avevano." The spoken narrative givies a dramatic, emphatic effect. These 

items were central to the prewar peasant household. She refers to the wine, oil and grain as 

constituting ogni bene di dio, a phrase firmly planted in the peasant worldview. These are 

god-given goods and if you have these, what more do you need? This mentality contrasts 

starkly to the postwar benessere, or well-being. 

Emilia's focus on every-God-given-good is also reminiscent of a worldview that 

valorized peasant life, as when Emilia offered a criticism of the current consumer culture, 

saying "II progresso ha portato il rigresso —progress has taken us backward." During one 

conversation around the couple's kitchen table, each of them offered examples of how life 

used to be better: 

{From fieldnotes 24 February 1997) Emilia and Parigi complained that the wine 
was not good like it used to be. The sheets were not white like they used to be. 
Machines milk cows, and the machines damage the utters. Machines also harvest 
the grain. Parigi exclaimed: "You know how much they waste? Half. They only 
collect half, if that. We used to go hunting for every last sprig of wheat." Emilia 
then shifted the conversation to the sheets: "You know how many sheets we 
washed for signorino? We used to have to do the laundry. My father had my 
mother do the signorino's sheets, plus he would hire two other women. They'd 
take the sheets down to the fontina, where the water was clean and fresh. First 
they would soak the sheets in cenere (clean ashes) and then they would wash 
them, soak them in laurel leaves, and boy what a lovely smell they would have 
when they were clean. Now that was clean!" 
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Parigi predicted that in three years, the vines on the other side of the via 
would be finished. "These young people, they don't know what they're doing. 
They don't know how to prune ^e vines. There's an art to it. Not every vine is 
the same. It's a mestiere, a craft. There were very few people in our day who 
knew how to trim the grapevines. There was my father and my two brothers. 
That was it." 

Whereas the asymmetrical power relations between women and men as well as peasants 

and patrons appears in Emilia's discussion of the sheets—recall, it was not her parents who 

would sleep on those clean white white sheets but their landlord—Parigi's discussion omits 

such references. Such omissions and others generate sentiments of nostalgia. Ciuffoletti 

and Contini (1994:282) have suggested that the older generation who abandoned the farm 

and went to live with their children in urban areas lost a sense of rural space, of circular 

time connected to the agrarian cycle, and of power that the elderly traditionally enjoyed 

within the sharecropping family. When they recall their peasant life to grandchildren, they 

tend to romanticize their experiences. The result is a phenomenon of collective nostalgia 

among the grandchildren of peasants.'® The nostalgia erases hierarchy, erases the 

challenges of having many children—for example, would they have really wanted their 

children to have the childhood they had? Such nostalgia also instills in the young a sense of 

longing for rural products, for a mral sense of time and space. The generation who has 

reached social and biological child-bearing age (30 is the average age for women to bear 

their first child* [Istat; De Sandre 1997]) expresses cynicism toward modem society and its 

concomitant consumer culture even as they embrace it. Many people express regret over the 

loss of a simpler time and reveal a loss of confidence in the self-focused values of today. 

Not being able to achieve a simpler time often leads one to a crisis of confidence and hence 

an avoidance of "adulthood," when adulthood implies entering into parenthood. 

Ciuffoletti and Contini said that nostalgia was not very frequent in interviews, when people 
tended rather to recall negative aspects of rural experience (1994:282). Perhaps they were treating me more 
like a grandchild. 
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A Third Encounter: Peasants as Bad to Marrv 

As the socioeconomic conditions in Italy changed, and markedly rapidly after the 

1950s, so too did the meanings of il contadino. In the immediate postwar era, the term 

denoted backwardness and poverty; Parigi, in his late 70s, told me that in the factory where 

he worked in Pistoia not one of the workers would admit to having been a contadino. 

Similarly, as the economy changed in the 1960s, the crumbling of the mezzadria was 

hastened as the young contested patriarchal authority vested in the capoccia, the male head 

of household; among the strategies of everyday resistance was that women refused to 

marry peasants (Contini 1993:19). Several scholars have idendfied this refusal as a revolt 

against the mezzadria instimtion and its hierchical, patriarchal organization and among the 

principal causes, along with economic changes, that pushed the mezzadri to abandon the 

agricultural life.'^ Irene, a tailor who moved to the area as a young woman from Calabria 

and, in 1965, at age 23 married a local day-laborer who developed a successful high-end 

family paindng firm, told me: 

lo dicevo sempre, 
I used to always say 
prima di sposare un contadino rimano zitella. 
before marrying a peasant I'll remain a spinster. 
Perche un contadino era era una cosa tsrribile. 
Because a peasant was was something terrible. 
Era anche I'epoca in cui il contadino era un po' marginato. 
It was also the period when the peasant was a little marginalized. 

The idea of the stigmatized peasant man was widespread. Oliviero, a sweater-maker in his 

mid-40s, told me that for a woman to marry a peasant, "Era I'ultima cosa da fare" it was 

See Becattini (1986) as well as CiufToletti and Contini (1994:268). See also fieldnote 96.03.10 
"peasants as bad to mairy." In reference to comparisons between working as a peasant in the Helds vs. 
working as a laborer in a factory, see Fieldnotes, Book # 4, 7/16/98, conversation with Parigi. "It was 
harder to be a contadino. To work a machine, once you learned it, it was easy. Being a contadino and doing 
it well calls for some brains. There are lots of different crops and each has its secrets." See also Gal (1984) 
for a comparative situation in a bilingual community in Spain. 
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the last thing to do. Himself the son of a peasant, his family moved to Prato from the 

outback country of Maremma after the war. He and his wife, Laura, (the niece of Irene) 

recalled people saying of someone who did marry a peasant, "Oh that poor woman, ha 

pigliato un contadino,—she took a peasant man." As the economy boomed in the 1950s 

and 1960s, peasants were devalued as they were seen as backwards, less "civilized," and 

questionable providers as compared to artisans or factory woiicers. Furthermore, being a 

peasant meant being dependent on the mezzculria system of sharecropping, which rendered 

a man anything but independent. This may have implied that women saw the contadino as a 

mezzo-uomo, a half-man, one who does not work for himself. The postwar textile boom in 

Prato, so dominated as it was by small artisan-industrial shops with several looms, offered 

individuals a great sense of autonomy. (See Chapter 2.) As terzisti, subcontractors, even if 

they had to answer to the contractor, their relationship contained much greater space for 

negotiation than the peasant-padrone rapport. 

A Fourth Encounter; Poverty and Poor Peasant Sons as Caterpillars 

The emasculating effects of being a peasant emerges as a strong theme in one of the 

most popular depictions of peasant sons and borderland rural-urban poverty for central 

Italians who came of age in the 1960s: comic Roberto Benigni's first film, Berlinguer ti 

voglio bene, Berlinguer, I love you (Bertolucci 1977). Set in the outskirts of Prato where 

Benigni grew up (the town of Vergaio), the film follows the escapades of four males 

whose awkward sexuality is a source of humor. Benigni's character is portrayed as lacking 

masculinity as he climbs in bed with his mother during a lightning storm, and, with his 

buddies, as he watches nude women at the cinema and as he bumbles his way through 

social situations. In one scene, Benigni cannot hide his sexual agitation as he dances with a 

woman who towers over him, and his friends, determined to play a trick on him, intermpt 

the band in the middle of a number to announce that his mother is dead. Beside himself 
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with grief, Benigni spends a rainy night wondering through fields and streets, seeking 

shelter in a highway underpass. 

The theme of poverty as emasculating is especially evident when Benigni arrives 

home and his mother, outraged that he stayed out all night, launches into a tirade and 

screams vulgarities at him: "You're so ugly! I can't stand you!" As he grovels at her feet, 

more infant than man, she blurts out her lingering resentments about her failed attempts to 

abort him. The scene ends with her slapping him. This scene is darkly humorous, and 

undermines the Italian moral code against speaking bad about one's parents to non-family 

members or very close friends (a stark contrast to the practices of American baby-

boomers). That the peasant woman would have tried to abort her son, and resented that she 

failed, reminds that women did not always welcome their pregnancies, that unwanted 

pregnancies may have caused tremendous anger and sacrifice, that there was a reason in 

centuries past that so many women abandoned their babies at the wheel at the Hospital of 

the Innocents in Florence. 

After his mother's tirade, Benigni is shown walking through a field, where he stops 

to gaze longingly at a poster of Enrico Berlinguer, then-leader of Italy's communist party 

and, in the 1970s, an icon of hope for the poor and working classes. Before long he sets 

off on a bicycle, his friend riding on the handlebars and reciting a poem—a poem I first 

heard several Tuscan friends recite: 
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Noi siamo quella razza 
Che non sta troppo bene 
Che di giorno sarta i fossi 
E la sera le cene 
Lo posso grida forte 
Fino a diventa fioco 

Noi siamo quella razza 
Che tromba tanto poco 
Noi siamo quella razza 
Che ai cinema s'intasa 
Pe' vede donne gnude 
E fassi seghe a casa 

We are that race 
That doesn't have it so well 
That by day we jump the ditches 
And by night we skip dinners 
I can scream it loud 
To the point of becoming hoarse 

We are that race 
that screws so very little 
We are that race 
that packs the movie theaters 
to see naked ladies 
and then jerks ofT at home 

Eppure la naturae'insegna 
Sia su' monti sia a valle 
Che si po' nasce bruchi 
E diventa farfalle 

Ecco, noi siamo quella razza 
Che I'e fra le piu strane 
Che bruchi siamo nati 
E bmchi si rimane 

Quella razza siamo noi 
L'e inutile fa' fmta 
C'ha trombato la miseria 
E siamo rimasti incinta. 

Even nature teaches us 
Be it the mountains or valley 
That you can be born a caterpillar 
but become a butterfly. 

Well, we are that race 
That is among the strangest 
For caterpillars we are born 
And caterpillars we remain. 

That race is us 
It's useless to pretend otherwise 
Poverty screwed us 
And we ended up pregnant.'^ 

The poem reveals specific connections between social class, gender, sexuality and 

reproduction. Poverty emasculates these sons of peasants and prevents them from reaching 

their full potential. The poem associates "race" or "stock" with poverty, and therefore 

implies that poverty is inescapable because it is encoded in the blood. The "race" described 

in this poem has several important attributes. First, its men, sons of peasants in the process 

of becoming proletarianized rural-cum-urban workers, lack the means to attract female 

sexual partners. These men very rarely manage to have sex with real women. That most of 

their sexual experiences involve masturbation implies that the only type of generativity of 

' ̂  My thanks to native Florentine Matilde Zampi, lecturer in the Department of Italian, University 
of Arizona, for assistance with transcription and interpretation of this poem. 
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which they are capable is that of reproducing a culture of impoverished, self-incapsulated 

celibacy (in the sense that they remain unmarried). This leads to a second and related 

attribute: these men are unable to realize their full human potential. The poem draws on the 

powerful transformative metaphor of bruchi, caterpillars, which normally become farfalle. 

The term caterpillar refers to a wormlike larva, and although Americans may often associate 

caterpillars with fuzzy childhood memories of catching the little critters, Italian usage tends 

to emphasize the transformative potential of the wormlike larva, as when one pairs bruco 

and farfalla to offer hope to an awkward, unattractive adolescent; "even ugly caterpillars 

become beautiful butterflies" (Zampi, personal communication). In addition, in the 

Florentine dialect, the term nudo bruco, bare caterpillar, is used to signify somebody who 

is half nude with tom-up clothes (Lapucci 1991:46). Here, the metaphor associates 

caterpillars with poverty; that some caterpillars are beautiful does not begin to compensate 

for the fact that inherent to this "race" of men is an inability to metamorphose. 

The comparison of this "race" of people with a species that is bom a wormlike larva 

and remains a wormlike larva strongly suggests a hopeless destiny, both at a material as 

well as a spiritual level. Deeply imbedded in Catholic theology is the notion of the evolution 

of the soul: one evolves through marriage and through sexuality—both divinely sanctified 

by God—so as to pass from being out of control (like Benigni's character in the film) to in 

control. Since according to this view the person and the soul evolve within the institution of 

marriage, the attainment of rationality is implied in this process of personal evolution (see 

Gies 1987). That these men are portrayed as unable to transform results from their 

emasculated, non-generative male sexuality, which has its roots in their occupationally 

racialized poverty. 

The last two lines of the poem reveal a contradiction in the non-generative quality of 

these impoverished men: the one kind of sex "partner" available to them is poverty. Sex 

becomes something debasing; like rape it can leave the person pregnant, but in this case 
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they are left pregnant with the very thing that emasculates them: poverty. This tragic, darkly 

humorous conclusion conveys the sense that poverty is inescapable and flows in the blood. 

Like the peasant woman who could not abort her son, there is no aborting poverty. Being 

pregnant with poverty means one is destined to reproduce poverty itself. 

What might such a brutal image of male sexuality imply for the theme of small 

families? Important to recall is that these men are neither peasants nor urban workers; they 

have neither land nor a decent wage. The poem suggests a tendency of the impoverished 

class to have children they do not want but do so because they are "peasants." The 

depiction of poor men as emasculated offers the warning that even if one does manage to 

have sex, the conception will create a strange breed of "caterpillar," one which will never 

metamorphose. Ultimately, the poem offers a moral warrant against having children if one 

is poor. Furthermore, it cautions against irresponsible parents who if inattentive and 

irresponsible will find themselves raising emasculated sons, a theme that Benigni's mother 

recalls when she berates him for not yet being "sistemato" i.e., not yet having gotten 

married and not yet having set up his own household. The poem does not offer a path to 

salvation, but one can infer that if there is a path, it is in finding a way out of poverty—in 

aborting it altogether. Berlinguer stood as the symbol for the way out. 

A Fifth Encounter: Of American 'Chocolates' and Condoms 

The theme of emasculated male sexuality also occurred in my conversations with the 

former peasants Emilia and Parigi. A strong theme of modernity emerged as the couple 

spoke about the shift from large to small families. Having small families came to be 

associated with being modem, with being in control, with a willingness "to suffer" (i.e., 

rely on coitus interruptus or abstaining from sexual relations) because there did not exist 

"the methods of today." Parigi enjoyed getting a rise out of me, and he sometimes played 

on the image of the ignorant, backward peasant to do so; 
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PARIGI: Gli era un problema sa! 
There was a problem, y'know! 

EMILIA: Erano famiglione si diceva "patriarcale." 
These were big families called '^patriarcal." 

BETSY: Ma il capofamiglia decideva 
But the head of household would decide 
quanti figli voleva o venivano? 
how many children he wanted or did they just come? 

PARIGI: NO! veniano a regola. 
No! They normally just came. 
Un sapeano mica neanche se and^ diritto o torto'^. 
They didn't even know if it went straight or crooked. 
Un lo sapeano mica. 
They had no clue. 

BETSY: No! 
Come on! 

PARIGI; NO! Un lo sapeano. 
Really! They didn't know. 
Dimorti rimaneano zitelloni 
A lot of them remained old bachelors 
perche gli avevano paura delle donne. 
because they were afraid of women. 

The reference to "straight or crooked" is a metaphor that allowed Parigi to talk about males 

who were sexually incompetent. He linked this incompetence to male celibacy (both in the 

sense of unmarried and asexual). Another emasculating attribution came in the form of 

these men's fear of women: they were afraid that women would bite them. He did not 

specify where or why; rather, the fear of being bitten (possibly a fear of castration) was a 

general suspicion about women and a sense that one should avoid getting too intimate with 

them. For Parigi, this kind of fear was the ultimate outward expression of ignorance and 

backwardness. 

The theme of backwardness was also connected to dialect as Emilia chimed in to tell a 

story about an uncle who used a very marked linguistic form to ask her the time. He used 

to say, "Che otta el"—^What eight is it," to mean "Che ore sonoT^—^"What time is it?" 

This metaphor got a rise out of my local research assitant. 
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Using the formal voi form as a sign of respect, she used to tell him: "Se vu mi dite 'che ore 

sono' io ve lo dico, se no un vi dico piu nulla."—"If you ask me 'what time is it,' I'll tell 

you. If not, I'm not telling you a thing." To which Parigi replied: "S'era dimorto arretratti 

prima"—"They were really backward back then." The "backward" peasants were 

contrasted with the "progressive" townsfolk, who in terms of sexuality and birth control, 

were "piCi esperti" more experts. Given this suggestion, I then asked how they learned 

about birth control. Emilia recounted her first experience with a condom: 

EMILIA: Mi credevo fosse una cioccolata, i tempo di guerra. 
I thought it was a little chocolate, the war was on. 
Cera un giovane piu giovane di noi si chiama Paolo. 
There was a guy, younger than us, named Paolo. 
Cioe una mia amica si stava insieme e s'eramo costi 
So one of my friends we were really close, like this 
e si lavorava si facea le ciabattine 
and we were working we were making slippers 
e insomma questo Paolo gli sta quas^ alle corti 
and so this Paolo he lives down there at the angle 
e ci disse e s'eramo a lavorare, gli era in tempo di guerra. 
and he said and we were working, during the war. 
Cera belle venuto gli Americani, gli era fatti? 
The Americans had come, what did they do? 
Pe' accomodare la ferrovia e ci disse Paolo, 
Fix the train tracks and Paolo goes, 
"Che la volete una cioccolattina Americana?" 
"Do you want a little American chocolate?" 
Ba! noi gli si disse "daccela," e ci dette questo preservativo; 
We go, "Give it to us," and he gave us this condom; 
noi si prese questo preservativo. 
we took this condom. 
"Accidempolate!" gli si disse 
"Damn you!" we told him 
e questo Hgliolo moria dai ridere. 
and this kid was dying from laughter. 
Gli era un giovanottaccio io lo vidi allora 
He was one of those tricksters I saw it even then. 

BETSY: E allora voi? 
And so you guys? 

EMILIA: E allora si prese via e dopo si vedde 
And so we took it and after we realized 
questo gli e un poppino. 
this is a rubber. 
Dice Lima questa signora la sta quaggiu I'ha quante a me 
Says Lirua this lady who lives there she's my age 
siamo amiche, disse, "Gli h un poppino, bischero." 
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we're friends, she goes, "It's a rubber, idiot." 

The humor here is not insignificant. A condom, as an anti-clerical modernist symbol, an 

"American candy" of sorts, points to a new world with new subjects who can engage in 

pleasurable sex without consequences. In both Emilia's and Parigi's stories, the ignorant 

and backward become the butt of the joke. Implied is that to be a modem subject requires 

sexual competence. Parigi sets himself—a married man, father of an only child—against 

these fear-ridden celibates. Emilia depicts herself amid a coming-of-age story and in the 

process of becoming sexually knowledgable, hence modem. In both instances, Emilia and 

Parigi were also poking fiin at themselves to the extent that they were related to those 

people. They could do so because they were more modem, they even spoke a dialect that 

was closer to standard Italian. The contrast between sexual knowledge/modemness and 

sexual ignorance/backwardness was revisited when Parigi brought the conversation back to 

the fear-ridden celibate uncles: 

PARIGI: Pero loro un lo sapevano che c'era una roba 
But they didn't know that there was something 
tanto meglio di mangiare perche un I'aveano provato, 
a lot better to eat because they had never tried it, 
ba! Icche c'era meglio di quella roba li? 
huh! What's better than that stuff there? 

EMILIA: Arretti troppo. 
Way too bacicwards. 

The reference to oral sex (the implication here is of men taking enjoyment in performing 

oral sex on women) suggests that sexual knowledge and being modem includes the 

acknowledgement of sex as involving desire, and that modem men know it. To view sex 

otherwise is a sign of backwardness just as remaining celibate signaled backwardness. 

Emilia and Parigi can laugh at those "other" celibate men who, borrowing the poem's 

metaphor, were bom caterpillars and remained caterpillars. Parigi was able to transform— 

to metamorphose from caterpillar into butterfly—because of controlled sexual practices 

undertaken for the sake of enjoyment and not just for blind procreation; this type of sex 
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creates a modem subject, one which has transformative capacity, not destined to remain 

forever stuck in the caterpillar stage. 

A Sixth Encounter: An Angrv. Unmarried Shepherd 

In contrast to the humor of Emilia and Parigi, I encountered anger from an unmarried 

peasant, the only child of a widow who sold pecorino from her centuries-old, dark and 

crumbling unrestored farmhouse. The mother and son still rented the property under a 

special sharecropping contract with the heirs of their former landlord's estate. 

Tuesday, May 20, 1997^^: We headed along the path that skirts between the 
olive trees, a fresh stench of chicken-pellet manure drowning the air. We took 
the unpave^ road that finishes at the trattoria, then turned the comer onto a 
rougher, rocky road to head down to the pasture at the bottom of the vineyard. 

The sheep and their shepherd were in the distance. Chris, the veterinarian, 
warned us to be quiet so as not to spook the animals, and we continued on 
through the grass, grown high from the late spring rains, humidity and heat. 

I encouraged Chris to taUc to the shepherd; I noticed that I made him 
uncomfortable, being that he was unmarried and not much older than me (in his 
late 30s or early 40s). He used the formal lei form when addressing me and 
called me signora, a linguistic practice that most men of my age don't bother 
with. This formality placed distance between us that I, naively, would have been 
inclined to ignore; his usage drew attention to the social distance between us, and 
in fact created for me greater distance than I would have otherwise recognized. 

''Come stanno, le bestieV Chris asked him. He raised a breed of sheep called 
massesse, which originate from a town near Massa Carrara (Forl5 jierhaps). 

"They are a lot letter off than me. They don't have any worries, lo, 
invece..." Me, on the other hand, the shepherd trails off. 

"O ma questa vita sembrerebbe tranquillo, senza tanto stress" I say. This 
lifestyle would seem peaceful, without too much stress. 

Invece non. Ho tante preoccupazione." Actually it's not. I have a lot of 
worries. 

He kept it vague, but knowing that he and his mother were fighting with 
their property owners (the nieces or nephews of the original count) to stay in 
their house, and knowing that his mother is a widow, that he is an only child, 
and that selling cheese certainly is not a huge money maker, one can imagine that 
they have a lot of worries. His mother has spoken of her destiny as destinaccio, 
a really awful destiny. Her son, the shepherd, seemed unhappy. Visibly 
frustrated in fact. Angry at life. 

Fieldnotes, "97.05.20 sheep, birthday party." 
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"At one point, when my father was still around, I would do some work, 
shower, then go out," he offered. 

"Oh, so your father was also a shepherd?" 
"Yes, and my grandfather. But after me, that'll be it." 
"Well then," I dared to say, "you need a son!" 
"No! no!" he protested. "Even if I had a son, I wouldn't let him do this 

work. I wouldn't let him follow in my footsteps. There's no future in this work. 
But now, forget it. I'm here night and day, working these animals. If I were like 
you all, I'd be out dancing. But with this work, you can't leave. Who would do 
it? Besides, to really be set for life, first of all you need a university degree." 

"Did you go to university?" I asked him. It's quite possible. He used a fair 
amount of English words and answered Chris's technical questions about sheep 
breeds and diseases. 

"No, I only finished middle school," and then, a little more angrily he 
repeated to himself, "la media inferiore," lower middle school. 

There was a harsh silence. He knew Chris and I both had university degrees. 
The opportunities our two worlds afforded us do not compare. 

The silence dragged on. The dog rustled loudly in the comfortable spot it had 
made for itself in the grass. The sheep ate. And they ate some more. 

"Is this whole area their pasture?" I asked. 
He paused. "It belongs to Michon Pecori (our landlords). This year, they 

pasture on this section, b^ause grain is plant^ on the other side. Next year, the 
grain will be planted here and the other part will lie fallow." 

"That sounds like a good system," I offered. 
"No, not really," he countered with a bitter tone, "because the grass gets too 

tall, too tough for the sheep to eat. Fifty years ago, when my father was around, 
the sheep fed on clover. These pasmres were clover. But that's all gone now." 

The shepherd's evaluation of changes in grain cultivation is not the stuff of nostalgia 

but rather the recognition that those who own the land do not make decisions to benefit 

those who work the land but to benefit the credit economies of the rich. The landless 

shepherd and his sheep become marginalized in the process. 

A few weeks later, I phoned the oral historian Giovanni Contini to suggest that we 

interview this shepherd for the video archive project. Contini was interested, so I 

approached the shepherd. He replied emphatically and angrily: "No! Never. There aren't 

anymore shepherds. There aren't any more peasants. There is no need to talk to me. I have 

nothing to say." It is one thing for those who have managed to escape a way of life to 

indulge in nostalgia or in mockery; it is quite another for those who are fulfilling that 

destinaccio to be anything but cynical. Peasants have fewer and fewer options relative to 
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the economy. Since being a peasant once meant lots of options, including having children, 

this tum against peasasnts is full of resentments and hositilities. As a celibate shepherd, tied 

to his sheep, his mother, the land, and an archaic rental contract, he did not have the ability 

to metamophose into something that could fly away. 

A Seventh Encounter: Anger and Collective Foreettiny 

An outburst of anger was also directed toward the oral historian Contini while 

presenting his work at an annual "Festa della Battitura del Grano" a festival in Seano that 

recalled the grain threshing,^' and where Luigi again played the peasant as he joined the 

friends of a local chef-electrician to serve food. After dinner in 1996, Contini showed a 

video that highlighted peasant crafts. The following year, 1997, the educational aspects of 

the festival included a presentation on the oral history video project ongoing in 

Carmignano. The presentation met with mixed reception, as when one audience member 

angrily questioned Contini about the project's raison d'etre: "Why are you talking about 

peasants? After all peasants don't exist any more." I asked Contini what motivated the 

anger. Reflecting on the problem of interpreting "peasants" and people's reactions to them, 

Contini noted that the romanticization of peasant culture, or civilta, may be a polemic that 

has evolved as a reaction to a preceding attribution of peasants as "uncivilized"; the 

designation occurs locally in the term villanzoni, illiterate and unmannered peasants, which 

appeared in a booklet reprinted for the inauguration of a museum in nearby Signa dedicated 

The festival menu was planned by gastronomer Leo Codacci and park committee member Stefania 
Martini, overseer of the Parco Museo, an outdoor sculpture garden featuring the works of Quinto Martini, 
her late uncle. The festival did not include any threshing, just a small display to recall the grain harvest: the 
hands-on way it was practiced in the pre-war years. In the 1990s, grain was harvested with heavy machinery 
and many fields have been converted to sunflower cultivation due to subsidies from the European 
Community and intemaUonal market forces. The focus of the local festival was on a dinner, and the food 
expert helped plan the menu and select local wines (Codacci 1996). The festival organizers did not claim 
this to be an "authentic," unchanged tradition but rather more of a celebration, a remembering, of the 
peasant past and a way to bring social life into the community. 
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to the straw industry and its founder. Domenico Michelacci of Bologna, who cultivated the 

new grain that so many women in households in Carmignano weaved into plaits. The 

peasants' reaction to the new crop is described thus: 

/ villanzoni, che lungo quelle piagge passavano, meravigliati rimaneano e 
confusi vedendo crescer quel grano non alto non rigoglioso, come quello da essi 
seminato su terrene solcato, ma folto ed unito siccome Verba de' prati (p. 13). 

Those boors, who along that route would pass by, remained awestruck and 
confused seeing grain grow neither high nor lush, like that type plaiited by them 
on the ploughed fields, but thick and uniform like meadow grass. 

The author's juxtaposition of the ignorant and confused peasant with a grain that is thick 

and uniform creates an image of the peasant as backward; the passage evokes industry, 

efficiency and rationality to create a sense of a "march of progress," set against the peasant 

who is left wide-mouthed in the dust. The backwardness depipcted here is strongly linked 

to an inability to comprehend novelties, particularly those that involve denaturalizing types 

of innovation. Hence the quality of being uncivilized stems from an inability to march with 

"progress," a progress ever linked to world-system changes. In this class-based narrative, 

the peasant becomes a social category "well-deserving" of the loathing directed toward him. 

The loathing in the contemporary context is also linked to world-system level 

changes, as this excerpt of the letter Contini wrote to me (translated from the Italian) reveals 

in its powerful example of collective forgetting: 

Several years ago we rented our farmhouse to some youths from Prato for 
Christmas vacation. They arrived with their girlfriends, ^1 elegant and wearing 
fur coats. They told me Aey were all grandchildren of peasants. And among 
themselves they were saying: "What idiots, those peasants, to leave this house, 
these places, to go and infognarsi, throw themselves into the sewers of Prato." I 
had to point out to them that the house, now, was complete with two bathrooms, 
with a heating system, with hot and cold running water, and in addition with an 
insulated roof...." They were well-dressed, well-fed, and they could not 
therefore judge the decision of those peasants (maybe their own grandparents?) 
who had left such houses before, without lights (electricity), water, bathrooms, 
heating; and above all, who had left that work, which had to be performed on 
those very steep hills, so beautiful (today) but so very hard when they had to be 
all dug up (remember the vangatural Not really an easy job...) on a steep incline, 
maybe with a little help from a donkey. And as such there are celebrations of 
peasant civilization, of recent discovery and recent ritual.... 
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The thousands of sagre, festivals, of the boars, cherries, frogs, wheat 
harvest, crostini, pappardelle, of hares, that have flourished in Tuscany in the 
past twenty years make for a good example of how the new rite functions: I'm 
talking about... how the festivals are designed to evoke nostalgia. One would 
need to organize different festivals as well to counterbalance this tendency: the 
festival of peasant hunger, of peasant frustration (above all female frustration), 
etc., etc. And this not only for the old... but for the young, who risk truly to no 
longer understand anything, as happened with those young renters at Christmas 
several years ago (Contini, personal communication July 1, 1998) 

Collective forgetting enabled these sons and daughters of wealthy Pratese textile 

entrepreneurs to make disparaging comments about peasants who after the war abandoned 

500-year-old farmhouses, which have since been restored and updated. Their nostalgia 

covers up the hierarchical, asymmetrical peasant-patron relationships under which 

sharecroppers, perhaps their grandparents, labored, produced, consumed, and reproduced. 

This romanticizing of the peasant past, what Pietro Clemente describes as Toscanismo, 

produces a myth in which the peasant status as debased internal "other" is easily 

forgotten.22 It is noteworthy that the youths' remarks included the verb infognarsi, derived 

from the word fogna, sewer, implying that the peasants' fleeing to the city was akin to 

drenching themselves in a sewer, i.e., covering themselves in shit. Such a dirty, unclean 

figure to describe these former peasants who abandoned the land contrasts sharply with the 

youths' longing for a pure, uncontaminated countryside. These youths have apparently 

forgotten that had their grandfathers remained peasants, their grandmothers probably would 

not have married them, and they would very likely not have been here to return and talk 

about those "ignorant" peasants, who incidentally, may have literally been covered with 

Pietro Ciemente's essay, "/ 'selvaggi' delta campagna toscana," offers a Gramsican-influenced 
critique of the common-sense view of the peasant worid: this view participates in a "senile" nostalgia of the 
past, and perceives in bygone peasants and rural landscapes a model of life that was more "humane," more 
"natural," less "reified" than the capitalist market (1980:16). Ciemente's analysis of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century agrarian literature seeks to undo myths about the Tuscan countryside that perpetuate a 
view of peasants as "noble savages" and to replace these myths with concrete history of the subaltern. 
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shit from fertilizing fields, raising chickens, and sharing quarters with le bestie for warmth 

come winter. 

An Eighth Encounter: Madness. Misdiagnosis and the New Modern Woman 

The marriage of former peasants Emilia and Parigi, as we learned, was delayed due to 

war-related upheavals and occurred when Emilia, at 30, was rather old for the 1950s. Her 

story about how she came to have only one child offers insight into understanding a 

generation of women whose profound changes included putting their own welfare before 

that of the patriarchal family. Emilia's strategy not to continue the peasant tradition of large 

households (e.g., eleven persons) but to stop with her daughter was apparently supported 

by her husband, who soon left the land for the factory. This shift in family-making 

represents a cultural adjustment to profound social and economic changes. 

The "reasons" she gives for having only one child reveal that more than an economic 

cost-benefit analysis is needed to understand how such "choices " are made. This text is 

key because it provides evidence for my argument that central to the experience of the quiet 

revolution was a shifting ideological process involving the breakdown of the patriarchal 

family and a related rise in individualism. As this only-child narrative began, I assumed 

Emilia would provide a simple "rational" explanation for initially she seemed to be 

indicating that health problems had caused her to have only one child. What followed, 

however, was a far more complex story about misdiagnosis, modernity and the new 

woman: 

BETSY: Invece voi avete fatto due figli? 
You, on the other hand, had two children? 

EMILIA: IO? 
Me? 

BETSY; SI. 
Yes. 

EMILIA: Io ho fatto una sola. 
Me, I only had one. 

Betsy: Una? Solo la la figliola? 
One? Only your your daughter? 
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EMILIA: 

Betsy: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

Sola. 
Only. 
Ma senti. 
How about that. 
Ma sa perche ne ho fatte una sola io? 
But you know why I had only one? 
A me mi piacevano anche a di' la veritk 
Me, I also like to tell the truth. 
A ventinove anni la feci-
When I was twenty-nine years old I had-
insomma a trent' anni 
well rather when I was thirty 
(..) ebbi male23 
I got sick. 
ebbi ra- ciste ovaria. 
I had a- an ovarian cyst. 
A=h. Ho /capito/. 
0=h. I see. 
/La/ Patrizia I'aveva due anni e qualcosina. 
Patricia, she was a little over two years 
Sicch6 ebbi questa operazione. 
And then I had this operation. 
Ahh. 
Ohh. 
Pero non mi dava noi(a)-
But it didn't really bother me-
mi non noceva aveva un'altro bambino, 
it didn't do me any harm I already had a child, 
mi disse ii professore 
the doctor said to me 
perche non mi levarono niente a me 
because he didn't remove anything from me 
soltanto questa ciste all' ovarie. 
except for this ovarian cyst. 
Ah. 
Oh. 
Eh! Sicche mi disse il professore 
See! So the doctor said to me, 
"PercheT' 
"Why" 
quando gli chiesi io icche gli aveva fatto. 
when I asked him what he had done. 
Infatti penso I'aveva
in fact I thought he had-
La Patrizia due anni, 
Patricia was two [her daughter] 
tr- tre! 

^ Dramatic change of tone. The pause is followed by a hushed voice. 
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BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

th-three! 
quasi tie anni I'aveva. 
almost three years old. 
Pero io gl'era un pezzettino che mi sentio male 
But it had been a while since I'd been feeling bad 
e mi si pigliava queste coliche. 
and I was having these stomach pains. 
E non me I'aveva cono-
And he hadn't kno-
non me Tavevano conosciuta. 
and they hadn't recognized it. 
Ah. 
Oh. 
n dottore mi dicea 
The doctor was like 
"Gli e un pd nervoso." 
"You're a little nervous." 
Ero abituata io 
I was used to 
con la mi mamma 
with my mother 
e i mi fratello e sola 
and my brother only 
non- ripre-
I didn't-
a ritrovarmi con la casa in dieci persone 
to find myself in a household with ten people 
mi parea un po' di sopraccapo 
it seemed like I was going to lose it 
e lo dicea a me 
and he was like 
"era preso un p6 di esaurimento nervoso." 
"you're having a little nervous breakdown." 
Ah 
Oh. 
Invece un'era vero. 
But it wasn't true. 
Gli era il male avevo. 
It was the illness I had. 

Emilia's ovarian cyst marks the beginning of the explanation for having only one 

child; her discussion of the doctor's original misdiagnosis contains an important clue about 

the cultural transformations that were ongoing. The doctor told her that joining an extended 

family was making her nervous and causing her cramps. Her memory of the doctor's 
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diagnosis is key. for it reveals a point at which etiology becomes ideologyBy locating 

the ultimate causal agent for her symptoms in the extended patriarchal family, the doctor 

was engaging in a modernist critique of the patriarchal extended household; such a living 

arrangement is viewed here as a threat to one's sanity, to one's ability to exercise sound 

reason. In essence, the patriarchal extended family becomes the antithesis to modernity 

because being modem means being in control; it is when loses control that one "loses one's 

head" {sopraccapo, line 86). 

Emilia made several other important comments related to the theme of becoming 

modem. The first, which is not printed here, underscores the stigma of being a peasant. 

She told me she had her daughter at home with all their own linens; "io im mi vergogno a 

dillo,'^—"I'm not ashamed to say so." Her comment suggested that having a child at home 

rather than in the hospital was a potential source of shame. 

The second comment (below) provides evidence for my suggestion that women 

began putting their own welfare before that of the patriarchal family. She would have liked 

another child and, at 32, was not too old to have another. She was in good health; the 

doctor told her she had "good blood and a phenomenal heart" but that after the operation, 

even if she followed his instructions to "eat a lot of pastaciutta" she would need six years 

to recuperate fully. Indeed, it took her about four or five years to recover fiilly. I asked her 

to clarify why she did not have another child. Her health problems emerged as part of the 

story; the other part had to do with the important changes that were occurring in the social 

organization of labor and its effect on kin modes of production. The patriarchal family was 

directly changed by the sharecropping crisis (see Contini and Ravenni 1987). 

2'^ Beagan (1984:4) points out "science is a social activity, and as such is inevitably imbued with the 
values of the social context in which it occurs." See the classic medical anthropological works on the 
relationship between etiology and belief systems by Foster (1976) and Young (1976). Foucault (1984:175) 
is also influential here as are Ginsborg and Rapp (1991). 
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BETSY: 

50 EMILIA: 

Ma= e poi dopo di che non voleva piu bambini perche-
So= then you didn't want to have more kids because-
Non, ailora mi ci vorse parecchio a rimettemii 
No, so it took me a long time to get well 
e allora io dissi, "no io senti ora-
and so I said, '*no I feel now-
st5 un po meglio." 
I'm a little better." 
Ah 
Oh 
E gii dissi al professore 
And so I told the professor 
allora io dice, "ce n'ha bambini?" 
so I he goes, "do you have kids?" 
"Si," gli dissi, 
"Yes," I told him, 
"c'ho una bambina." 
"I have a daughter." 
Dice, "Ma!" 
He goes, "Well!" 
Queste signore quelle cerano li 
These women that were there 
"Emilia a lei gli hanno fatto qui 
"Emilia they've done you here 
gli hanno fatto la 
they've done you there 
gli hanno sopra." 
they've done you above." 
Io gli dissi, 
I told him 
glielo domando io al professore i che m'ha fatto 
I asked the doctor what he'd done to me 
e glielo domandava, 
and he asked me 
"chi glielo ha detto a lei quello gli si e fatto?" 
"who told you what's been done?" 
Dico, "le mi dicano queste signore 
I go, "these ladies here they tell me 
la m'ha fatto il totale la m'ha levato tutto." 
that you did a total, that you took out everything." 
"Io un gli ho levato proprio niente. 
"I didn't remove a thing from you. 
Lei ne pu5 far altre dieci ha trentatre anni 
You can have another ten you're thirty-three. 
Lei ne puo far altre dieci fino a quarant' anni. 
You can have another ten until you're forty." 
Ah si! 
Oh yeah! 
Infatti ma
in fact but-
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"Fra 40 giomi," mi disse, 
"Within 40 days," he told me, 
"lei gli ritoma le mestruazioni regolari." 
*'your regular menstruation will come back." 
Ah si. 
Oh yeah. 
Signora! 
Ma'am! 
D quarantesimo giomo mi ritomo le mestruazioni 
The fortieth day my period came back 
mi stette fmo a cinquantadue anni. 
and stayed until I was flfty-two years old. 
Ah si! @ @ @ 
Really! @ @ @ 
La Patrizia sempre la stata. 
Patrizia always (?) 
Ah si! @ @ @ 
Oh yeah! @ @ @ 
Masenti! 
How about that! 
E mi dicean gli aveva ievato ogni cosa. 
And they were telling me he had taken out everything 
io gliene dissi ai professore. 
I told it to the doctor. 
"E gli hanno levato ogni cosa, Emilia," mi dicevano. 
"They took out everything, Emilia," they were saying. 
E io diceva 
And I was like, 
"intanto la bambina rho" 
"oh well, I have my daughter." 
Ma allora piu e nemmeno a lui un gliene interesso piu 
But then not even he was interested in it any more 
voglio dir la verita. 
I want to tell the truth. 
Poi e s'era in famiglia 
And then there already was one in the family 
sa! 
y'know! 
fmche c'era una bambina 
as long as there was a child 
la mia cognata la un n'aveva 
my sister-in-law she didn't have any 
e volevano piii bene a lei che a me 
and they liked her more than me 
e infatti ancora 
and in fact still 
la gli vo bene lo stesso 
they cherish her just the same. 
E voglio dir ma a rimettermi 
And I mean to get back on my feet 
e mettermi con Hgliolo e dissi io 
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and then go and have a baby and I was like 
"un lo so." 

105 "I don't know." 
Gli e meglio aver paura che buscame. 
It's better to be afraid than to take a beating. 

BETSY: Mmm. 
Hmm. 

110  EMILIA : Mi disse "la ne puo far altri dieci signora. 
He told me, "you can have another ten of them ma'am. 
Lei fino a quarant'anni la pu6 fare figlioli. 
Until you're forty years old you can have children." 
Gli dissi 

l i s  I  t o l d  h i m ,  
"Non non, la vedra che se mi riesce 
"No, no, you'll see that if I can manage 
se mi risce un ne fo piu." 
if I can avoid it I won't have any more." 

The type of communication in this narrative resembles "certain inner 'movements' " 

which Nathalie Sarraute attempted to convey in her essays collected in the work Tropisms, 

originally written in the 1930s, and which she believed "to constitute the secret source of 

our existence." The term itself derives from biology and refers to the movement of a plant 

or animal in response to some external stimuli. Of her work, Sarraute wrote: "These 

movements seemed to me to be veritable dramatic actions, hiding beneath the most 

commonplace conversations, the most everyday gestures, and constantly emerging up to 

the surface of the appearances that both conceal and reveal them" (Sarraute 1963:vi-vii). Is 

it fair to say that the subject, Emilia, cannot reveal "the truth" even as she protests she is 

telling it? Her decision not to have numerous children remains obscure and the analyst is 

left with interlocking narratives to decode. Perhaps this is because there are multiple truths, 

some which can be revealed, others which cannot. 

At one time daugthers-in-law derived power from having numerous children, but 

Emilia's narrative suggests that no longer did the patriarch and his extended family rule the 

younger (and especially female) kin members. Emilia's sister-in-law did not have any 

children, and her in-laws liked her best of all. It seems clear that Emilia was not being 

pressured by her in-laws to have more children, even though she emphasizes that she still 
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had the ability to reproduce. The reference to having ten children is obviously a nietaphor 

for her good reproductive health, as Italian birthrates in the 1950s were already well below 

U.S. rates (2.23 as compared to 3.45 children25 ), and it was the exceptional Italian 

woman who had so many children. The emphasis on her potential fecundity is important, 

in fact, appears more important than reproduction itself. Generativity is transformative, but 

once appears to be plenty. The husbands went along with their wives because the new 

family structure and the changing economy required and allowed it. 

The health problems become one factor but not the determining factor in why Emilia 

had only one child. Women put their own welfare first and directed their sacrifices toward 

few children rather than toward the extended patriarchal family. Perhaps even more 

important is the way in which probing into the "reasons" for the shift toward smaller 

families elicits spontaneous inner moments, inner moments that offer us a glimpse, a 

sensation, of how the change was experienced but cannot ever be completely "true." 

A Ninth Encounter: Chestnuts and Impoverished Parenting 

What Tuscans fondly call la cucina povera, poor folks' cuisine, has changed a great 

deal from what the children of poor peasant families used to eat. A shortage of food figures 

prominently in the story of an octogenarian, locally famous for her renowned restaurant 

that specializes in upscale cucina povera. Elvira was one of seven children but herself had 

only two. I will turn to that story, and its message about precarious parenting and large 

families, but first I will introduce the context in which I met Elvira. 

The occasion was a family potluck in a field between the one-thousand-year-old 

abbey at San Martino nel Campo^® and a trailhead into Montalbano known to be a section 

of the Via Francigena, which pilgrams followed from France to Rome during the Middle 

United Nations, World Population Prospects. The 1992 Revision, New York. 
See Cecchi 1995. 
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Ages. The forest is now the site for other pilgrims, those who comb its flora for wild 

asparagus in early spring, pine nuts in summer, wild mushrooms come fall. I was invited 

to this feast-in-a-field by friends, the doctor Romano and psychologist Teresa, a couple 

who were the unspoken guests of honor. The annual invitation was the family's way of 

repaying the Romano for his "favor" of looking after an ill loved one. The meal as 

promised was unforgettable: the panzanella, a salad made with stale bread soaked in water, 

then shredded and mixed with tomatoes, basil, cucumber, lettuce and olive oil; the baccelli, 

fava beans finished with olive oil; the pastas, the salads, the wines, the desserts— 

everything tasted as fresh as the air was limpid. There was a history here, and that history 

was the family matriarch: Elvira, namesake of the locally successful restaurant. When I first 

met her, she was arguing with a man probably 30 years her junior over the better "sex." 

"Women must observe," Franco was saying. "They must observe so as to leam. And 

to leam so as to obey.... Men must carry the world forward." 

Elvira did not waste a minute. "What a wretched man you are. The woman must be in 

charge of the house because she has to pull the family forward." 

"Women, when they speak nobody understands," he carried on. "Not even they 

know what they're saying." 

Elvira would not be silenced: "It's easy to see why he's a coglione." The word 

literally means testicle, figuratively, twit or idiot, and in pointing to only one testicle it 

throws a man's masculinity into question. "Women are like flowers. They flower. Men are 

like wine because they last for a while and then, at a certain point, si sciuppa, they go bad." 

Granted, flowers may also wilt, but in the Mediterranean, the common blooms of 

geraniums have a way of outlasting an open flask of wine and of regenerating blooms. 

Elvira soon took her 16-month-old great-granddaughter to get a helping of pappa col 

pomodoro (pasta with tomato sauce). "Vieni con la norma, ti do la pappa—come with 

grandma, I'll give you your din-din." 
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The tcxldler, a month younger than Romano and Teresa's baby boy, weighed in at 11 

kilos. "She's huge," said Romano, the doctor. "She must be off the charts." 

"Where is your baby?" someone asked him. 

"In the car," Romano replied. "Sleeping." 

"I'll go check on him," offered Teresa, the psychologist and mother. 

"No! No!" countered Romano. "Leave him there. What an embarassment, next to this 

girl." 

Teresa returned with her little guy. "Oh have I got a girl for you!" she teased him. 

The interaction between the respective prodigy of the restaurant owners and the 

doctor/psychologist couple suggests the robust (but not overweight) child is a sign not only 

of good health but of good parenting: this particular family gained social status through 

their well-nurtured youngest member, fed fresh, peasant-like ingredients yet amply distant 

from poverty. 

A daughter of poverty, Elvira lost her father when she was six years old. Like many 

Tuscan women, she had a long engagement: fourteen years. She did not marry a peasant 

but rather a man who worked as the hunting guard for Montalbano, formerly the Medici 

royal forest, and she cooked for guests staying in the luxurious Medici villa as well as for 

groups of hunters. Later she began her own restaurant, which her son now runs. The 

octogenarian still made a point of washing all the linens and hanging them out herself to dry 

in the fresh country air. 

Months after this potluck when I interviewed her, we sat on the sienna-colored stone 

porch of the restaurant that overlooks the valley of Artimino. Most striking was her 

response to my question about the change from her birth family of seven children to her 

own family of two children. "It was a mistake," she told me outright. Children bring joy to 

a family. With no explanation, she then launched into a story about her father's tragic 
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death. Contained in the story is a commentary on why she only had two children and why 

she stopped there even though she now calls it "a mistake": 

10 
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40 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

La vostra generazione, loro, voi avete deciso di di /fermare/ 
Your generation, you, you decided to to stop 
/Si/ di fermare 
Yes, to stop 
hai visto, era gia cambiato 
See, it had already changed. 
Si, si. 
Yes, yes. 
Negli anni trenta 
In the '30s 
Era ormai cambiata ma era uno sbaglio-
It had already changed hut it was a mistake-
ci sono ancora le donne. 
There are still women, 
non e male perche i figlioli portan sempre allegria. 
it's not bad because children always bring joy. 
Erano, enno^^ noi che si fanno tristi. 
We are, it's us that make things sad. 
Ma figlioli pensa che fmo un certa et^ 
But children, look, until a certain age 
portano allegria in famiglia 
they bring joy to the family. 
/certo/ 
Of course. 
/come/ sono bell=ini28 
They're SO cute. 
Si perche lei avrebbe piaciutto di fare tre, o quattro, sette 
Would you've liked to have had three, or four, seven? 
Si, si 
Sure, sure. 
@ @ @ 
[laughs] 
No, non so come facevano prima. 
No, no 1 don't know how they did it before. 
Ci pensi che quando il babbo mio 
You've got to understand that when my dad 
uh 
uh-huh 
prima usava andare a comprare le bestie 
before, they used to go buy animals 

27 The usage "enno" is another form for "siamo" the verb "to be." My research assistant suggested 
this sounds like a self-correction for the correct verb. Erano is more Italian, enno more of a local variation. 
Perhaps she initially used the more formal "erano" to help me understand but then felt awkward and so 
switched to what was more natural. 

This may be an exaggerated usage of the term, again playing to me, as the interviewer. 
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BETSY: 

ELVIRA: 

iontano 
far away 
si=r? 
yeah? 
dai contadini, 
from peasants 
ah 
ah 
a piedi sempre, poverini, 
always by foot, poor things. 
ah 
uh-huh 
E allora quando e andato questa volta. 
And so when he went this time, 
e andato e c'ha lasciato alia mamma un sacco di castagni. 
he went and left mamma a sack of chestnuts. 
ah 
Oh. 
Basta in casa. Con sette flgli. Capito? 
That's it in the house. With seven children. Understand? 
Dice, "se hanno fame cocigii un paiolo di queste castagne." 
He says, **if they get hungry cook em a few chestnuts." 
CAPlTO?29 (...) e partite il martedi. Martedi mattina. 
UNDERSTAND? He left Tuesday. Tuesday morning. 
Dice, "se io non tomo, stasera, e segno che sono fiiori 
He said, "if I don't return tonight, it means I'm out 
per le bestie e dormo fuori, da un contadino." 
for the animals and that I'm sleeping out, at a peasant's. 
La mamma, "non tomo," questo babbo, questo marito. 
My mom: "he's not coming back," my dad, her husband. 
Non s'occupava. 
She wasn't worried about it. 
Ah. 
Oh. 
D mercoledi mattina, uno dei miei fratelli vedano— 
Tuesday morning, one of my brothers saw— 
si stava sempre qua giu. 
he was always hanging out down there. 
Vedono un paio di bestie vicino che venivano giu. 
They saw a couple animals nearby coming down. 
"Ecco il babbo! Ecco il babbo! Tutti incontro." 
"There's dad! There's dad! Let's all go meet him." 
Ma invece di babbo, era il contadino 
But instead of dad, it was the peasant 
dove aveva comprato le bestie che veniva. 
where he had bought the animals, it was him coming. 
Avevano pensato la sera di incontrarsi a meti strada. 

That is 10 say, "ti rende contoT' Do you realize how hard life was? 
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He thought that evening they'd meet each other midway. 
Ah. 
Oh. 
(..) Capito? 
Understand? 
Sii. 
Yes. 
Questo non lo trovo. 
This guy didn't And him. 
Venne fino a casa nostra a portarci le bestie. 
He came all the way to our house to bring the animals. 
Ahhh 
Ohhh. 
"Come!?" dice, "venne via aH'otto," dice^o. 
"What?" he says, **he took off at eight," he says. 
L'aveva comprate li alia Nobel. 'Un lo sa dov'fe la NobeP'. 
He bought them at Nobel. You know where Nobel is? 
Giu a Comeana per per andare a Signa, 11. 
Down below Comeana on the way to Signa, there. 
Sicche mezz' ora veniva a casa. 
So in a half hour he should have been home. 
Ehh. 
Ohh. 
e non era tomato. Passo dalla stazione di Carmigniano 
And he didn't return. He passed the Carmignano station 
si vede arrivava il treno, coi fari 
He saw a train arriving, with the lights 
Era su un viottolino vicino all'Amo 
He was on a little road near the Arno 
E caduto e andato nel acqua. E morto. 
He fell and ended up in the water. And he died. 
n babbo? Ma no=o. 
Your father? No. 
Allora il mercoledi cercava di vede ma il babbo non si trovava. 
So Wednesday we looked for dad but didn't find him. 
Era nel acqua, era soltanto un pohina^^ di giacca sopra 1'acqua. 
In the water, there was only a bit of his jacket sticking out. 
Niente. 
Nothing. 
Mercoledi s'andd a letto la sera ma 'un s'era trovato quest'omo. 
Wednesday we went to bed but this man had not been found. 

With her voice, here, Delfina is impersonating the peasant. Thanks to Luciana Fellin for her 
assistance and this insight. 

^' Nobel is the location of a former gun power plant It is also mentioned in Chapters 2 and 6. 
The Italian pronunciation is "pocchina." My Italian research assistant noted that the speaker's 

accent was "molto stretto" very tight; locals describe this way of speaking as "eating the words." For 
example, the hard "c" in casa brcomes an aspirated "h" and b^omes hasa. To tease Florentines for their 
accent, one often hears the phrase, I'd like a short straw for a Coke — "vorrei una canuccia cona per una 
coca-cola" — uttered as, "vorrei una hanuccia horta per una hoha-hola." 
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lo ero piccola, avevo sei anni. 
I was little, six years old. 
Ahh. 
Ohh. 
Giovedi sarebbe stato il Giovedi Santo. 
Thursday would have been Holy Thursday. 
S'immagini era pasqua. 
If you can imagine, it was Easter. 
Queste castagne avevano il pic di gia^^. 
The chestnuts were already sprouting. 
Allora c'avevo il fratello, che aveva 17, 18 anni. 
So there was my brother, who was 17, 18 years old. 
La sorella maggiore lei aveva ne aveva, si, 18— 
My oldest sister she was, yeah., 18— 
chedirti, 19. 
what am I telling you, 19. 
Dice, "Facciamo tutto il viottolino dell'Amo che c'e le canne. 
She says, "Let's trace the path of the Arno that's cane. 
Facciamo il viottolino dell*Amo dove faceva il babbo." 
Let's follow the path where dad went." 
mhh 
mm-hmm 
Quando tomava passava di li lui. 
When he was on his way back he went by there. 
Foi quando arrivonno alia stazione. 
Then when we got to the station. 
O! lo non vedo la giacca di babbo. 
Oh! I didn't see his jacket. 
Capito? Che tristezza. 
Understand? What sadness. 
Ma davvero. 
Really. 
Allora lo tironno su, "bada!"^^ Aveva un buco nella testa. 
So they pulled him up. "Look out!" He had a hole in his head. 
E non si sa com'e successo? 
And nobody knows how it happened? 
Di preciso non si sa perche ai quei tempi non facevano mmm. 
Exactly no, no one knows cause back then they umm, 
nemmen la polizia, non non mmm senno^^, 
didn't do- not even the police, mm, mmm-
imaginate dal il corpo che lui e scivolato e andato giu 
They imagine from the body that he slipped down 

The "pio" refers to germoglio, or sprout. My research assistant noted: "Non erano quasi piu 
buono di mangiare" the chestnuts were practically no longer good to eat. 

3"* Watch out! 
The speaker's hesitation may signify that the word for investigation, indagine, is not coming to 

her. It might also denote a double-voiced moment (Bakhtin). Perhaps there was a private discourse in her 
family about alternative possibilities for her father's death. Perhaps she regrets that an investigation was 
never done. 



e ha battuto una pietra. 
and hit his head on a rock. 
La mamma mi sa di par verla^^ era. 
Mamma, to see her now. 
Tre giomi svenuta e non c'era verso di farla riavere. 
Three days unconscious, with no way to revive her. 
sette figlioi si moriva di fame, s'immagini. 
Seven children starving to death, can you imagine? 
Non. 
N o .  
Succedesse era. 
If it were to happen now. 
Ora non si sa cos'e la fame. 
Now people don't know what hunger is. 
Eh appunto. lo lo dico a quei giovanotti bambini: 
Yeah exactly. That's what I say to those young kids 
"Ma a me mi dispiace se vu^^ passassi 
'*Well in my view I'm sorry if you were to spend 
due mesi di quella vita che si faceva prima." 
two months of the life that we did before." 
S'aveva quella tessera. 
We had that card, 
si dava quel cestino di pane bnitto, 
they would give us that basket of ugly bread, 
dalla fame s'aveva si mangiava per la strada 
we were so hungry we'd eat it along the street 
s'andava a pigliallo. 
when we'd go to pick it up. 
La gioventij d'oggi non potrebbe resistere. 
The youth of today could not stand it. 
Non, non. 
No way. 
E nata troppo neir oro. 
They were born with too much gold. 
Ha avuto tutto e ha tutto. 
They've had everything and they have everything. 
E noi non s'aveva n6 scarpe. 
And we didn't even have any shoes 
Ne invemo, ne estate. 
Not in the winter, nor in the summer. 
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In the original telling, the story confused me. All the details were not clear to me 

partly because of my difficulty in understanding her "tight" Tuscan dialect. Furthermore, I 

did not follow why she had answered my question about shifts toward having smaller 

families with a long story about her own father's tragic death. It was only after listening to 

the tape several times during transcription, and then reading and correcting the transcript 

with the help of two native Italian speakers, that I came to appreciate the significance of the 

story about Elvira's father's death. I began to understand the way in which these two 

topics—family size and a tragic death—were linked in ways that informed the choices 

about family-making made by Elvira and her generation. 

In her narrative, Elvira sets up an interpretive framework that establishes the 

connections between the precarious peasant economic conditions and the quiet revolution of 

fertility decline. In response to my half-joking comment (line 29), she offers her evaluation 

of the narrative that follows (line 35).^® Her remark that she can't imagine how "they," 

i.e., parents, managed "before" frames the story as a commentary about how precarious 

life could be, and suggests that in fact not all parents did manage. 

Several key words contextualize the situation in terms of importance of the 

socioeconomic conditions.^^ I will focus on three of these: peasants, animals and 

chestnuts. The term peasant (lines 47, 69, 84) serves to locate this narrative squarely in the 

Tuscan world of mezzadria, or sharecropping, and other agricultural day-laborers, in which 

many barely eked out a living. Her use of the term bestie, animals (lines 41, 69, 81, 87, 

99) works in conjunction with the term contadino to create a sense of her childhood era, 

particularly since nowadays, besides the remaining two flocks of sheep in the whole county 

Labov (1972:366) identified evaluation as the "means used by the narrator to indicate the point of 
the narrative, its raison d'etre, why it was told, and what the narrator is getting at." 

See Ochs (1990:293) on indexicality and Briggs on multiplex signs (1988:74). 
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area (one being the flock of the shepherd discussed earlier), farm animals are barely seen in 

this countryside. 

The most significant of these key words, however, is castagne, chestnuts (three 

references, lines 57,63, 139); Elvira's narrative contrasts the presence of chestnuts with 

the absence of other foods in the house. The image is powerful and she makes it all the 

more so with her emphatic "Understand?" (lines 61, 66,93, 161). The detail of the 

already-sprouting chestnuts (line 139), a detail of fruit so fecund as to "rot" and no longer 

be good to eat, that introduces the moment in the narrative in which the children take it 

upon themselves to search for their missing father and eventually see his body lifted from 

the river, a hole in his head. Her reminder that the seven children "were starving to death," 

(line 179) makes the death of her father, the unconsciousness of her mother, and the 

overripe chestnuts even more powerful and suggestive of a family form that was not 

working. 

The world Elvira evokes is not the nostalgic peasant past associated with fertile flelds 

and endless crops but rather with brutal poverty and hunger and families too big to manage. 

One imagines that she has told this story many times to her children and grandchildren, as 

such tragic family stories so often are. Indeed, at the end of the narrative she alludes to 

having told similar stories to the younger generation (line 187), and certainly such story

telling sends a strong message about making sure one can provide for one's own. She uses 

the metaphor of "gold" to describe the conditions into which today's youth was bom. She 

implies that a generation that has and has always had everything creates a people who 

cannot appreciate hardship and could not survive it. Her generation, by contrast, is tough, 

having suffered through the absence of the most basic of necessities, shoes (line 209). The 

state of shoelessnness sets up a stark contrast with the postwar benessere, or well-being, 

characterized with the metaphor of gold. Her tragic death story about her father sends a 
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strong moral message about her childhood in the 1920s, one in which life was lived on a 

slippery slope. 

Life could be particularly precarious for poor parents with seven children and 

probably in plenty of cases they failed to provide the kind of food, clothing, nurturing and 

education that their upwardly mobile, postwar children would feel driven to make available 

to their children. 

A Final Encounter: The Large Familv in A Mavoral Candidate's Talk 

That parenting could be precarious when one was a peasant or day-laborer with 

numerous children is one among many features of the peasant experience easily forgotten 

when the large family is used in political talk as a figure for a more healthy, robust, social 

past. The cumulative effect of such ideological discourses, I will argue, is not to drive 

couples to have more children and replicate that past with bodies (to clothe, to feed, to 

educate) but to have a sentience of mimicking that past only with new programs and 

structures and methods. People feel, on the whole, compelled to search for ways to be ever 

better parents as the following encounter suggests. 

Parents, politicians and preschool specialists assembled in April 1997 in the township 

of Bacchereto in a cold meeting hall with music stands pushed against walls and band 

photos adorning bulletin boards. The meeting, held to discuss the need for a local 

preschool, which would eventually serve an organic Mediterranean diet, was called prior to 

local elections by the Progetto Carmignano (a coalition of the leftist umbrella party I'Ulivo 

and the Rifondazione Comunista). Introducing the topic was the mayoral candidate, a 

medical doctor, who framed the discussion as specific to the problematics confronting 

women and children, yet one that called for the involvement of specialized groups and 

associations. Particularly significant was the way in which the mayoral candidate used the 

large family as an icon for the past, a past that was more humane and less dangerous: 
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lo ricordo quando eravamo piccoli e noi stessi vivevamo una realti sociale molto 
intensa. C'erano delle grosse famiglie, famiglie contadine, in cui i bambini erano 
privi'^ di contatto fra di loro. C'erano momenti di socialita nel paese stesso 
estremamente stretti anche dico in questo periodo. (...) Anche da piccoli perche 
non c'erano pericoii per le strade, perche non c'erano pericoii nell' ambiente, e 
sicuramente a un certa eta molto velocemente si viveva in socialite.. D paese e la 
piccolo comunitiL Oggi purtroppo questi momenti diventano estremamente piu 
rari, piu difficili e rapportarsi agli altri; gli stessi bambini nonostante vivano 
sempre nello stesso paese, lo stesso, si cerchi di invogliarlo ad uscire 
difficilemente riescono a trovare i momenti di socializzazione con gli altri negli 
ambimenti publici, nei giardini, nelle strade, nelle piazze come si faceva una 
volta. E pericoloso delle volte stare con gli altri, stare anche nelle strade strette 
dei nostri paesi, per cui questi spazi si sono ristretti ma c'e tutto un cambiamento 
dell'uomo (?) che sta alia diciamo alia radice di tutto questo e cioe il cambiamento 
della valenza della famiglia, la famiglia larga, la famiglia plurigenerazionale 
com'era una volta, la famiglia modicolaie^' ... II nostro impegno nel programma 
e anche quello di cercare e riattivare questi momenti di soci^izzazione e questi 
momenti di valenza sociale. 

I remember when we were small and we ourselves lived in a very 
intense social reality. There were large families, peasant families, 
in which children were in constant contact with one another.'^ ̂  
There were moments of extremely tight-knit sociality in the town 
itself also, I mean, in this period. (...) Also when I was young 
because there weren't dangers in the street, because there weren't 
dangers in the surroundings, and certainly at a given age, all of a 
sudden one was very socialized. The town and the little 
community. Today, unfortunately, these moments have become 
increasingly rare, relating with others has become more difficult; 
the same children even though they still live in the same town, the 
same, one searches to tempt them to go out. Only with difficulty 
does one manage to find moments of socialization with others in 
public spaces, in the parks, in the streets, in the piazzas like we 
used to do. It is dangerous at times to be with others, even to be 
in the narrow streets of our town, and so these spaces are 
restricted but there is a complete change of man (...) that rests 
let's say at the roots of all this and therefore the change in the 
values of the family, the large family, the multi-generational 
family like there used to be, the extended family... Unfortunately 
social moments become ever more restricted. Our task for the 
program then is one of searching to reactivate these moments of 
socialization and these social values. 

^ From his general argument, he likely meant to say something like "pieni" full of; perhaps he 
was thinking ahead to what he wanted to say about contemporary society: now the children lack contact 
with other children; before there were a lot more opportunities for social interaction in the paese. 

Apparently an invented word, an example of politico-speak. 
(See note 41 above.) 
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As an encounter with the peasant past, what cultural work is this discourse attempting 

to accomplish? The mayoral candidate evokes a sense of tradition squarely situated in the 

large peasant family. No matter that he, approximately in his late 40s, claims to have 

remembered a past that unlikely existed when he was a child if we consider that in the 

1950s and 1960s the huge peasant families had already begun to disappear: they had 

abandoned the land, gone their separate ways, begun living in small-sized households. His 

political talk leads the audience, mostly mothers, on a fantasized memory encounter with 

the peasant past: the contadini families and their social structures become the pure source 

for the essential context in which children joined together in groups and associated with one 

another in a positve, danger-free way. Children trusted each other more, they mingled 

more, they were in sum more human. Implied is that children turned out better because of 

this opportunity for sociality. By contrast—and here he portrays a town climate that 

someone who had never been there might mistake for an urban ghetto—he describes the 

town as a place where being with others is "dangerous" just as being in the streets 

(menacingly "narrow" in his account) is unsafe. He plays on current fears about a 

worsening, selfish world where no one can trust anyone else; a world of danger has 

displaced a world of harmony. The patriarchal peasant past, emptied of its struggles, 

inequities, failures, has become a reference point for a safer haven, a quasi-utopia. 

What if on the other hand the candidate had talked about the difficult time that peasant 

parents had raising their numerous prodigy? How the large family did not always work? 

How neglected and abused, malnourished and uneducated the children of peasants 

sometimes were? That such public discourses are not heard reveals how "the peasant" is 

reducible to a process that can serve politics. Locating the large peasant family at the center 

of family values ultimately is safe for the politician in Italy, for even those who have 

painful memories from the peasant past are likely to embrace the large family as providing 

society with stability and sociality. Even Elvira remarked that having only two children 
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"was a mistake," though after hearing her story it is hard to believe she would have done it 

differently given a second chance. Large families did not serve the changing socioeconomic 

conditions. Nor were they any longer realistic in the newly defined culture of 

responsibility. 

The mayoral candidate's talk credits the large peasant family with having provided 

society with many desirable attributes, but paradoxically, rather than promote pronatalism, 

his talk contradicts it. Eulogies to the large family do not make couples run out and have 

more children. Rather, his discourse underwrites the class and gender-based ideology 

which I have described as the culture of responsibility by filling parents, especially 

mothers, with anxiety that they need to do a better job of parenting, which includes 

recapturing all that was good and golden about the peasant past, in particular, finding ways 

to replicate sociality. The peasant—recall, once an internal "other" (Clemente 1980)—now 

stands as an icon for the soul of all things Tuscan, and indeed has been replaced by a 

menacing "other" from the outside: 

Per motivi owi che tutti noi sappiamo ma anche perche nella nostra realta 
sono arrivati tantissimi cittadini dall' interland di Firenze e di Prato e in quindici 
anni il volume e passato da 7,000 (...) Ci sono i problemi di integrazione. Oggi 
abbiamo fatto una zona... in cui la maggior parte sono venuti da fuori e 
purtroppo si rischia molto il quartiere dormitorio. Per cui nel paese non ... piu 
niente se non la scommoditli i essere lontano dal posto di lavoro (?). Pero il 
paese deve dare di piu, deve recuperare momenti di sociality deve recuperare 
quella che resta a mio parere una specificity dell' essere umano ed e il suo essere 
sociale (...) sia per quanto riguarda il bambino, sia per quanto riguarda (...) le 
donne (?) Resta la donna sempre in prima fila (?).... quindi e il momento di 
recuperare questi valori di socialita sia per i bambini... 

For obvious motives that all of us know but also because in our 
reality numerous citizens have arrived from the periphery of 
Florence and Prato and in fifteen years the volume has exceded 
7,000 (...). There are problems of integration. Today we have 
created a zone in which the majority comes from outside and 
unfortunately there is risk of mere bedroom communities. Hence 
the town is not .... at the very least there is the incovenience of 
being far from one's workplace. However, the town must offer 
more, it must recuperate moments of sociality, it must recuperate 
that which remains, to me, central to the specificity of the human 
being and that is our social essence ... whether it is in regard to 
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children or women ... Women always remain in the front line .... 
therefore the moment to recouperate these social values whether 
for children .... 

The reference to people arriving from the peripheries of Florence and Prate is 

doubtless a "polite" way of pointing to the immigrant population,'*3 for it is in the urban 

outskirts where many Chinese, Albanians, Africans as well as Rom have settled. The 

mayoraJ candidate would have us believe that people moving in from elsewhere is a new 

situation, which it clearly is not. The populations have changed, but the sentiments are old. 

In the 1930s, for example, the population of wayfarers in central Italy included cenciai, rag 

collectors, venditori, vendors, zingari, ypsies, even braccianti, day laborers (Contini 

n.d.:3). In the 1960s, those moving to the area to settle there included numerous southern 

Italians. The icon of the large family, however, deploys the seductive power of 

Toscanismo to erase those histories as well as the history of the peasant him/herself as a 

subaltern subject. 

As the candidate acknowledged in a subsequent passage, the task of having and 

raising children rests most heavily on women: "women always remain in the front line." 

The quiet revolution has not been without its sacrifices. Public, political rememberings of 

the peasant past encourage parents, and especially mothers, to redirect the sacrifices that 

peasant women once made for the patriarchal family to their children. 

Conclusions 

Although most "peasants" in central Italy have long abandoned agriculture and the 

large families necessary to living off the land, the peasant as a social category has continued 

through cultural processes to influence women's and men's decisions about family-

My thanks to Matiide Zampi, native Florentine, who assisted me with this transcription and who 
confirmed the interpretation as people from the "interland" being a reference to immigrants. 
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making. Encounters with both peasants-in-the-flesh and peasants-in-memory suggest that 

the "fate" of the peasantry has not been decided once and for all. Sydney Mintz was correct 

when he predicted more than twenty-five years ago that anthropological studies on the 

peasantry "are here to stay" (Mintz 1973:92) because the category is an evolving icon for 

social forms and interactions against which to measure present behaviors and life choices. 

I have suggested that the social category of the peasant contributes paradoxically to 

the reproduction of an ideology that promotes making small families. Can we draw these 

diverse and contradictory encounters together into a coherent picture? To address this 

question, I turn to a cultural analysis first suggested by Raymond Williams in Marxism and 

Literature and later elaborated in an essay by William Roseberry. Williams* theory places 

attention on socially constructed meanings that inform action. As Roseberry notes. 

He does this in part by means of a revaluation of the idea of tradition, defining it 
as a reflection upon and selection from a people's history. The process of 
domination and subordination, so that Williams can talk of a dominant culture, 
or hegemony, as a selective tradition. Although this dominant culture is related to 
and supports an order of inequality, Williams does not view it simply as a 
ruling-class ideology impost upon the dominated. Rather, as a selection from 
and interpretation of a people's history, it touches aspects of the lived reality or 
experience of the dominant and dominated alike (Roseberry 1989:26-27). 

This analytic approach frames the peasant tradition as not something fixed but a tradition 

that people living today select from min discourses with "others" and in doing so make 

their own history tied to relations of domination and subordination: former peasants as 

subordinate to their padrones, former peasant women as subordinate to their peasant men, 

the younger generation as subordinate to the older generation. The shift away from the 

large patriarchal family toward the small (supposedly) egalitarian family became one way to 

redefine those relationships of power. 

The way in which people select from peasant traditions and the interpretations they 

make are interwoven with experiences of peasant and proletarian stmggles as well as 
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gender struggles. Furthermore, gender transformations in Europe were clearly tied to state 

formation: "The hegemonic masculinity of the old regime was displaced during the 

nineteenth century by a hegemonic masculinity organized around themes of rationality, 

calculation, orderliness" (Connell 1990:13, cited in Alonso 1995:124). Connell's insight 

requires modification for our context, where the new hegemonic masculinity does not occur 

until well into the twentieth century for peasant men. 

Those men who did not abandon the mezzadria to become rational, calculating and 

orderly and who did not embrace consumer culture ideology and join the ranks of the 

middle-class, offer experiences that are centrally relevant to fertility decline. The peasant 

sons who were seen as ineligible marriage partners and the impoverished sons of peasants 

who were destined to a life of celibacy (not married), in which they never transformed 

beyond their wormlike larva stage because poverty prevents orderliness and rationality, 

stands for the underside of the changing modem subject. When popular culture represents 

these emasculated men, or when people recall them (Third, Fourth and Fifth 

Encounters), they convey powerful moral messages about how making any family at all 

is not possible for the "backwards" male subject. In a related encounter, those few men 

who have remained peasants, such as the shepherd, are fiilly aware of their stigmatized 

social status and are angry about it (Sixth Encounter). Similar sentiments of abject 

loathing were expressed toward peasant grandparents by their now-wealthy grandchildren 

who easily forgot what sacrifices were necessary to become a modem subject (Seventh 

Encounter). 

A second theme emerging from the peasant encounters points to a lingering 

awareness of being subaltern "others" and a persistent desire to escape that stigma and to 

close the social, economic and political gap between themselves and the padrone. Closing 

that gap required becoming "modem," becoming "rational," becoming their own subjects. 

Changes in social identities contributed in important ways to the cultural transformations 
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underlying the quiet revolution. This theme was most evident among peasant women 

whose narratives reveal the shift in their priorities as they began to challenge their 

subordinate status in the patriarchal family in several ways. They began to place their own 

well-being before the "needs" of the patriarchal family as when Emilia decided to stop with 

one child (Eighth Encounter). Similarly, they began refusing to reproduce the peasant 

family form by rejecting peasant men as potential partners (Third Encounter). Finally, 

they acknowledged as Elvira did in her tragic story that the peasant fomi with its numerous 

offspring did not always work, and that poor parents with lots of children did not always 

manage to do a good job of parenting (Ninth Encounter). Perhaps having few children 

was a "mistake," but it was much less one than the "mistake" of having seven children only 

to leave them to survive on a bagful of rotting chestnuts. 

This leads to the third theme: becoming "modem" also meant redirecting sacrifices 

away from the collective and toward themselves or their few or only children as well as 

intensifying the culture of responsibility. The latter included procuring fresh, wholesome 

foods from local "peasants." In numerous and diverse ways, encounters with peasants that 

generate sentiments of longing for an "uncontaminated" peasant past augment the culture of 

responsibility by heightening the sense of tradition newly associated with that past. Luigi, 

the man who excelled at playing the peasant (First Encounter), fills a demand for fresh 

foods and helps shape a sense of limits with regard to having just enough children to 

ensure that one can do it well. Despite wartime dismptions, recollections of the peasant era 

stand for a simpler time (Second Encounter) and contribute to the sense that one should 

have very few children because the world has become unpredictably complex. Even the 

youths who have collectively forgotten the harsh realities that led their grandparents to leave 

the countryside value that countryside for its freshness, beauty and tranquillity (Seventh 

Encounter), and, if those youths ever have children, they will search for ways to provide 

them with access to the countryside (through short trips or fresh foods). Elvira's story of 
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being left only with sprouting chestnuts contrasts with her access, as a high status cook and 

restaurant owner, to abundant fresh foods from the countryside (Ninth Encounter) and 

the context triggers sentiments about what is necessary to give one's own; however, one 

also realizes the limits of doing so because the countryside has become a place of 

increasingly guarded peasant sources as well as expensive restaurants and real estate. 

Finally, public discourses that idealize the peasant past and depict it as a purse source for 

sociality (Final Encounter) further shape a culture of responsibility in which parents may 

be led to believe that without those old "natural" structures, they must work hard to find 

new substitutes if their children are going to turn out to be well-socialized, decent human 

beings. 

The various ways in which people select from the peasant tradition shapes current 

feelings toward family-making. Everyday-life demographic decisions made in the 1990s 

are not made in the moment but are informed through the strong presence of selective 

memories. The lived experiences of women as well as men of a previous child-bearing 

generation provide critical insight into the decisions that contemporary couples make. 
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VI. DOMESTIC WORKS, UNDOMESTIC SPACES 

A common popular as well as scientific explanation for the low birthrate is that 

"before" Italian women did not work and now they do. Furthermore, demographers and 

the media describe women's work as antithetical to having children. These explanations 

persist even though it is well documented that Italian women in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century had not only a conspicuous but a predominant role in industry, and 

birthrates were much higher than they are today. 

Wholesale denials of women's work are prefigured in nineteenth-century census 

materials (work as "rest") and reports of women's work (as "useless") and twentieth-

century occupation categories (women who work for wages counted as "housewives"). 

Changing census strategies and changing work contexts have meant that women's work, 

already devalued culturally but crucial economically, became concealed. 

In this chapter, I draw on archival as well as ethnographic evidence to suggest three 

related social systems—kinship, gender and social space—have worked in tandem to 

conceal women's economic contributions and make possible "scientific" explanations about 

fertility decline: 1) the kin mode of production historically once-removed women from the 

market, so that work performed within a family context resulted in women's economic 

contributions not being fully recognized even when that work was (and is) carried out for 

payment; 2) gender ideologies have encouraged views that place greater value on men's 

than women's labor; 3) culturally defined hierarchies of social space, i.e., the location in 

which work is performed, have shaped the evaluations assigned to work. In the analysis 

that follows, I use demographic discourses, i.e., discourses about reproductive practices, 

as an entry point for studying an aspect of social life central to issues of gender and power. 

Taking an "expanded view of the scope of reproductive politics" (Ginsburg and Rapp 

1995:8), I intend to validate Ginsburg and Rapp's proposition that "the politics of 
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reproduction may open new spaces for the production of politics" (1991:314). In the case 

that follows, I argue that the politics being produced have not served women well. 

Demographic Denials 

In demographers' accounts of current low birthrates, women's entry into the 

workforce is commonly cited as one of the most important related social changes (Golini 

cited in Palomba 1987:viii). Perez and Livi-Bacci (1992) similarly hypothesize that the 

"massive entry" of Italian as well as Spanish women into the paid workforce in the 1970s 

was a primary force behind the recent sharp decline in average births per woman. Such 

arguments discount the importance of women's work before the 1970s. The ahistoricism in 

these explanations is particularly disturbing given that the onset of fertility decline began in 

the nineteenth century in Piemonte, Liguria and Toscana, and by 1910-1912, these regions 

had registered a decline in marital fertility of 25 percent (Livi-Bacci 1977:68). In the 

province of Firenze, which until the 1990s included Carmignano, dramatic declines from 

an average of 4 to 2.4 children per married woman occurred between the years 1911 and 

1931. In a chapter on "Factors Involved in the Decline," Livi-Bacci (1977) dismisses 

domicile work as significant, explaining why he does not believe women's work 

previously figured into fertility patterns: "the housewife working at home part-time 

spinning wool for a textile factory should not be identified with the industrial sector in the 

same way as the skilled worker operating the complex machinery in a chemical plant" (Livi-

Bacci 1977:214). No further explanation is offered; he says only that it is an "obvious 

consideration." Why this blatant dismissal of the importance of women's work? What 

difference is so obvious as to go unexplained? Livi-Bacci's description of the woman 

working at home offers a clue to his theory's ideological perspective. Note that even 

though the woman is working, she is nevertheless labeled first and foremost as a 

"housewife," one who is working "at home" as well as "part-time." Such descriptions 
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participate in the construction of a domesticated social space that effectively discounts 

women doing piecework as "real" work, thereby perpetuating an image of the Italian 

woman historically as housewife. It is a case of scholars becoming caught up in the very 

myths they write about. 

Svmholic Spaces and Concealed Labor 

Signore Michon-Pecori, keeper of the family's private archive, oversees the heirloom 

documents, ledgers and contracts in a precise yet idiosyncratic manner that both reflects his 

education in jurisprudence and accounts for his unexpected interest in women's work. On 

one occasion, my research took me into the old section of the archive: I waited patiently as 

he unlocked a large, wooden door only to enter a dust-free room with shelves lined with 

hand-bound volumes from the 1700s and even dating to the 1200s: journals from ancestors 

recounting everyday life; records of lawsuits over land disputes; family trees dating back to 

the 1300s; old accounting records; a facsimile of the original sharecropping contract dating 

from the 1500s—when he could not locate it, he worried a rare visitor had made off with it. 

He was looking for a ledger dating from the 1700s in which one of his ancestors recorded 

all the payments made to workers, including women. Some years ago, he told me, he had 

gone through the volume and marked the entries relative to women's work. He eventually 

retrieved this volume for me. Seated side-by-side at a huge wooden table, the elderly count 

took great delight rediscovering each piece of evidence, reading it aloud to me, giving me 

time to jot it down in my notebook. 

In 1716, payment was made for 22 days of opere di donne, work by women, to 

repair the dock of the Ombrone, the closest river. Another entry described payment to 

women for work to carry stones and to build the wall along the violotto, the small road, 

that runs along the ridge of Poggiola, the house I was renting. "That place was full of 

stones," Signore Michon-Pecori tells me. "It was a podere that required a lot of work." 
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In 1719, also at Poggiola, women were compensated for 35 days of work in which 

they carried stones to construct terraces and to dig stones under the olive trees to sustain the 

earth beneath them. He drew me a picture of this technique. The women also were paid for 

building aqueducts to carry away rainwater as an anti-erosion strategy.' 

His three sisters, elderly and unmarried like him and like him live part of the year in 

the villa and the other part in their house in Horence, were outraged. "What? Tuscan 

women working like that? They did that kind of heavy labor? The women in bassa Italia 

(the South) worked in the fields, did heavy labor, but here? They worked in the house." 

The fact that the count knew that women were paid for moving stones in the fields 

and his sisters did not is significant: It is an example of the way in which some women's 

work was not recognized by women themselves, and yet the count, as the capital 

accumulator, the educated lawyer, the keeper of the family accounts, recognized the 

importance of women's work. He apparently had not openly discussed the importance with 

his sisters or they would not have been so outraged. He kept this knowledge about 

women's paid labor to himself until, for some reason, he revealed it to me. It is only later, 

as I began to recognize patterns of concealment, that I came to see the above moment as a 

breakthrough. 

Birthing is not just about birthing. It is also about the negotiation of labor and capital 

accumulation, and how birthing affects possibilities for the accumulation of capital. In fact, 

birthing-work can translate into labor itself Women brought capital and cash into the 

household through several types of work: agricultural labor, weaving and wetnursing. To 

be a paid wetnurse, one had to first give birth to a child as a way to stimulate milk 

production. The woman's milk could then be "sold." It became marketable, a commodity.2 

' Archivio Privato, Villa di Calavria, Carmignano; "Saldi, Ecc. Di Calabria, Bacchereto e Querceto 
dal 1712 al 1727." Book No. 4, pp. 44 and p. 58. 

2 Louise Tilly and Joan Scou propose two types of productive activity: the first is for household 
use, the second for exchange. When women or men do housework or childcare and do not get paid for their 
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This chapter shows how the labor of women is not so much hidden as it is denied and 

concealed through the complex work of symbols that rely on spatial met£^hors and a 

language of "appropriate" spaces for women to occupy. These symbols, often associated 

with the domestic (reproductive) sphere, have been and are strategically mobilized to assist 

in the project of concealing women's labor.^ 

Gendered Spaces; La Casa and il Campo 

With a basket of wet laundry, I headed down the driveway to the clothesline that ran 

along the edge of the dead-end street, in front of the row of houses. As I hung the day's 

washings, three elderly neighbor women taking a stroll stopped to chat. Marisa, bom in 

1917, recalled the bachi di seta, silkworms, harvested in the yard of the farmhouse. She 

was eight or so years old at the time, so it would have been in the early 1920s. Her 

grandmother lived in the house where the former peasants Parigi and Emilia now live, and 

she used to come here and play. 

The topic of women and work came up. "We women here, we didn't work in the 

field. Nei campi no" says one. "We worked lots of paglia, straw, and later maglie. 

work, their activity is defined as a domestic activity; it is limited to its use value, i.e., the direct value the 
activity has to the people who benefit from it. When women or men engage in a productive activity that is 
market-oriented, they earn wages and hence their work also has exchange value; they exchange their work 
for a set value, or wage. Reproduction, according to this model, and the bearing and raising of children, 
require time and effort but are not included in the term "work" (Tilly and Scott 1978:3). This scheme, 
though analytically useful in some cases, has a wooden quality. It does not apply well to a situation in 
which women's productive activity is wage-earning work but is discounted or forgotten; nor does it lend 
much utility to a situation in which women's reproductive activity has exchange value. 

^ For Engels, the "determining factor in history is ... the production and reproduction of immediate 
life," wherein production refers to the means of subsistence and reproduction to the propagation of the 
species (1972 [1884]:71). Meillassoux's (1981) approach to the relationship between production and 
reproduction interrogates the relations between domesticity, capitalism and imperialism. He posits that 
women's reproductive capacities have always been at the root of female subordination; males sought to 
dominate women so as to control women's sexuality in marriage to ensure the reproduction of laborers, of 
work itself. Feminists have criticized his work for depicting women solely as biological reproducers and for 
neglecting women's contributions to productive labor within or beyond the domestic sphere, as well as for 
ignoring men's contributions in the domestic sphere (Barrett 1989, Yanagisako and Collier 1987:20-22). 



sweaters, but all that work was done in the casa, in the house. Now laggiu, down South," 

they said to Chiarina, "the women down there worked in the fields." Chiarina, an 

octogenarian native of Calabria, objected: "But it was our land. We worked our own land." 

They talked past one another. The Tuscan women spoke about women's roles; the 

Calabrian woman talked about land ownership. Each had their stakes; however, the 

Caiabrian woman had less status and so she and her Tuscan counterparts conversed on 

unequal footing. The distinction being made in the first comment echoed the sentiment of 

the Michon-Pecori sisters and implied that Southern women were less domestic, less 

proper, than Tuscan women because they worked in the fields. "Our women did not work 

in the fields. They worked plenty (the straw plaiting, wool weaving) but it was always in 

the house." In casa. 

These conversations suggest that there was a vergogna, a shame, associated with 

women who engaged in hard manual labor or who worked regularly in the fields. Social 

work spaces were associated with the division of labor and gender ideologies so that "the 

field" was a male domain and "the house" was a female domain. As such the former was 

accorded higher status. When people talked about women working the field, they 

commonly prefaced the statement with a parenthetical such as, "normally women did not 

work in the field" or "women only worked in the field during the harvest." The framing of 

women's work tended not to emphasize the importance of women's contributions but 

rather that women "normally" worked in the domestic space. 

Spatial hierarchies systematically assist in concealing women's contributions. During 

one interview in which Emilia and Parigi were recalling their past, the husband asked his 

wife: 

PARIGI: Quanti s'era noi? S'era Urbano, i mi fratello /Edoardo/ 
How many were we? Urbano, my brother /Edward/. 

EMILIA: /Sette vu eriV 
/You were seven/. 

PARIGI: NO dico di di omini di lavoro pe' i campo. 
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No. I mean of of men to work in the field. 
Ahh. 
Oiiii. 
ID e i mi babbo seramo quattro omini. 
Me and my my dad, we were four men. 
/Ah, si7 
/Ah, yes/. 
/Ecco7 Poi men ci mori i babbo, poi i mi fratello-
/Exactly/. Then he died, my dad died, then my brother-
Sai i contadini gli eran di morto /di molte/ 
Y'icnow peasants there were a lot /of big/ 

/bah!/ 
/huh// 

famiglie. 
families. 
Ah! 
Oh! 
Se non come facevano uno solo? /( )/ 
Otherwise how could they manage, one alone? /( )/ 
r\ mi fratallo/ si ammalo. 
/My brother/ he got sick. 
Poi un ebbe figlioli, un ebbe punti li, 
Plus he didn't have any kids, he didn't have ( ). 
su moglie un /gliene fece/. 
His wife she /didn't have any/. 
/Anche da/ i Grassi gli erano eh! 
/Also about/ the Grassi there were eh! 
gli erano anche da i Grassi gli erano ci- i figlioli gli eran cinque. 
there were also the Grassi there were fi- they had Ave kids. 
La fece tutti li la Pia. 
Pia had all five of them there. 
Poi c'era, c'era c'era Torquato, c'era-
Then there was, there was Torquato, 
gli erano di piu di noi loro. 
there were more of them than there were of us. 
Gli eran gli erano una decina 
There were, there were about ten of them, 
gli eran do- dodici o tredici. /Poi c'era/ 
there were twel- twelve or thirteen. /Then there was/ 
/Da noi tutti/ famiglie cost dieci, dodici. 
/All the families/ were like this /ten, twelve/. 

This talk reveals the hegemonic mentality of the patriarchal family: numbers were counted 

in temis of arms to work the field, and in particular, men's arms. When Parigi asked his 

wife to help him with his memory work, "How many of us were there?" her response 

referred to the whole family and as such included women's birthing work. She even 

mentioned the home as the site of her neighbor woman's labor (line 36). Emilia's method 
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of counting was not the answer Parigi was looking for, however, so he corrected her (line 

6), placing linguistic emphasis on the words "men," "work," and "field." These words are 

key symbols in the patriarchal complex; they index the patriarchal spatial and social 

relations. Such a moment in the dialogue is signiHcant because it shows how women's 

labor and contributions are continually denied and even concealed. Men needed women to 

produce laborers to work in the field but their reproductive work was not counted as work. 

Imagine such discourse strategies repeated many times in many contexts so that women's 

labor—birthing, cooking, gardening, weaving (for pay)—becomes habitually discounted. 

Nevertheless, women do exercise agency. Emilia's continuing with her style of counting is 

a linguistic moment in the quiet revolution in terms of everyday resistances to the 

patriarchal mentality in which only the men really counted. Like the quiet revolution, her 

strategy also has a quiet quality: She does not directly challenge the man on his line of 

reasoning but rather continues to include not only males but also females in her counting 

strategy. 

'Thev Are Viewed as Not Very Useful bv the Men*: A Report on Straw 
Weavers 

The vast majority of women who worked as straw weavers in Carmignano did so in 

domicile contexts, and a report^ on women's labor from 1893 paints a picture very 

different from that alluded to in Livi-Bacci's account in terms of wages, working hours and 

conditions. Contrary to stereotypes reproduced in the postwar era about women historically 

working "part-time" at piecework, it appears rather that it was the domestic tasks that 

occupied a relatively small portion of women's time. 

Thanks to Silvano Gelli (19xx, I9xx), who was doing archival research when I was, for his 
assistance in deciphering this document. Archivio Storico di Carmignano, Categoria m. No. 93; Fascicolo 
No. 13, Filza 2, Agosto 30 1893. 
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Women's work in the comune of Carmignano is limited to the fabrication 
of straw plaits for hats and is lighter than agricultural woiic on the farm, 
where the women spend entire weeks without ever leaving. 

The execution of the straw plaits offers very little remuneration and thus 
the work is long and continues all day and a gc^ part of the night during 
winter. 

The maiden weavers begin this craft at an early age and in little time 
become experts. They come together in groups in nearby houses and while 
they do such work, they read, talk and even eat. 

It is certain that they work some 14 to 16 hours and that the prolonged 
position of the inclined head and the immobility of the arms can contribute to 
causing more difficult functioning of the lungs and more sterile development 
of adolescents. 

At the gatherings that occur on winter evenings, they prolong the veglia, 
evening get-together, late into the night, especially on Saturdays. 

These reunions take place in rooms that are at times very closed and 
lacking in oxygen such as to add further discomforts to the veglia. 

Only recently has the practice become commonplace of working in special 
workshops where it is the system to work at minimum as long as the day 
lasts. 

In the countryside, the women of the coloni, farms, do very little 
meddling; they provide food for the stall animals, gather the fruit, the olives, 
harvest Ae grain and supply service to the family. 

They are viewed as not very useful by the men, to whom they often 
provide utensils for the house with their earnings. 

— The Mayor 

The work of the trecciaiole was neither so "domicile" nor "domestic" as stereotypes would 

have it. First, the above report suggests the movement of women was restricted to the 

farms but then counters this with the detail that women united in groups and worked 

together (line 10).^ This group-context challenges the contemporary common-sense notion 

of the "housewife," or domicile piece-worker, laboring in isolation in her home. The strong 

communication networks, as evidenced especially by labor struggles (discussed below), 

indicate that there was tremendous cultural work going on in these working contexts. 

Significant information could be exchanged while these women were at work—whether 

about family, markets, working conditions, relationships, survival strategies. Such 

5 See also Pescarolo 1988:90. 
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gatherings in workshops (line 24) were likely critical sites for the transmission of ideas 

about women's roles not only as workers but as mothers. 

Second, there is a clue that the source of the devaluation of women's labor ought not 

be searched for in the fact that they were not working, but rather in the fact that they were 

being so badly paid for their work. The low pay required them to work long hours (line 12) 

and to enlist the labor of young girls (line 8) to make a mark on the household economy 

(line 31). 

Third, in terms of our story of declining birthrates, one notes the author's claim that 

the work could impair reproductive development (line 16). The complex causes of 

infertility continue to be much debated and are beyond the scope of the present study; 

however, stress is one factor commonly cited as detrimental and one ought not ignore the 

possibility that the work itself may have been affecting women's abilities to get pregnant. 

Perhaps the labor investigator noticed that these women did not have many infants in their 

presence and hence hastily assumed the work was at fault. Was it his own perception that 

low individual fertility was an "understood" dimension of this kind of work? Or were the 

infants not present because they were under the care of a wetnurse (see below)? Or did 

weaving some 14 to 16 hours daily make women too tired and sore to willingly have sex at 

the end of the day? 

Fourth, the practice of gathering together in the evenings for social reasons and for 

work reasons appears to be covered by the same word, veglia. This term typically refers to 

an evening chit-chat session,® but here we find the same word being used to describe the 

weaving session when it continued late into the evening. One word, two practices. It 

appears to be another way that women's work was discounted, obscured, concealed. 

® The veglia, a Tuscan tradition, still occurs, particularly in the summertime. Neighbors bring 
folding chairs outside and congregate in driveways, front porch^, patios and dead-end streets. (See Mugnaini 
1987.) 
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Finally, the author points out that the men view the women as quite useless: Non 

sono molto costrutte degli uomoni. The report author's forthright acknowledgment of the 

men's devaluing of the women's labor, in contrast to the women's actual contributions to 

the household economy, appears as an effort to counter the dominant male view. By 

pointing a finger at a patriarchal ideology, the author made a small step toward recognizing 

women's contributions. 

Feminist scholarship has challenged the linear view of Italian women's work. 

According to Pescarolo (1995:3-4), female productive labor became progressively less 

visible and less official between the 1890s and 1970s. She suggests the reality of 

women's work-for-wages is more cyclical than linear. In part, the invisibility resulted from 

gender ideologies and differential power associations with domestic and public domains, 

processes that arose with state formation and the spread of late capitalism. 

Rayna Reiter, in her smdy of a French village, observed how men and women lived a 

radical division between the public and private domains, to which the state granted 

ideological legitimacy. Whereas the "public" was associated with the workplace, wage 

labor, power, males and prestige, the "private" was associated with the home, non-wage 

labor activities surrounding the social and biological reproduction of people, women and 

lack of prestige. Reiter anticipated the importance of space to analyses of power (see 

Alonso 1994) in her attention to a "sexual geography" in terms of how and when villagers 

use space and the differential valuations they accord to these gendered usages (Reiter 

^ Cammarosano (1991) makes a similar case for the cycles of invisibility of women's labor. (See 
my discussion in Chapter 2.) Maher (1984) criticizes medical literature for defining women's roles purely in 
reproductive terms and thereby failing to include women's work in the nutrition-fertility-mortality equation, 
particularly when women's work takes place in unofficial spaces (fields, trade routes, households). "The 
result of this analytical confusion is to render women's work invisible," Maher writes, pointing to sub-
Saharan Afiica as a place particularly negatively affected by studies that ignore women's work, which may 
not always be paid, but which may require tremendous expenditures of time and energy on the part of the 
lactating mother. 
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1975:256-258).® Women's activities within the French village household, as well as their 

tasks outside of it, such as cutting lavender, were not considered "work" (p. 275). The 

designations of public and private had assumed particular meanings related to an economy 

in which women's activities had been increasingly associated with a realm "systematically 

sapped of its resources and authority" (Reiter 1975:281).® In Carmignano, men's view of 

women's work as "not very useful" can be linked to the domesticated spaces in which 

women were performing their work even though that work was clearly not domestic but 

rather linked women to the global economy and turned them into mral proletarians. 

Domicile Workers and Labor Strikes 

Weaving carried out within the space of the house undid the domestic space's very 

domesticity, as revealed by the vast labor strikes that began just three years after the report 

was issued on working conditions of Carmignano's trecciaiole. The most extensive central 

Italian strikes of the nineteenth century involved non-urban weavers, mostly women, 

working out of their homes (Pescarolo 1991:35).'0 When massive labor strikes erupted in 

S See Lefebvre (1991) on the relationship between social space and the capitalist mode of production. 
^ Michelle Rosaldo. one of the first feminist anthropologists to deploy the domestic/public 

distinction as a way to theorize universal male dominance (1974), came to acknowledge that much of the 
initial work on the domestic/public split was the ideological product of a structural-functional sociology 
rooted in Victorian assumptions about women's "proper place": the home (Rosaldo 1980:401). Spencer's 
model of female domesticity, spelled out in Popular Science Monthly, argued that "a mental specialization, 
joined with the bodily specialization, is undeniable" and "primarily related to the rearing of offspring" 
(Spencer 1874:32). He believed that women could be reduced to their biological function: "Only that mental 
energy is normally feminine which can coexist with the production and nursing of the due number of 
healthy children" (Spencer, p. 31; my emphasis). Rosaldo also agreed with Simone de Beauvoir. that a 
"bodily basis to gender" did not have to result in a " 'natural order' that 'dictates' inequality," (Alonso 
1998:2). I am grateful to Richard Thompson for providing me with the Spencer reference. For related 
arguments, see di Leonardo (1991:13), Maher (1987), Yanagisako and Collier (1987:19); for arguments 
concerning women's status and human evolution, see Fedigan (1986) and Reiter (1977). Leacock (1978) 
attributes a lessening of power accorded to the domestic sphere with the separation between the household 
and the market that occurred as indigenous societies were integrated into the global capitalist economy. 

The numerous strikers placed the cappellai, hat-makers, the national category that encompassed 
trecciaioU, in the third position for the number of strikers between 1880-1900; in the second spot were the 
lessili, textile workers, with particularly intense resisunce and organization in the northern factories; and 
most active were the miniatori, miners, linked to the Fasci Siciliani. 

The film The Organizer (Monicelli 1964), featuring Marcello Mastroanni, provides a view of this 
period in Turin. 
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1896 in the towns and rural hamlets that line the banks of the Amo River beyond the 

confines of Florence, few expected the strikers to reach some 40,000 workers the first 

year. 

The intensity of the confrontations was not anticipated. On one occasion, (May 18, 

1896), protesters yelled "bread and work," threw stones and grabbed plaits from fellow 

workers. Still others lay themselves across the tracks and blocked the steam tram, which 

ran from Florence to Poggio A Caiano, to prevent the collection of finished plaits. Strikers 

set fire to finished straw strands to light a bonfire. They entered into homes, preventing 

women from working. Police squadrons hauled off demonstrators on horses. The next 

day, as the negozianti and the intermediari continued to distribute work to the women, 

guarded by the Pubblica Sicurezza, a woman threatened a dealer who wants to reduce her 

pay from ID to 7 centesimi per meter of treccia, woven straw. As the strike spread to the 

whole area, including Prato, the women invented slogans, carried the Italian tricolor and 

constructed straw trophies. In the hamlet of Tavola, women with babies went to the 

comune threatening violence against the manufacturers and their fellow workers. In Signa, 

strikers underscored the importance of this work to the community by maintaining that 

weavers began as young as seven years of age; a thousand women were estimated to march 

in protest, a number that likely represented all the weavers among Signa's 8,000 residents 

(Pescarolo 1991: 42-43). 

These events took the liberal-conservative class in particular by surprise; Pescarolo 

attributes the "shock" to their having notions of trecciaiole, straw weavers, as decent and 

precise, firmly situated in a harmonious and organic peasant world. The image of the 

trecciaiola as quaint, docile and domestic also appears in tourist literature and historical 

accounts. Consider this description from a 1904 tourist book: 

Prato of today has of course its praiseworthy modem enterprise and 
industries: the women are picturesquely busy at every street comer with straw 
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plaiting; there is a good trade in woolen cloths. (Sheldon and Newell 
(1904:46)" 

Although the authors began their account of Prato as having "modem enterprise and 

industries," the description of the women as "picturesque" replicates the stereotype of 

women pieceworkers as quaint so that it becomes almost unbelievable that they are part of 

modem industry. 

A quaint image is similarly presented in Signa's straw weaver's museum, Museo 

della Paglia e dell'Intreccio "Domenico Michelacci, inaugurated in 1997. The museum was 

named after the industrialist who reorganized straw manufacture and catapulted it from 

being an antique Tuscan art into an economic renaissance on the order of a major 

international trade. I visited the museum in June 1997. The sculpture in the foyer depicts a 

lone weaver, legs crossed, grasping a treccia, busily and docilely working the straw, thus 

perpetuating the stereotype of the isolated domicile worker. Display cases show finely 

woven, stylish hat samples from the mid-1800s to the early 1900s. No mention was made 

of the vast labor strikes in the museum or in the introductory comments to a reprint of a 

booklet originally published in 1871 (Fancelli 1997[1871]). Written by Signa's assessore 

alia cultura, culture councilor, the essay celebrates the "enormous quantity" of work that the 

industry brought to the area, and lauds the industry as being the "fulcrum of a society well 

structured in its civil life, in possession of a relatively diffuse wealth." The essay contrasts 

with the subaltern depiction of women portrayed in Pescarolo and Ravenni's account 

(1991); their women weavers engage in proletarian struggles that squarely place them In 

world history. 12 

'' Thanks to Peter McLaughlin for this reference from his library. 
Images of women weaving straw from the 1920s appear on black-and-white postcards sold at the 

cartolibreria, book and paper shop, across from the Medici Villa in Poggio A Caiano. The weavers were 
also photographed by ethnologist Paul Scheuermeier, who, on behalf of the University of Bern, carried out 
two research projects on peasant and rural artisan material culture in Italy and southern Switzerland: the first 
from 1919 to 1925 and the second from 1930 to 1935. Carmignano was chosen to illustrate the cycle of 
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Labor scholars have generally missed the significance of the straw weavers' strikes 

because of its location in a rural-urban frontier and its occurrence among female domicile 

workers in a tight-knit hamlets and towns. Recall that the Rorentine manufacture of hats 

was tlie principal sector of industrialization in the Tuscan countryside of the 18CX)s and 

early 1900s (Pescarolo 1991:21; 1988:89). The strikes are significant at least for the 

following reasons: First, they provide evidence for a shift in regional politics. Pescarolo 

noted an exact coincidence between the geography of the straw market and that of political 

radicalization: by 1901, socialist administrations had been voted into office (not by women, 

however, since they did not yet have the vote) in Campi, Brozzi, Lastra, the core areas of 

the straw-weaving economy and strike activities (Pescarolo 1991:37). 

A second point of significance can be inferred from the fact that the weavers took the 

trouble to strike: Their passionate participation suggests that their income was critical to the 

household economy. Although their earnings were said to amount only to "un tozzo di 

paneT that crust of bread was critical to the survival of the family, particularly among the 

so-called p/gtona//, the non-peasant families who rented in the town. 

Third, the strikes reveal extraordinary solidarity and communication networks among 

the women as well as the villages (Pescarolo 1991:39). Through collective struggle, the 

women affirmed their membership in a sphere of life beyond the doorsteps of their homes 

and the borders of their towns. The labor agitation drew attention to women's presence in a 

grape cultivation and wine production for central-western Italy (Contini 1993:21). Some 360 images of 
Tuscany are housed in the Archivio FotograFico Toscano in Prato, and among these are about 70 images 
from Carmignano. 

Many photographs depict agricultural-related scenes (farmhouses, peasant dwellings, grape harvest, 
wine making, fig drying, countryside), but a number show women at work, their arms draped with finished 
woven strands, their fingers blurred from the rapid motion of weaving. Several of the women are barefoot as 
are many of the men photographed while working in the fields. Their soles seem so leathery as to appear 
like shoes against the rocky terrain. The women rarely look up from their work, whether out of modesty or 
unwillingness to lose a moment's work. 
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global economy and "the problem of citizen and worker rights" (Pescarolo 1991:39-41; my 

translation). In addition, a female strike signaled not only a vast and diffuse transformation 

in terms of politics (Pescarolo 1991:37), but in terms of the mythic image of the domicile 

worker as homebound, docile and apolitical. In undoing this mythic image, the "invisible" 

activities of the domicile weavers are made visible; no longer were they in the shadow of 

the network of intermediate buyers with their weft of connections between the Tuscan 

artisan microstructure and the big overseas markets. 

Women Weavers. Kin and the Global Economy 

The strikes brought women out of the shadows but the effect was short-lived. Despite 

domicile work's importance to local as well as global economies, women's sandwiching 

between the kin and the capitalist modes of production (after Wolf 1982) meant that 

women's contributions would not be fully recognized due to the ongoing work of gender 

ideologies deeply rooted in the hierarchies of the patriarchal family. 

The fascinating story (below) that the retired peasant weaver Emilia told in response 

to my question about her work history in the 1920s to early 1940s is significant for at least 

three reasons. First, it offers evidence of her own knowledge about her connections to the 

global market and world history. Second, it provides a vivid image of the precise way in 

which so many women were linked to that market not through formal business relations 

(typically depicted as the public sphere) but through informal and intimate kin relations 

(typically associated with the domestic sphere). This location of women metaphorically 

Becaitini (1986:903-905) has noted a popular as well as scholarly tendency to reproduce a myth of 
the harmonious Tuscan countryside, which obscures understanding of the postwar economic boom. 
Giocomo Becattini (1986:903) He criticizes economists who buy into such myths and miss key elements of 
industrialization in Tuscany. Rural folk were gaining significant, at least broad, understanding of the 
instruments of credit and of the market from their farming as well as weaving activities (Becattini 
1986:914). Becattini locates the origins of the idyllic-countryside myth in nineteenth-century English ex
patriates the likes of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (18SI), living and writing in Rorence among romanticized 
spirits of the Renaissance. Contemporary writers such as Frances Mayes (1996) have been highly successful 
at regenerating and perpetuating those old myths. 
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placed women behind a curtain, concealing the importance of their contributions and 

enabling even contemporary demographers to miss the historic importance of women's 

work. Third, it suggests that since kin relations were intimately involved in the formation 

of markets, there could be heavy costs to family members, even children. 

Emilia came to tell me about her intertwined kin and market ties after I asked her to 

describe the weaving work she used to do. Her husband, Parigi, provided the direct link to 

the global market through his brother's wife, i.e., Emilia's sister-in-law, whose uncle was 

a local hat dealer and who provided Emilia and other women with the raw material—the 

straw—from which they did the plaiting. The finely hand-woven strands of straw were 

then fashioned into stylish hats. Her uncle-by-marriage exported the woven straw hats 

overseas, "to America," where he had another key connection through family: his brother, 

Emilia's sister-in-law's father, was a New World hat importer, who had fled Italy when 

Mussolini came to power because of his communist political leanings. When I asked her 

about her work, I had not anticipated a microhistory of the global economy: 

EMILIA: Gli era il lavoro delle donne. E si guadagnava. 
It was women's work. And we earned a fair amount. 
lo mi so fatta mtt'i corredo. 
I made myself my entire dowry. 

5 BETSY : Ah si? 
Oh yeah? 

EMILIA: Sai i corredo per di la biancheria lavorando avanti guerra. 
Y'know, a dowry I mean the linens, working before the war. 
Dopoguerra questo lavoro e andat'a sparire 

10 After the war it went and disappeared 
BETSY : Ah ho capito. 

Oh I see. 
EMILIA: delle donne. E stato un po'- Gli era un' affare artigianale. 

from women. It was a lit- It was an artisan thing. 
15 Tutti artigiani. I su fratello, per esempio, la moglie di su' firatello 

All artisans. His brother, for example, his brother's wife, 
i su zio faceva proprio, e spediva in America. 
her uncle had his own business, he'd ship to America. 

BETSY : Ah si? 
20 Oh yeah? 

EMILIA: Si, spediva in America. 
Yes, he used to ship to America. 
Perch^ lei la c'aveva il babbo in America. 
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EMILL\: 

Because she had her dad in America. 
.Gli. era.scappate M teropQ.del .fascisxno-
H.e .flsd dMriogJ^^hft .per.iQd...Q)f .f»s«^^ 
Ah SI? @@@ 
Oh yeah? @@@ 
Perche era- non- non andava bene con /fascismo/? 
Because he was- he didn't see eye to eye with /fascism/? 
.QJi. eraeoiamunists 
He.. was ..<;pmmujiiis.t 
Si? @@ 
Yeah? @@ 
i.SH.bab.t)©- Tanto oh! Bisogna gni dica la verita. 
her..dail> Oh! It's important that I tell the truth. 
/Un'era mica/ 
/He was hardly/ 
/Certo ma/ 
/Certainly but-/ 
/un' assassino/. Non aveva I'idea di fascismo 
/an assassin/. He didn't agree with the idea of fascism-
Certo. 
Certainly. 
come c'era in Italia la dittatura. 
since there was the dictatorship in Italy. 
Ah si. 
Oh yes. 
E allora gli era perseguitato questa persona. 
And so he was being persecuted, this person. 
Gli aveva tre fiplioli. 
He had three children. 
Ah. 
A h .  
Tre flglioli. 
Three children. 
Lui gli scappo in America, e imbarco a v- a Genova. 
He fled to America, he embarked at v- at Genoa. 
A che anno? 
In what year? 
Ma proprio I'anno, 
Well the exact year, 
I'a vedra nel millenovecento ventidue, ventitre. 
it had to have been in nineteen twenty-two, twenty-three. 
Ah! presto cosi presto 
Oh! Early so early. 
Eh\ Quand'e quando viense il fascismo in Italia. 
Eh! When it, when fascism came to Italy. 
D fascismo incomincio nel millenovecento ventuno. 
Fascism began in nineteen twenty-one. 
lo non me ne ricordo mica della data. ( ) 
I don't at all remember the exact date. 
Ero di gill ero di gik piccola italiana. 
I was already a Little Italian. 
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BETSY : 

EMILIA: 

BETSY : 

EMILLA.; 

BETSY : 

EMEJA: 

A scuola bisogna esse piccoli italiani: 
At school we had to be Little Italians: 
magliettina bianca, sonanina nera, benettino, 
little white shirt, little black skirt, little beret 
cravattina nera, calzine bianche, e scarpine nere. 
little black tie, little white socks and little black shoes. 
Ah si? 
Oh yeah? 
Pero ce le passavano. 
At least they used to hand them out. 
Ecco, s'eramo le piccole italiane di Mussolini. 
We were the Little Italians of Mussolini. 
L'ha sentito rammenta Mussolini? 
Have you ever heard mention of Mussolini? 
Si, si! Certo. 
Yes, yes! Of course. 
Allora i babbo della mia cognata scappo, in America, 
So the dad of my sister-in-law fled to America 
e fii spedito in una cassa da cappelli. 
and was shipped in a crate of hats. 
Dice c'era i cappelli dentro mentre c'era lui. 
They say there were hats inside along with him. 
Ah ho capito. 
Oh, I understand. 
Perche se dopo- lo potean prendere 
Because if after- they could have taken him 
lo mandavan ai confine. 
they'd send him to the border. 
Gli mandavano ai confini, a- i'isole. 
They'd send them to the borders, to islands, 
ni mezzo ai mare ne mandonno tanti, 
in the middle of the ocean they sent lots of them there. 
ne mandonno i presidente, Pertini, d'ltalia. 
They sent the President, Pertini, of Italy 
ecco, allora. 
that's how it was, back then. 
I fascismo. Poi dopo la guerra questa-
Fascism. Then after the war this-
un fo piu queste treccie, un fo piu. 
the plaiting wasn't around any more, it wasn't around. 
Le donne comincianno a anda a lavorar in fabbrica. 
The women began to go work in the factory. 
Anch'io andai in fabbrica. 
I went to the factory too. 

The social analysis of the former weaver is contained in the narrative and reveals her 

sense of location within the relations of production. Her earnings, which she describes as 

"significant," were possible because of kin networks that connected her with an 
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intermediary (in this case a relation by marriage) who in turn linked her and others to 

regional and international markets. Contained within the flow of merchandise and the social 

relations that made that flow possible, however, is the crucial point of the story: the risk 

and the reality of abandonment. Where she begins to tell the story of her uncle-by-marriage 

fleeing the fascists (line 17), her voice softens to almost a whisper. The voice quality 

carries with it the memory of a sense of terror of being a political dissident under a 

dictatorship. It is as though there is still danger in uttering these words.The story is 

likely the stuff of family legend, and one of the most traumatic details was that he left 

behind three children. She repeats twice the fact that the man had three children Oines 52 

and 56). As a linguistic device, repetition lends emphasis to such an event. 

Initially, I did not understand why she was emphasizing how many children her 

sister-in-law's father had had, or why she was weaving this detail into the story. It was 

only after listening to the narrative several times (including sections not printed here) that I 

came to realize its significance: the storyteller believes the story is worth telling not only 

because of the hat dealer's dramatic escape and subsequent positioning as the contact for 

cross-oceanic trade (including Acr connection) but also because of it being a tale of 

abandonment and of the fates of those who were left behind. The hat-dealer was afraid of 

being abandoned on an island due to his anti-fascist politics; ironically, by averting his own 

abandonment, he abandoned his own children. Two of the children and his wife eventually 

joined him in Argentina, but the third was left behind for good. 

EMILIA: E i su- lo zio di lei, il fratello della su' mamma, gli disse. 
And her- her uncle, her mother's brother, he told her, 
"Lasciami la- una bambina," gli disse, "almeno-" 
"Leave me the- a girl," he told her, "at least-" 

My research assistant from Carmignano commented while transcribing this section, "Questa e 
propria bellino,—This is really lovely," and convinced me that the hushed quality signified a sense of terror. 
Was Emilia's terror because the man was a communist? Or because of the memory of being a political 
dissident under fascism? Or because of the repercussions, i.e., his leaving his three children? 
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e gli lascid questa Germena 
and she left him this Germena 
che la sarebbe moglie del su' frateilo, ia mi cognata. 
who would be his brother's wife, my sister-in-law. 

The way she tells the story makes one wonder whether some kind of deal was made. 

Emilia later described to me her sister-in-law as being "hot-headed" and having "kind of 

lost it a little." This is the same sister-in-law who never had children (discussed in Emilia's 

one-child narrative in Chapter 5). The full narrative is not reproduced here as it was 

lengthy, dysfluent and incoherent. The narrator, who normally spoke with a storyteller's 

confidence, appeared to be glancing sideward in the Bakhtinian sense (1980)'^. "Language 

is not a neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the private property of the 

speaker's intentions; it is populated—and overpopulated—with the intentions of others" 

(Bakhtin 1980:294). The narrative became especially dissonant when she discussed 

repercussions on the family of the hat-dealer-cum fugitive. The dissonance appears to have 

been produced from living between the "intersecting articulations of modes of production," 

(Rebel 1989:131)'® i.e., her sandwiching between the kin-ordered and capitalist modes of 

production, and her knowledge of the costs exacted on certain individuals. 

The Story of a Wetnurse; A 'Sold' Woman 

Women's work was also discounted because daughters-in-law within the patriarchal 

family lacked the autonomy to make their own decisions and lacked the power to keep their 

earnings. The story that follows serves as a concrete example as to how birthing was 

historically about the negotiation of labor and capital accumulation, not simply to benefit the 

Hill suggested (1995) the dysfluency in Mexicano-speaking Don Gabriel's otherwise eloquent 
narrative indicates a peasant's struggle with two conflicting ideological systems: capitalist profit vs. peasant 
reciprocity and solidarity. 

Folktales as the social analysis of the peasant women who tell them is developed in Taylor and 
Rebel (1981). Rebel (1989:131) suggests that those who live between articulating modes of production "are 
split internally by the double or triple lives they must lead." He points to Bateson (1972) and Taussig 
(1990) as texts that offer direction for analyzing the experience of living such lives. 
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individual woman but to benefit the kinship unit. In the story that follows, birthing work 

translates into labor as a woman works as a wetnurse to bring cash into the household. The 

contributions of the woman herself, however, were not recognized because she was 

"sold." Hence, the system required that it deny her labor lest the exploitative aspect of the 

family be found out. 

The family of lolanda Drovandi'^ convinced her to become a wetnurse in the early 

1930s after two carnival masqueraders dressed as walking corpses gave her such a fright 

that she delivered her child stillborn twenty days later. She recalled that the midwife took 

the baby and went to light a candle to the Madonna. 

"What's wrong?" lolanda remembered asking, frightened and confused. "What does 

the baby have?" 

"The baby was bom dead," the midwife responded. "She's missing all her nails." 

lolanda was shocked and overcome with fear. The baby, lolanda recalled, was buried 

outside the cemetery; it had not been baptized so, she was told, was forbidden from being 

placed in a grave on consecrated land. 

After the death of her first bom—an incident whose details raise suspicions about the 

midwife's account—lolanda's mother-in-law coerced her to work as a wemurse. Her story 

reveals the subaltern position of a woman who earned money in the context of the 

patriarchal household. The hierarchical family structure justified that she never saw her 

earnings; rather her mother-in-law took everything. 

' ̂ The late lolanda Drovandi told her story during two different video-taped interviews in October 
1991 undertaken as part of the Carmignano oral history project. One was conducted by Giovanni Contini, 
the other by Stefania Martini. The details recounted in this introductory section draw from both interviews. 
Videotaped interviews are housed in the Sovrintendenza Archivistica per la Toscana in Florence and 
eventually may also be available through the Comune of Carmignano. Because the videos had not yet been 
transferred to cassettes, my assistant and I were permitted only brief usage of the video; hence I include here 
only the English translation. 
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The following interview, conducted by oral historian Giovanni Contini, provides 

details of what it meant to be a "sold" woman. The story allows insight into the mind set of 

a daughter-in-law as the lowest status adult in a patriarchal household. (Laughter is 

indicated with the @@@ symbol.) 

GIOVANNI: It's said that peasants used to take children to wetnurses. 
IOLANDA: I took one. 
GIOVANNI: Ah! You also took one. 
IOLANDA: I also took one @ @ @ poor things, because the first baby I had was 

5 stillborn, and you know why it was stillborn? Because before there 
were no masiu, they would go to the doors in February, in that way 
for carnival. 

GIOVANNI: Uh-huh, uh-huh 
IOLANDA: There were, however, they used to make- they used to trill they used 

10 to go "ring ring ring." So you could hear they were there, 
understand? 

GIOVANNI: Uh-huh, uh-huh 
IOLANDA: And that evening, like every evening, we were gathered together, all 

of us. And I was sitting like I was there, the first one. Instead of 
15 ringing, they knocked on the door and so, there was the front door, 

like one on a stall: there wasn't any glass /in those days/ 
GIOVANNI: /it was closed/ 
IOLANDA: That's right! 
GIOVANNI: Yeah, yeah. 

20 IOLANDA: Somebixly says, "who'll go to- to open it?" It was closed but 
anyway. "Who'll go open it?" and I went. Someone said, "Go!" I 
saw two people dressed up in the white cloak of death. 

GIOVANNI: Mmm 
IOLANDA: I was so frightened and from that fear it boi- boiled my blood and 

25 the creature died on me at eight months. 
GIOVANNI: At eight months? 
IOLANDA: At eight months! 
GIOVANNI: And you took. And right away you took ... 
IOLANDA: So to make a long story short, there was this Gelli that lived here. 

30 His wife was ahead of me but she had hers a month and a half after I 
gave birth to the dead baby girl. So they start to say, even my 
mother-in-law was saying, "What!" she says, "you have a little 
milk. WTiat," she says, "if you send it away then if you have another 
child who knows if it will come back." Lots of things, you know 

35 how it goes. So we used to listen to everybody and so I took the 
child ... 

lolanda reveals that she was easily coerced into becoming a wetnurse; she describes her 

generation of women as completely subordinate to the senior members of the household 

(lines 33-34). Women accepted their place in the hierarchy even when that meant 
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consenting to their own exploitation, as we see below. It is a key moment, for she is 

recognizing how women have changed. 

While lolanda waited for her neighbor's child to be bom, she nursed her niece's baby 

because its mother did not have much milk. A month and a half later, the neighbor's baby 

was bom and she worked for him as a wetnurse. (Note the laughter.) 
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And this man used to always say, "You shouldn't go in the fields," 
he used to say, this man, and he was right. 
This brother-in-law. 
He used to say, "You, you're sold!" Ha! @@@ 
@ @ @  
"You have a pension," like that. "You have a pension and I pay you. 
You're sold." 
That's it... Why? If you'd go into the fields what would happen? 
When I would return I would purposefully kiss the baby, I mean, 
there was my mother-in-law there. 
Uh-huh. 
Another older sister-in-law worked as a seamstress 
Yes. 
My husband was always away and one alone could get little done. 
So we would go and cut the wood, harvest the com, the sorghum, 
we'd go do everything. And cut grass for the animals. (.. .) And 
every once in a while I was going and he would say, "You're sold 
and you know it. You have to give milk to the baby. You give it to 
her sweaty." He was right. 
And so if you gave it sweaty, what was so bad about that? 
It made the baby sick. 
It made it sick? 
Sure! Sweat-tainted milk made them sick. 
But is it true or not? 
It's true. But I didn't nurse her as soon as I got back. I'd get back 
before the others and sit still for a little bit. 
Uh-huh. 
And so @ @ @ he paid me monthly. When he paid me each month I-
there was my mother-in-law. 
How much did they give you per month, if you recall? 
I don't remember. @@@ It was '32. 
I see. You don't remember how much they paid you? 
No! I don't remember... 80 lire maybe they gave me, anyway. 
Do you remember whether in the house this income was important? 
Did this money make a big difference? 
The difference was this, that when he paid me each month my 
mother-in-law took it. 
Ah ah. Your mother-in-law would take it? 
Eh, eh! 
I understand. 
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In thirteen months that I nursed her I never saw a cent. 
Never, not even a lira? 
Never, not even a lira. 
Did you at least have a few chickens? Or no? 
Oh sure, chickens, eggs, we had rabbits, we had everything. 
That money though was hers. 
We ate that money, I mean, it was eaten. 
Yes but 
But there isn't even a ??? to eat one thing or another however I never 
saw the money. 
The money, never. 
Not for working the fields, nor as a wetnurse, I never saw it. 
And with your mother-in-law, what kind of rapport was there. Were 
you did you get along or did you argue? 
By necessity we got along because it was as though I wasn't there 
@ @ @ . You did what you did. 
@ @ @  
Understand? Now I wouldn't do it. When the last of the 13 months 
came along, Gelli said to me, "Lxjok," he says, "what do you 
want?" Really he says it would be the month to pay me double. "Do 
you want the money or a dress?" He says this man said ??? Then he 
came back and he says, "So have you decided?" I told him, "Make 
me, you make me the dress. At least I'll have that." @ @ @ 
@ @ @ 
It seems like a song but it's actually a true story. 

Her laughter deserves to be accounted for (Jefferson 1985:34). I suggest it denotes a 

Bakhtinian sidewards glance toward two conflicting and shifting gender and kinship 

ideologies. Facing an interviewer nearly half her age and hence from a different generation, 

she laughs as she remembers how little power she had. The rigid hierarchy that shaped 

family relations and limited individual autonomy now seem so ridiculous as to be 

laughable. She laughs where she first admits to having taken a child as a wetnurse (line 4), 

she laughs where she recounts the neighbor telling her she was "sold" (line 38), she laughs 

when she describe how she was "paid" monthly (line 61), she laughs when she affirms that 

she and her mother-in-law got along, the implication being that she kept quiet (line 88), she 

laughs when she tells of her decision to take a dress over money as payment (line 96). 

Taken together, laughter indexes the way in which her location within the family enabled 
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her to become a "sold" woman, i.e., a woman lacking in autonomy and lacking in dignity. 

It is the laughter of recognition, embarrassment and outrage. 

lolanda viewed her situation as exploitative and recognized that changes have 

occurred in women's work. When asked whether the income made a difference to the 

household economy, rather than answering directly, lolanda used the term "difference" as a 

cue to comment on women's work then and now: "The difference was this: that when he 

paid me each month my mother-in-law took it." In other words, the implication is that 

women who work now (should) see their own pay. lolanda also revealed that she had her 

limits. Faced with limited options, she resisted exploitation when she chose the dress over 

the money for that decision assured she would not have her "pay" taken away from her. 

She finally got something for herself from her months working as a wetnurse. Later (not 

reproduced here) she would put the dress away in a trunk and use it to sew pants and a 

jacket for her the first communion of the son she eventually had. 

In a later evaluative segment, lolanda described herself as grulla, stupid. But clearly 

she is referring to her younger self, for later she refused to take anymore children as a 

wetnurse. Apart from the lack of remuneration, she became attached to the child she 

nursed. "If my milk goes away for good," she said, "pazienza, too bad." No longer would 

she "listen to everyone," so to speak. 

lolanda's memory of working in the field is also noteworthy, not only because it 

provides evidence for Tuscan peasant women doing agricultural work but also because it 

shows that there was a conflict between field work and domestic work: a medical belief 

system, or folk etiology, that sweaty milk could harm the nursing infant. Whether true or 

not, this etiology served a system that sought to keep women, particularly fertile women, at 

home in the domestic space. 

If women's contributions to the household entailed such exploitative arrangements, it 

is no surprise that they have been forgotten, for they required the rights of certain family 
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members, and perhaps their offspring, to be sacriHced for the family whole. It is easy to 

discount and deny the work of someone who has been "sold." 

National Standards. Motherhood. Weavers and Wetnurses 

When it came to wetnursing, women's work was glossed as part of a moral project 

for the nation-state. Wetnurse ledgers from the late nineteenth century reveal that although 

the state underwrote vital economic connections between weavers and wetnurses, the state 

did not openly acknowledge the effects of its actions. Archival records suggest that 

wetnurse subsidies served to free up women so that they could continue weaving; 

however, rather than focus on the economic realities facing these women, the state opted 

for moralizing discourses rooted in gender ideologies. This strategy served to turn 

women's work into a moral project and thereby discount it as productive work. 

In this section, I draw on four types of documents related to wetnurse subsidies; 

Registro Generate dei Baliatici e Sussidi di Latte}^ a general register of wetnurse funds 

and milk subsidies spanning the years 1883 to 1902 and listing entries of requests made or 

denied; deliberations of the Congregazione di Carita, a ledger listing the actions of the body 

that oversaw the requests; reports of the Municipal Guard, describing the economic 

conditions of the family; and fmally, medical certificates documenting the condition of the 

woman whose case was under review. Together, these documents offer the criteria 

according to which the state deemed women as "moral." 

Wetnurses at the turn of the century came in two forms: those for children of nobility 

and those for children of the poor. Nobility hired trained professional wetnurses. Franca 

Michon-Pecori, who recalled a town near Lucca famous for its wetnurses, showed me a 

photograph of her family's wetnurse. The woman wore a white blouse, billowy skirt and 

strands of coral beads around her neck to fend off the evil eye. By contrast, peasant women 

' ̂  My thanks to Silvano Gelli for bringing these ledgers to my attention. 
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usually served as wetnurses for the poor or sick. Poor women could apply to the comune 

for subsidies, which they could then use to pay wetnurses. 

Wetnurse Register 

The frontice page of the wetnurse register, provided to each comune by the state, 

noted that the subsidies were specifically for poor parents of "legitimate" children, i.e., 

offspring of a married couple. "Valid" reasons for a woman to turn her infant over to a 

wetnurse were noted as inability to breastfeed due either to physical impotence or to 

insufficient nutrition. Nothing is mentioned of the possibility of women's conflict between 

their roles as mothers and as weavers, or of how working conditions may have directly 

affected their ability to lactate. The absences resonate loudly. They evidence a tension 

between symbolic and material roles of the weak vs. strong feminine figure in a field of 

social relations: on the one hand, as Pescarolo notes (1991:33), is the backdrop of a 

paternalistic society and an economy that attributes weakness to women and views their 

function as primarily reproductive; on the other hand is the hard work of the trecciaiole, the 

strength and stamina it required, and women's weight in the family economy. 

The first page of the wemurse register sets forth standard instructions for carrying out 

the subsidy program and includes sections on the following topics: Maternal Nursing, 

Hygenic Necessity of Nursing, Dangers Eliminated from Maternal Nursing, Wetnurses. 

The instructions do not stop at simple how-to implementation. Rather, they are thick with 

moral commentary about proper behavior for mothers. The review body was clearly not 

only administering subsidies but also morality of a type aimed at women and their sexual as 

well as bodily comportment. 

The awertenze normali, standard instructions, are written to justify maternal 

breastfeeding and to dissuade comune from supporting women who would give up their 

infants to wetnurses "without just cause." Women who do so are portrayed as more lowly 

than the most bestial of animals: 
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By law of nature, and by sentiment of love, the Mother is called to suckle her 
children; lest that the woman, who is the most beautiful and gentile part of the 
human species, would want to place herself below other brutish female 
animals, which provide her wi^ an example not only by nursing their own 
offspring but also by refusing themselves to be milked when they do not have 
offspring present. In fact mother's milk is food, the most valuable for the 
neonate; and the mother that denies it to the child must fear that her refusal of 
this saintly responsibility of nature exposes her creature to dangers that can 
not only compromise her beauty but even worse threaten her health. 

This waxing on the woman as the "most beautiful and gentile part of the human species" 

may be flattering but clearly has its dirty underside, for this statement would not be 

possible if it were not for a patriarchal state that enlists women at its service. Furthermore, 

it places the heaviest of consequences on women who refuse to nurse; although the direct 

statement suggests the costs are compromises to the woman's health and beauty, the 

implication is that women who refuse to breastfeed become the antithesis of saints. 

Having established the superior moral value of breastfeeding, the instructions then 

provide evidence for the reciprocal health benefits of nursing, concluding that the 

postpartum death rate increases among women who do not breastfeed. Furthermore, failure 

to breastfeed "produces such discomforts and illnesses as to prematurely destroy the beauty 

and form of the woman, and cause her sufferance and ill health for her entire life" (Baliatici 

1883, para. 2). 

Maternal breastfeeding, on the other hand, eliminates these and other dangers, as the 

next paragraph outlines. 

Observing the law of nature that obliges mothers to nurse their own children, 
not only has salutary effects for themselves, for their children and for the 
nation, but eliminates danger as well as doubts about exchanging newborns, 
as in the case of Nourishers — evil women who unscrupulously will 
substitute the caring for her own child with someone else's — and to 
safeguard the infants from the syphilis virus, that with such facility transmits 
itself from the wetnurse to the newborn, with damage to the family and to the 
population. 
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Mention of the beneHts of maternal lactation to the nation reveals that the quality of the 

population has clearly become a national concern, as Foucault has pointed out in his 

discussion of biopower (Foucault 1978). State technocrats have devised a discourse that 

infuses health with morality. The reference to those "evil unscrupulous women" suggests 

that selective caretaking and neglect was occurring. 

The last paragraph of interest specifies when it is acceptable for a child to be sent to a 

wetnurse: the mother must have lack of milk or be dead. Preference should then be given to 

those women that offer the greatest guarantee to be good caretakers, to keep 
the infants' limbs straight without usinge legature, wraps and bindings, 
and to accustom them to every food; must be between 25 and 35 years old, 
have good milk, abundant and perfect, and il prima fuoco coticupiscibile e 
spento, the initial lustful fire is put out — that she enjoys good health, is a 
conformist, of tranquil character and of upstanding (?) moral quality, casting 
out those who are devoted to wine because such a vice predisposes the infant 
to convulsions, epilepsy and anxiety. 

The use offasce e legature, wraps and bindings, and the practice of infant swaddling was 

believed to encourage proper limb development; that the state was urging local 

administrators to avoid those who swaddled implies that some wetnurses were known to 

abuse the practice, perhaps as a way to restrain older children. Finally, note that sexually 

active or "lustful" women were regarded as unqualified. Obviously, given the fear of 

syphilis there was a pragmatic health reason for this, but the language used, "the initial 

lustful fire is put out," resonates with moral overtones. 

The Charity Board 

The Congregazione di Carita reviewed 405 cases between 1883-1902,'^ of which 

almost all the women seeking assistance were listed as trecciaiole, weavers. Only 15 (or 

3.7 percent) had no occupation listed. Of those, 11 were without profession (the space was 

ASC. Congregazione di Carit^ del Comune di Cannignano. Protocol]o delle deliberazioni, 
Fascicolo I 1, Scaffale F. 
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left blank), and four were "senzamadre" indicating the child had no mother, likely due to 

death during childbirth. The remaining 390 cases were women who worked as weavers. 

What led these working women to seek subsidies from the state so they could send 

their children to wemurses? The overwhelming presence of the trecciaiole in these ledgers 

leads to at least two related possibilities. These women were among the poorest strata of 

society, and due to such poor living conditions, malnourishment may have prevented their 

bodies from producing milk. However, recent studies throw this first possibility into 

doubt: 'The nutritional status of the mother does not appear to affect milk volume unless 

the mother is severely malnourished" (Riordon and Auerback 1999:126). Perhaps, then, 

their time spent weaving was so critical to the family economy that they could not afford to 

lose work by tending to an infant, and hence sent their newborn to a wetnurse, even though 

it clearly was against the moral order of the day and, according to a letter to the comune 

from the Ospedale degli Innocenti in Florence, put the child at greater risk of infant death. 

In the proceedings of the Carmignano decision-making body, it becomes clear that the 

congregazione was also administering morality. The case of Erminda Pagni, a widow, was 

reviewed in August 1902. Her request for a milk subsidy to pay the wetnurse to suckle her 

natural son was rejected on the basis of an investigation by the Municipal Guard, a policing 

ami of the state sent out to check on the families who requested subsidies: 

Visto il Rapporto della Guardia dal quale According to the Guard's Report, it 
apparisce che la Pagni non tiene una appears that Pagni does not follow correct 
condotta corretta, avendo dato alia luce un conduct, having brought into the light a 
figlio senza essere unita in matrimonio con son without being united with someone in 
alcuno. marriage. 
La Congregazione di Carita delibera The Charity Committee unanimously 
unanima di respingere la domanda avanzata decides to reject the request advanced by 
dalla sudetta Erminda Pagni, Vedova the aforementioned Erminda Pagni, 
Lorezi. Widow Lorezi. 

Being denied for her lack of "correct conduct" was likely a heavy blow to Pagni, who was 

so ashamed of having given birth to the child out of wedlock that she had sent the midwife 
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into Carmignano's city hall to register the child's birth of 28 October 1901. The record 

indicates that the mother did not want to be recognized. Less than three weeks later, 

however, the mother changed her mind. She went to the civil office to declare herself the 

natural mother of her son and request that his last name be changed.20 But when Signora 

Pagni turned to the state for assistance, the officials refused because her son was the result 

of an illegitimate sexual union. 

The Muncipal Guard 

I reviewed numerous reports written by the Municipal Guard, and what is noteworthy 

in these texts is who gets funded. The language provides insight into attitudes toward 

family size. Already at the tum-of-the-century, there is an association between the large 

family and poverty. I focused on cases reviewed during 1901 to see whether there was a 

pattern to their recommendations. Of the seventeen requests from 1901, twelve were 

funded and five were rejected. What kind of logic was the board using to decide whether to 

subsidize the wetnurse expense? 

The reports describe the economic conditions of the family, and several patterns 

emerge. Without fail, in all of the requests that were denied, the couple had only one child. 

Even in one case where the report describes the family's economic condition as 

"miserable," the congregazione denied the subsidy request. Among those who received the 

subsidy, the number of children ranges from a high of seven to a low of one, with most 

couples having two, three or four children and the average being three. The one-child 

couple who received the subsidy had evidence of a medical certificate attesting that the 

woman was "mffo priva di latte" completely without milk. Although I found other such 

certificates, I am unclear how the doctor tested whether the mother actually had milk. 

20 ASC, Atti di Nascita, Registro, Anno 1901. p. 253, No. 378 and pp. 311-313. No. 11, 
November 15, 1901. Ufficio di Anagrafe. 
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The term carico, load, appears with regularity in these reports. This suggests that the 

official view of children, as expressed by the state, was that they were a burden, something 

that required the couple to have extra resources, particularly when the children were "of a 

tender age and unable to work."^' 

Women's and men's work were not consistently treated in the reports. The Municipal 

Guard was inconsistent in its listing of women's occupations. It seems likely that the 

women who received subsidies were indeed working as trecciaiole, given that 97 percent of 

the women receiving subsidies were weavers. The reports place more emphasis on men's 

jobs. Although all the men are indicated as having a job, simple or scarce earnings lead the 

family to exist under conditions often described as miserabile, poverty-stricken. The 

various jobs of the men include bracciante, agricultural wage laborer; fabbro, ironsmith; 

calzolaio, shoemaker; barrocciaio, handcart man; scapellino, mason; garzone, errand boy; 

adjuster of straw hats; and domestic. 

Moral commentary was not limited to women. In the case of one man by the name of 

Berti, the guard noted that he worked only several months in the summer as a barrocciaio, 

bringing fruit from the mountain, and that his wife was a weaver. A medical certificate also 

indicated that she was without milk. The report indicated that the couple had four children 

in their carico. "Thus their financial situation must be wretched but it stands that Berti is 

always gambling and hence this would indicate the contrary," reads the report. The 

Municipal Guard concluded, "thus we cannot conscientiously make a judgment about the 

situation." In other words, the guard did not offer a recommendation to the decision

making body as was typically the practice. A man's gambling, however, was evidently not 

as great a sin as a woman's bearing a child out of wedlock for the congregazione eventually 

approved the Berti's request for a wetnurse subsidy. 

ASC, Fascicolo III 122, Affari Ordinari Anno 1901, Dalla Lettera A alia Lettera C. Filza No. 6, 
"Baliatici," Diversi Documentazioni relativi ai sussidi di latte accordati o negati del Comune net 1901. 
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As archival fragments, the above provide rich evidence as to the moralizing project of 

the state. They remind that state formation is ongoing and profoundly about moral 

regulation, that is, about acceptable forms of behavior for gendered subjects (Corrigan and 

Sayer 1991). As Connell (1990) has suggested, the state is "a bearer of gender" and as 

such has a "gender regime" as a major feature of its organization. The ideological 

statements about moral motherhood served to conceal the economic motivations behind the 

subsideis that intimately linked wetnurses and weavers, their work and their children. 

An Un-namable Mode of Production between Sisters-in-law 

The gender ideology that constitutes women as non-working historical subjects 

becomes even more problematic as we probe into the private and creative arrangements of 

household members. Women cut special deals between themselves, deals that increased the 

number of people integrated into the global economy. Emilia and her sister-in-law worked 

out a deal in which each did her preferred task: Emilia did not like cooking, so she chose 

the weaving while her sister-in-law cooked. The two of them would then split the earnings 

from the hats she made while her sister-in-law worked in the kitchen. Indirect participation 

in the global economy—such as one woman cooking to free up the time of another woman 

so that the latter might complete a greater quantity of pieces and thereby receive a greater 

amount of pay for the household—obviously went unrecognized as "work" in official 

registries or censuses. Within the kin-ordered mode of production itself, however, the 

sisters-in-law recognized each other's labor contributions as equally important. The excerpt 

below begins with Parigi's memory that the family was getting too large while Emilia 

continues the story about her relationship with her sister-in-law: 

PARIGI: Eh insomma poi si sposo il terzo anche lui dicea. 
Anyway then the third one got married and even he said, 
"In casa siamo troppi." 
"We're too many in this house." 

5 Cera queste due sposin- lei /e la-/ 
There were these two young bride- her /and the-/ 
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/questa che I'e ni coso, ni ricovero/ 
/this one who's there in the thing, in recovery/ 
Te ni coso allora. 
there in the what's it called. 
Siamo state quindici anni insieme. 
We lived together for fifteen years. 
Pero ci si trovava d'accordo, anche a lavorare. 
However, we always got along, even with work. 
Mettiamo la sera, si faceva cena, no? 
Let's say in the evenings, we had to make dinner, right? 
Ah. 
Ah. 
Tutte e due si sta a fa cena. 
The two of us we had to make dinner. 
Ah. 
Ah. 
Allora, dicevo a me mi garbava meno, lei la-
So, I said to myself, I like that less, she her-
lo la voleo la facessi lei, allora io stavo a sedere. 
Me, I was wanting that she do it, so I'd go and set down. 
Facevo questi cappelli, se ne facevo cinque, 
I'd make these hats, if I'd make five of them, 
se ne facevo sei, se ne prendeva tre per uno: 
if I'd make six of them, we'd each take three: 
tre a lei, tre per me. 
three for her and three for me. 
Ah. Ho capito. 
Oh. I get it. 
Ci si trovava d'accordo. 
We got along. 
Ah mentre lei faceva da mangiare. 
Oh so while she made dinner. 
Eh! /E si potea sta qui/ 
Eh!  /( )/ And we could stay here 
E /se no non-/ 
And /if not- / 
/D'invemo/ specialmente 
/In the winter/ especially, 
sa d'estate i contadini c'e da lavorare. 
y'know in the summer for peasants there's work. 
Ma i che si facea tutte e due? 
But why should both of us do it? 
Allora gli- si disse, "Sa i' che fo io, Loretta?" 
So I told her, **Y'know what I'll do, Loretta?" 
E dice, 'Tu stai te a sedere." 
And she says, "You set yourself down." 
Ero un po piu svelta io pe' i lavorare, 
I was a little bit faster with the work, 
era brava anche lei, eh pe' lavorare. 
she was good too with the work. 
Ma io era un caso un p6 una piu-
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But I was a case a little moreo 
gFera piu facile che ne facessi uno di piii. 

60 it was more likely that I could make one more. 
BETSY: Ah. 

Ah. 
EMILIA: Allora io mi mettevo a sedere, faceo /cappeili/ 

So I would set myself down, and I'd do /hats,/ 
65 PARIGI: /Ee ( )/ 

/And and ( )/ 
EMILIA: "Guardi Loretta, ne ho fatti sei, se ne piglia tre per uno!" 

"Look Loretta, I made six of them, we'll each take three!' 
S'andava d'accordo e un si leticava. 

70 We'd get along fine, we wouldn't argue. 
BETSY: Ma senti. 

How 'bout that. 
Parigi: Ma-

But-
75 EMILIA: /Si facea bene/. 

/It was good/. 
PARIGI: /da contadini noi-/ 

/we peasants-/ 
EMILIA: Delle vorte una parola sa! 

80 At times, sure we had a word, y'know! 
Una parola cost ma cosi passeggera 
A word, just like that, but it was in passing 
poi un s'avea piu nulla. 
and then there was nothing between us. 

85 Sara stato che un c'era figlioli. 
Maybe it was on account of there not being any kids, 
c'era una bambina sola, 
there was only one bambina^ 
I'era ridolo di casa, la mi figliola. 

90 she was the idol of the house, my daughter. 
Cera lei sola. 
She was the only one. 

Emilia attributes the good relationship with her sister-in-law to their working arrangement 

as well as to the presence of only one child in the household. Her talk offers a strong 

example of how fewer children were seen as diminishing the possibility of conflicts, even 

among women living in an extended family household in the immediate postwar era. It also 

suggests that women devoted as much time as possible to earning money, and this meant 

innovating working relationships between women so that the faster weaver could keep 

working while the other one did the non-paying domestic work. 
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Children in the Global Economy: Production and Piav 

Families also relied on the labor of children. Emilia, who went to school until fifth 

grade, was a fast weaver, a skill she acquired from having begun weaving at an early age, 

5 or 6 years old. Girls innovated skill-reinforcing games, which undoubtedly formed 

nimble weavers* tools from young fingers. The children's playful activities were oriented 

toward increasing production, as this narrative about her school and work experiences 

shows: 
BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

Poi lei e andata a scuola? Ha fatta la scuola elementare? 
Then you went to school? You did elementary school? 
La scuola io si. 
Yes I went to school. 
Fino alia quinta? 
Until fifth grade? 
Si eh! Fino alia quinta. 
That's right! Until nfth grade. 
Quando si tomava si faceva le lezioni. 
When we came back we did our lessons. 
Ah! 
Ah! 
Le lezioni la sera. 
Lessons in the evenings. 
Ah! 
Ah! 
Mettevano lo scardino cosi @ @ @ alia tavola. 
We'd put the little carder like this @@@ at the table. 
Sa quanti scardini ho rotto? Si cascava dopo. 
Y'know how many little carders I broke? They'd drop after. 
@@@ Ah si! 
@ @ @  O h  r e a l l y !  
La mi mamma mi dicea: 'Thai rotto!" 
My mother would say, "You broke it!" 
E I'ho bella rotto. "Eh I'ho rotto, mamma. Ba!" 
And I had done broke it. "Well I broke it, mamma. So!" 
Gli era di coccio. @ @ @ 
They were terracotta. @@@ 
Sai di CO- di questi cocci che gli usava prima. 
Y'know the ones made of pottery they used before? 
Gli scardini. C'e I'ho, un c'e I'ho. L'ho lassu dalla Patrizia. 
The carders. I have, no, I don't have it. It's at Patrizia's. 
@ @ @  
@ @ @ 
No no, si faceva le lezioni e poi si lavorava signora. 
No, we'd do our lessons and then we'd work ma'am. 
Ah Si? /Dopo?/ 
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Oh really? /After?/ 
EMILIA; /DavveroV 

40 /Really/ 
BETSY; Ah si? 

Oh yeah? 
EMILIA; NO perche si andava a scuola anche. 

No because we'd also go to school. 
45 La sera si commincio a imparare cinque sei anni. 

In the evenings we started to learn, Ave or six years old. 
BETSY; Si si. 

Yes, yes. 
FMTT TA: Si a- si andava a scuoia, 

50 We we- we'd to go to school, 
si faceva le lezioni, e poi si faceva anche un po' di treccia. 
we did the lessons and then we also did a little plaiting. 

BETSY; Ah si? 
Is that so? 

55 EMILIA; Ci si metteva un branco di di bambine della nostra eta 
We used to put a bunch of girls our age together. 
ci s'erano una decina qui con un mazzo di caitoline 
There were ten or so of us here with a stack of postcards, 
sta a senti che si faceva! 

60 Can you believe what we did! 
Le caitoline illustrate ci mandavano i parenti, gli amici 
Picture postcards that relatives or friends would send us 
e si mettevano tutte da una parte. 
and we used to put them all aside. 

65 Si mettevano un mazzo di cartoline in mezzo su una seggiola 
We'd put a deck of postcards in the middle of a seat, 
chi faceva prima il node della paglia pigliava una cartolina. 
Whoever made the first knot in the straw took a postcard. 
Chi era piij svelta vinceva perche Taveva presa di piu. 

70 Whoever was fastest won because she'd taken the most. 
Gli era piu svelta a fare la treccia. @ @ 
She was the fastest at making the braid. @@ 
[10 lines deleted\ 
Invece di giocare a pallone noi si giocava con il lavoro. 

75 Instead of playing ball, we'd make play out of work. 

This memory from the 1920s reveals how play and work were themselves integrated in a 

manner that blurred the separations between public (work) and domestic (non-work) 

spaces, and yet it also shows how children were connected to the global economy in two 

ways: directly through their productive activities and symbolically through their play. The 

postcards used for their games were sent from far-away destinations, such as the Americas, 
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and traced the trails of the global markets through which these children's woven products 

were destined to travel. 

The blurring of work and non-work spaces occurred frequently in kin modes of 

production, modes in which the labor of children was mobilized for the survival of the 

family. The children's strategy of fashioning work into play reveals their own agency 

within a system designed to enable certain powerful members in the household economy 

and the broader community to accumulate wealth at the expense of others. Ultimately the 

children weavers were the least powerful in the patriarchal hierarchy. One can also imagine 

how the fact that little girls engaged in this form of labor likely contributed to men's 

devaluing of women's work, as documented in the labor report (discussed above). If 

children were at the bottom of the patriarchal power structure, and children were capable of 

doing this work, it followed that the work itself lacked in prestige. 

Casalinpa: A Category of Concealment 

The social category of casalinga, housewife is associated with the domestic sphere 

and considered a non-productive category, both in census calculations and in popular 

usage. The stark separation between the domestic and public spheres, in which the former 

signified non-work and the latter work, became increasingly demarcated in the postwar era 

with the creation of the casalinga as the ideal social identity for women, especially for 

middle-class mothers. In this section, I argue that casalinga—a term, a category, and a 

symbol denoting a domestic space—has served to deny women even the paid work they 

do. Livi-Bacci's dismissal of domicile work as a possible factor in decreasing birthrates 

played on a figure of the non-working woman, a figure produced with the key word 

"housewife." 

I learned, however, that the term casalinga does not always serve to conceal work 

performed in the domicile context particularly for those who worked as weavers and 
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themselves were aware of the importance of their work. The transcribed and translated 

discourse provides an opportunity to examine at a microlevel first, a momentary attempt to 

conceal women's labor; and second, the fluid character of the category of housewife. 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

PARIGI: 

EMILIA: 

PARIGI: 

EMILIA: 

PARIGI: 

EMILIA: 

PARIGI: 

BETSY: 

PARIGI: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

EMILIA: 

BETSY: 

PARIGI: 

BETSY: 

Ti dico tl do il tu. lo ti dico come 
I'll tell you 1*11 use the **tu." I'll tell you how-
Si. SI dammi il tu 
OK. Fine go ahead and use **tu." 
Se no, la puo potrebbe andare anche pe berretti ultimamente 
If not, she can could also talk about the herets recently 
Ma che! Se la vo sapere della paglia. 
Come on! She wants to know about the straw, 
la un vo sape de- della lana 
she doesn't want to know about the wool. 
Ma perche ora faceano i berretti. 
Well because now they've been making berets, 
gli facea i mi fratello. 
my brother used to make them. 
No! Gli fanno ancora codesti. 
No! They still make those. 
Ma lei-
But she-
Ma lei la vo sapere i millesima. Lascia fare, lascia fare. 
But she wants to hear about before. Drop it, drop it! 
Si ma dei berretti non gli interessa? 
Yeah but isn't she interested in the berets? 
Lei? La? 
Her? The? 
Dei berretti per le donne? 
The berets for women. 
Ah. Berrette. 
Oh, berets. 
I berretti gli fanno ancora. Berretti di lana. 
They still make berets. Berets of wool. 
Quelli li fanno ancora. 
They still make those. 
Mi, mi interessa il lavoro-
I'm interested in the work-
della paglia! 
of the straw! 
della- ma piu delle donne e come ha cambiato-
of the- but more of women and how it has changed-
eh! bah! 
Eh! Bah! 
insieme con con come si fa famiglia. 
together with with how you make a family. 
Perche siccome ora c'e questa idea 
Because now there's this idea 
che prima le donne facevano casalinga 
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that before women were housewives. 
Si. Casalinga. Si. 
Yes. Housewife. That's right. 
Ci mettevano un branco qui in questa casa 
We used to put a group here in this here house; 
qui ce n'era cinque, sei, sette, otto donne 
there would be five, six, seven, eight women. 

Si=ii? 
Really? 
SI. 
Yes. 
No, davvero? 
No, really? 
SI SI. Bah! Oh! ma oh! 
Yes, yes. You bet! Oh! But oh! 
Ma quando? In che epoca? 
But when? In what era? 
Eh, anche avanti la guerra, e piu avanti ia guerra. 
Eh, also before the war, much before the war. 
Si ma a lei gli interessa anche berretti-
Yes but she is also interested in berets-
@ @ @  
@ @ @ 
0 stai zitto! i benetti! 
Oh be quiet! The berets! 
E lei sta zitto! 
And madam you be quiet! 
Lei vo saper delle trecce era. 
Now she wants to know about the weaving. 
L'a un vole sape delle berretti. 
She doesn't want to know about the berets. 
Perche quan- lei ha fatto anche le berretti? 
Why? You also made berets? 
ID si! 
Me yes! 
Ah SI? 

Really? 
Ho fatto i turbani 
1 made turbans. 
Ma perche la paglia 
But because the straw-
No! I berretti sono fatti di lana. 
No! The berets are made of wool. 
Dopoguerra, la paglia dopoguerra e sparita. 
After the war, the straw disappeared in the postwar. 
Quasi tutta sparita c'e rimasto poco, poco. 
Nearly everything disappeared hardly anything was left. 
Poi si facea altri lavori. 
So we did other work. 
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The discursive attempt to conceal women's labor—or at very least to frame it in terms of 

male labor—begins at line 6, where Parigi suggests that she talk about berets. Note that he 

quickly explains that this is something his brother does. Parigi knows quite well that I am 

interested in speaking with his wife, and yet he attempts to frame her work in relation to an 

economic activity of another male, namely his brother. He pushes this agenda even though 

I never admit to being particularly interested in beret-making and yet he assumes that I am 

(line 66). For Emilia, he has gone too far. Her work history is her territory, and she will 

not permit her husband to exercise control over that. She tells him to "be quiet!" to which 

he retums a similar command; however, there is an important difference in his utterance. 

Linguistically, he names her behavior as bossy, even out of place. He suddenly changes to 

the formal lei form of address, and then combines this with the male-gendered form of "be 

quiet!" It seems he is telling her that she is acting like a man. Old patriarchal patterns have 

taken on new forms, and they appear linguistically as well. 

The second point concerns the category of housewife, and the narrative reveals that 

our ideas of the term are very different. I attempt to tell her about the ideology of the 

housewife and my interest in the history of women's work. She repeats the term, 

casalinga, and then remarkably goes on to describe the organization of female labor: how a 

group of girls or women used to gather together at her house and do piecework. Emilia 

does not bother to elaborate on the idea of the "housewife." The division between 

housewife and weaver does not appear to exist in her world view. It is only as capitalist 

development came to replace the kin-ordered mode in which Emilia and others like her 

worked as weavers, and as work was relocated to cities and factories, and as changes 

occurred in the division of labor that "housewife" also acquired a new meaning. 

A stark division between domestic work, understood as non-paid, and public work, 

understood as paid, occurs in the younger generation, those bom in the 1950s or 1960s. 

This division is accompanied by an ongoing and quotidian erasure of women's history as 
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workers. Even educated women in their twenties or thirties whose mothers or mother-in-

laws worked for wages much of their lives, for example, doing piecework out of their 

homes (see below), made statements to the effect that their mother was a casalinga, 

housewife, i.e., that she did not work. 

The obfuscation of women's work is also reproduced through commentary made in 

popular culture, including newspaper articles even from so-called progressive publications. 

For example, a study on the family by the national statistics institute (1STAT) was reported 

in February 1997 in the major Italian newspapers. The leftist daily, L'Unite, despite its 

progressive image and attentive coverage to events such as International Women's Day, 

reproduced the stereotypic image of the Italian woman as not having worked by beginning 

its article in the following way: 

La donna italiana e casalinga? Questa immagine non risponde piii a verity se 
con essa si pensa ad una persona che non ha altre risorse al di fiiori di quelle 
del marito e della famiglia (Treves 1997). 

Is the Italian woman a housewife? This image no longer 
responds to reality, if one thinks of her as a person who does 
not have resources other than those of her husband and family. 

In claiming that the image of housewife is no longer valid, the article suggests that in 

the past the Italian woman was a non wage-earning housewife. The figure of the historical 

non-working woman becomes a popular and powerful icon for de-naturalizing 

contemporary women who work. (See Specter 1998, discussed in Chapter 7). There are 

differences between women who work for piecework and those who work as 

professionals, the primary differences being in pay and education. I maintain, however, 

that these differences do not justify the wholesale erasure and devaluation of women's 

work-for-wages. 
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Statecraft and Categories: Constructiny the Casaiinga 

The expansion of the housewife as a category is a project of state-making if changes 

of occupational categories in censuses are any indication. In this section, I examine shifts in 

categorizing women's work that occurred between the early nineteenth and the late 

twentieth century. The evidence suggests that the reification of the category of housewife 

has worked to conceal women's labor and increasingly impose on women "domesticated," 

non-productive social identities. 

Randomly pulling out dusty and brittle bound volumes in the historic archive, a birth 

register from 1817 contained single- line enuies describing father's and mother's 

occupations: nearly every woman has an occupation listed; if the recorder bothered to list an 

occupation for the father, he also listed one for the mother. The male and female 

professions were often parallel. If the father was cappellaio, hat maker, as was frequently 

the case, the mother was cappellaia. If the father was contadino, peasant, the mother was 

contadina. Less frequently occurring occupations also were noted in pairs: 

The category of casaiinga, housewife,^ was rarely used in local census records and 

population registers until well after World War n. The category of housewife did not 

appear at all in 1817. By the turn of the century, the term atta a casa, an abbreviation for 

attendente a casa, archaic for housewife, was occasionally seen, for example, in the Poggio 

A Caiano census register of 1901, when nearly every household had a working trecciaiola, 

weaver of straw. 23 in the census documents of 1921, an unknown bureaucrat changed 

22 ASC, 1901 Census, Poggio A Caiano. The post-1960s material discussed here is housed in the 
Archivio di Poggio A Caiano. 

23 Poggio A Caiano was until 1962 a frazione of the Comune of Carmignano. A steam tram ran 
from Poggio to Florence and collected the bundles of plaited straw (Pescarolo 1991:40). 

fattorejia, fattore 
fomara, fomaro 
filatore 
bracciante 

administrator 
baker 
spinner 
agricultural day laborer 
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with consistency the listings of occupation, particularly of women. When a woman's 

primary occupation was written (in black ink) as trecciaiola, it was often crossed out in red 

ink and then re-entered in a category denoting secondary work with the accompanying 

attendente a casa (housewife) beside it. These modifications in the records, which I also 

noted with less frequency in a 1901 census registry, suggest a difficulty on the part of state 

bureaucrats in categorizing women's work. Could a trecciaiola, who was working often 14 

to 16 hours a day to earn an income, be considered to have a legitimate occupation? She 

presented a problem for the makers and keepers of categories: she looked after the domestic 

household affairs and made a living, yet with her home as the site of her earnings. The 

confusion over how to categorize her reminds how such categories are also products of 

social construction as well as instruments of state power and ideological production. 

While household records from the 1930s show a predominance of women with 

occupations (mostly weavers), by the 1960s, the category of casalinga is commonplace in 

the official registry. This was a period during which there occurred "a distinct shift in the 

women's role within the family," as social historian Paul Ginsborg notes (1990:244). 

"With the new emphasis on house-based living and consumption, more Italian women than 

ever before became full-time housewives." Various people told me that before the economic 

boom cut its swath through the countryside, housekeeping required much less daily work 

because people had fewer consumer goods. Typically one deep cleaning a year sufficed. 

With the postwar, what began as an annual standard was soon transformed into a quotidian 

achievement. 

{February 2, 1997, at my neighbor's house) Irene was bickering with her 
elderly mother-in-law over the cleaning out of a closet. The elderly woman 
insisted the job be done in time for the annual Benediction; Irene didn't think 
it was necessary. "My mother-in-law is fixated over cleaning the house for the 
Benediction, I'acqua santa" she said. "I clean every week, so to me it's all 
the same. Maybe I'll do a little extra dusting above the shelves, but 
otherwise.... She's antica in her thinking." 
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The priest's action of literally coming into homes each spring, in a sense, performing 

community inspections of domestic quarters, has had an effect on the standards of 

cleanliness. But it is more than simply a standard. Having a clean house became a moral 

order sanctioned not only by one's social peers but by the Priest, by the Church, by God. 

A clean house became a symbol of purity—the priest actually splashes acqua santa onto the 

premises—and a sign of morality. 

Despite the real transformation on housekeeping practices that led to more time being 

required of women to keep up their houses, my research suggests good reasons to question 

the new proliferation of the species of "housewife" itself. The state appears to have been 

instrumental in perpetuating this social category and its concomitant gender ideology. 

In examining the first Registro della Popolazione of Poggio A Caiano in 1962,^'^ the 

first year of the municipality's autonomous administration, one sees a preponderance of 

women classified as housewives among the 3,598 residents.^ Whereas the register from 

60 years earlier showed the vast majority of women identified as trecciaiola, now they have 

become casalinga. In other words, they have moved from being "active" to "non-active" 

members of the population. The category of "active" is defined as; those 10 years or older 

at the time the census was taken engaged in a profession, art or craft, self-employed or a 

dependent. Those who were unemployed and looking for work were included as well as 

those who were temporarily unable to engage in their work. Included in the "non-active" 

population were non-professionals, such as students, housewives (donne attendenti alle 

cure domestiche) property owners, wealthy, infirm, disabled, and all children 14 years or 

younger except for those in search of an occupation (1STAT 1965:7). 

2-^ ARC. 
ISTAT Popolazione residente dei Comuni ~ Censimenti dal 1861 al 1991. p. 349. 
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A sampling of 240 women^® and their occupations, selected randomly from the 

register, revealed that 67.5 percent, or more than two-thirds, were classified as 

"housewives" and only 14 percent as "actively employed"; another 12 percent were 

"apprentices," "students" or "nuns"; and the remaining 6 percent were "retired." Males in 

the age group bom in 1948 are listed frequently as "student," "apprentice" or "awaiting first 

occupation." Women of the same year, hence who would have been only 15 years old at 

the time, are classified as casalinga—as though it were a predetermined role. 

Is the large percentage of housewives shown in this local register credible? Probably 

not. Although the percentage of women in the Italian workforce nationwide continued to 

fall in the 1950s and 1960s, and as Ginsborg notes women between ages 30-49 "rarely 

returned to the registered workforce after marriage and child-rearing," (emphasis added), 

he goes on to offer another key detail: "Italian women of this age often found part-time 

jobs, but they tended to be piece-work done at home or in the informal sector, (JLavoro nero) 

and thus never reached the official statistics" (1990:244).27 

My archival research combined with ethnographic interviews and participant 

observation, including apprenticeships in a sweater factory and a family firm, suggest the 

official representation of only 14 percent of women being actively employed is not an 

accurate representation of women's paid labor.2® The 1960s was the period of intense 

26 Poggio A Caiano was still part of the Comune of Carmignano when the 1961 census was taken. 
Poggio split from Carmignano effective September 1962, making aggregate data from 1962 only estimable 
from the 1961 census information relevant to Carmignano as a whole. Women comprised 50.5 percent of 
the total population in Carmignano (including Poggio) in 1961. There were 1,023 women between ages 0-
14, 18.9 percent. I use the multiplier of .811 to arrive at the estimate of 1,472 women 15 or over in the 
Poggio A Caiano population of 1961. Hence my sample size is slightly lower than what Bernard 
(1988:105) suggests is scientifically valid (approximately 290); however, given the pattern above, it is 
unlikely that another 50 cases would greatly modify the noted tendency to classify women as housewives. 

Ginsborg (1990:244) points out that an absence of social histories of Italian women in the 
postwar decades. 

Interview. Silvano Gelli, 96.06.27. Like many who grew up in the area, he recalls the 24-hour 
clank of the smacchinatura, mechanized looms, during the 1960s. Despite a crisis in the sweater industry 
during the 198C)s and into the 1990s, the sweater industry and its accompanying noise in 1997 was still 
prevalent in Carmignano and Poggio A Caiano. 
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economic boom, when nearly every household in Poggio A Caiano and the surrounding 

areas of Carmignano acquired a loom and became integrated into the burgeoning sweater 

industry. Women frequently did not and do not register themselves as working but rather 

have practiced lavoro nero, hidden labor. Change have occurred in the manner of 

classifying women's work, of thinking about women's work, of women's self-

identifications, and in the motivations for not declaring an occupation—including 

tremendous savings in taxpaying as well as remarkable earnings in profitmaking. One 

might ask, then, was the economic boom built, in part, on the denied work of women? The 

reification of the category of housewife in the above context, it would appear, has been 

deployed to conceal women's labor. 

Hidden Work. Hidden Profit 

The widespread character of lavoro nero, undocumented labor, in Italy renders it 

"crucial to the profit structure of the small-scale industrial districts," according to Michael 

Blim (1990:162). The practice of lavoro nero comprises part of the nation's vast 

underground economy, which various economists estimate at 25 percent of the gross 

domestic product.29 In the hidden-labor arrangements of the industrial district of Prato, 

known as the area with the highest rates of lavoro nero anywhere in Tuscany,^0 firms may 

pay outside workers a piece rate (per sweater, per button, etc). Undocumented workers in 

Prato in the 1990s have increasingly included Chinese and other immigrant groups. 

Since there is usually no legal affiliation between worker and employer, the employer 

does not pay fringe benefits nor does the employee pay income tax. The work is typically 

performed in the worker's home or workshop (Blim 1990:163). 

Blim (1990:162) distinguishes a second type oflavoro nero known as fuori busta, outside the 
envelope, an arrangement in which buyer and seller agree to not document a portion of the actual wages. 
The lower declared wages reduce the amount of tax, medical, insurance and pension contributions that 
employers are required to make. See also Blim (1990:175) Paci. Economist (1988), P. Cantelli, Paci et al. 

Biblioteca di Camera di Commercio. Firenze. 
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In the mid-1980s, deep economic distress led many factory-owners to decrease the 

number of employees working inside their firms and turn to intricate subcontracting 

networks to locate artisans and piece-workers willing to work cheaper.^' In this economic 

context, lavoro nero became "a condition for employment" and those who refused the low 

wages ended up with no work at all, as Blim points out. One unemployed woman who had 

left her job after having a child and then later tried her hand at pieceworic told me she found 

the wages of the hidden work unacceptable. "It's not worth it. I'd rather to come to the cafe 

and relax, get myself together so I can be there for my kid." 

Decentralized work, whether undocumented or not, presents advantages to the 

employer, including the following (from Crespi et al. 1975:10-11, Blim 1990 and my own 

observations): 

1) Work done outside the factory typically costs on average 35 percent less 
than work done inside the factory and as much as 50 percent in some areas 
depending on whether the work is documented 

2) Possibilities for fiscal evasion are greater with domicile work, although a 
law in effect from the late 1980s through 1997 requiring drivers to carry 
authenticated receipts, and fming them heftily (£1 million, approximately 
S600) if they did not have these documents, reduced the ease of fiscal 
evasion. 

3) Uncompensated overtime and nocturnal work also becomes much more 
difficult to monitor when work is decentralized in people's homes or 
workshops. 

4) Home-based workers express less resistance to work rhythms that are 
particularly intense (Crespi et al. 1975; 10) than do those working in the 
factories. In the industrial district surrounding Prato, for example, periods of 
furia, or great intensity, alternate with those in which there is little or no woric 
in the sweater and related clothing industries; market cycles are shaped by 
seasonal variation of the fashion industry. 

5) Home-based workers also have less absenteeism and show greater 
willingness to accept lower remuneration and graver working conditions than 
their factory-working counterparts (Crespi et 5. 1975:11). 

Bressan (1997) details the subcontracting networks in Prato. 
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6) Domicile workers do not require the same type of personal administration 
as do factory workers. This in part is because domicile workers are paid by 
piece whereas factory workers are paid on an hourly basis. Different 
motivations for work underlie these different forms of labor organization. 

Italian labor analysts, who recognize that domicile workers are rarely unionized, view 

home-based workers as more exploited than site-based workers. The majority of domicile 

workers in central Italy are women (80 percent of Crespi's sample in Umbria were women 

in a sample of 732). It is largely a female workforce that labors in inferior conditions often 

characterized by instability and low pay. 

Why have women historically done domicile work? Undocumented work in some 

ways accommodates to "workers' desires" (Blim 1990:165; 117). For example, some 

married women say they prefer lavoro nero because their eamings are taxfree and they are 

already entitled to medical insurance through their husband's jobs. Working at home 

provides them with the flexibility of taking in a lot of work when they have the time and 

less work when they do not. They trade a sense of flexibility—of not having to answer to 

the quotidian demands of a boss—for low wages. Respondents in Crespi's study 

(1975:48-49) cited contributions to the family income (41 percent) and staying within the 

family (30 percent) as their primary reasons for preferring to do domicile work. A minority 

(10 percent) cited the "lack of an alternative" as their primary reason. The major advantage 

to domicile work was the possibility to dedicate themselves to the home and children (65 

percent). 

One morning in spring 1997 while at a bar having a cappuccino and cometto with 

Chiara, a mother of elementary-school boys and a middle-school girl, the topic of work 

came up. Chiara worked in a small room on the ground floor of her house, using a surger 

to sew body and sleeve pieces into finished sweaters. She offered the following estimate of 

her domicile wage eamings: 

• Per-Piece Eamings: 400 lire (approximately 25 cents) 
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• Quantity: 100 sweaters per day 
• Hourly Earnings: 6,000 lire (about $3.60 per hour) 
• Time: seven hours daily 
• Daily Earnings: 40,000 lire per day (about $25) 
• Monthly Earnings: 900,(XX) lire (about $562.50) 

These monthly earnings of 900,000 lire for an experienced sweater finisher such as 

Chiara compare to approximately £1,937,469 per month in 1996, plus benefits (which cost 

a firm almost this much again), in earnings by a worker who is fully employed in a sweater 

factory in the same town. Women participate in their own exploitation because working in 

the sector of lavoro nero offers flexibility. They are available when their children come 

home from school at 12:50 p.m. (typically two days a week) or 4:30 p.m. (typically three 

days a week). They have a sense of autonomy since there is no foreman looking over their 

shoulder to control them; however, to be retained by a reliable firm, they must produce 

steadily and at times furiously, and it is all but impossible for them to refuse work when 

there is furia, rush, as my experience working in a small firm revealed to me. The seasonal 

variations in labor demands give domicile workers breaks during which they can devote 

more time to family. With hard work and long hours they do earn important income. Chiara 

told me she spent over £300,000 of her earnings to purchase each of her children a pair of 

shoes. "'La vita casta troppo" life costs too much. 

Women trade low-pay work for "autonomy," yet it is an autonomy that participates in 

the very type of concealment I am suggesting. This point was made clear to me when I 

returned to my fieldsite in 1999, and unexpectedly found myself attending the funeral of 

Chiara's 43-year-old husband. In their talk about the young widow, people in the 

community asked, "What will she do? She doesn't work. She doesn't have a mestiere, a 

craft." Some parents who knew her children did not know she worked nearly ftill-time out 

of her home; others discounted her work as legitimate because they knew how little it paid. 

Her situation is one of many that reveal how concealment operates at least at two levels: 

first, the hidden nature of lavoro nero means that they do not receive standard levels of 
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remuneration (established by trade unions) nor do they accumulate funds for future 

retirement; second, "hidden" work prevents those who do it from gaining the prestige 

normally associated with work in the public sector. In effect, their work is discounted at a 

symbolic level and fuels the ideology of a gendered domestic/private space. The structure 

of domicile work in the 1990s and the contradictions as well as concealments it creates are 

familiar; they resemble those of the straw weavers from a century earlier. 

Conclusions; Historicity. Women's Work and Family-Making 

During my fleldwork, people often told me that "before" women did not work. As I 

repeatedly discovered evidence to the contrary—in interviews, conversations, archival 

material as well as secondary sources—I began to view this claim as a hegemonic 

falsehood. I use the term hegemonic because this figure of the non-working woman 

naturalizes women as "mothers" and "housewives." The Italian-woman-as-housewife is 

rendered problematic, however, once one attends to intersecting histories and 

reconceptualizes the anthropological subject (here, the quiet-revolutionary woman) in terms 

of world history.32 domicile worker's link to world history occurred through 

articularing modes of production. This analytic direction is particularly useful in the context 

of prewar central Italy, where a seigniorial sharecropping system existed alongside a strong 

patriarchal family form and where women commonly engaged in activities connected to a 

global capitalist market. As such, women were simultaneously situated within capitalistic 

modes of production (the global market economy), tributary modes (the sharecropping 

economy), and kin-ordered modes (the patriarchal household). Changes occurring within 

these modes influenced the social transformations and adjustments that led to the quiet 

revolution. I have suggested elsewhere (Chapters 3,4 and 5) that cultural transformations 

Eric Wolf (1982) and Sydney Mintz (1985) have so strongly and influentially urged that we do so. 
See discussion in Roseberry (1989:148). WoIPs influence is explored in Schneider and Rapp (1995). 
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were brought about largely through sweeping changes in the economic system. New class-

and gender-based ideologies accompanied these transformations. Together, new desires for 

middle-class status and new requirements for a (gendered) culture of responsibility, in turn, 

"necessitated" that couples have smaller families. 

Central Italian women have a long history as workers, yet as the title and content of 

this chapter suggest, they also have a long history of having their work concealed, denied 

and devalued. Demographers' explanations correlate women's "new" entry into the 

workplace with a reduction in the number of children they have. Such explanations fuel a 

gender ideology that denies acknowledging women historically as producers and thereby 

naturalizes them as reproducers. In the preceding pages, I have disclosed the processes that 

have led to such devaluations and negations. Women's domicile labor was historically 

located in the context of the family, i.e., it was performed within the kin mode of 

production. This mode of production was historically replete with gender ideologies, 

beginning with the patriarchal family form, an accompanying gendered division of labor 

and comitant hierarchies of social space. 

I argue for reconceptualizing the space of la casa. The casa is not merely a symbol 

but a social as well as discursive space that has enabled and perpetuated the concealment of 

women's work. Women who worked in a domicile context were devalued because of the 

association with the private or domestic domain. Labor activities associated with "the field" 

carried more prestige than those associated with "the house." Discourses about women's 

exclusive "home" work have erased forms of women's work as well as enabled the 

perpetuation of capital relations and accumulations by some (at the expense of others). 

Discounting women's labor because it was performed in a domicile context has served as 

ideological fodder for constructing "proper" gender roles.^^ The concealment and denial of 

Well-known regional artist Quinto Martini has two sculptures, The Wait and Behind the Shutter, 
in the Parco Museo of Seano that relate to the theme of women, social space and subaltern status. Each 
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women's economic contributions has also served to reproduce patriarchal structures of 

prestige and power. 

Demographers' stories about non-working Italian women becoming woridng women 

participate in this culture of concealment. It is a process which draws on ideologies of 

kinship, gender and social space to conceal the historic participatiion of women in the labor 

force. Taken as a whole, the ongoing concealments serve a modem version of patriarchy, 

one clearly linked to the state and its ongoing projects of nation-building. In the context of a 

nation-state that has officially declared its birthrate as "too low" but is unwilling to take 

national steps to change it because of the looming negative memory of fascist pronatalist 

politics, the move to construct histories in which women figure "naturally" as mothers and 

housewives serves an undeclared pronatalist agenda. 

work depitcts a woman peeking out from a barely cracked door as though held hostage at the doorstep of her 
own home (Fagioli 1997:94-97). 
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vn. DEMCXJRAPKIC DISCOURSE, THE NATION AND 'NEW RAASM 

The current record-low birthrate of Italian women has generated lively debate about 

the future of the nation. In Italy, the average number of children per woman has arrived at 

around 1.2, a level demographers have assessed as "likely the lowest ever documented in 

the history of humanity for a large-scale population," (Golini et al. 1995:1; Istat 1996a). 

This chapter, which draws on the social context related to the current demographic situation 

in Italy, has three objectives: 1) to expose the strategies demographers use to frame the 

birthrate in Italy as a "problem"; 2) to argue that this exercise of scientific authority has 

powerful and hegemonic consequences in terms of producing demographic knowledge; and 

3) to suggest these consequences include denying women their quiet revolution 1 (the 

process of rapid and comprehensive fertility decline that began in nineteenth-century 

Europe) as well as enabling the reproduction of racist discourse. 

Ethnography and Demography in the Evervdav 

As I described in the Introduction, the neighborhood where I lived the first year of 

my fieldwork was settled largely after World War n by former Tuscan peasants and 

Calabrian as well as Sicilian immigrants who had numerous siblings but few children 

themselves. People who became my friends told me painful stories about the racism they 

encountered when they first moved north, in the 1960s, when the textile industry of Prato 

was booming, and the economy beckoned people to leave the countryside to work in 

factories or artisan workshops. Similarly, former peasants who had toiled as sharecroppers 

' The term "quiet revolution" derives from Gillis, Tilly and Levine's (1992) edited volume. 
Admittedly, men were also important agents in the quiet revolution, particularly if we view it as an 
adjustment to tremendous social, political and economic transformations. Women, however, were its 
primary subjects and agents since their bodies, practices and possibilities were most directly affected by 
fertility decline. 
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and straw weavers told stories that attested to a sense of being stigmatized as "backward" 

and a desire of becoming "modem," a longing which figured powerfully into their filling 

niches that were explosively opening up and their adopting new parenting styles made 

possible through a process of selective tradition from the peasant past. 

One essential aspect of my fieldwork was my participation in community life as a 

parent of a first-grader in a local elementary school. The parents, mostly mothers of one or 

two children, congregated each afternoon in a courtyard outside the locked school until the 

bell rang, at which point the bidella (a bossy custodian who acted like a principal) unlocked 

the doors, and it was like the floodgates had just been opened: black grembiuli, school 

smocks with white collars and red bows, blurred past as the children came pouring out. I 

always made an effort to arrive at least 10 minutes before the bell rang to take part in the 

talk: school, children, politics, housework, jobs, families, immigrants. 

One day in March 1997, several mothers began speaking about the recent arrival of 

Albanians. 'Tuscans are carrying the Albanians on their backs," said one mother. She used 

the word carico, which means load. She then switched her target to Southern Italians. 

"Things are so bad in parts of Calabria that the women still have to go and bring in water 

from outside," she continued, pointing to the lack of infrastructure and implying that it is a 

backward place with backward people who prevent things from functioning. "These people 

don't really want to work. They're free-loaders, parasites." 

A Sicilian friend of mine took offense. She read into this woman's remarks a general 

anti-immigrant narrative and began to defend herself and her husband, stressing how hard 

they both work since moving to Tuscany four years ago. "I'm allergic to dust and yet I still 

go and clean. I couldn't find any other work here, but I go every morning and clean other 

people's houses," said the Sicilian mother of two. As a southern Italian who had 

experienced racism, she was quick to note it. 
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A few days later, at the bar where I regularly had breakfast with a group of five 

mothers, the conversation turned to gypsies. "At least the Albanians, the Chinese, the 

Africans, they work. What do the gypsies do? All they do is rob. They freeload. There's 

one gypsy kid in my brother's kid's school, and that kid's parents they don't pay taxes.... 

All they do is bring children into the world and then they abandon them—throw them into 

the streets to beg and rob. None of them work. All the gypsy women should be sterilized." 

These conversations led me to inquire into the racist schematic associations that exist 

at an everyday discursive level. Anti-immigrant talk easily segued into anti-Southern Italian 

discourse^ and readily encompassed gypsies and perceptions of "reckless" parenting. 

Demographic discourse was central to these daily moments of othering. The migrations of 

southern peoples frequently blended into one another in the way they arose in social 

conversation, political rhetoric, and media reports. Discourse about populations also 

included strategic and often racialized evaluations of reproductive practices. While such 

racialized discourses can be heard in everyday conversation, my research suggests that the 

media and demographic science hold tremendous sway in shaping popular perceptions and 

sounding population-related alarms. 

^ The so-called Southern Question, which was in the nineteenth century framed as a question of 
racial inferiority, has been a topic of discussion in Italy since the Italian nation was unified in 1861. As 
Gramsci noted, "The poverty of the Mezzogiomo was historically 'inexplicable' for the popular masses in 
the North; they did not understand that the unity had not taken place on a basis of equality, but as 
hegemony of the North over the Mezzogiomo in a territorial version of the town-country relationship—in 
other words, that the North concretely was an "octopus" which enriched itself at the expense of the South, 
and that its economic-industrial increment was in direct proportion to the impoverishment of the economy 
and the agriculture of the South (Gramsci 1971:70-71). See also Hall (1986). 

So, the northerner reasoned, if the Southerners hadn't been able to improve their economic condition 
after liberation from the Bourbons, this meant the causes of poverty were to be found in some innate 
deficiencies. Continues Gramsci: "There only remained one explanation—the organic incapacity of the 
inhabitants, their barbarity, their biological inferiority" (p. 71). Nineteenth-century sociologists of 
positivism led credence to such biological-determinist popular positions with their scientific claims of 
truths. "Thus a polemic arose between North and South on the subject of race," Gramsci writes, "and about 
the superiority or inferiority of North and South" (ibid.) 
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Broadening the Critical Focus 

In a programmatic statement about constructing a critical population studies, Susan 

Greenhalgh has suggested that we "broaden the critical focus" to include analyses of 

population science itself (1995b;878). Demographic practices, like any habitual practice, 

have become normalized and accepted to the point of becoming similar to a quotidian rite 

that seems so natural as to be beyond the scope of questioning.^ By unveiling several key 

underlying epistemologies of demographic practice, I question the taken-for-granted in 

population-science strategies. I am convinced that the project I undertake here is a 

necessary one if we are to understand the dire consequences of knowledge production that 

masquerades as neutral science and hence as "truth." As Greenhalgh notes in the closing 

line of her review essay, 

until we tackle the task of critically examining the discourses and practices 
of the hegemonic disciplines of population, anthropological knowledges 
about population will remain subjugated ones in the national and 
transnational spaces where power becomes policy and begins to spread 
(1995b:878). 

The potential manifestations of demographic knowledge into policy are numerous, ranging 

from pronatalist politics, such as those that became the norm under Italian fascism, to 

xenophobic anti-immigrant campaigns, rampant in Europe. 

Demographic science in Italy, whether concerning the movement of populations, 

births or deaths, must be understood within the broader European Union socioeconomic 

and political context as it moves toward a unified market, a process some critics have noted 

entails constructing a Fortress Europe.'^ Despite its "hot" and "superstar" economy,5 Italy 

^ Everyday body ritual among Americans was made to appear unfamiliar and strange in Horace 
Miner's now classic Nacirema culture (Miner 1956). With a parallel objective, I wish to make us question 
how "natural" statistical practices are and to see that they, too, are socially and historically constructed. 

Italy has been stigmatized by Northern European countries for its political instability and 
corruption as well as its comparatively "lax" immigration policies. A report for the Commission of the 
European Communities identified Italy as the worst of the Southern European countries, named as "weak 
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has been stigmatized in terms of its political instability and corruption as well as its lax 

immigration policies. An early 1990s report for the Commission of the European 

Communities identified Italy as the worst of the Southern European countries, targeted as 

weak spots in the erection of "fortress Europe" because of their "virtually unrestricted and 

uncontrollable increase of irregular migration" (Werth 1991:1, 23; emphasis original). 

More recently, Italy's inclusion in the Monetary Union of Europe was doubtful. In 1996, 

finance ministers were uncommitted to including Italy in the monetary union, and a New 

York Times correspondent referred to pressure on the country to get its "financial house in 

order" (NYT 1996, Nov. 15, quoted in Schneider 1998). 

The low Italian birthrate is frequently juxtaposed in popular media reports against the 

growing non-European immigrant population and easily becomes linked to fears about the 

demise of an Italian "race" and the disappearance of European culture.^ What is the source 

of this alarm? Are only the media alarmist or can this sense of alarm also be detected in the 

reports and discourses of demographic science? 

spots•' in the erection of "fortress Europe" because of their "virtually unrestricted and uncontrollable increase 
of irregular migration" (Werth 1991:1, 23; emphasis original). See also Martiniello and Kazim 1991. 

^ On the "hot" Italian economy, see Friedman 1997. Historian Paul Ginsberg (1990:408) writes, 
"By the late 1980s Italy claimed to have overtaken Britain, to become the fifth largest industrial nation of 
the Western world, after the United States, Japan, West Germany and France. Giovanni Goria, then Treasury 
Minister, first made this claim in January 1987. It has been hotly disputed ever since." See also 'The 
Economist: A Survey of the Italian Economy," Italian Journal 1988 (1): 31-48. 

^ Elsewhere (Krause 1998), I use a discourse-centered approach to analyzing racism and compare in 
greater depth the "new" racism against non-European immigrants and "old" forms of racism against 
Southern Italians. I originally explored this theme in a 199S seminar on "Language and Racism" with Jane 
Hill at The University of Arizona; see Hill 1993 and 1999. Recent works in English on Italian racism are 
Carter 1997, Cole 1998. In Italian, see Palanca 1999. Gramsci (1971:70-71) discusses notions of 
"biological inferiority" and makes convincing links to nineteenth-century positivist sociology and the 
Southern question. 
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The Paradox of 'RationaF Reproduction 

Demographic data, as Silvana Patriarca notes (1998:79), have long occupied "a 

fundamental role in the symptomatology of the national 'body'," i.e., a role of providing a 

diagnostic tool for monitoring the social and economic well-being of the national body 

politic. A social historian of Italian statistics, Patriarca examines the role of statistics in the 

early period of Italian nation-statehood, the 1860s and 1870s. In terms of a path by which a 

nation-state might know itself, statistics was the "state knowledge par excellence." Her 

description of the role of statistics seems applicable today: as a "governmental science," 

which produced an "objective and scientific evaluation of the level of 'civilization' of a 

country" (Patriarca 1998:78). As such it even functioned as the "official ideology of the 

state and its apparatus" (Romanelli 1980:769, cited in Patriarca 1998:78).^ 

Statistics' role of providing a diagnostic tool for monitoring the social and economic 

well-being of the national body politic continues in the current demographic climate. 

Awareness of this historic role helps us make sense of the ways demographers of the 

1990s characterize the Italian body politic based on a central demographic indicator: 

fertility, the actual reproductive performance of the population.® Demographers frequently 

depict the fertility rate as "very low," and as a serious threat to the future of the nation, even 

as symptomatic of a "loss of appetite," one whose etiology may be rooted in a "true and 

real anorexia" (Livi-Bacci 1994:14, discussed below).^ 

^ In Watkins' theory of "demographic nationalism," she suggests a link between the decline in 
fertility and mass identification with a nation, which began to take hold after 1870 (Watkins 1992:285). 
The decline in demographic diversity within countries may be viewed as a consequence of the increased 
social integration within national boundaries. Three processes likely contributed to greater demographic 
uniformity, according to Watkins: market integration, state formation, and nation building (1992:282). The 
distribution of commodities, as well as ideas, across the whole of a national territory contributed to a sense 
of participation in a national community. Language is also relevant in this approach, for it occupies a 
primary role in the imagining of the nation and the dissemination of ideology (Anderson 1991). Urla (1993) 
investigates the powerful role of language-related statistics in the making of national identities. 

® This standard definition is derived from the Population Reference Bureau's Glossary of Population 
Terms available on the website http://www.prb.org. 

^ The term "etiology" refers to the science of disease causes or origins (Foster 1976, Young 1976). 

http://www.prb.org
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Employing an "archaeology of knowledge" (Foucault 1972), I analyzed authoritative 

and broadly cited texts written by well-known Italian demographers(see Table 7.1). I 

initially consulted these texts because they dealt with Italian fertility. Upon reading them, I 

was surprised to find such consistency in terms of the demographers' view of Italian 

women's fertility: in general, their work frames it as a "problem." I became interested in 

how the demographers describe the "problem," particularly in light of global concerns over 

overpopulation and resource consumption. What specific descriptions do they offer of the 

cuaent demographic situation? How do they explain the problem? Where do they look for 

causes or etiologies? Might their etiologies provide a way to unveil a possible ideological 

project underlying Italian demography? 

Demographers deploy a constellation of factors to create a view of low fertility as a 

problem. I argue their language indexes'' a type of modernity whose core logics have been 

tumed upside down. These core logics are anchored in an assumption of a certain type of 

procreation as "rational" behavior. As Jane and Peter Schneider point out, "Europeans 

appear in a great deal of early and classical population theory as paragons of rationality, 

their minds disciplining their bodies on behalf of long-range goals" (1996:5). These long-

range goals were thought to be rational responses to Malthusian predictions about 

This chapter examines the following texts: Golini 1991, 1994; Golini, De Simoni, Citoni 1995; 
Palomba 1991; Livi-Bacci 1994; Lori. Golini, Cantalini 1995; Palomba, Menniti, Mussino and Moors 
1987; Volpi 1996; Istat 1995, 1996b. I located several of these sources at the Statistics Library of the 
Universita di Firenze. Dr. Livi-Bacci graciously gave me permission to use the library in the Department of 
Statistics and provided me with the names of important It^ian demographers whose work informed my 
research. I shared with Dr. Livi-Bacci the abstract of a paper entitled "Writing Against Demography" 
(Krause 1996), and hence made him aware of my critic^ sensibilities. We are both well aware of the 
difficult challenge of interdisciplinary woilc between demography and sociocultural anthropology though 
valiant attempts have been made recently (see edited volumes by Greenhalgh 1995, Kertzer and Fricke 1997; 
see also Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1997). I am also aware that much of my knowledge about the structure 
of Italian society would not be possible without the statistically grounded, hard work of demographers. 

'' On indexicality, see in particular Ochs (1990) as well as Silverstein (1976) and Mertz (1985). 
Ochs' distinction between direct and indirect indexicality has been fruitfully develop^ by Hill (1999), who 
has applied it to her work on Mock Spanish. She suggests non-native Spanish spe^ers' use of Mock 
Spanish directly indexes the speaker's "congenial persona"; however, indirectly the usage indexes pejorauve 
aspects that are essentially racist and never acknowledged. 
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disastrous overpopulation and resource depletion. Demographer Ansley Coale used the 

well-known phrase "calculous of conscious choice" to refer to how Europeans had become 

"rational" in their intimate and private lives (ibid.). The core dualism of modernization 

theory applied to reproductive behavior historically connected the use of birth control "to a 

rational turn of mind," so that "traditional values" were opposed to "modem values." The 

traditional-modem dichotomy parallels that between "natural" and "controlled" fertility 

(Schneider and Schneider 1996:5; see also Coale and Treadway 1986, Greenhalgh 1996). 

Prolific reproducers were stigmatized as backwards, and in demographic parlance 

pejoratively described as "laggards." 

The "bassissima" or super-low fertility of Italians, and other Europeans, throws that 

old dichotomous irrational/backward vs. rational/modem model into crisis. The population, 

assumed to be rational—according to the laws of a linear evolutionary modernization 

model—is exhibiting self-destructive behaviors that predictably will lead to population 

decline rather than lasting equilibrium. 

The paradox is this: The measuring-stick that demographers long used to mark 

"rational" reproductive behavior no longer has units that work for them. In the old 

scenario, it was enough to divide reproductive behavior into two halves; those who 

practiced "uncontrolled" or "natural" fertility were labeled as "laggards" and viewed as 

backward and irrational; those who practiced "controlled" fertility were "leaders" and 

viewed as modem and rational'^. Now Italians control their fertility, and hence would be 

This language was common to the Princeton Fertility Project (see Coale and Watkins 1986). 
Such dichotomies between modem/rational and traditionalAirrational appear in Livi-Bacci (1977:244, 257), 
which Schneider and Schneider have discussed (1991:891). Note the assumption of rationality in Livi-
Bacci's description of the fertility of five villages in central Italy 1921-30 as "sensibly lower than that of 
the Hutterites," a population whose known maximum fertility rates led it to be used in the Princeton 
Fertility Project; fertility of a given population was presented as a percentage of the Hunerites' since it was 
the highest on record (Livi-Bacci 1977:13; 56). Furthermore, that demographers viewed "controlled" fertility 
as "rational" fertility is clear in statements such as the following: "Six children per woman are, 
undoubtedly, a heavy burden," (Livi-Bacci 1977:90). Looking back from how children in Italy in the 1970s 
or 1990s are reared, yes, six seems burdensome. But a 19th-century peasant woman in a rigid hierarchical 
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rational according to the old demographic transition theory rules.But now, with the new 

zero population rules, their "bassissima" or super-low, fertility becomes a sign once again 

of "irrationality." 

I suggest this logic depends on a "racial rationality" in terms of the perception of zero 

population. As we shall see, culture and civilization have been racialized in demographic 

discourses. Given the historic role of women as reproducers of the nation (and hence the 

race), it is perhaps no surprise that women's behavior becomes a source for demographers' 

alarmism. 

I have identified and named three strategies that demographers commonly use to 

portray the low birthrate as so low as to be irrational: 1) The "Attack on Rationalism," the 

most direct strategy, is characterized by demographers' use of language that makes the 

reproductive practices underlying the trend appear irrational, self-destructive, and even 

immoral; 2) The "Heterodoxy Tactic" occurs when demographers use language that paints a 

picture of the trend as diverging from accepted doctrines or opinions; 3) The "Never-

Before-Documented" strategy occurs when the birthrate is described as so low as to be 

beyond imagination. 

Examples of the first type, the Attack on Rationalism, can be found on several 

occasions. Golini (1991:vii) describes the current rate of reproduction as contrary to "what 

good sense suggests" (excerpt 1 .b). He describes as "sensibly higher" other regions where 

birthrates are well above those in Emilia Romagna (excerpt 1 .e). The second type, the 

Heterodoxy Tactic, occurs where Golini describes demographic U^nds as being on 

system of patriarchy lived according to a different set of affective and care-taking relations, and six children 
meant something very different in the 1870s than it did in the 1970s (see Barbaagii 1996[I984]:2S, 
Saraceno 1996:145). Disciplinary logics can blind us from the logics of specific cultural systems. 

These notions are based in linear evolutionary modernization models, as Greenhaigh (199Sa:S-6) 
discusses. See also Greenhalgh's essay on the history of demographic science (1996). 
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"absolutely heterodox trajectories." The accepted and desirable trajectory, by contrast, is 

zero population growth (excerpt I.b). Golini's description of Italian demographic 

tendencies as "provoking in the population...a true and real 'mutation'," (excerpt 3) also 

reveals his view that the behavior is unorthodox. Heterodox trends are viewed as 

dangerous, and this message is communicated in language found, for example, in Lori, 

Golini, Cantalini (1995), where they describe the transformations as having "radically 

modified, and in some cases unhinged, the entire structure of the whole society" (excerpt 

10). 

The third type, "Never-Before-Documented," is the most subtle yet pervasive strategy 

for depicting the low birthrate as a problem. We read of a "level of denatality never touched 

by another stable population," (1 .d) of an expert who "retained that such a level of 

denatality was 'impossible,'" (l.f), of "negative records," (l.g), of a birthrate that has 

"sunk to the lowest level in the world (6), of a "first time" phenomenon occurring only in 

times of war (7), and of a phenomenon beyond prediction: 

None of the Italian scholars that work on population would have thought to 
imagine some thirty years ago that in the *9(^ the average number of 
children per woman in our Nation would have arrived at the level of 
around 1.2—the lowest in the world and likely the lowest ever documented 
in the history of humanity for a large-scale population (excerpt 9). 

Rather than being a statement condemning Italian scholars for their inability to foresee the 

current population trend, taken in the broader discursive context this statement suggests that 

the National trend is so dramatic that it has taken even the most rational minds—those of 

scholars—by surprise. 

'Loss of Appetite or Anorexia?*; A Demographer's Etiology of Very Low 
Fertility 

The most blatant instance of current demographic discourse serving as 

symptomatology of the national body comes in Livi-Bacci's analogy of demographers who 

work on the topic as being "in the worrisome position of the doctor faced with the case of 
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an adolescent who refuses food" (Livi-Bacci 1994:14). This suggestion of very low 

fertility as a sign of a national anorexia appears in the important Tenderize demogrqfiche e 

politiche per la popolazione, known as the Third Report on the Italian demographic 

situation, funded by the national population research institute (Irp). In an introductory 

essay, Livi-Bacci suggests the cause for this loss of appetite is either destined to work itself 

out naturally or destined not to do so, in which instance "we are facing a case of anorexia." 

This analogy exemplifies the "Attack on Rationalism." It frames reproductive activities of 

Italians as far from rational for anorexia is considered neither reasonable nor sensible but 

rather a debilitating, self-destructive, disorder on the order of hysteria and insanity. 

Livi-Bacci's choice of "loss of appetite" as a metaphor for bassissima fecundita, very 

low fertility, implicates low fertility as a behavior that is medicalized as well as 

pathologized. One hears the distant echoes of that old Durkheimian concept of anomie, to 

characterize the society that is falling apart, the society whose members no longer adhere to 

the rules, the society whose patterns signal a deep-seated and self-destmctive malady, one 

which may or may not be resolvable. In offering possible etiologies for this societal 

condition, Livi-Bacci identifies one as physiological, the other as pathological. He argues if 

the cause for the loss of appetite, or very low fertility, is rooted in something physiological, 

then "there is hope that social-political interventions can favor a demographic re-equilibrium 

with an upsurge in fertility" (Livi-Bacci 1994:14). Is he advocating pronatalist measures? 

The "physiological" oddly appears to stand for the social judging by the four factors he 

identifies as possibly driving low fertility: 

[I]f the very low actual fertility is the consequence of the tiresome 
adjustment to a revolution that has brought millions of women into the 
workforce, of the economic difflculty of the nuclear family faced with new 
and more demanding models of consumption, of education investments 
that are too long and expensive, of a complex lifestyle that weighs heavily 
due to inefficient social organization, then we are in "physiology" and not 
in "pathology" (Livi-Bacci 1994:14). 
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The second possible explanation, by contrast, is "pathological": 

But it could also be that we are facing a hard "refusal" of procreation that is 
rooted in a level of value choices beyond the influence of context and hence 
a true and real anorexia. In the first case, one can intervene to reverse the 
tendencies considered as negative; in the second there is no hope, or it is 
minimal, and one needs to equip the society to deal with long-term 
consequences (Livi- Bacci 1994:14; my emphasis and translation). 

This begs for pause. Who is engaging in a "hard refusal" to procreate (his words) if 

not women? Without naming women, the language nevertheless most strongly indexes and 

implicates women, who ultimately are the sex/gender whose reproductive behaviors figure 

most centrally into demographers' calculations. (Men do not matter when it comes to 

calculations of fertility rates; female cohorts are almost exclusively used to calculate 

standard demographic indicators, such as total fertility rate.)'^. Furthermore, anorexia is a 

disorder typically associated with women and with infertile women at that. The implication, 

then, is that women, angst-ridden and body-obsessed, are rejecting the responsibility to 

refurbish the nation. This rejection appears as amoral and irrational in demographers' 

accounts. 

The Three Pigs: A Local Theory 

There are many "reasons" circulating in Italian society about why the birthrate is so 

low. One of my favorite local explanations comes from Carolina Morelli. One day while I 

was at her house, sewing buttons on sweaters in a room designated for sweater-work, she 

offered me her theory of why women used to have lots of babies and why they no longer 

do. Women, she said were in the middle of three maiali, three pigs: the priest, the count, 

and the husband. The priest wanted couples to have sex only for reproduction, to increase 

bodies for his parish and souls for heaven; the padrone wanted lots of children because 

more arms meant a bigger harvest and a bigger share for him and his estate; the husband 

14 See glossary of terms, for example, of the Population Reference Bureau, http7/www.prfo.org. 

http://www.prfo.org
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wanted more people to order around. Now, nobody listens to the priest, the count no 

longer exists, and the husband views children as expensive drains on his time and 

pocketbook. 

Carolina's theory speaks to a perceived erosion of patriarchy. She views the trend 

toward small families as a positive one. The new generation so many Italians lament as 

egotistical for Carolina means independent-minded citizens who will not be so likely to fall 

for political movements like fascism. And her daughter will be able to work as an engineer. 

Figli programmati sono figli fortunati, she likes to say. Planned children are lucky children. 

Demographers' stories deny an important aspect of the quiet revolution: that it is a 

revolution, though often silently so, against patriarchy and the patriarchal structures of 

power that hierarchically ordered social relations for centuries. Their stories also serve as 

moral guide posts for blaming women. A New York Times article entitled "Population 

Implosion Worries a Graying Europe" frames low fertility as an "epidemic," one whose 

etiology can be located in women's "choosing work and education over having children" 

(Specter 1998). The article describes birthrates in many countries as being "in a rapid, 

sustained decline. Never before—except in times of plague, war and deep economic 

depression—have birthrates fallen so low, for so long." Plague. War. Deep economic 

depression. These three phenomena are clearly disasters, and we can deduce that the 

article's central message is that women's going to work is equivalent to a disaster on the 

order of plague, war, or deep economic depression. Easily forgotten are the important 

economic contributions that women historically made to their families and regional 

economies. In the area of central Italy where I worked, for example, women straw weavers 

comprised the leading force behind an industrializing countryside since they offered a cheap 

source of labor; the most extensive central Italian labor strikes of the nineteenth century 

involved these non-urban weavers, mostly women, working out of homes in the towns and 
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rural hamlets lining the banks of the Amo River.'5 Nearly every household in a census 

from 1901 contained at least one woman whose professional occupation was noted as 

trecciaiola, weaver.^® To reduce fertility decline to an epidemic-like scenario in which 

women are portrayed as the major carriers is to deny the social and economic upheavals that 

dramatically transformed people's lives and their location within kin, tribute and capitalist 

modes of production.'^ 

The Powerful Consequences of Population Knowledge 

Demographic writings carry weight because of their authorship by demographers, 

who are authorized to speak scientifically about population.'^ The publication entitled 

Tenderize demografiche e politiche per la popolazione (Golini 1994) resulted from a 

national project, undertaken by scholars at Irp, Istituto di ricerche sulla poplazione (Institute 

of Population Research) of the Consiglio nazionale delle ricerche (Italy's National Research 

Council).'^ The authors of the publication were "authorized" by this national research 

institute and hence their ideas carry authority. If they say the birthrate is a problem, and one 

of serious concern, their opinion receives media and public attention. 

In Italy, demographers and city officials have succeeded in making the body politic 

keenly aware of the low birthrate. Magazine articles, cartoons, newspaper reports, books, 

and internet sites attest to the diffuse popular perception of Italy's self-consciousness about 

Pescarolo (1991:35) details the labor strikes of 1896. 
Archivio del Comune di Carmignano, Censimento Generate della Popolazione del Regno D'ltalia, 

Provincia di Firenze, Frazione di Poggio A Caiano, 1901. 
See Wolf 1982, in particular Chapter 3 in which he defines capitalist, tributary and kin-ordered 

modes of production as the three modes that offer utility for revealing "the strategic relationships involved 
in the deployment of social labor by organized human pluralities" (1982:76). 

' ̂  In an essay exploring how knowledge is constructed in science, Joan Fujimura points out, "The 
stakes in the authoritarian batUes arc high" (1998:357). See also Haraway's (1988) classic critique of 
science. 

Golini (1994) was the fniit of larger Cnr project entitled Terzo Rapporto sulia situazione 
demografica italiarta. 
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a demographic trend that has put "the two-child model into crisis," as the one-child family 

moves in as substitute (Menniti et al. 1997:239). 

Italians are highly aware of the declining birthrate, and have been at least since the 

early 1980s. Results of a comparative survey conducted between 1983-84 in Italy and the 

Netherlands found that 93 percent of the Italians and 63 percent of the Dutch knew that the 

birthrate had been declining. The more aware a population was of declining birthrates, the 

more it viewed the trend negatively. The study's authors underscored this important 

difference: In Italy, about 2.5 times as many respondents evaluated the birth decline 

negatively; in the Netherlands, there was a very high percentage of people (40 percent vs. 

10 percent in Italy) who were "indifferent to the problem," (Palomba, Menniti, Mussino, 

Moors 1987:8).20 We might pause to note that air»..ady, in the mid-1980s, the declining 

birthrates were being framed as "a problem." The authors attributed this "stronger 

pronatalist trend" of Italians to the influence of Roman Catholicism. Alternatively, the cause 

of the negative evaluation might be explored more broadly to include how much attention 

demographers in the respective countries have paid to these trends, and how aggressively 

they have peddled their findings to the media. After all, public opinion about demographic 

events "is very much influenced" by daily newspapers and periodicals, according to 

Palomba and Righi (1993:10), authors of a booklet that examines media reportage of 

demographic trends. 

In Italy, numerous studies have probed possible "solutions" to reverse the fertility 

trend, but demographers are careful not to assume blatantly pronatalist stances for fear of 

being linked to the fascist demographic campaigns of the 1920s and 1930s, during which 

prizes for large families were given, taxes for celibacy imposed, and penalties for voluntary 

The findings were published by the Council of Europe and affiliated with the European 
Population Committee, whose stated goal is to "promote better understanding of demographic implications 
at ^1 levels of political decision-making." 
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sterilization and abortion levied as strategies to augment the birthrate (Palomba 1991:166; 

see also de Grazia, Fry 1998, Krause 1994, Passerini 1987, Schneider and Schneider 

1996, Triolo 1989). 

The proliferation of demographic studies on the low birthrate, however, is a type of 

knowledge production that may serve as a sneaky sort of pronatalism. As studies 

proliferate, the low fertility increasingly is reported in the media as a problem, and often in 

alarmist tones. Palomba and Righi in their study cautioned that "alannist tones used to 

speak about declining birthrate, migration and aging may generate excessive concern on the 

part of public opinion." Furthermore, "demographic information is frequently distorted, 

sensationalized and changed to suit journalistic ends" (Palomba and Righi 1993:9-10). 

Their accusations against the media may certainly be true, but given the alarmist directions 

that demographers themselves systematically map out in their own work, it seems 

demographers such as Palomba are not taking time to examine the hegemonic discourses of 

their own discipline and the effects of power that they have. It does not take too much 

imagination to see how the "problem" gets "distorted" in the hands of media wordsmiths 

and spinmasters. Given the descriptions in scientific demographic reports, how much 

distorting can be blamed on the media alone? 

Italy in 1989 officially joined the U.N. list of European countries whose governments 

view the level of fertility as too low (Palomba 1991). Italy's and other European country's 

official pronatalist position is interesting in light of global debates about overpopulation 

advocating fertility reduction as an important objective of international policy. This neo-

Malthusian agenda presumes the following: "low rates of population growth are beneficial; 

more rapid fertility declines are better than slower declines; and population stabilization is 

an ultimate goal" (Hodgson and Watkins 1997:470). 

By contrast, not only do Italian demographers frame the "very low" birthrate as a 

"problem," but they specifically warn against those who might question this stance: 
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scholars must use logic to combat the ill-informed, folkloristic, and, when 
expressed by persons with public responsibility, the irresponsible 
positions of those who retain that the very low actual birttvate is a good 
thing because it reduces the environmental risks and because—in general— 
"we are too many." These positions bring to mind the person who wants to 
shorten the height of a tree blocking a panorama and, in doing so, saws at 
the trunk a good meter just above the roots (Livi-Bacci 1994:15). 

In this passage, the tree figures the nation, and the person who cuts the tree down to its 

roots is portrayed as cutting off its life-blood. Similarly, the person who supports the low 

birthrate shares the same position as the person cutting off the tree to its trunk and hence 

advocates cutting off the life blood of the nation. This prestigious demographer thereby 

negates counter discourses such as that expressed in the penultimate paragraph of the 

aforementioned New York Times article: "The truth is there doesn't have to be a 

demographic catastrophe," said Lalla Golfarelli, head of family planning in Bologna. 

"...Immigration can solve this problem. If people would just open their minds they would 

realize there are enough people on this earth to go around" (Specter 1998). That apparently 

is not the point Italian (and European) demographers wish to make. 

The data convincingly suggest that demographers have embraced a "national" project 

of raising awareness among the population about the trend and moving them to believe the 

birthrate is a problem with the goal of changing behavior. This tactic constitutes an effort to 

get the population to consent to a new hegemonic project of the state.^J This project. 

My concept of hegemony draws heavily on Gramsci's notion (1971) as later developed by Rebel 
(1989), Roseberry (1994), B. Williams (1991), and R. Williams (1977). 

Italy in recent years has avoided nationwide pronatalist measures. This appears to be changing. In 
May 1999, a government forum on the family recommended tripling deductions allowed to families for 
children dependents (,Sole 24 Ore). Individual cities have offered couples direct incentives to procreate. I am 
aware of several cases: in May 1999, the city of Milan offered a million lire per month ($600) to couples in 
residence for at least 15 years who have or would like to have children (La Repubblica 5 May 1999). In 
Cremona, a city with one of the lowest levels of natality of any Italian city (6 per 1,(XX)), the city offered 
housing incentives for young couples (Corriere della Sera, June 7, 1995); Bagnone, a small town near 
Massa Carrara with a birth rate equal to that of Cremona, offered £5(X),()00 ($300) to couples for each birth 
(Corriera delta Sera, Feb. 20, 1995). 
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however, competes with another one: a hegemonic attitude toward family size that has led 

families all over Europe to have small families.22 

Demographic Discourses. Low Fertility and "New" Racisms 

Italian demographers' projections of sub-zero population growth, as frequently 

reported in the Italian media, contribute to fears and anxieties toward immigrants, who are 

seen as fulfilling alarmist demographic prophecies with regard to a future shortage of 

Italians in the labor force and the demise of an Italian "race." This sentiment of fear was 

expressed by a former Labor Minister who called on Italians to produce more babies "to 

keep away armadas of immigrants from the southern shores of the Mediterranean" 

(Martiniello and Kazim 1991:88).23 One does not have to look long or hard to detect 

negative associations between the low birthrates of Italians and the increasing number of 

immigrants. Consider this headline from La Nazione, a national daily. 

More cradles empty, Italy grows only due to CuIIe piii vuote, Tltalia cresce 
immigrant supply solo per I'apporto degli immigrati^^ 

The article sets up a false cause-and-effect relationship, implying immigrants represent the 

only reason for population growth. The population, however, is also aging. Life 

expectancy has risen to 74 years for men and 80 for women. 

Immigrants are well aware of the racism underlying demographic discourse. In a dark 

comedy produced by the multicultural theaatrical group Ravenna qfricana, the so-called zero 

growth becomes the topic of discussion among three Africans who have immigrated to Italy 

to make a living as street vendors (Gabrieli 1998:92-94): 

See Schneider and Schneider 1996. This hegemonic attitude toward small families became a major 
political issue under the fascist pronatalist campaign (viz., de Grazia 1992, Horn 1994, Krause 1994, 
Passerini 1987, Saraceno 1990, Schneider and Schneider 1991). Italian demographers are quick to distance 
themselves from the pronatalist campaign of the fascist era (for example, Palomba 1991:166). 

23 Interview originally published in L'Espresso, July 1990. 
27 Giugno 1996, La Nazione, p. 7. 
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IBA: Scrivero un romanzo. I'll write a novel. 
ABB: Come si chiamera? What will you call it? 
IBA: La mia Europa! My Europe! 
KHADIM: L'Europa e bella. Europe is beautiful. 
IBA: L'Europa e libera. Europe is free [democratic]. 
ABIE: Ci sono gli ospedali. There are hospitals. 
KHADIM: Ci sono le discoteche. There are discotheques. 
IBA: La discoteca e bella. The discotheque is nice. 
ABIE: Domani questa Europa sara nostra. Tomorrow Europe will be ours. 
KHADIM: Domani quando? When tomorrow? 
ABIB: Domani. Tomorrow. 
IBA: Sara la nostra Europa. Europe will be ours. 
KHADIM: Voi non fate piii figli. You [Europeans] don't have kids 

anymore. 
ABB: Le scuole chiuderanno. The schools will close. 
IBA: Gli ospizi si riempiranno. The hospices will empty out. 
KHADIM: Siete vecchi. You [Europeans] are old. 
ABB: Crescita zero. Zero population growth. 
IBA: Crescita zero. Zero growth. 
KHADIM: Noi siamo tanti. We are many. 
IBA: La fame in Africa e bruta. Hunger in I^irica is ugly. 
KHADIM: L'Europa e bella. Europe is beautiful. 
ABB: L'Europa e libera. Europe is free. 
IBA: Noi non vogliamo fare i voi cumpra. We don't want to be street vendors. 
KHADIM: L'Europa e bella. Europe is beautiful. 
ABB: Noi non siamo animali. We are not animals. 
IBA: Vu cumpra lavoro brutto lavoro merda. Street vending ugly work shit work. 
KHADIM: L'Europa e bella. Europe is beauti^l. 
ABB: Noi non siamo animali. We are not animals. 
IBA: La fame in Africa e ancora piij brutta. Hunger in Africa is still uglier. 
KHADIM: La nostra Europa... Our Europe. 
ABB: ...la daremo...ai nostri...bambini... ...We will give it...to 

our...children. 
IB A: Voi non avrete figli, quel giomo. You won't have children, one day. 
KHADIM: Crescita zero. Zero growth. 
ABB: Poveri bianchi...non avete piu sperma. Poor whites...you don't have any 

more sperm. 

The reference to Africans being well positioned to inherit the heritage, institutions and 

culture of Europe because Europeans "don't have kids anymore" plays directly on 

mainstream fears about the low birthrate and the future of below-replacement societies.^ 

^ Thanks to Teresa Picarazzi, assistant professor in The University of Arizona Department of 
French and Italian, for providing me with a copy of the script to this play. 
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Teun van Dijk suggests that racism is reproduced primarily through elite public 

discourse, as represented in political, corporate, media, educational and academic 

communication. The media therefore play "a central role in shaping the social cognitions of 

the public at large, if not of other influential elites" (van Dijk, 1993:242-243). The media 

exercise abundant influence in shaping social memories and in reproducing racist 

ideologies. The goal of discourse analysis is to make explicit presuppositions that enable 

the reproduction of racist ideology (1993:31, 257.) 

Alarmist language is one such enabling device and is also found in representations of 

the demographic relationship between the country's low birthrate and its aging population. 

An article in July 1997 entided "Italy? It is old and without children"^^ noted that in some 

regions of the center-north, the level of natality was below one child per couple. The report 

described Italy as having become "the oldest country in the world, a country of great-

grandparents." Minister of Health Rosy Bindi said, "If the increase in the life span is a 

conquest, the low level of natality is a sign of lost civility or at least of tragic uneasiness." 

The article did not explain why Bindi interpreted the decreased birthrate as an 

indicator of incivilta, or an ordeal of civility We can take a clue from an article reporting 

on the conference "Population and Environment in Developed Countries" sponsored by 

Cnr, the Italian national research council^® the previous year, in October 1996. Italian 

demographer Antonio Golini was the source of alarm, pointing out that the progressive 

aging of the Italian population "is at the moment inescapable." He predicted some 400 

counties (comuni) would be eliminated in the course of 34 years due to minimum 

La Stampa, 25 July 1997, p. 17; section, Economia and Finanza. Thanks to Massimo Bressan, 
anthropologist and director of IRIS, Istituto di Ricerche e Interventi Sociali, a social-economic research 
institute in Prato, for providing me with this article. 

I first read this phrase in Cuddihy 1987. 
The acronymn stands for Consiglio nazionale delle ricerche. The articles, "Allarme dei demografi: 

a causa della natalitk sotto zero spariranno centinaia di cittadine ialiane; Solo vecchi, via 400 paesi" e 
"Vecchi, pochi e spreconi" appeared in L'Unita, 29 ottobre 1996 along with an interview featuring Antonio 
Golini. 
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population requirements. "The very low fertility of Italian women," Golini sustained, 

"assures a generational exchange that is well below 40 percent of that which would insure 

zero growth." He suggested that the only solution to the problem of a rapidly rising median 

age of the population is to increase fertility from "only 1.1 actual children per couple to 2." 

The journalist took Golini to task for making statements that always "wake up the ghost of 

Italian extinction." Referring to another non-Italian demographer's estimate that an ideal 

population for Italy would be 21 million rather than 57 million to achieve optimal quality of 

life given available resources, the journalist asked, "Isn't it a little premature considering 

the problems of the survival of the earth?" Golini's answer; 

Effectively if we have a global view there's no 
problem. If the Italian population declines 
quickly the immigrants will arrive and amen. 
But we can't stop at this. I study Mayan 
civilization and just as I regret their 
disappearance, I can regret it if the Italian or 
European culture were to disappear. 

Effetivamente se abbiamo un' ottica 
mondiale non c'e nessun problema. Se la 
popolazione italiana cala in fretta arrivano 
gli immigrati e amen. Ma non possiamo 
fermarci a questo. lo studio la civilta 
maya e come mi displace della sua 
comparsa mi pu5 dispiacere che scompaia 
la cultura italiana o quella europea. 

Golini implies that immigrants are not capable of carrying forth the Italian civilization. Each 

of these discourses plays on social memory, e.g. the Renaissance, and indexes Italians as 

the bearers of a unique humanism. The implication is that certain genetic types (the ones 

that would lie in those empty cradles) are required to carry forth this civilizational legacy. 

Although the media have a powerful role in perpetuating alarmist sentiments, the authorities 

of knowledge, who have a much more thought-out agenda, occupy a powerful role in 

terms of constructing discourses that further their hegemonic project of increasing the 

birthrate of Italians. 

It seems safe to say that incentive programs offered to augment the birthrate arc meant 

to stimulate births to Italian nationals, not births to non-Europeans. A proposed pronatalist 

program in Milan limited monthly payments of one million lire to residents who had lived 
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in the city for at least fifteen years. The article, without any evidence of actual immigrant 

birthrates, noted that "In the shadow of the Madonna shrine are gli stranieri—foreigners— 

who continue to procreate while the Milanese, due to choice or economic difficulty, seem 

always less enthusiastic to confront the prospect of having a family." That the stranieri are 

described as in the shrine's shadow suggests they are not potential beneficiaries of the 

"blessings" of the madonna, i.e., a metaphoric reference to the administration (this figure 

also plays on the presupposition that non-Europeans are also non-Catholic). The Left 

accused the proposal as being anti-constitutional and having a racist odor (May 5, 1999, La 

Repubblica). 

There is, however, ambiguity in the current construction of Italian-ness. On the one 

hand. Southern Italians are counted along with Northern Italians to calculate national 

birthrates and to create a sense of an imagined community^^, of an homogeneous Italian 

"race." On the other hand, demographic statistics, reported in the media, highlight 

differences between North and South. Consider, for example, this newspaper portrait of 

the nation following the release of national Istat statistics: 

The changing Italy remains in fact tenaciously equal to itself in inequalities, 
with the Mezzogiomo that chases after the North, which is by now aligned 
with the most advanced models of the industrialized West. From birthrates to 
occupation, from exports to consumption, the statistics seem to illustrate two 
different countries.^o 

This well-known phrase comes from Benedict Anderson (1991). There is by now a rich literature 
on the anthropology of ethnicity and the nation-state. The review essay by Alonso (1994) provides an 
excellent entry point. 

II Sole 24 Ore, 12-24-95, section: Politica Italiana. "L'Annuario statistico 1995 scava negli 
aspetti piu nascosti del paese; L'Istat vede un'Italia che non fa figli e sempre spaccata tra Nord e Sud." 
Database search of newspaper articles, using key words "crescita" with "zero." Note that these types of 
divisions are what the separatist political party Lega Nord plays up. 
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Conclusions 

I have suggested demographic discourses participate in hegemonic projects at several 

levels. Demographers deploy alannist language and play on powerful metaphors to 

convince the public that the birthrate is too low. This sneaky pronatalism has at least two 

hegemonic consequences: the first is to silence the quiet revolution by denying women 

subjective rational agency and accusing them of failing their civilization; the second is to 

create a new context where old and new forms of racism can cross-fertilize. The 

proliferation of knowledge produced about the low birthrate and the persistent 

characterization of it as an alarming problem empowers "racializing discourses''^^ that 

contribute to the everyday re-production of racism. 

I recently heard former Sen. Bill Bradley remark in a speech to an oil industry 

business association for independent manufacturers that by the year 2050, "white" 

Americans will be the minority. "It's demography. It's not ideology," he said, advocating a 

pluralistic society that "takes more and more people to higher ground." Later, I overheard 

an audience member make a tasteless, horrific joke: that there would be need for another 

holocaust. I felt nauseous. The comment, however, reminded me of a central conviction: 

demography has a long and involved political history in terms of assisting in the 

management and control of populations. Our task^^^ then, becomes to critically examine 

purportedly scientific demographic discourses with the goal of recognizing and exposing 

the ideological and political-hegemonic ends to which such demographic knowledge and 

In an effort to contribute to the "untangling of the complexity of racism," Hill (1999) suggests 
that we explore questions such as, "What are the different kinds of racializing discourses?" and "in what 
kinds of contexts" do they occur? I came across her questions as I was revising this chapter and was re-
convinced by my own argument that demographic discourses now circulating in Italy and elsewhere in 
Europe, as well as in the United States, have powerful racializing effects. See The New York Times, 
"Hispanic Births in U.S. Reach Record High," Feb. 13, 1998. 

This goal does not preclude collaborations that have recently been suggested between 
demographers and anthropologists (e.g., Hammel and Friou 1997, Kertzerand Fricke 1997, Kertzer 1997). 
It does, however, require that such collaborations allow for critical reflection. 
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claims may be put. In this chapter, I have tried to demonstrate how demographic discourses 

in Italy easily become fodder for anti-immigrant alarmism as well as for depicting women 

as irrational subjects who are not fulfilling their role as the ultimate reproducers of the 

nation. More needs to be written on the silences that underpin the quiet revolution. 
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TABLE 7.1 Degree to which demographic texts portray Italian fertility as a problem 

I identified 10 key texts and then inventoried the authors' stances, evaluating them in 

terms of the degree to which they view the fertility rate as a problem. The findings are 

outlined in Table 7.1. The symbols used indicate the following: 

neutral, the author's position is not obvious 

V- subtly present, the low fertility is a problem, but scientific narrative 

avoids language that frames it as such 

V present, the low fertility is a problem, and scientific narrative clearly 

frames it as such 

V+ strongly present, the low fertility is a problem, scientific narrative 

reveals that the problem is serious through use of metaphors or 

indexical language. 

I did not use symbols for positions that framed the low fertility as not being a 

problem or as being a positive trend; I had developed such symbols but having not found 

any works that fell into this category, I eliminated them to avoid confusion. The first five 

references listed below derive from books; the second five from reports. 
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Author, date, title 
1. V+ Golini(1991) 

Introduction in Palomba, 
Crescita Zero 
fZero Growth) 

Textual evidence 
a) "In developed countries the problem is to 
know if and how one can stop the long and rapid 
decline of fertility..." (Golini 1991 :vii). 
b) In both cases of the European community and 
Italy, it is a "problem of knowledge for 
understanding much better...the mechanisms that 
are at the base of procreative behaviors that push 
demographic tendencies on absolutely heterodox 
trajectories, which have never been documented 
in human history and which are very far from 
near zero population growth that good sense 
suggests" (Golini 1991 :vii). 
c) "To judge how low this figure of births is, it is 
enough to consider that, if it were to remain 
constant for a long while, the Italian population 
would descend from 57.5 to 43-44 million" 
(Golini 1991:viii.). 
d) In the center-north one finds a "level of 
denatality never touched by another consistent 
population in the world" (Golini 1991:ix). 
e) "The median number of children per woman is 
between 0.9 and 1 in Emilia Romagna, in Friuli 
Venezia Giulia, in Liguria, when 2.05 children 
per woman would be necessary to insure a level 
of zero population growth. In other regions these 
indices are sensibly higher..." (Golini I991:ix). 
f) "In Italy few babies are bom, so few in fact 
that only a few years ago an expert retained that 
such a level of denatality was 'impossible' " 
(Golini 1991:xii). 
g) "The new demographic behaviors in the 
nupticu and procreative field...brings to mind an 
Italian specificity demographically speaking not 
only for the negative records that we mark in the 
field of denatality or of aging of the population, 
but also for our own capacity to change without 
rupture, to adapt ourselves to the new conditions 
of social life without creating fractures with our 
history and our convictions" (Golini 1991:13). 
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2. V- Palomba (1991) Palomba's language itself is neutral; however, 
Crescita "^ro Golini's introductory essay (see above) frames 

low fertility as a serious and alarming problem 
and hence gives one the sense that the analyses 
that follow are designed as "solutions." In this 
light. Chapter 6, entitled "Italians and 
Ciemographic Policies," is a carefully constructed 
analysis of respondents' replies to questions 
about their views of state interventions designed 
to increase fertility (Palomba 1991) 

3. V+ Golini (1994) Tenderize 
demografiche e politiche 
per la popolazione 
(Demographic tendencies 
and policies for the 
population^ 

4. V+ Livi-Bacci (1994) 
Introduction to Golini, 
Tenderize demografiche 

5. Volpi (1996) Figli d'ltalia 
(Children of Italy) 

"The Italian demographic tendencies are 
provoking in the population—quickly, but 
silently—a true and real 'mutation,' that has in 
itself the potential to unhinge the whole social and 
economic structure of the country" (Golini 
1994:8) 

"The topic of low fertility is perhaps the one that 
triggers the most emotional reactions. Whoever 
works on this topic is located in the worrisome 
position of the doctor faced with the case of an 
adolescent who refuses food. Are we dealing 
with a prolonged loss of appetite destined to 
disappear namrally or are we facing a case of 
anorexia? Are we talking about physiology or 
pathology?" (Livi-Bacci 1994:14). 

"Introduction: Gian Burrasca and the problem of 
children" (Volpi 1996:5). 

"But the contradiction between words and facts 
could also reveal, how shall we say it?, the guilty 
conscience (in the sense that the fewer children 
you have, the more you claim you desire them; 
the more the fertility rate of women declines, the 
more it creates a desire for them to be mothers) of 
a people—in this case, the Italians—for whom 
birth rate has undoubtedly sunk to the lowest 
level in the world" (Volpi 1996:31). 

"A grand problem remains to be examined...: that 
of the so-called age-stratified structure of the 
population. Let's begin, to explain ourselves, 
with the trend of genuine movement — or of the 
difference between births and deaths" (Volpi 
1996:83). 
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6. V- ISTAT (1996) Famiglia, 
abitazioni, servizi di 
pubblica utilitd (Family, 
housing, public 
transportation and 
services) 

"The decline in fertility that has characterized the 
Nation in the last few years has led to, on the one 
hand, a decrease of couples with children and an 
increase of those without children; and on the 
other hand, a lessening of the number of couples 
with three or more children and a 
contemporaneous increase in the weight of 
couples with an only child" (ISTAT 1996:23). 

7. V 

8.  V 

9. V 

ISTAT (1995) Annuario 
statistico italiano 1994 
(Annual Italian Statistics^ 

Palomba, Menniti, 
Mussino and Moors 
(1987) Attitudes Towards 
Demographic Trends and 
Population Policy 

10. V+ 

Golini, De Simoni, Citoni 
(1995) Tre scenari per il 
possibile sviluppo della 
popolazione delle regioni 
italiane al 2044 (Three 
scenarios for possible 
population development in 
Italian regions in 2044) 

Lori, Golini, Cantalini 
(1995) Atlante 
dell 'invecchiamento della 
popolazione (Atlantas of the 
aging of the population) 

"In 1993, for the first time in the demographic 
history of post-unification Italy, except obviously 
for the war years of 1917 and 1918, Ae genuine 
balance (live births less deaths) had a negative 
result of more than 5,000 units, due to arriving at 
a new historical low in terms of births, equal to 
538.000 (well 22,6000 less than the preceding 
year) corresponding to a natality quotient of 9.3 
per thousand inhabitants" (1995:55, cited in 
Volpi 1996:30). 

"In the last 20 to 30 years the Italian socio-
demographic situation has changed in many 
respects. The fertility decline is undoubtedly one 
of the most important changes, with respect to 
both its demographic-economic consequences 
such as an ageing population and the concomitant 
adjustments in the field of health care and social 
services, and to its sociocultural effects, such as 
changing attitudes toward marriage and children" 
(Palomba, Menniti et al. 1987:3). 
"None of the Italian scholars that work on 
population would have thought to imagine some 
thirty years ago that in the 'Ws the average 
number of children per woman in our Nation 
would have arrived at the level of around 1.2— 
the lowest in the world and likely the lowest ever 
documented in the history of humanity for a 
large-scale population"(Golini et al. 1995:1). 

"In the last decades all the attention and the effort 
of public opinion and political groups have turned 
toward the substantial economic and social 
transformations of the Nation, to the important 
political events— and to the fierce struggles that 
have accompanied them. We have been dealing 
with rapid and profound transformations that 
have radically modified, and in some cases 
unhinged, the entire structure of the whole 
society" (Lori et al. 1995:1). 
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VM. EPILOGUE: QUIET REVOLUTION, POWER, AND IDEOLOGY 

The starting-point of critical elaboration is the consciousness of what one 
really is, and in "knowing thyself as a product of the historical process to 
date which has deposited in you an infinity of traces, without leaving an 
inventory. 

— ANTONIO GRAMSCI, The Prison Notebooks (1971:324) 

The term "quiet revolution" has been used to describe the momentous change in 

reproductive patterns that has deeply touched Italian society. Why is this revolution quiet? 

It is a revolution, I believe, against a longstanding patriarchy and against the subaltern 

position of women. Yet it is not as though women can easily throw off the shackles of their 

own subordination when their position of subaltemity is deeply entangled with a complex 

of emotions, emotions which are differently felt in the context of romantic, parental, and 

familial love. Women who fall in love with men enter into relationships that have deep 

structures. In Italian society, as well as in other societies, these relationships are in essence 

prefigured: couples marry to make a family; a family is what happens when a couple has a 

child; the woman as mother becomes the most important caretaker in the child's life. These 

are hegemonic ideas and, as such, have historically benefited the perpetuation of the 

institution of patriarchy. In the context of the quiet revolution, these commonplace 

assumptions about the family are in crisis. 

A second reason for the quiet character of this revolution is to be found in another 

type of desire: commodity fetishism, of the sort promulgated by a society that has with 

tremendous velocity been jettisoned onto the freeways and into the jet streams of late 

capitalist bourgeois society. The workers who produce the "Made In Italy" clothing are the 

subjects of my research. Their taste for style has been shaped through this close contact 

with products designed for an upscale market and their historic proximity to a noble elite. 

Furthermore, an aesthetics of the everyday shapes tremendous attention given to detail 
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among many central Italians—in their industrial artisan work, their cooldng, their dressing, 

their laundering, their housecleaning, their strolling, and of course their art. A great deal of 

pleasure, and identity, is derived from this aesthetic. Certainly, commodity fetishism 

acquires a different hue when the fetishizers recognize the social relations embedded in the 

product. It also takes on a different flavor in the context of a contingent of the Left in Italy 

who subscribes to the idea that not only wealthy members of the political Right should have 

access to the "/a vita bella." Class struggle is about bettering social conditions, and this 

means improving life for everybody, making life more enjoyable, more pleasurable, for all 

classes. Neveitheless, complaints of the cost of living can only be understood alongside 

expectations of postwar central Italian consumers. When people say women do not have 

many children because they cost too much, one must recall how bourgeois ideology 

informs decisions about having and raising children. 

Little has been written about the conflictual aspect of this momentous decline in 

fertility, and the numbers and surveys that demographers use to portray the birthrate do not 

provide adequate tools for comprehending its significance. Revolutions tena to coincide 

with periods of great uncertainty. Confusion and ambivalence accompany this quiet 

revolution now underway in Italy .The confusion and ambivalence, I suggest, provide 

evidence for my hypothesis that the changes in reproductive practices constitute two 

struggles that appear contradictory: one moves against patriarchy, the other moves toward 

bourgeois respectability through consumption practices. Yet historically bourgeois 

respectability was also wrapped up with the institution of patriarchy. The one-child family, 

thus, becomes a key symbol of bourgeois rationality. 

The figuration of the small family is a case of ongoing interplay within an old 

structure—the family—but with new interdependencies and hence new uncertainties. 

Norbert Elias views social formations as "figurations of interdependent individuals" 

(1983:209) and invites us to examine how these mutual interdependencies situate 
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individuals in differential positions and relations of power. The internal and external 

relations as well as dependencies of the small family are new: as the individuals within the 

structure engage in constant interplay through the choices they make, and often difficult 

choices given social, political, economic and, of course, ideological constraints, they 

themselves constitute a force that, in part, pushes the structure to evolve. 

One choice that Italian women and men are making—that of having few or no 

children (not to mention those not included in this study who discover they cannot 

conceive)—is profoundly changing the social formation in the sense that mutual 

interdependencies are being dramatically altered as people reduce their circles of immediate 

kin. The power of the old capoccia, patriarch, is meaningless without a large brew beneath 

him to manage; the power of the nobility is dramatically limited without the mezzadria, 

sharecroppers, to oversee and grow rich on; the powers of the massaia, rural female head 

of household, or suocera, the mother-in-law, are an ever-distant memory as the daughter-

in-law refuses to move in with her, opting instead to establish her own household, and 

with her husband to postpone, perhaps indefmitely, their bringing of children into the 

world. The so-called "interdependence in which people are enmeshed" (Elias 1983:210) 

has been profoundly altered and as such it has changed the whole meaning and structure of 

family hierarchies (p. 206). 

This is not, however, to argue that all is perfectly well and egalitarian within the small 

family. Indeed, it is perhaps the very powerful and vivid memory of the old family form 

and its rigid hierarchies that lead women to speak so ambivalently and at times even 

fearfully about the idea of having a family and becoming a mother. 

Living the Cultural Politics of Low Fertility 

Young couples receive ample attention when it comes to their intentions to have 

children, as I was reminded during a return visit to Italy in June 1999. Indeed, the talk 
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generated on this topic indicates that when and whether couples will have a child has 

beconne an important aspect of Italian culture. This is particularly true for those who have 

recently married. Two examples, one from a member of the older generation who is 

waiting, the other from a member of the younger generation who is postponing, will allow 

me to make a concluding point about the significant and specific ways in which low fertility 

infuses culture in central Italy. 

The older generation 

We met our friends, the doctor Romano and his children Caterina, 8, and Marco, 3, 

in the piazza of Seano, a piazza that has given in to unforgiving parking needs. All six of us 

piled into his new station wagon. We took the narrow road with its switch-backs up to the 

hilltop town of Carmignano and on to our destination: the house of a wise and witty 

contadino named Massimiliano, a man with a thousand mestiere, crafts, and famous for his 

supply of wine and other fruits of the earth. 

Romano and Massimiliano have a friendship that reaches back to when the latter's 

father was sick and Romano was the doctor who followed his care in the hospital of Prato. 

For years after the elder man's death, Massimiliano has continued to invite Romano and 

Teresa (who arrived shortly) to his house for dinner. The place was like a fieldtrip for the 

children, who were quick to discover the dozens of cages with jumpy rabbits inside. 

The place seemed like stepping back a half century: Massimiliano and his younger 

brother lived in the home with their mother and each of their wives. Massimiliano's 

mother, bom in 1914, had had four children. Massimiliano and his wife had had two; the 

other brother had none. I asked Massimiliano's octogenarian mother what the difference 

was between the massaia and casalinga. After some probing, she finally answered with a 

laugh, explaining that the massaia, a mral female head of household, "comandava"—she 

gave orders. She had a lot of power along with her husband. The elderly woman's laughter 
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stmck me as the laughter of accommcxlation: Can you imagine such a system, where the 

young let the old folks tell them what to do? It is as though she were imagining that such a 

social order must seem like a barzalletta, a joke, to someone of my generation. 

Within the past year, Massimiliano and his wife's two children had both set up a 

household. (Romano later told me that one lives with a partner, the other is married). As we 

sat around the long table with its red-checkered tablecloth, I was reminded that this comer 

of Italian society is not beyond the reach of the demographic trends. Teresa asked 

Massimiliano's wife whether there were any grandchildren on the way. So far, no. One of 

the young couples had told Massimiliano and his wife they would like to have a child, 

probably one, but they planned to wait. 

The way in which young couples are closely watched in terms of their intentions to 

have children is significant for several reasons. First, it suggests that there is a broad social 

concern about family-making. It is as though the young and old generations are living in 

two different versions of time. The old feel their days are numbered and wonder why the 

young don't get on with life; the young feel that time is short but in another sense: between 

work, consumption, social obligations and leisure activities, there is never enough time in 

each day. Second, I am convinced that this scrutiny of postponement weighs heavily on the 

psyches of young people. It creates a structure of feeling, after Williams (1977), in which 

the idea of having a child can come to loom large and, in the process, metamorphose into a 

dovere, a responsibility. In the context of the independent-minded generation of today, not 

only can this sentiment become a turn off, but it also contradicts the freedom implied in 

romantic love and sexuality. 

The younger generation 

I met Nina, a 26-year-old film studies major, through a social scientist firiend. The 

young woman and her boyfriend lived together in a spacious one-bedroom apartment in a 
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restored centuries' old building in the urban heat of Prato. Nina's soft-spoken voice and 

delicate mannerisms were counterbalanced by her bitingly cynical attitude. She had taken a 

break from her thesis-writing on depictions of space and territory in Australian film to 

engage in a rare activity: cooking. We talked as she sauteed carrots in olive oil and a medley 

of herbs. A baby's cries rode the summer breeze from the apartment building across a 

narrow alley and added a village feel to our conversation. She told me that the neighbor 

woman seemed isolated here in the city (she was a Muslim from North Africa); Nina had 

tried to befriend the immigrant but with little success. Tne sound of the crying infant and 

the detail of the isolated neighbor prompted Nina to recollect how her own friends had 

made the transition to motherhood. They were women in their 30s who had been 

"completely open and free-spirited" until they had a baby. Afterwards, they changed 

completely. They became protective and fear-ridden. It horrified her to see such a change in 

these amiche, female friends. She assured me that she loved little kids—"they are an 

endless source of energy, but..." 

She then reflected: if everyone else is treating a child in a particular way, it is 

impossible to do otherwise. She told me a story about a friend from elementary school 

whose mother was "alternative" in that she worked and had little time for domestic duties. 

On several occasions, the children were asked to write about their mothers. The girl noticed 

her classmates described their mothers' activities as cooking, ironing, cleaning, etc. So she 

began to invent stories about her own mother that resembled the other mothers': how she 

would get up every morning to cook the sauce, iron, etc. During a teacher-parent 

conference, the teachers commended the girl's mother for her good behavior, for the 

attention she paid to her daughter in the form of domestic tasks. "Non era vero per niente— 

none of it was a bit true," Nina protested. Her point was well made: there is tremendous 

pressure on young women to conform to an ideal of motherhood, one which is clearly 

related to middle-class ideologies of domesticity and gender and which I have described as 
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the culture of responsibility. This pressure, though it may come from children , historically 

has found its source in the Catholic Church, the state and other civil institutions. 

The Making and Unmaking of Italian Women as Subaltern Subjects 

In the past several decades, Italian law and church doctrine have come to embrace an 

egalitarian ethic concerning women and family matters. Nevertheless, the very specific 

gender ideology that confronts Italian women with regard to mothering and care-taking 

finds its roots in past attitudes toward women that continued well into the twentieth 

century. The doctrines adopted since the 1960s and laws passed since the 1970s can be 

best appreciated with a brief overview of earlier, indisputably patriarchal church and state 

positions. Casti connubii, the papal encyclical of 1930, naturalized the role of women as 

divinely responsible for the "procreation and education of offspring." The encyclical, 

according to historical legal and family sociologist Lesley Caldwell, went so far as to 

criminalize movements that might lead to women's emancipation: 

Casti connubii... reiterated the importance of the gender-based hierarchy 
of authority within the family and the tasks assigned to the partners on the 
basis of it. It argued against the movement of women towards 
emancipation on the grounds that this would be unnatural and constitute a 
perversion of family life, and would even result in "crime" because "it 
would free the wife from the domestic cares of children and family, 
enabling her to the neglect of these, to follow her own bent, and engage in 
business and even public affairs" (p. 37, quoted in Caldwell 1978:72). 

In the same period, fascist family laws naturalized women as reproducers for the 

state. In 1926, the fascist government made "abortion and the dissemination of birth-

control information crimes of state" (de Grazia 1992:55). The new civil codes between 

1939 and 1942 limited women's ability to work, reinforcing regulations that forbid women 

from leaving the "conjugal home 'without just cause' " (Saraceno 1990:440). Only 

beginning in the postwar period did Italian legal and religious structures begin to shift 
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toward granting women equal rights with men. By the 1960s, papal pronouncements came 

to reflect the "changing needs of a changing society" and to emphasize "reciprocal love and 

shared companionship and play down the insistence on a hierarchical ranking stressed in 

earlier documents" (Caldwell 1978:72). Legal reform touched on the most intimate of 

women's issues with the introduction of the divorce bill in 1970 (legge n. 898); the 

repercussions were profound as this law cracked open a broadly diffused debate on 

specifically feminist issues. The Italian state officially sought to undo the patriarchal 

elements of the family in 1975 with the passage of family rights legislation (legge n. 151). 

This law promoted a principle of equality between husband and wife within the context of 

the family. It established parity between the conjugal pair through the following 

stipulations: the law obliterated the official position of the husband as the "capo della 

famiglia," or head of household, symbolized in part by requiring women to adopt her 

husband's surname; it stipulated the mutual direction of family life and consensual 

decision-making regarding post-marital residence; it no longer forced those who married 

foreigners to lose their Italian citizenship; it required that the husband and wife together 

exercise authority over children; and it insisted that couples hold property in common 

(Sarogni 1995:190-91). 

Women's right to a safe and legal abortion in 1978 (legge n.l94) marked another 

state-level move away from patriarchy and toward women's equality. Central to Italian 

feminist debates about abortion has been the right to complete sovereignty that women have 

over their own bodies. The arguments attributed to the legalization of abortion put an end to 

the "social catastrophe" of clandestine abortions, which particularly afflicted women who 

were economically and culturally "weak" (Pitch ] 994:274). The initial political language 

that framed the abortion debate in Italy, however, has more recently been transformed into 

ethical language, and those opposing abortion now point to "diffuse female 

irresponsibility." As Italian sociologist Tamar Pitch points out, this language betrays the 
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explicit hardship as well as discomfort that an unwanted pregnancy brings and negates the 

recognition that women deserve control over their own reproductive practices. These 

debates have increased in importance in light of a "conscientious objector" clause that 

allows doctors to opt out of performing abortions. Increasing numbers of doctors have 

declared themselves objectors, and this trend has posed a serious obstacle to obtaining legal 

abortions in some regions. The number of abortions fell between 1980 and 1990: from 

220,263 in 1980, to 210,192 in 1985, to 161,285 in 1990 (Pitch 1994:274-75). 

Women's equality in work and government contexts has been the subject of other 

legislation. The anti-discrimination law of 1977 (n. 903) prohibited discrimination based on 

sex, marital status, family situation or pregnancy regarding access to work in all sectors 

and at all levels of the professional hierarchy. It also stipulated that men should receive 

equal treatment to miss work for the care of children. In 1981, women were legally allowed 

to join the ranks of state police (they have not, however, been admitted into combat). In 

1984, a national equal opportunity commission was established, with revisions in 1988. In 

1992. a law was passed to offer incentives for women entrepreneurs (legge n. 215) and, in 

1993, to promote the presence of women in comunal as well as provincial governments by 

requiring local entities to ensure equal representation of women in elections (legge n. 81). 

Issues related to women's rights that continue to be debated in legal circles include 

domestic violence, sexual violence, and sexual harassment in the workplace (Sarogni 

1995:190-95). "Emancipation for Italian women has been slow in coming since state 

formation in 1861 as compared with other European countries.... But those who have 

fought for women's equality in the family and in broader social contexts have recognized 

that progress for women means progress for Italian society as a whole" (Sarogni 1995:196; 

my translation). 
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The Psyche. Patriarchy and Critical Elaboration 

Despite strides made in the legal realm, Italian women continue to experience lives 

unequal to those of men, as I was often told and poignantly reminded on several occasions. 

A sweater factory in Sicily, where the women had agreed to respect pre-established turns 

for becoming pregnant, received international attention when a union objected to the 

semblance of employer meddling in workers' personal lives (Lobato 1999). "The 

exigencies of production should not influence the right to free and conscious maternity," 

said Giovanna Marano, of the General Confederation of Italian Workers. Upon my return 

to Carmignano in June 1999,1 learned first hand the risk a young woman takes when she 

marries. I stopped by the small sweater workshop of Simonetta, a divorcee originally from 

Sicily. Within a minute, her eldest daughter Natalia rolled up on her scooter, and 

immediately afterward, Gina, the young woman I had worked with in the sweater factory, 

strolled into the shop. I asked if she had come from work. 'They fired Gina," her mother 

told me. I was shocked, for I had observed what a dedicated worker she was and knew she 

had worked in the factory for nine years. "She is getting married and they fired her." The 

scene Gina described to me was brutal: the male owner had pushed her out one day in 

January, saying "There's no work for you here." She believed that the firm—indeed, a 

family firm—had laid her off indefinitely after learning she was to be married. Gina was 

pursuing a lawsuit against the firm through the Camera di Commercio, but the best she had 

to hope for was one year's compensation. 

I was invited to see Gina and her fiance's new home—a small but charming 

apartment, completely refurbished in the historic center of a nearby town. There was a 

cubicle of a second bedroom for the eventual one child the couple intended to have. The 

wedding itself was a lavish affair: a traditional church ceremony with a multi-course lunch 

at a villa in the nearby foothills. Simonetta, recall, a small-shop sweater maker, over the 

years had spent £50 million (some $30,000) on her youngest daughter's corredo, or 
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trousseau, to outfit the bride's new home with high quality linens, dishes, and household 

items. The wedding dress and accessories alone cost some £7 million (about $3,200) 

When Simonetta talked to me several days later, she expressed concern about whether 

Gina's elder sister, Natalia, would ever find a man to marry her. "She's cattiva, bad," 

Simonetta told me, explaining her as too much of a feminist, too independent-minded. "A 

man is a man, a woman is a woman. It takes uno scemo, an idiot of a man, who will put up 

with being bossed around like a ciuco, an ass." 

Italian women negotiate burdensome contradictions of modem patriarchy each day of 

their lives. It gets under their skins, penetrates their very psyches. This history has left 

traces on the psyches of women in terms of the ambivalence they feel toward relationships. 

During my research, on several occasions single women expressed fear about entering a 

committed, monogamous relationship, or joy in leaving one. A woman in her mid-20s told 

me she had worked hard to establish her own identity and expressed fear about losing her 

sense of self as she found herself falling in love. A woman in her late 20s expressed relief 

after breaking off a relationship she felt she had fallen into too quickly after leaving a 

longterm boyfriend. Finding herself alone, she remarked: 

E come se dopo tanti anni fossi tomata in possesso di me 
stessa, e questa sensazione e bella, e mi spaventa ma mi rende anche 
felice! 

It's as though after many years I've returned to own myself, 
and this sensation is beautiful, and it scares me but also 
makes me happy! 

I suggest the ambivalence that many Italian women feel toward having children and 

making a family stems from a social process of critical elaboration, in the sense that women 

are keenly aware of the long history of oppression they have endured at the hands of the 

Catholic Church, the Italian state as well as civil society. Gramsci insightfully equated 

critical elaboration with the "consciousness of what one really is" (1971:324). Women, 

whether or not they call themselves feminists (most I met did not readily use that term). 
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have come to know themselves in relation to historical processes connected to patriarchal 

forms. Although not everyone has (or wants) ready access to an inventory of historical 

processes, as Gramsci recognized, the indelible traces are nevertheless deeply felt. 

Central to my explanation of the "quiet revolution" is a theory of subjectivity that can 

provide insight into the social formation of the small family. Catapulting such a theory into 

the concluding fray opens the way for understanding experience as not just what happens 

"to" people but the motivations that lead people to take action and then experience life 

choices in particular ways and contexts. Foucault offers two concise meanings of the 

subject: "subject to someone else by control and dependence, and tied to his own identity 

by a conscience of self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a form of power which 

subjugates and makes subject to" (Foucault 1982:212). Gramsci's subjects are constituted 

historically and through collective struggle, and the state provides the important context for 

the production of subjects; ultimately every state is ethical, and people living in states 

internalize the moral order, which corresponds to the needs of "productive forces" 

(Gramsci 1971:258). 

Although these theories certainly allow space for discussing social relations involving 

gender, they do not specifically address the ways in which women have been constituted as 

historically "subject" to patriarchy. The domain of kinship and marriage, as Ortner and 

Whitehead remind, has been commonly viewed as "one of the most important contexts 

within which gender ideology is produced and reproduced" (1981:10). Indeed, despite a 

current legal ideology that promotes equality within the family, the Italian family continues 

to be an institution that foments gender roles which often echo old asymmetries with 

consequences for those living in families and those setting out to make new families. 

Although the family has been reconstituted by the state as an institution of equality between 

woman and man, wife and husband, a modernized form of patriarchy persists both inside 

the family and outside of it. Otherwise, we would not read and hear accounts of Italian men 
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described as "lazy" in stories of the low birthrate in Italy; for example, in the dwindling 

village of Vastogirardi in the Molise region of southern Italy, The New York Times 

reported that the town mayor has threatened to levy a tax on unmarried people to remedy 

the trend: only one baby was bom last year there. The article focused more heavily on the 

50 unmarried men than the 20 unmarried women in the village of 823 people, partaking in 

the self-reflexive humor of town bachelors who congregate at the Bar Sport. In an attempt 

to explain the general low birthrate in Italy, the newspaper consulted with sociologist 

Marzio Barbagli, who observed Italian men's slowness to adjust to new models and 

"accommodate working wives" (Stanley 1999). Italian women carry a disproportiona! 

degree of responsibility with regard to family- and home-making. Barbagli suggested that 

what lends to "give" in such arrangements is a second child. In a sense, women are thus 

resisting the burden of this particular manifestation of an archaic patriarchal figure. It is also 

quite possible that men who do not settle into marriage—of which central Italy has a long 

history of celibacy (also recall Mussolini's tax on bachelors)—may not be heterosexual or 

may simply be rejecting the old form of patriarchy as well. Yet apprehensive about other 

models for being "men," many opt to stay with their parents rather than risk partnership 

with a wife. More research could be done on the relationship between masculinity and low 

fertility. Another line of investigation might go beyond fertility surveys about types of birth 

control methods that couples use (recall 1980s data suggested only 6 percent of Italian 

women used the pill as opposed to 23 percent barrier, 15 percent coitus interruptus and 15 

percent lUD—see Chapter 4, footnote 35), to explore the meanings of these methods, and 

closely examine whether the method of birth control predicts which partner has the ultimate 

decision-making power about having a child or whether couples tend to collaborate 

regardless of the method used. 

The meanings and implications of "the family" have certainly transformed as 

reproductive and marriage pattems shift. Michele Barrett was among the numerous Marxist 
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feminists' writing in the 1970s and early 1980s whose view of "the family" as a "prime 

agent of gender socialization" led her to characterize it "as the major agency of women's 

oppression" (Barrett 1988[1980]:vii, 207]). Gayle Rubin's (1975) reading of Levi-

Strauss's classic The Elementary Structures of Kinship (1969) suggested that the making 

of family subjects women to "trafficking," i.e., to being treated as goods to be to traded 

like so many commodities on the market. The essence of kinship systems, as Rubin 

inteqjreted, "lie in an exchange of women between men" (1975:171). Levi-Strauss depicted 

women as having long been treated as mere pawns in a cultural kinship system in which 

men dominate. 

Indeed, the family (reproduction) and the labor process (production) are two main 

themes that emerge again and again in social life and in scholarly writings when one 

discusses the position of women in society (Kuhn and Wolpe 1978:vii). A flurry of 

feminist scholarship of two decades ago sought to correct a classic Marxist focus on modes 

of production and expand it to modes of reproduction so as to theorize the subordination of 

women. Scholars in this movement, such as Kuhn and Wolpe, disagreed with the Marxist 

assumption that "the transformation of capitalism would entail emancipation of all members 

of society" (1978:8). These scholars sought to examine the specificity of women's 

oppression, and some (e.g., McDonough and Harrison 1978:12) argued that understanding 

capitalist society required placing women's oppression at the center of the analysis. One 

lasting contribution of this movement was that "within the capitalist mode of production, 

patriarchy operates through class relations" (McDonough and Harrison 1978:11). Indeed, 

they argued that social relations of human reproduction entailed class-specific relations. For 

' Bemen'a and Sen noted that women's reproductive roles may hinder their full or equal participation 
in socially valued wage labor activities. The authors described the low-wage work of Third World women as 
a "new division of labor" since "female labor meets the needs of capitalists searching for a disciplined and 
low-cosl labor supply" (1981:289). A historical view reminds us that such divisions of labor have old 
roots. Women have long worked at the bottom of the wage structure. The devaluation of female Tuscan 
weavers similarly justified exploiting them and paying them very little for their work. 
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example, McDonough and Harrison emphasized the difference between women who 

procreated heirs and women who procreated slaves; for central Italy, we might contrast 

women who procreated titled nobility with those who gave birth to weavers, sharecroppers 

or day-laborers. To illustrate how central Italian women from different socioeconomic or 

class locations have been differently subjected to patriarchy, consider the 1931 census from 

Carmignano, in which the most common occupational category for male heads of 

household was listed as colono, tenant farmer, whereas the most common occupational 

category for senior women was trecciaiola, weaver. By contrast, women from noble 

families enjoyed the same occupational category as their male counterparts: possidente, 

property owner.^ In terms of status and power, there is a world of difference between a 

straw weaver and a property owner.^ Furthermore, the occupation of straw weaver implied 

woman whereas property owner implied an unmarked, if male, gender. This world of 

difference is also the space of the subaltern female subject, her productive and reproductive 

roles and possibilities. 

The procreative process is, thus, like the labor process, always located within a 

specific mode of production and its social relations. It follows that "The mechanisms by 

which patriarchy is secured vary according to the class positions of women and the 

different procreative function they perform" (McDonough and Harrison, p. 36). Hence, the 

relations of production provide a context for the social relations of human reproduction, 

which are in turn central to explaining the subordination of women. 

A drawback to this strain of feminist literature is its deterministic quality: "The 

perpetuation of structures is primarily determined by the need to control women's 

procreative capacity and her sexuality" (McDonough and Harrison 1978:36-37). If 

2 ASC, Foglio di Famiglia, 1931. 
^ Noble women were also subject to patriarchy, of course. In the realm of politics, for example, it 

was their fathers and brothers, not the women themselves, who became the powerifu! mayors. 
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women's sexuality is so strictly controlled, then those "lazy" men in Italy are not doing a 

very good job controlling "their" women's sexuality. The women described in this vein 

tend to be abstract, lacking in pleasure, joy, love, agency, sexuality or power.'^ At a certain 

point the theories of British feminists do not resonate with the historic and ongoing reality 

of central Italy. First, this Northern European tradition leaves no space for the history of 

strong women figures such as the massaia, rural head of household, or the suocera, 

mother-in-law, who exercised tremendous power within the household economy.^ 

Furthermore, it depicts a stark separation between the private and public realms (or 

homeplace and workplace), a characterization that does not resonate with the twentieth-

century economic configurations in Italy, including the persistence of family firms and 

domicile workers well into the present.® 

These universalizing blinders may in part derive from an agenda of what I call a 

"transition" approach to modes of production in which there is a stark transition to a factory 

or Fordist model of capitalism. Eric Wolf, on the other hand, embraces a more fluid 

"articulation" approach to modes of production. Wolfs dialectic model encourages us to 

look inside the specific modes of production for possible articulations of modes other than 

capitalist, an important strategy for grasping social formations as well as women's status. 

Admittedly, Wolf did not consider modes of reproduction or see the utility of gender as a 

"useful category for historical analysis" (Scott 1986), particularly useful to a topic as 

gendered fertility decline; however, his concern with structural power (1990, 1999) allows 

Stone and James (1995) investigation of dowry and bride-burning in India argue that the power 
women traditionally derived from fertility may be diminishing among the urban middle classes of the North. 
Women's position seems to have become insecure with the erosion of the value placed on women's 
reproductive capacity. 

5 Leacock's classic (1978) article reminds us to consider the way in which households articulated 
with markets; she argues that women's status was much higher when the household economy was the 
market and diminished once the household came to stand in relation to an external mercantile market 
economy 

® Global technologies such as the internet are also reconfiguring this spatial division as more people 
are able to work from their homes, often located great distances from a specific work site. 
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space for making gender central to the analysis—a contribution of my project. In the 

countryside of central Italy, I showed how as the kin and tribute modes of production 

increasingly gave way to the capitalist mode of production, this threw the patriarchal family 

and its hierarchies into crisis. In turn, the younger generation's loyalties to the rigid 

patriarchal form began to unravel. Women, too, no longer found reason to conform to all 

of its expectations, including the making of large families. It is a case of economic 

transformations working in tandem with cultural transformations. Just as Schneider and 

Schneider (1996) found in their study of fertility decline in Sicily, the exui^erant entry of 

capitalism and the shifting social relations it fomented, led people to rethink their values and 

possibilities. More recent feminist scholars who have focused attention specifically on the 

politics of reproduction, such as Emily Martin, (1992[1988]), Ginsburg and Rapp (1995), 

and most recently Kligman (1998), have offered powerful works that remind as to the 

specific ways in which women's bodies have been the sites for the exercise of state and 

global power. 

These complex, embodied histories that inevitably speak to the articulation of 

production and reproduction, and often with contradictions between them, operate on 

women at a conscious and unconscious level. For as Annette Kuhn argued so well, "A 

conceptualization of subjectivity in relation to women within patriarchy is necessary 

because the position of women cannot be described or explained solely in terms of mode of 

production" (1978:43). Her observation that "patriarchy unites property and psychic 

relations" and that "this unity is affected in the operation of the family" stands as a powerful 

reminder that there exists a material relation between the unconscious and history. If 

patriarchy constitutes an important aspect of the history in Italy, it seems reasonable to 

expect it historically shaped social relations, relations of production, relations of private 

property on the one hand, and psychic relations, subject positioning, and symbolic 

structures, on the other, as Kuhn suggests (p. 52). Her argument that both the position of 
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the subject as well as the constitution of the unconscious must be historicized well matches 

Gramsci's observation about the importance of critical elaboration and for my argument that 

the specific histories of Italian patriarchy and of women's unrecognized productive labor 

and their obliged reproductive labor has left deep traces on the psyches of young women as 

well as men. 

Italian society is so taken with the changes in the family and related shifts in women's 

status and identities that the Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione (Public Instruction 

Ministr>') in June 1999 included among its essay topics offered to high school students 

taking their "exams of maturity" one entitled, "Transformations provoked by social changes 

of recent decades in the structure of the Italian family." Students were provided with 

excerpts to engage, including the following by a well-known Italian demographer: 

Alia base della formazione e della sopravvivenza di una famiglia 
"tradizionale" tutta pervasa dalla mo^e cristiana, come era la famiglia 
italiana fino agli anni Cinquanta, vi erano due regole fondamentali: I) 
rapporti sessuali consentiti solo tra coniugi; 2) matrimonio considerato una 
unione per la vita. Ad esse si dovevano aggiungere; I'asimmetria fra i due 
sessi riguardo ai ruoli nella famiglia; I'atteggiamento childoriented 
(orientato verso il bambino) della coppia per il grande valore attribuito ai 
figli; il forte legame con tutta la parentela [...]. Lo straordinario incremento 
deir istruzione e una grande crescita politica e ideologica hanno portato le 
donne ad una diffusa e radicata presa di coscienza dei propri diritti e del 
proprio status (il che ha comportato, fra I'altro, una loro larghissima 
immissione nelle forze del lavoro che ha modificato gli stereotipi dei ruoli 
dei due sessi) e una conseguente crescita di identita e di autoconsiderazione 
fiiori del quadro familiare. Tutto cio ha contribuito a modiHcare fortemente 
la struttura asimmetrica della unione coniugale, spingendola sempre piu 
verso una struttura simmetrica. 

A. GOLINI, Profilo demografico della famiglia italiana, 
in La famiglia italiana dall'Ottocento a oggi, Lateiza, Bari 1988 

At base of the formation and survival of a traditional family imbued with 
Christian morality, such as the Italian family until the fifties, were two 
fundamental rules: 1) consensual sexual relations only between husband 
and wife; 2) marriage was considered a union for life. To these they had to 
add: the asymme^ between the two sexes regarding roles in the family; a 
child-oriented attitude of the couple due to the huge value attributed to 
children; strong ties to all of the relatives [...]. The extraordinary increase 
in education and the tremendous political and ideological growth have 
brought women to a diffuse and deeply-rooted conscious sense of their 
own rights and of their own status (resulting from, above all else, their 
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massive entry into the workforce which has modified the stereotypes of the 
roles of the two sexes) and a consequential growth of identity and of self-
consideration beyond the familial context. All this has contributed to a 
powerful modification in the asymmetrical structure of the conjugal union, 
pushing it ever more toward a symmetrical structure. 

This selection evidences the centrality of family change to Italian society. Although the 

passage participates in that old erasure of women's historic productive contributions, it 

makes important point about women's struggles toward achieving equality with men and 

coming into their own. 

I have suggested in this epilogue that there is something important occurring at the 

level of the psyche that profoundly influences the making of small families. The seeds of 

protest against the rigid hierarchies of the patriarchal family form were undoubtedly sewn 

by those hard-working straw weavers who were viewed as "not very useful" by the men, 

as well as "sold" women such as lolanda, whose husband's family forced her to work as a 

wetnurse but she herself never saw a lire for her hard work. Many of the women who came 

of age in the 1960s and onward embraced a new view of themselves as potentially equal 

partners to men. Fully aware of the gender and class expectations of forming a family and 

of entering the role of motherhood, women of the younger generation have often been 

cautious about stepping rashly into that role. 

A central goal of this dissertation has been to personalize and ground the experiences 

of small family-making and thereby avoid the abstraction referred to as "fertility decline." 

Ultimately, this means uncovering the motives for why central Italian women stopped 

having large families as part of a historical process and also why they now make very small 

families. Indeed, the most common and vexing question I am asked about the record-low 

fertility of Italian women is, "Why?" People desire a comprehensible, if at times quick, 

explanation for why Italian women have so few children. Etemographers have examined 

numerous variables, ranging from changes in infant mortality, health factors and sexually 

transmitted diseases to industrialization and women's education, and they have called for an 
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examination of cultural factors. I have approached the demogr^hic transition as a cultural 

transformation, conceiving of it as deeply tied to broad economic shifts, resulting in the 

ever-evolving social relations linked to women's roles not only in the family but in the 

global economy. 

This ethnography of the quiet revolution has contributed to our understanding of the 

phenomenal demographic transformation in Italian society, following Greenhalgh's 

programmatic call to pursue a critical population studies in three important ways. First, my 

approach has engendered population studies. I have sought to give voice to the "other," 

i.e., women and former peasants, the subaltern subjects of the quiet revolution. 

Throughout, I have examined shifts in patriarchal institutions and the effects of these 

changes with the goal of unveiling and denaturalizing gender and class ideologies. Second, 

my goal (after Greenhalgh) of globalizing population studies required me to embrace a 

research strategy that acknowledged people as subjects of history. As such, the project 

stands as a corrective to the tendency to forget about women's work despite the important 

ways it was linked to reproduction given their historic location in the contexts of 

articulating kin, tribute and capitalist modes of production. Such a historical approach 

exploits a unit of analysis that allows us to properly locate women's work in the global 

economy with which it was clearly and importantly connected. Third, this project has 

broadened the critical focus of population studies through identification of the hegemonic 

power of demographic discourses and the revealing of such discourses as contributing to 

bias, racism, and sneaky pronatalism. 
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APPENDIX: TRANSCRIPTION NOTATIONS 

Notational systems for dealing with spoken discourse have proliferated over the past 
several decades, as Philips observes (1998:141). Approaches to representing talk vary 
depending on what voice properties the transcriber aims to capture and ultimately on what 
sorts of interpretations the analyst seeks to make. One of my primary goals was to 
represent the speech as close as possible to the actual talk with the go^ of using discourse 
analysis to get at a deep level of meaning and contradiction. I also sought to create a 
readible text and to retain aspects of loc^ dialect as much as possible.The presentation of 
alternating the Italian original with English translations was inspired by Ochs et al. (1996). 
My notation, after Philips (1998:141-146), tends to be quite straightforward; however, as 
some of the symbols may not be self-evident, particularly to the reader not trained in 
linguistic anthropology, I offer here a basic key to my notational usage. I have borrowed 
symbols from DuBois et al. (1993), from Goodwin and Goodwin (1987), and from 
Philips (1998). The following legend indicates the symbols used in my transcriptions. 

( ) inaudible or unclear speech 
(v) omitted pronunciation, common to Tuscan dialect 
(word) problematic hearing but transcriber's best guess 
/ / speaker overlaps 
wo=rd significant lengthening of vowel or word 
CAPS emphasis signaled by pitch or volume 
[. . ] pause; each dot denotes one second unless otherwise noted 

repair, latch, or abrupt end. A repair occurs when a speaker "starts 
to say one thing and then (maybe) says another, or repeats the 
same thing again" (Philips 1998:143). A latch, or hitch is a slight 
pause in the flow of talk. The dash is also used to signal where a 
speaker stops talking but the intonation does not resemble the 
t^ical pattern heard at the end of a sentence; such abrupt endings 
commonly occur when the speaker is interrupted. 

" " quotation quality; reported speech 
@ @ @ laughter 
word whisper voice quality 
[ ] comments about the speech provided by the transcriber 
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